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1.1 Learning Objectives
After studying the chapter, students will be able to:
• State the meaning and scope of retailing;
•

Discuss the functions of retailing/retailer;

• Trace the rise of the retailer;
• • Get an overview of the global retail market;
• Understand the perception of retail as a career;
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• Explain the concept of organised retail;
• Trace the evolution of retail in India;
•

Notes

Identify the drivers qi retail change in India;

• Describe the size of retail in India;
• Discuss the challenges to retail development in India.

1.2 Introduction
t
Retailing comes at the end of the marketing distributive channel. The word 'retail' has been derived
from the French word "retaillier" and means 'to cut a piece' or 'to break bulk'. It covers all jttie

activities involved in the sale of product and services. Retailing is a high-intensity competition
industry and second largest globally. The reason for its popularity lies in its ability to provide
easier access to a variety of products, freedom of choice, and many services to consumers. ’Tlie
size of an average retail store varies across countries depending largely on the level of a particular
country's economic development. The largest retail store in the world is Wal-Mart of USA.
Retailing is the world's largest private sector contributing to 8% of the GDP and it emp oy s
one-sixth of the labor force. The estimated retail trade is expected to be 7 trillion US $. Many
countries have developed only due to retailing and presently we see there is a vast change in tine
retail industry. As far as India is concerned it contributes to 14% of our GDP and it is the second
largest sector next to agriculture which provides employment to more number of persons. I
v Now according to a survey, India is classified in to the fifth most attractive retail destination
and second among the countries in Asia. Worldwide it is ranked as fifth most attractive retail
destination.
1
Retailing business in India is undergoing rapid transformation. The kirana store is a miaj or
element in the retail business in India. The emergence of new retail formats in retailing sectoi bias
attracted attention of many like government, large corporations, economists and general p!it»licr
in recent years. The environment of retailing business in India is witnessing several changes on
the demand side due to increased income and changes in Indian consumers' preferences Tbie
driving forces in Indian retail sector are: rapid economic development in recent years, changes in
4
consumers' preferences, improvements in civic situation, liberalization policy and globalisation.
The Indian retail industry is the fifth largest in the world. Comprising of organizer and
unorganized sectors, India retail industry is one of the fastest growing industries in India, espe rially
over the last few years. Though initially, the retail industry in India was mostly unorgar ized,
however with the change of tastes and preferences of the consumers, the industry is getting more
popular these days and getting organized as well. With growing market demand, the indui try is
expected to grow at a pace of 25-30% annually. The India retail industry expectedly grew from
? 35,000 crore in 2004-05 to ? 109,000 crore in the year 2010.

1.3 What is Retailing
Retailing is the business activity of selling goods and services to the final consumer.

|

Retailing can be defined as the business products and services to consumers for their owri
use. According to Kotler, "Retailing includes all the activities involved in selling goods or services to
the final consumers for personal, non business use".
Retailing is the activity of selling goods and services to last level consumers for their use.
It is concerned with getting goods in their finished state into the hands of customers who are
2'
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prepared to pay for the pleasure of eating, wearing or experiencing particular product items.
Retailing is all about the distribution of goods and services because retailers play a key role in
the route that products take after originating from a manufacturer, grower or service-provider
to reach the person who consumes. Retailing is also one of the key elements of a marketing
strategy facilitating the targeting process, making sure that a product reaches particular groups
of consumers. It is important in a marketing strategy to match the arena in which a product is
purchased to the benefits and characteristics of the product itself and its price.

Notes

Retailers provide a collection of service benefits to their customers such as being located
in convenient places, editing product ranges according to shopping taste, and selling goods in
quantities that match personal consumption levels. Ensuring that this process runs smoothly
presents a host of managerial challenges. Retailing is therefore a deceptively simple management
process - yet fascinatingly complex in its detail.
Companies who provide meals out, haircuts and aromatherapy sessions are all essentially
retailers, as they sell to the final consumer, and yet customers do not take goods away from these
retailers in a carrier bag. The consumption of the service product coincides with the retailing
activity itself.
From a traditional marketing viewpoint, the retailer is one of a number possible organization
through which goods produced by manufacture flow on their way to their consumer destiny.
These organizations perform various roles by being a member of a distribution channel.
Example: Chocolate producer like Cadbury's will use a number of distribution channels for.
its confectionery, which involve members such as agents, wholesalers, supermarkets, convenience
stores, petrol stations, vending machine operators and so on.
Channel members, or marketing intermediaries as they are sometimes referred to, take
■ on activities that a manufacturer does not have the resources to perform, such as displaying the
product alongside related or alternative items in a location that is convenient for consumer to
access for shopping.
Retailing consists of the sale of goods or merchandise from a fixed location, such as a department
store or kiosk, or by post, in small or individual lots for direct consumption by the purchaser.
Retailing may include subordinated services, such as delivery. Purchasers may be individuals
or businesses. In commerce, a retailer buys goods or products in large quantities from manufacturers
or importers, either directly or through a wholesaler, and then sells smaller quantities to the enduser. Retail establishments are often called shops or stores. Retailers are at the end of the supply
chain. Manufacturing marketers see the process of retailing as a necessary part of their overall
distribution strategy. The term "retailer" is also applied where a service provider services the
needs of a large number of individuals, such as a public utility like electric power.

CASELET: Industry Status for Retail Sector?
Barely recovering from the slump in the economy, organised retailers in the country demand
that the sector should be given industry status, besides easing foreign investment norms in
the forthcoming Budget. "Industry status has been a long standing demand of the retail sector.
Besides we also want a relaxation in the foreign direct investment (FD1) norms," Retailers
Association of India chief executive officer Kumar Rajagopalan said. Sharing similar views,
Koutons Retail India chairman D P S Kohli said: "Industry status has been a recurring demand
of the retail sector for many years since only then will the retailers be able to fully enjoy the •
benefits of organised financing, insurance and fiscal incentives."
Self Learning Material
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According to industry figures, only around five per cent of the estimated over USD. 450
billion Indian retail sector is currently organised. Calling for easing of FDI norms, Rajagopalan
said, "No industry in India has grown without FDI participation and for retail to emerge as a
big player, more FDI should be allowed." Besides, he said even if FDI norms are not rehixed
in the Budget, the government must give a clarification on FII and foreign PE funding r 3vite
as there is a lot of ambiguity.
4
Kohli said clarity on the.issue will help Indian retailers raise funds from abroad as tine
global liquidity condition is showing improvement. At present, the government allows 51 percent
FDI in single brand retailing and prohibits any foreign investments in the multi-brand segirtemt.
Source: indianrcalitynews.com

1.4 Functions of Retailing
Retailers are crucial players in the emerging market scenario. Large brands are running mxst to
get into the desired retail formats to cater to the growing middle class of India. Retailers perform
various functions like providing assortments, sorting, breaking the bulk, rendering services, bearing
risk, serve as a channel of communication, transportation, advertising and holding inventory.
They significantly contribute towards increasing the product value and satisfying the const imers.
Following are the functions of a retailer/retailing:
1. Providing assortments: Offering an assortment enables customers to choose from «i wide
selection of brands, designs, sizes, colors, and prices in one location. Manufacturers specialize
in producing specific types of products.
Example: Kellogg makes breakfast cereals, Knorr makes soups.
If each manufacturer had its own stores that only sold its own products, consumers would
have to go to many different stores to buy groceries to prepare a single meal. Retailer s offer
assortment of multiple products and brands for consumer convenience.
2.

Sorting: Manufacturers make one single line or multiple product lines and will Jtlways
prefer to sell their entire output to few buyers to reduce their costs. Final consumers will
prefer to choose from a large variety of goods and services and then usually buy in smaller
quantities. Retailers have to strike a balance between demands of both the sides, by col lecting
a combination of goods from different producers, buying them in large quantities and selling
them to individual consumers in smaller quantities. The above process is called sorti "»g and
under this process, the retailer undertakes activities and performs functions that ad< L 'value
to the products and services while selling them to consumers.
Example: A shopping supermarket of Pantaloon Retail in the name of "Big Bazaar' sells more
than 20,000 assortments from 900 companies. Customers can choose from such a l>asl<et
in just one location. There are specialized retailers like Nilgiris or Barista, which offers
specialized assortments of a single product line.

4
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Breaking Bulk: Retailers offer the products in smaller quantities tailored to ind viduaM
consumers and household consumption patterns. This reduces transportation costs,
warehouse costs and inventory costs. This is called breaking bulk.

4.

Rendering Services: Retailers render services that make it easier for customers to buy
and use products. Theyprovide credit facilities to the customers. They display products,
which attract the customers. Retailers keep ready information on hand to answer queries
of the customers. They provide services by which the ownership can be transferred frorr

manufacturer to the end consumers with convenience. They also provide product guarantee
from owner's side, after sales service and also deal with consumer complaints. Retailers
also offer credit to consumers and develop hire purchase facilities to enable them to buy
a product immediately and pay the price at their ease. Retailers also fill orders, promptly
process, deliver and install the product at customer point. Retail sales people answer the
customer complaints and demonstrate the product for the customer to evaluate before
making a choice. They also help in completing a transaction and realizing the sale.
5.
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Risk Bearing: Retailers bear a different kind of risk to the manufacturers and wholesalers.
Even the customers can come back to the retail point and return the product. In that case,
the risk of product ownership many times rests with the retailers. Many companies have
buy back schemes and return schemes whereby the retailers can always return the unsold
- items to the manufacturer.

6.

Holding Inventory: A major function of retailers is to keep inventory so that products will
be available for consumers. Thus, consumers can keep a much smaller inventory of products
at home because they.can easily access more from the nearby retailers. Retailer's inventory
allows customers instant availability of the products and services.

7.

Channel of Communication: Retailers are the bridge between the manufacturer or his
representative and the end customers. They serve as a two-way channel of communication.
The manufacturer collects customer choice and preference data and provides information
about existing and new products through the retailers. The point of purchase displays
provide serve as advertisements that provide information about new products and many
times retailers inform the consumers about likely date of availability of a product or entry
of variants into the market. The shoppers get a chance to learn about products and services
from the stores and even acquire trial habits by seeing others buying a product or service in
the store. The manufacturer too collects customer data, data on gaps in demand and supply
cycles and customer satisfaction from retail points.

8. Transportation: Retailers also help in transport and advertising function. The larger
assortments are transported from wholesaler's point to retailers point by retailer's own
arrangements and many times, the retailer delivers the goods at final consumer's point..
So, retailers provide assistance in storage, transportation and prepayment merchandise.
The percentage that a retailer gets from the sale price depends on the number of functions
that the retailer does for the manufacturer.
*
'

1.5 Social and Economic Significance of Retailing
The social and economic significance of retailing is explained under the following heads.
Social Responsibility
Retailers are socially responsible businesses. Corporate social responsibility describes the
voluntary actions taken by a company to address the ethical, social, and environmental impacts
of its business operations and the concerns of its stakeholders. Retailing figure 1.1 illustrates how
retailers provide value to their communities and society, as well as to their customers.
t

Retail Sales
Retailing affects every facet of life. Just think of how many daily contacts you have with retailers
when you eat meals, furnish your apartment, have your car fixed, and buy clothing for a party
Self Learning Material
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or job interview. American retail sales are over $3.6 Trillion for 2012, but even this sales level
underestimates the impact of retailing, because it does not include the retail sales of automob .les
and repairs.
Although the majority of retail sales take place within large retail chains, most retailers are
small businesses. Of the 1.9 million retail firms in the United States, 95 percent of them run only
one store. Less than 1 percent of U.S. retail firms have more than 100 stores.

Employment
Retailing also is.one of the nation's largest industries in terms of employment. More than 25
million people were employed in retailing — approximately 18 percent of the non-agricultural U.S.
workforce. Between 2004 and 2014, the retail industry expects to add 1.6 million jobs, making it
one of the largest sectors for job growth in the United States.

Global Retailers
Retailing is becoming a global industry, as more and more retailers pursue growth by expand ixng
their operations to other countries. The large retail firms are becoming increasingly intematic nal
in the geographical scope of their operations. Amway, Avon, Ace Hardware, and Inditex (Zi ura)
operate in more than 20 countries. The share of the global retail market accounted for by retai Lers
operating in more than one country also is increasing, because these global retailers are grow ing
at 5n even faster rate than are global retail sales. International operations account, for- a larger
proportion of sales by these large firms, as is particularly apparent in European firms with tl teir
longer internationalization experience. Wal-Mart, Carrefour, Royal Ahold, Metro, and Schu arz
each generate more than $25 billion annually in sales from their international operations.

1.6 Nature of Retailing and Distribution Supply Chain
The nature of retailing and distribution supply chains in various areas around the world differs,
critical differences among the retailing and supply chain systems in the United Sti tes.
Some
European Union, China, and India are summarized in Figure 1.1.

Concentration (% ot
retail sales made
by large retailers)
Retail density
Average store size
Rote ol wholesalers
Intrastructure supporting
eflicient supply chains
Restriction on retail
locations, store size,
and ownership

UrHM SUrtM

Eur*p«M (Mm

High
High
High
Limited

Hjgh

CMm

Moderate

Low
Low
LOW
Extensive

Low
Low !
Low
Extensiyaa

Extensive

Extensive

Limited

Limltec

Few

Considerable

Considerable

Few

Medium
Medium

Figure 1.1: Comparison of Retailing and Supply Chain Across the world
For example, the U.S. supply chain system has the greatest retail density and the gre< itest
concentration of large retail firms. Many U.S. retail firms are large enough to operate their > > wn.
warehouses, eliminating the need for wholesalers. And the fastest growing types of U.S. reta :lers
sell through large stores with more than 20,000 square feet. The combination of large stores aiacl
large firms results in a very efficient supply chain.
6 • Self Learning Material <f'

The Chinese and Indian supply chain systems are characterized by small stores operated by
relatively small firms and a large independent wholesale industry. To make the daily deliveries to
■ these small retailers efficient, the merchandise often passes through several.levels of distributors. In
addition, the infrastructure to support retailing, especially the transportation and communication
systems, are not as well developed as they are in Western countries. These efficiency differences
then mean that a much larger percentage of the Indian and Chinese labor force is employed in
supply chains and retailing than is the case in the United States.

Introduction to Retail
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The European supply chain system falls between the American and the Chinese and Indian
systems on this continuum of efficiency and scale, but the northern, southern, and central parts of
Europe should be distinguished. In northern European, retailing is similar to that in the United
States, with high concentration levels—in some national markets, 80 percent or more of sales in
a sector such as food or home improvements are accounted for by five or fewer firms. Southern
European retailing is more fragmented across all sectors. For example, traditional farmers' market
. retailing remains important in some sectors, operating alongside large "big- box" formats. Some
factors that have created these differences in supply chain systems in the major markets include
(1) social and political objectives, (2) geography, and (3) market size.

. 1.7 Opportunities in Retailing
The opportunities in retailing are discussed below:
rJ

Management Opportunities
To cope with a highly competitive and challenging environment, retailers hire and promote
people with a wide range of skills and interests. Students often view retailing as part of marketing,
because managing supply chains is part of a manufacturer's marketing function. But retailers
operate businesses and, like manufacturers, undertake traditional business activities. Retailers
raise capital from financial institutions; purchase goods and services; develop accounting and
management information systems to control their operations; manage warehouses and distribution
systems; design and develop new products; and undertake marketing activities such as advertising,
promotions, sales force management, and market research.
Thus, retailers employ people with expertise and interests in finance, accounting, human
. resource management, supply chain management, and computer systems, as well as marketing.
Retail managers are often given considerable responsibility early in their careers. Retail
management is also financially rewarding. After completing a management trainee program in
retailing, managers can double their starting salary in three to five years if they perform well. The
,
typical buyer in a department store earns $50,000-$60,000 per year. Senior buyers and others in
higher managerial positions and store managers make between $120,000 and $160,000.

d
is

rc
of

l
3
3

Entrepreneurial Opportunities
Retailing also provides opportunities for people who-wish to start their own business. Some
of the world's richest people are retailing entrepreneurs. Many are well known because their
names appear over the stores' door; others you may not recognize. Retailing View 1.2 examines
the life of one of the world's greatest entrepreneurs, Sam Walton. Some other innovative retail
entrepreneurs include Jeff Bezos, Anita Roddick, and Ingvar Kamprad.
Jeff Bezos (Amazon.com): After his research uncovered that Internet usage was growing
at a 2,300 percent annual rate in 1994, Jeffrey Bezos, the 30-year-old son of a Cuban refugee, quit
Self Learning Material
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4.

Well groomed

5. Ability to tackle tricky situations
6. A good team member

Notes

7.

Respect for the seniors

8.

Knowledge.of the product

9. Family background
10.

Educational background

Apart from these checkpoints, the employer should maintain a file of the employee, as m; ny
young sale persons tend to flick products on display. Some of them also work for thieving garigs.
However, address records and identity proofs will maintain optimum security.

I

While there are numerous retail jobs out there, yet one needs to conduct a thorough retail
job search. This, is because while generally speaking a retail job is exciting, one needs to
e
_
. that they have chosen the right product.
I

Example: One is interested in cosmetics, but opts for retailing chocolates, and then it ccrtxlxkw
create a lot of frustration in times to come. But then, for those ready to take up a challenge^t^TBe
product or service does not matter.
There are a number of retail marketing jobs out there, wherein one is not a sales executaye?
but one who creates and supervises sales strategies in the retail market. It is a challenging
marketing is far more difficult than actual selling. In marketing one is involved in brand builliirvg
and brand maintaining. In sales, it's all about selling, there and then.

Being a leader is not always the easiest of tasks, but yet it is challenging and keep* one
on their toes all the time. The manager, or team leader has to stand on top and yet be a team
member. Tough task, nonetheless! Where is all this leading to? Well, this all connects to a c aareex
in the field of retail management.

A retail manager is hired to supervise the entire team of salespersons, preferably regEurded
as sales executives. The manager is placed higher in hierarchy and is responsible for thJ
•sales
. being made. The manager is also responsible for hiring arid firing staff, as per requiremeilt.
Generally fresh retail management graduates get jobs in the following posts, from
they rise:

Ll\er<

1. Sales associate
2. Department manager.

•

3. ■ Assistant store manager

• I

• 4. Customer service representative
5. Merchandising assistant
6. fvlanagement trainee

As one rises in designation, the responsibilities-also increase. But all said and done it is st
exciting option.

Nowadays youngsters, as in studying adolescents seemed to have found exciting Kvays c
keeping themselves beyond the short college hours. An increasing number of young adults ai
always on the lookout for opportunities to earn money to pay for their fees, as well as| lead a

8

independent life. Especially those studying in a different city; this is a positive trend <>rv mar
counts.
•
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One of the n'lost interesting options is the retail sales jobs. With the increasing number
of boutiques, malls and departmental stores, the youth are flocking to get jobs here. The pay is
good and they get to interact with a large number of people daily. And primarily it is a brilliant
training ground for their future career.
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CASE STUDY: Developing-a-Career-Path-in-Retail

Notes

Harrods of London is a British institution. It is probably the most well-known and respected
retail store in the world. For 162 years, Harrods has built its unique reputation supported
by its key brand values - British; Luxury; Innovation; Sensation; Service. Harrods employs
approximately 5,000 people from 86 different nationalities who deal with up to 100,000
customers a day at peak times.
Harrods needs employees who can face the challenges that its reputation and standards
bring. It needs people who are looking for an exciting and rewarding long-term career with
responsibility and prospects. Its challenge is to find (and retain) employees with the right mix
of skills and abilities, who can be developed to become the managers of the future.
To achieve this, Harrods has to counter some of the negative perceptions about working
in retail. Working in a shop has traditionally been seen as low-skilled - with long hours, poor
pay and little chance of promotion. However, because quality is key at Harrods, employees
are well-paid, respected and have clear career paths open to them. Senior managers at Harrods
have come from all walks of life and started out with various levels of qualifications. All have
benefited from development opportunities provided by the company.

The Importance of Training and Development
Training and development is vital to any business. Its purpose at Harrods is to better the
performance of employees to enable Harrods to meet its business goals. For example, at Harrods
the Sales Academy develops employees' sales skills, leading to increased sales when they
return to the shop floor. Allowing employees to acquire new skills, expertise and qualifications
supports employee progression which leads to increased motivation. This supports Harrods'
retention strategies.
Training is about gaining the skills needed for a job. These may be learned at the place
of work (on-the-job) or away from work (off-the-job). On-the-job training tends to be more
cost-effective and relevant. However, off-the-job training is usually carried out by professional
trainers. It also occurs away from the distractions of work. Training tends to have very specific
and measurable goals, such as operating an IT system or till, understanding a process, or
performing certain procedures (for example, cashing up).
Development is more about the individual - making him or her more efficient at a job or
capable of facing different responsibilities and'challenges. Development concentrates on the
broader skills that are applicable to a wider variety of situations, such as thinking creatively,
decision-making and managing people. In short, training is typically linked to a particular
subject matter and is applicable to that subject only, while development is based on growing
broader skills which can be used in many situations.
Harrods employees come from diverse backgrounds and different nationalities. They
have differing levels of competency, education and experience. Harrods offers comprehensive
Learning and Development opportunities. These opportunities are offered at a variety of levels
to suit the needs of all Harrods employees. These range from workshops for Sales Associates
and Warehouse Operatives to developmental programmes for senior managers.
Self Learning Material
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Amber is a Harrods Retail Manager who started as a Sales Associate at Harrods through
an online application. Harrods has created a web site www.harrodscareers.com to enable
candidates to apply for roles easily.
'1 wasn't sure I would get the job but it seemed a really challenging role and I was keen
to try. 1 had only a little background in retail and none at all in the luxury retail market. Mostly
I had been working in the hospitality sector.' Amber.
However, Harrods Learning and Development ensured Amber acquired the skills she
needed to carry out her role. Development at Harrods is linked to the company's Business
Competencies-which fall under four headings: Working at Harrods, Your Impact on Others,
Making.Things Happen, Focus on Improvements.
Each Business Competency is supported by workshops so that every skill can be
improved. Learning is offered off-the-job in 'bite-size' sessions. These sessions give employees
the chance to leam more effectively over a much shorter period, reducing time away from work
and bringing a tightly -focused approach to skills development. They have been described as
concise and punchy and a workshop typically lasts 90 minutes. All the Business Competencies
are supported by self-help guides which are run either on-or off-the-job and include activities
such as observation and review, reading, and 'one minute guides' offering top tips and tactics.
Identifying key competencies also helps Harrods to design its recruitment process
to ensure that it attracts the best candidates. They must have the right approach to sales,
customer service and decision-making and support the 'theatre of retail' that underpins
Harrods' reputation. This is about flair, showmanship and expertise. Harrods Learning and
Development department must be proactive in responding to changing customer needs. For
example, Harrods has introduced cultural awareness training for employees better to serve the
increasing number of customers from the Middle East, .China, Brazil and Russia.

Developing a Career Path
Harrods stands out from its competitors by providing a wide variety of development
opportunities for all employees. This means the business can recruit and retain good managers
and maintain improvements in sales and business performance. Individuals' self-esteem and
motivation is raised. Once a year, managers talk to employees about their progress and ambitions
during appraisals. Employees then identify their personal development targets.
The sales and service programmes include the 'Harrods Welcome'. This induction provides
essential training for new employees, such as Harrods' brand values and the Theatre of Selling.
Other courses ensure the effectiveness of Harrods sales associates:
'Your Theatre' is a two-day programme to improve sales skills and provide the highest,
level of customer service. It introduces the idea of selling as a 'theatre' requiring specific
skills and expertise. 'The Theatre of Selling' element covers personal presentation, effective
questioning, product selection and closing the sale. 'The Science of Selling' develops employee
awareness of customer types and needs.
The Harrods Fashion Programme is run in partnership with the London College of
Fashion. It enables sales associates to understand the entire 'product journey' from design to sale, j
The School of Communication offers voice, body language and presentation skills
workshops.
12
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For suitable candidates, the Harrods Sales Degree provides the high level sales skills the
company heeds. This is the first and only degree of its kind in Sales. It is recognised globally
and can be completed in two years.
High Potential programmes are concerned with succession planning. They are aimed
at ensuring there is a strong pipeline-of potential senior managers. The Harrods Management
Programme develops ambitious and career-focused employees into a management role. Jessica
joined the company after graduating with a degree in Art History. After just 3 years she is now
a Harrods Retail Manager. She runs the Designer Collection sales floor, managing 26 employees
and controlling a substantial budget.

Introduction to Retail .
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'My quick progression to Retail Manager was helped by the'fact that Harrods allows
people to take control of their own development to a large extent. Harrods supports you if
you are keen to get on. The Harrods Management Programme gave me eight months' training,
both in-house and external. This, together with the support of my mentor, has equipped me
with the specific skills I need to carry out my job effectively' Jessica said.
Harrods offers other programmes
The Business Academy which supports managers as they progress into more senior positions.
The Oxford Summer School which is a challenging academic learning opportunity held
at Keble College, Oxford. This is designed to highlight some of.the problems, decisions and
challenges of running a retail business. 10 prized places are awarded to high potential managers.
The Buying Academy which develops our Assistant Buyers into Buyers of the future.
Retaining Talent
Employee retention is important for businesses. A low employee turnover can keep recruitment
costs down. It also ensures a skilled and experienced Workforce. Employee development is
beneficial for both the employee and the business. However, sometimes employees think that
their new-found skills will enable them to gain a better job elsewhere. Harrods, therefore, has
put in place strategies to keep its talented Retail Managers. It has found that employees who
develop within the company tend to stay. Those brought in from outside are more likely to
leave. Another vital part of retention for Harrods involves identifying the 'DNA' (key factors)
of great sales people. It then matches applicants to these factors.
•To reduce employee turnover Harrods has developed a better management structure,
improved benefits and created initiatives which make Harrods a 'great place to work'. Harrods
has put in place a system of rewards and incentives:
••

An excellent package of employee benefits including good pay, employee discounts
and a good working environment.

• Commission and sales bonuses for individuals and teams.
• Improved work schedules which help to give a better work-life balance.
Harrods also has systems to improve employee communications so that it can listen to
feedback and address any issues. There is an Internal Communications department, regular
performance assessment meetings and SMART targets for employees to reach. These initiatives
have seen employee turnover fall from 51.4% in 2006 to 25% in November 2011.
Self Learning Material
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Careers at Harrods
Harrods ensures there is a clear career path for any employee, from any background. Three key
levels in Harrods are the sales employee, department managers and senior managers. At each
level, employees can benefit from Harrods development programmes in order to build a career.
James is a Sales Associate and one of Harrods first Sales Degree students. When an
injury prevented him from following his previously chpgen career in contemporary dance, he
applied to Harrods. He has never looked back. Harrods training has given him transferable
skills. He has been able to work within more than one department, providing the same high
levels of customer experience.
'The course is absolutely fantastic. I feel very privileged to be on it. It is very much focused
on work-based learning. It provides real insight into consumer psychology and behaviour - why
people do what they do and how they shop - and how to deal with challenging situations. My
managers are very supportive. If I need to take some time out during the day to make notes on
an interesting situation, then I can. It has offered some amazing opportunities, such as giving
me behind-the-scenes information on how Harrods works and increasing my awareness of
its global influence. I have realised that Harrods offers great benefits, good conditions and an
opportunity to work amongst fantastic people.' James said.
James will complete his BA Honours in 2012. He believes that the qualification will
provide the additional skills he needs before he steps up to the next level at Harrods; James
now expects.his future to be with Harrods.
Amber's application was successful because of the customer skills she was able to bring
from previous experiences. She is now the Retail Manager of Childrens wear. His responsibilities
range from overseeing budgets to managing both stock and people, as well as upholding the
' Harrods standards of service. By taking advantage of the Harrods Management Programme,
Amber has risen to a better paid and more responsible job.
'Retail is a challenging environment but I find it exciting. Although the company aims
to hire the right people for the job in the first place, there is a whole range of training available
to ensure we are equipped with key skills, for example, brand training for all the different
%
ranges we offer. Harrods promotes the view that all employees should manage themselves
responsibly and take advantage of opportunities offered.' Amber defines.
Sabrina joined Harrods 10 years ago as a part-time Sales Associate whilst studying for her
degree. After graduating she worked in Human Resources (HR) and, with Harrods support,
gained further qualifications. This led to a series of promotions and experience in other roles
including Business Manager. Her current role is Head of Personal Shopping, managing a team
of 50 people. Personal shopping is about creativity and exceptional service. Her role requires
strong organisational skills, commercial understanding and practical and strategic thinking.
Sabrina's experiences at Harrods shows how diverse a career in the retail environment can be.
'Knowing that my senior managers recognised my ability and supported me in my career
development has made me eternally loyal to the company. Before coming to Harrods I hadn't
really considered a career in retail, now I can't imagine working anywhere else. The thing I
enjoy most about working at Harrods is that every day is unique and the work is interesting
and innovative.' Sabrina defined.
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Conclusion
People may have negative ideas about retail work based on their own experiences of part- time
or vacation work. Harrods is different as it is possible to start building a career from any level.

Notes

Harrods is about the 'theatre' of retail. As with a theatre production, however, excellence is
built on hard work and basic skills. The flair must be underpinned with discipline and attending
to day-to-day issues, such as unpacking and displaying stock and managing employees.
Providing development opportunities is a key factor in how Harrods maintains its high
levels of employee retention. The business looks after its employees and helps them along their
career path. As a result employees are loyal to the company and continue to offer exceptional
levels of commitment and service.
Questions:
1. Study and analyze the case.
2.

Write down the case facts.

3.

What do you infer from it?

Source: http://busmesscasestudics.co.uk/ham>ds/developing-a-career-path-in-retail/introduction.html# ixzz22YIAhU00

1.10 Organised Retail
As per the definition retail industry comprises of organized and unorganized sectors. Corporate
retailing refers to trading activities undertaken by licensed retailers, that is, those who are registered
for sales tax, income tax, etc. These include the corporate-backed hypermarkets and retail chains,
and also the privately owned large retail businesses. Unorganized retafling, on the other hand,
refers to the traditional formats of low-cost retailing.
Example: The local kirana shops, owner operated general stores, paan/beedi shops, convenience
stores, hand cart and pavement vendors, etc.
The self-organized sector is characterized by the lari-galla vendors (also known as "mobile
supermarket") seen in every Indian by-lane and is, therefore, difficult to track, measure and
analyse. But they do know their business - these lowest cost retailers can be found everywhere
from village by-lanes to where big malls are situated. As far as location is concerned, these retailers
have succeeded beyond all doubt. They have neither village nor city-wide ambitions nor plans
- their aim is simply a long walk down the end of the next lane. This mode of "mobile retailers"
. is neither scalable nor viable over the longer term, but is certainly replicable all over India. Most
retailing of fresh foods in India occurs in Mandis and roadside hawker parks. These are highly ’
organized in their own way. If we put all these hawkers together they almost measure up to a
large supermarket. In India around 97%-98% of the retail industry is unorganized.
Eexample: Among the organized ones the already established corporate, retailers in India
are Pantaloon Retail, Shoppers' Stop, Spencer's, Hyper CITY, Lifestyle, Subhiksha and Reliance
Retail etc.
Organised retail has not penetrated and will not penetrate rural India for obvious reasons - it
is just unviable. It is only the urban areas that organised retail is slowly but not steadily growing in.
The difference can also be seen in terms of kind of consumers they attract. The lower
stratum represents people who are either daily-wagers or who work for the unorganised trade
and industry; Their purchases are meagre and only the mom-and-pop stores will entertain them.
Self Learning Material
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Those belonging to the lower end of the middle - income group are generally employees of Sea te /
Central Governments and the organised private sector. Not generally upwardly mobile, this g 'ou ;p
of employees has over a period of time perfected the art of living within their means and wHa t is
more, they end up saving a bit too. To these people too, organised retail makes little sense iincre
they cannot afford to pay cash down for their purchases. They buy from themom-and-pops ores
on credit during the month and settle the bill when they receive their salaries in the first wcelc of
the succeeding month. At best, the lower end of the middle-income group may patronise organised
retail for purchase of vegetables because the vegetable vendor does not provide credit anyway'.
Those belonging to the upper middle income group and higher income group and livii i
in
cities have been increasingly patronising organised trade thanks to the latter's proliferation.
at
way speaking, they have traditionally stayed away from Hie mom-and-pop stores as far as posii b>1 c.
Today people look for better quality product at cheap rate, better service, better ambience
for shopping and better shopping experience. Organized retail promises to provide all thes e.

1.11 Evolution of Retail in India
Today the general store, stacked with barrels, bins and sacks filled with everything from soaps
to pickles, has all but disappointed almost through the world. And in its place we find the trnore
refined self service'cash and carry' organized retail stores in the form of supermarkets, department
stores, shopping malls and the like. These stores signified the beginning of organized retailing
and its evolution across the world. This new breed of organized retailers have their shelves nbn fly
stacked with a huge variety of products which include anything from cans, packed food, broad,
dairy products, fresh meat and fish, apparel, shoes, furniture or-any conceivable item one can
think of. This phenomenon of new fund modern super markets, department stores is in snarp
contrast to the old and orthodox grocery stores that hacf existed.

Story of Retail Revolution
It is the revoluHon in the shopping habits of the people across the entire world, which has virt J a 11 y
brought the super market to the main street. This revolution is unparaliel in human history as i t
has engendered the development of distribution system that delivers food and other products to
the consumer in unprecedented abundance, variety and quality retailing was never as it is socri
today. It has gone through its natural process of evolution in all areas from the initial concept dl:
the super market and department store to the shopping mall as it exists today.
At that point of time, the department store business was a bare-bones operation. It we\s
only after World War-11 that retailers in the west began to upgrade their services, facilities £ir»d
merchandise selection to offer a fascinating way of additional benefits to consumers thn >u gTi .
organized retailing.
One Stop Shopping
The changes occur in retail sector due to the changes in environmental conditions. In the Darly
part of the 20th century, the American housewife, which shopping for her family's dinner, thou gH t
various products at various places and tired a lot. Then she thought that if all products avai l afc>l<2
under one roof; there by we can save our time/effort/money. The retailers trapped the neec and
had launched the biggest hypermarkets. Then these retail stores started to sell food, varieties
of products and variety of schemes introduced in order to draw the attention of the custonVers.
Example: Big Bazaar, Spencer.
jg
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The revolution of supermarket was first sparked off in the 1920's; and by the 1950's it had won
acclaim almost throughout America with its span ranging from a global depression to global
war; this revolution had literally seen it all. In the 1920, one could not even dream of retailing
as it exists today.
• '

Notes

Initially, many items used to come in bulk and were sold as it is at the retail outlets. Potatoes
. were sold from barrels and later from 100-pound sacks, while sugar was sold from 100-pound
sacks and better in tabs. The retailers were keen to acquire the know-how to upgrade their quantity
and service for the consumers and to develop the best stores possible. They may become business
• friends and some even became family friends.

Pleasure of Self-service Concept
• By the 1930s, the self-service supermarket gained immense popularity due to the choice leftover
on consumers (house wives). It was sparked off by the success of Michael Kullen, an independent
operator who opened the King Kullen supermarket in Jamaica, New York. Storeowners found .
that housewives enjoy the shopping. Because when they are preparing the list of require items
for daily purpose, they may forget, there by again they need to shop. Here picking their groceries
from shelves themselves, piling their purchase into shopping carts and wheeling the carts through
the checkout counters. As supermarkets grew, they extended the self-service concept to other
foods besides groceries.
E.\w»p/e;More 4 U, Big Bazaar.'

•
’

•

.
.

.

'

Globalization of Retailing
. Due to the Globalization Foreign investors launched their businesses in India where the expenditure
is very less to start any business in India. The biggest corporate giants entered into India and
disturbed the Indian businesses.
Today, retailers from all over the world are venturing beyond their own borders to establish
stores.'even in other countries. In fact, the business of retailing cans clearly defined as a global
business. Many retailers have realized and have therefore made international expansion an integral
part of their overall strategy. The immense impact of communication technology has narrowed
the cultural gap between countries over the decades.
Today's consumers in the developed or developing countries, share almost the same
important characteristics that the best American specialty retailers already understand from their
own domestic experience. Consumers are now far more knowledgeable than ever before about
products, brands and prices that they have ever be'en in history. The advancement of communication :
technologies has made a major contribution towards educating consumers about the products
and services they require and the Internet explosion is bound to further trend.

Size of the Operations
“Size" has become the keyword in international retailing arid the larger the size of the operations,
. the better the economies of scale and chances of survival in this vicious war to win.over the
consumer. Some global retailers are now taking over existing retail chains in.a desperate,bid to
. consolidate their operation in this world of retailing. It is evident that eventually the comparatively
smaller retail chain will be unable to compete in the market or operate on their own for long, and •
will soon sellout or merge with the much larger global retail chains. •

.

•
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The increasing magnitude of retailing as a business in absolute terms can also be estimatec
by the fact that the sector accounts for a major portion of the GDP of many countries. Oui
country has been extremely sloyv in responding to the trend of globalization of retailing, as c
result of which many of the distribution and retailing methods adopted here are still ctmsiderec
to be prehistoric. While many countries around the world have started considering retailing as
an integral part of their social infrastructure, India still has to realize the benefits of organizec
retailing that accrue to society at large.

1.12 Drivers of Retail Change in India
Following are the drivers of retail change in India:
1.

Raising incomes and improvements in infrastructure are enlarging consumer markets ar
accelerating the convergence of consumer tastes

2.

Liberalization of the Indian Economy

3.

Increase in spending per capita income

4. . Advent of dual income familiar also helps in the growth of retailer sector
5. . Shift in consumer demand to foreign brands like McDonald, Sony, and Panasonic etc.
6.

Consumer preference for shopping in new environment.

7. The Internet revolution is making the Indian consumer more accessible to the growing
influence of domestic and foreign retail chains. Reach of satellite TV channel is helping ir
creating awareness about global products for local markets

1.13 Size of Retail in India

/

Organized retailing accounts for 6% of the industry turnover, comprising value-added foods wort!
? 770 billion, music and entertainment worth ? 40 billion and color cosmetics worth ? 12 billion
Big business houses today are in a position to provide Indian masses with shopping satisfaction
entertainment, quality products, polite salespersons, product information and discounts. Thougl
current margins are low due to high property cost and poor infrastructure, this scenario is goin$:
to change. Retailing is the only business where one buys in credit and sells for cash. Further.
there are 30 million houses with an annual income of more than ? 150,000 and this is expectec
to grow to 80 million by 2008. Financial institutions are encouraging such ventures, as there is;
permission for opening up of branded foreign retail outlets in India.
Caution Today the number of smaller retailers with a business less than ? 40000 per annum
has grown to a greater percentage, whereas the number of large stores with a turnover o :
? 150,000 has increased from 2.8% to 6.5%. So, the smaller outlets are'growing faster than larg<
retailers. However, changing shopping attitudes of an average customer will make future growtl
increasingly difficult for the unorganized retail sector.

1.14 Retail Clothing in India
Retail clothing is a contemporary clothing concept, gaining fast popularity in India. With th4
growth in earning opportunities and consequently more disposable incomes available with th< \
Indian middle class, retailing is assuming new dimensions in the country. And when it comes tc •
retail clothing, there obviously is no dearth of color, style and substance in the Indian scenario.
The concept of retail clothing though has undergone a huge transformation and smalle •
retail stores selling clothes are gradually making way for big, impressive shopping malls.an<.
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plazas. The media onslaught and greater availability of means of information has resulted in
people finding their desire and expectations in almost all spheres of life increasing continuously.
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With greater and wider number of choices being available in the market today, the demand for
better option in terms of retail clothing too has gone up. In big cities especially, there is increasing
• number of retail outlets that cater to the requirements of various classes of people in the society.

Notes

Each dress is sold off at different prices. During festivals and other popular occasions, one comes
across special discounts and offers given as part of marketing and sales promotion.
With retail'shopping assuming new dimensions in India, different types of clothing such
as formal, informal, casual, western, denim, fashion and many others are getting launched now
and then, aimed at specific audiences. While consumers have the advantage of getting all such
retail clotting of different hue and colors under a single roof, the companies get the benefit of
increasing number of buyers. With some of the leading corporate houses of the country joining
the retail bandwagon, the retail clothing industry is all set for a big leap forward in near future.
■Example: Some of the leaders in the field of retail clothing in India are:
1.

Pantaloons .

2.

Westside

3.

Raymond

4.

Bombay Dyeing
In the retail outlets, one is provided with retail clothes of all colors, shapes and price

range to suit the needs of different types of retail clothing consumers. With Indian economy on
a fast trajectory currently, the incomes and expectations of people are going up. The advent of
globalization has further made the latest retail clothing ranges accessible all across the country.,
While big stores with impressive d6cor and ambiance have various sections for men, women,
kids and teenagers that cater to most of their needs, there are the traditional retail stores that
continues to act as the "good, old, friendly shops", offering their products in not-so-classy ways.

1.15 Fashion Retail in India
Fashion is a term commonly used to describe a style of clothing worn by most of people of a
country. A clothing style may be introduced as a fashion, but its use becomes a custom after being
handed down from generation to generation.
During the mid-1800's, a mass production of clothing was made fashionable and available
to more people for lower prices. This encouraged more people to wear more stylish clothes,
which is why we are wearing what we are today. Fashion is something we deal with everyday.
Even people who say they don't care what they wear choose clothes every morning that say a
lot about them and how they feel that day.
One certain thing in the fashion world is change: We are constantly being bombarded with
new fashion ideas from music, videos, books, and television. Movies also.have a big impact on
what people wear.

'

Example: Ray-Ban sold more sunglasses after the movie Men in Black. Sometimes a trend is
worldwide. Back in the 1950s, teenagers everywhere dressed like Elvis Presley.
Fashion is big business. More people are involved in the buying, selling and production of
clothing than any other business in the world. Every day, millions of workers design, sew, glue,
dye, and transport clothing to stores. Ads on buses, billboards and magazines give us ideas about
what to wear, consciously, or subconsciously.
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CASELET: Fashion Drives Retail Boom - Present Scenario
Fashion brand contribute nearly 55% of organized retail in the country, revealed Mr. B.S. Naj ;gsH,
M. D. Shoppers' stop limited after releasing the 4th edition of images year book at the Technop»arl<
meet in New Delhi recently. Quoting figures from the images study of the Fashion and life style
market, he said, "of the total organized retail market of ? 55,000 crore the business of bramded
fashion (in clothing, textiles, footwear, jewellery and accessories) accounts fpr ? 30,080 croi e."
Fashion gave the necessary "Push" to get retail activities on to the growth trajectory and
with the emergence of a new, young and confident India which is more internationally aliened,
i

the stage is set for retailing of life style categories to take off added Mr. Bijon Kurien, President
and chief executive, life style 7 luxury verticals. Reliance Retail.
|
The total Fashion sector estimated at ? 1,91,400 crorc formed about 15% of the coun tries
retail mctrket of? 12,00,000 crore. Elaborated Mr. R.S. Roy, editorial Director of the Imaged year
Book. The major share ? 1,13,500 crore, in the fashion sector came from clothing, textile: and
fashion accessories, which is 9% of the overall retail market. Nearly 19 percent of this marjket is
organized. Of the total organized market clothing, textile and fashion accessories account for 39 % .
The domestic clothing, textiles and fashion accessories market’is estimated to be at ? 0,000
crore and about 13.6% of this market is believed to be organized. Apparel retail is the lirgest
segment of this sector and accounts for almost 39% of the organized retail sector. The rnen's
apparel market in India, valued at ? 32,640 crore for the year 2004, has grown nearly 12 percent
over the previous year in value terms. The women's wear market is estimated to have g^rovvn
at about 13.4% over the previous year in the year 2004 over the previous year in value terrns.
**
The textile manufacturer was among the first to get into branded men swear in the Indian,
market. This sector is perhaps the most developed in terms of supply chain sophistication !in tHe
branded clothing market. The apparel sector can be broadly classified into Men and wo men's
apparel and children's wear. Each of them further classified into formal, causal, Indian wear,
inner wear, sports wear and Accessories.

1.16 Books and Music Retailing
Increasing household incomes due to better economic opportunities have encouraged consumer
expenditure on leisure and personal goods in the country. There are specialized retailers for eacli
category of products (books, music products) in this sector.
This segment is seen to be emerging with text and curriculum books accounting to at>ont
50% of the total sales. The gifting habit in India is catching on fast withbooksenjoying a significant
share, thus expecting this sector to grow by 15% annually. Spend, on books and music iis still
concentrated in metro cities. The size of the Indian music industry, as per this Image^-ICSA.
Study, is estimated at ? 1100 crore of which about 36 percent is consumed by the pirated rnarlcet
and organized music retailing constitutes about 14 percent, equivalent to ? 150 crore. Pacing; tlie
growing demand for books, leading bookstores and retail chains such as Oxford, Landma rlc and
Crosswords all are increasing their stores space from an average size of 8,000 sq feet to|rl 5,000
sq feet that is around eight times that of the traditional stores. So that these stores can provide
facilities to its readers such as reading, drinking tea as well as listening to and buying music and
movies. Dehradun based 'The English Book Depot Book Cafe’ is a classic example of changing
perception of book retailing.
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According to Market Research Indian Retail Overview, 2006 the performance of some of the
leading music and gift retailers shuw that retail presence during 2005 and 2006 grew by 20 per
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cent. Further, there was a growth of 13 per cent in 2005 and 29 per cent in 2006, in terms of outlets.
Example: Reliance Retail Limited launches its first Books and Music Specialty Store

Notes

"Reliance TimeOut", in Bangalore.
After the successful launch of Reliance Fresh, Reliance Mart, ReFnnce Digital, Reliance
Trendz, Reliance Footprint, Reliance Wellness and Reliance Jewels, this is the 8th format of stores
from
'

Reliance Retail to be launched in India. Reliance Retail Limited (RRL) announced the launch

of a new specialty store "Reliance TimeOut" on Cunningham Road in Bangalore today. This store
houses Books, Music, Stationery, Toys and Gifts.
Spread over 21,000 sq feet and with over 56,000 products. Reliance TimeOut offers the
customers an extensive range of merchandise in Books, Music, Stationery, Toys and Gifts.
Commenting on the launch of Reliance TimeOut, Mr. Bijou Kurien, President and Chief
Executive Lifestyle said "In today's world, with all the pressures, stress and workload at office,
home and school, we need a place where we can unwind and relax, where we can browse, buy
a book, sample-some music, choose a gift, buy a toy, or some exclusive stationery for ourselves.
At Reliance TimeOut, we offer a comprehensive range of products in these categories along with
a fascinating customer experience in a warm, lively ambience".
Reliance TimeOut also has a range of Academic and Professional books and Vernacular
books in 6 languages, apart from fiction, popular genres and a huge children's section. To help
enhance this experience the store has a kid's wall, where kids can cuddle-up with a book. In
Music and Movies Reliance TimeOut have over 12,000 titles sourced from leading international
and national music companies. Listening pleasure is enhanced by the imported sound domes
which provide hygienic sampling of music. Reliance TimeOut also has a Karaoke Studio where
the customer can sing-along with a song of their choice and record it in a professional quality
recording studio. There is also a cafe at the store, which makes Reliance TimeOut a wonderful
hangout for youth and adults alike.
Searching for your favorite music and books is efficiently handled by a search engine and
complemented by knowledgeable and energetic staff, so that customers can easily find what they
want in a store of this size.

'

1.17 Challenges to Retail Development in India
An industry is a group of firms that market products, which are close substitutes for each other
(e.g. the car industry, the travel industry). Understanding the sources of competition can help
a firm gauge its strengths and weaknesses, and analyze the trends in the industry so that it can
position itself optimally for the best returns. Some industries are more profitable than others.
Because the dynamics of competitive structure in an industry. The most influential analytical
model for assessing the nature of competition in an industry is Michael Porter's Five Forces
Model, which is described below:
Porter explains that there are five forces that determine industry attractiveness and longrun industry profitability. These five "competitive forces" are:
1.

The threat of entry of new competitors (new entrants)

2.

The threat of substitutes

.

.
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3. The bargaining power of buyers
4. The bargaining power of suppliers
5. The degree of rivalry between existing competitors

Notes

Potential Entrants
Bargaining power I
of suppliers

Vxnatofnm

Industry I
Competitors I
RJvnlry among
Exiting firms

Threat of
substitute products
or services

I
I

Buyers
Bargaining pouter oj
Buyers

t

Substitutes
Figure 1.2: Michael Porter's Five Forces Model

CASE STUDY: FoodWorld
Gousehold groceries, at walking distance, at economical prices is Food World's USP. Where frojnn •
do you get your vegetables and groceries? Pop this question to any housewife and the me st
likely response is from the neighbourhood vendor selling on a pushcart, or a nearby marki
which houses groceries. But both these options make no allowance for hygiene and comfo rt:.
This germ of a thought is what set the process for the conception of FoodWorld in Chennai in.
1996. From there on, FoodWorld, a joint venture between Dairy Farm International and RPC5
Gardinier, has gone to add four cities - Bangalore, Pune, Coimbatore, and Hyderabad - at
locations.
Raghu Pillai, managing director, FoodWorld says, "We started in Chennai because of tine
developed retail.market, good real estate prospects and cosmopolitan atmosphere. We have
the most comprehensive range of products at the most competitive prices." Lower pricing i£ a
function of the volume that the store generates. It gets close to a million customers a year. T ne
throughput in a store ranges from t 20,000 lakh to ? 17 crore a month. It has plans to tou nil
the ? 1000 crore figure by the year 2003-2004. Says Pillai, "From humble beginnings, tod ay
FoodWorld has 12 outlets in Chennai, 14 in Bangalore, 9 in Hyderabad, 4 in Pune, and 2 in
Coimbatore. It occupies a total retail space of 100,000 sq. ft and has additional 100,000 sq. ft
of warehousing facility. Not content to sit on its laurels, FoodWorld has chalked up plans of
setting up 100 stores by December 2000. But instead of venturing into new cities, FoodWorld ‘
will consolidate itself in the already existing locations.
Normally groceries, food, and vegetables is a low interest area. So building a brand' is
much more difficult. To generate and retain interest, FoodWorld runs a host of contests arid
promos. It has a 52-week promotional calendar with a variety of schemes to attract consume rs.
Pillai says, "At any given time, there are 150-200 products at a certain level of discount."
The layout of the store is designed keeping convenience in mind. For example, pub es
are kept at the front, rice at the back, while vegetables to be kept on top. The execution enab es
22
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vegetables on the top of a basket during a purchase. FoodWorld sources most of its branded
groceries from traditional C&F agents, rice from the rice mills, fruit and vegetables from the
neighbouring villages or the mandi.
Some of the problems encountered are assessing the best location, attaining economic
viability and leveraging synergies. As all volumes are aggregated in the state, generating
large enough volumes to leverage it as an advantage is a difficult task. The infrastructure of
cold chains and basic infrastructure is missing. Getting trained people to man, the stores has
proved another challenge. FoodWorld has the largest number of employees from government
and municipal corporation schools.
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Notes

In India, on an average, there is one retail outlet per thousand people. The industry is
poised to grow at 5-10 per cent per year over the next 25 years. But to grow at this rate, retail
has to grow across all categories of the spectrum.
Question
What external factors FoodWorld exploits to ensure successful existence and expansion
of its retailing activities?
Source: A & M, September 30,2000

1.18 Summary
Retailing in simple term can be defined as "Retailing is the business activity of selling goods and
services to the filial consumer". Retailing can be defined as the business products and services to
consumers for their own use. It has its origin in the French word, retailer meaning 'to cut a piece
off. The term retailing applies not only to the selling of tangible products like loaves of bread or
pairs of shoes, but also to the selling of service products: Retailing, one of the largest sectors in
the global economy, has become the most active and attractive sector of the last decade. Retailers
perform various functions like providing assortments, sorting, breaking the bulk, rendering
services, bearing risk, serve as a channel of communication, transportation, advertising and holding
inventory. They significantly contribute towards increasing the product value and satisfying the
consumers. This unit also addresses the question of how the Marketing Mix framework can be
used to analyse the competitive standing of a retail business organization and how the outcome
of this analysis can then be translated into practical tactics which capitalize on the organization's
strengths. To build a competitive advantage that can be. sustained, retailers need to pay special
attention to aspects like price, location, merchandise, service and communications. There are
a number of retail marketing jobs out there, wherein one is not a sales executive, but one who
creates and supervises sales strategies in the retail market.
As per the definition retail industry comprises of organized and unorganized sectors.
Corporate retailing refers to trading activities undertaken by licensed retailers, that is, those who
are registered for sales tax, income tax, etc.
Unorganized retailing, on the other hand, refers to the traditional formats of low-cost
retailing, for example, the local kirana shops, owner operated general stores, paan/beedi shops,
convenience stores, hand cart and pavement vendors, etc.
About 47% of India's population is under the age of 20 and this will increase to 55% by 2015.
This young population which is technology savvy, watch more than 50 TV satellite channels, and
display the highest propensity to spend, will immensely contribute to the growth of the retail
sector in the country.

/
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Notes

Due to the couple earning most of the housewives likely to spend their valuable purchases
at hypermarkets because of entire products available under one roof.
The atmospheric conditions are good and time, energy, money can be saved. They likely
to purchase readymade foods like curries, instant idli, zalebi mix; Butter, Cheese what else all
needs fulfilled in readymade mode.'
,
India has a long tradition of eating away from home, at a plethora of roadside eateries,
snack shops and loading places. Due to the double income of couple they like to have the outside
■ food; thereby they will get the enjoyment, saving time etc. But is only in recent decades that an
' organized, institutional food service sector has started to develop, requiring longer-scale and
more organized supply chains.

1.19 Glossary
•

Breaking' Bulk: Offering the products in smaller quantities tailored to individual
consumers and household consumption patterns and thereby reducing transportation
and inventor)' costs.

•

Department Stores: It is a retail establishment which specializes in satisfying a wide
range of the consumer's personal and residential durable goods product needs.

- • Kiosk: A small open-fronted hut or cubicle from which newspapers, refreshments,
tickets, etc., are sold.
• Marketing: The process by which individuals and groups obtain what they want and
heed through creating, offering and freely exchanging products and sendees of value
. with others.
• Merchandise: Goods to be bought and sold.
• Retailing: Business activity of selling goods and services to final consumers.
•
■ •

Organised Retailing: It refers to trading activities undertaken by licensed retailers, that
' is, those who are registered for. sales tax, income tax, etc.
Supermarket A large self-service store selling foods and household goods.

• Suppliers: They are the businesses that supply materials and other pfpducts into the
industry.
• Switching Costs: The costs incurred when a customer changes from one supplier or
marketplace to another.
•

Unorganised Retailing: It includes the traditional formats of low-cost retailing, for
example, the local kirana shops, owner operated general stores, paan/beedi shops
etc.

1.20 Review Questions
1.

Describe the act of retailing. Why do you think retailing is important?

2.

Discuss the functions of retailing with the help of suitable examples.

3.

Discuss about the Social and Economicsignificance of Retailing.

4.

Explain about the structure of Retailing and Distribution

5.

Describe about the opportunities in Retailing.

6.
24
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»

Explain how sorting by the retailer helps you as a customer.
/
•

*

7.

Describe the dimensions of retail equation.

8.

"Retailing is not only an integral part of our economic structure but also shapes and is
shaped by, our way of life." Discuss.
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9.. Explain the sudden surge in the global retail market. Why do developing countries like
10.

Discuss the pros and cons of a career in retail.

11.

What are the jobs available in retail?

12.

Explain the concept of'breaking bulk'. What is its relevance?

13.

Compare and contrast organised and unorganised retail in India.

14.

Do you think organised retail can overtake unorganised retail in India? Why or why not?

15.

Discuss how the organised retail evolved in India? Use examples to support your discussion.

16.

"Retailing is the only business where one buys in credit and sells for cash." Has this helped
in the expansion of retail in India? Explain.

17.

Describe how clothing and fashion retailing expanded in India?

18.

How is the books and music retail market growing in India?

19.

Discuss the challenges that the Indian retail industry is facing. How are these challenges
affecting Indian retail?

20.

Explain why organised retail is here to survive in India?.

Notes

*

1.21 Further Readings
• Bajaj, Tuli and Srivastava, Retail Management, New Delhi: Oxford University Press
• Gibson G. Vedamani, Retail Management, Mumbai: Jaico Publishing House
• Lewison, D. M. and Delozier, W. M., Retailing, Columbus: Merrill Publishing Co.
• http://www.iilm.edU/iilm-online/retail-management.htmlhttp://books.google.co.in/
books?isbn=8174465480
• http://www.prenhall.com/marketing/armstrong/38187_01_pl-33.pdf
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RETAIL FORMATS
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•

*
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2.1 Learning Objecrives

Retail Formats

After studying the chapter, students will be able to:
• Describe retailer characteristics;

Notes

• Explain about food retailers;
• Discuss about general merchandise retailers;
• Identify service retailing;
• Describe about types of ownership;
• Explain effective multichannel retailing;
• Meaning of single channel and multi-channel retailing;
• Advantages and disadvantages of non-store retailing;
• Meaning of direct marketing and direct selling;
• Explain the concept of business world;,
• Discuss the retailing strategies;
• Assess the international expansion efforts of the retailers;
• Explain the concept of retail value chain.

2.2 Introduction
The word retailer has been derived from the French word "Retail" which means to sell in small
quantities, rather than in gross. A retailer is a person who purchases a variety of.goods in small
quantities from different wholesalers and sell them to the ultimate consumer. He is the last link
in the chain of distribution from the producer to the consumer.
'Strategy' means several things to several people at different points of time. It is fashionable
nowadays to use the word 'strategy'. Hence, people talk about defense strategies, business
strategies, strategies for games (be it cricket or chess). National Strategies, Global Strategies and
many more strategies.
The retailing strategy outlines the mission and vision of a retail organization. It is a systematic
plan that provides the retailers the overall framework for dealing with competitors as well as
technological and global movements. In the past traditional retailers mainly reacted to changes
in the business environment, but with increasing business complexities, this is no longer valid.
The reason of this, competition in all the disciplines of retailing is increasing and changes in the
consumer's tastes, need, wants, technological environment and other external environmental
variables are taking place very fast. Long term strategies and continuous examination of strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT analysis) is required to ensure that the growth
opportunities are not missed and action is taken at the right time to combat potential threats in
the prevailing business environment.

.4

The retailing methods discussed in the previous chapters were store retail formats, in which
customers physically purchases at store. In contrast, non-store retailing is the format where selling
is done without going to the physical stores Non store retailing is targeted to time conscipus
consumers and consumers who can't easily go to stores, or are compulsive buyers. The non-store
retailers are known by medium they use to communicate with their customers, such as direct
marketing, direct selling, teleshopping, kiosks, vending machines or e-tailing.
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2.3 Retailer Characteristics, Functions and Services
The followings are some of the essential characteristics of a retailer
1.

Notes

He is regarded as the last link in the chain of distribution.

2.: He purchases goods in large quantities from the wholesaler and sell in small quantity o
the consumer.
^
3.

He deals in general products or a variety of merchandise.

4.

He develops personal contact with the consumer.

5. • He aims at providing maximum satisfaction to the consumer.
6.

He has a limited sphere in the market.

Functions
Retailers perform a number of functions. These are:
1. • The retailer buys a variety of products from the wholesaler or a number of wholesalers, f [e
thus performs two functions like buying of goods and assembling of goods.
2. The retailer performs storing function by stocking the. goods for a consumer.
3.

He develops personal contact with the consumers and gives them goods on credit.

4.

He bears the risks in connection with Physical Spoilage of goods and fall in price. Besid ?s
he bears risks on account of fire, theft, deterioration in the quality and spoilage of goods.

5.

He resorts to standardization and grading of goods in such a way that these are accepted
by the customers.

6. He makes arrangement for delivery of goods and supply valuable market information bo
both wholesaler and the consumer.

Service of a Retailer
A retailer provides a number of services to the customer and to the wholesaler. The servic 2S
provided by a retailer to customer are as follows:
1.

He provides ready stock of goods and as such he sells and quantity of goods desired by
the customers.

2.

He keeps a large variety of goods produced by different producers and thereby ensure? a
wide variety of choice to the customers.

3.

He relives the consumers of maintaining large quantity of goods for future period becau se
he himself holds large stock of goods.

4.

He develops personal relationship with the customers by giving them credit.

5. He provides free-home delivery service to the customers.
6. He informs the new product to the customers.
7. He makes arrangement for replacement of goods when He receive complaints.
The services provided by retailer to wholesaler are as follows:

2g
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1.

He gives valuable market information with regard to taste; fashion and demand for t
goods to the wholesaler.
• .

2.

The retailer maintains direct contact with the. customers and so he relieves the wholesaler
with regard to maintenance of direct contact.

3.

He helps the wholesaler in getting their goods distributed to the consumer.

Retail Formats

4. He is regarded as an important link between the wholesaler and the consumer.
5.

He creates demand for the products by displaying the goods to the consumers.

A retail business endeavors to create a compelling concept against competitors. For the
characteristics of the vision to be effective, the concept must create an emotional bond with
customers. For a customer to see the value of the characteristics of the business' appeal, he looks
at what the business gives him, not what the business put in.

Notes

Clear Vision
To connect to a core customer group, one of the characteristics a retail company must have is a.
clear vision. What the company is offering, who their target market is and the value of the product
or service to the customer must be clear. For example. North American car rental company
Enterprise Rent-A-Car focused on customers who need a car during repairs as its target market
rather than the standard airport focused car rental. That focus helped Enterprise, dominate a
market and increase market share.

Value
A retail business that sells products or services that appeal to customers' needs has the ability to
stand up againstcompetition. Physical facilities, pricing, products and customer service differentiate
a busy retail store from an unnoticed one. If the characteristics appeal to a consumer, in her mind,
the business represents value. When a retailer makes the value of its business obvious, it prevents
service levels from dropping.

Functional
Price, convenience and store experience are functional characteristics that make up a strong retail
brand. These functional characteristics are common to almost all retail stores. A brand may use its
store experience to create an emotional bond by matching its brand's characteristics with consumers'
values. The emotional connection could trigger sales. Combining functional characteristics of store
experience with price and convenience, a retailer strives to have returning customers.

Concept
A retail business aims to conceive an idea and deliver consistency, profitability and integrity
from, concept to execution. Ikea, an international furniture company, for example, developed a
unique presentation and customer assembly system difficult to copy. The unique concept created
a barrier to competitors. In order to be able to execute on its ideas; a company must have adequate
resources and capital.

2.4 Food Retailers
The latter half of the 20th Century, in both Europe and North America, has seen the emergence of
the supermarket as the dominant grocery retail form. The reasons why supermarkets have come
to dominate food retailing are not hard to find. The search for convenience in food shopping and
. consumption, coupled to car ownership, led to the birth of the supermarket. As incomes rose and
shoppers sought both convenience and new tastes and stimulation, supermarkets were able to
expand the products offered. The invention of the bar code allowed a store to manage thousands
of items and their prices and led to 'just-in-time' store replenishment and the ability to carry tens
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Notes

of thousands of individual items. Computer-operated depots and logistical systems integrate d
store replenishment with consumer demand in a single electronic system.The superstore was bon i.
On the Global Retail Stage, little has remained the same over the last decade. One of the fe at
similarities with today is that Wal-Mart was ranked the top retailer in the world then and it still
holds that distinction. Other than Wal-Mart's dominance, there's little about today's environment
that looks like the mid-1990s. The global economy has changed, consumer demand has shifted,,
and retailers' operating systems today are infused with far more technology than was the case
six years ago.
Saturated home markets, fierce competition and restrictive legislation have relentlessly
pushed major food retailers into the globalization mode. Since the mid-1990s, numerous
governments,have opened up their economies as well, to the free markets and foreign investmerit
that has been a plus for many a retailer. However, a more near-term concern, has been the global
economic slowdown that has resulted from dramatic cutback in corporate IT and other types of
capital spending. Consumers themselves have become much more price sensitive and conservative
in their buying, particularly in the more advanced economies.
From an operational point of view, active practitioners have voiced their opinion that retailer
concerns in 2003 have turned to deflation, lack of pricing power, global overcapacity, low interest
rates, economic stagnation, slump in world tourism and declining consumer confidence. But,- ev^n
before the global economic slowdown that forced retailers into monitoring costs more effectively,
technological advances were a way of life in retail organizations. Technology has become the r^al
enabler for retailers over the last six years. Supply chain innovations for retailers were particularly
strong in the second half of the 1990s and have continued into today. With all the emphasis on
technology and cost-cutting, a major thrust of retailers continues to be demand-based: finding new
markets through globalization efforts. Four years ago, more than half (53 per cent) of the top 200
retailers operated in only one country. Today, only 44 per cent remain single-country merchants.
This globalization trend can only intensify in the years ahead. The benefits of increased sales arid
greater economies of scale are too large to be ignored.
The global retail industry has traveled a long way from a small beginning to an indusl_.
where the world wide retail sales alone is valued at $ 7 trillion. The top 200 retailers alJne
account for 30% of worldwide demand. Retail sales being generally driven by people's ability ***
(disposable income) and willingness (consumer confidence) to buy, compliments the fact tliat
the money spent on household consumption worldwide increased 68% between 1980 and 20|O3The leader has indisputably been the USA where some two-thirds or $ 6.6 trillions out of the $ 10
trillions American economy is consumer spending. About 40% of that ($ 3 trillions) is spending^ on
discretionary products and services. Retail turnover in the EU is approximately Euros 2000 bill on
and the sector average growth looks to be following an upward pattern. The Asian econon- ies
(excluding Japan) are expected to grow at 6% consistently till 2005-06. Positive forces at work in
retail consumer markets today include high rates of personal expenditures, low interest ra :es,
low unemployment and very low inflation. Negative factors that hold retail sales back involve
weakening consumer confidence.

2.5 Food Retail in India
Though with a population of a billion and a middle class.population of over 300 millions organi seel
retailing (in the form of food retail chains) is still in its infancy in the Country. India has been ratner
slow in joining the Organized Retail Revolution that was rapidly transforming.the economies
' 3Q
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in the other Asian Tigers. This was largely due to the excellent food retailing system that was
established by the kirana (mom-and-pop) stores that continue meet with all the requirements
of retail requirements albeit without the convenience of the shopping as provided by the retail
chains; and also due to the highly fragmented food supply chain that is cloaked with several
intermediaries (from.farm-processor?distributor-retailer) resulting in huge value loss and high
costs. This supplemented with lack of developed food processing industry kept the organized
■chains out of the market place. The correction process is underway and the systems are being
established for effective Business-to-Business (farmer-processor, processor-retailer) solutions
thereby leveraging the core competence of each player in the supply chain.
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Figure 2.1: Spread of Organized Retailing in India
Organized retailing is spreading and making its presence felt in different parts of the country.
The trend in grocery retailing, however, has been slightly different with a growth concentration
in the South. Though there were traditional family owned retail chains in South India such as
Nilgiri's as early as 1904, the retail revolution happened with various major business houses
foraying into the starting of chains of food retail outlets in South India with focus on Chennai,
Hyderabad and Bangalore markets, preliminarily. In the-Indian context, a countrywide chain in
food retailing is yet to be established as lots of Supply Chain issues need to be answered due to
the vast expanse of the country and also diverse cultures that are present.

2.6 Retail Models in India: Current and Emerging
The Indian food retail market is characterized by several co-existing types and formats. These are:
1. The road side hawkers and the mobile (pushcart variety) retailers.
2.

The kirana stores (the Indian equivalent of the mom-and-pop stores of the US), within
which are:
(a) Open format more organized outlets
(b) Small to medium food retail outlets.

3.

.

.

Convenience Stores

4. Supermarkets

•

*

Within modem trade - the organised retailers, we have:
1. . The discounter (Subhiksha, Apna Bazaar, Margin Free)
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2.

The value-for-money store (Nilgiris)

3. The experience shop (Foodworld,Trinethra)

.

4. The home delivery (Fabmart)

Notes

While the focus of this note is on modem organized retail trade, we hereunder preset it
insights into the smaller, semi and unorganized retailers.

Hawkers - 'Mobile Supermarkets'
The unorganized sector is characterized by the lari-galla vendors (also known as "mobi le
supermarket") seen in every Indian bylane and is, therefore, difficult to track, measure ar <i
analyse. But they do know their business - these lowest cost retailers can be found wherev
more than 10 Indians collect - a rural post office, a dusty roadside bus stop or a village square, i ls
far as location is concerned, these retailers have succeeded beyond all doubt. They have neith
village nor city-wide ambitions or plans - their aim is simply a long walk down the end of tKe
next lane. This mode of "mobile retailers" is neither scalable nor viable over the longer term, but
is certainly replicable all over India. Most retailing of fresh foods in India occurs in Mandis aiVd
roadside hawker parks, which are usually illegal and entrenched. These are highly organized an
their own way. Hawking of food products, cooked food and FMCG products is a very interestirig
model of retailing. Much has been written about these roadside "malls" - from social security
issues to their nuisance value. However, if you put these hawkers together, they are akin to a lar ge
supermarket with little or no overheads and high degree of flexibility in merchandise, dispk y, •
prices and turnover. While shopping ambience and the trust factor maybe missing, these hawk< rs'
sure have a system that works.
1

Kirana/Grocers/ Provision Stores/Mom-and-Pop Stores
Semi-organized retailers like kirana (mom-and-pop stores), grocers and provision stores s re
characterized by the more systematic buying - from the mandis or the farmers and selling - frt ►in
fixed structures. Economies of scale are not yet realized in this format, but the front end is alrea dy
visibly changing with the times. These stores have presented Indian companies with the challer ge
of servicing them, giving rise to distribution and cashflow cycles as never seen elsewhere in
Asia. The model is very antithesis of modem retail in terms of the buyer (retailer)- seller (FMCG)
equations. It is not unknown for MNC leaders to link the supply of one line of products to another
slower moving line of products. These retailers are not organized in the manner that they cocilci
challenge the power of the sellers, most protests have been in the form of boycotts, which rez Hy
haven't hit any company permanently.
‘
Convenience Stores
A convenience store is a small store that stocks a range of everyday items such as grocer &s,
toiletries, alcoholic and soft drinks, tobacco products, and newspapers. They have a wide categ >ry
of products and have a minimum required stock of each. They are open for long hours and jare
situated at various convenient locations. They differ from general stores and village shops in tlnat
they are not in a rural location and are used as a convenient supplement to larger stores.
A convenience store may be part of a gas/petrol station. It may be located alongside &
busy road, in an urban area, or near a railway or railroad station or other transport hub. In sc rrie
countries, convenience stores have very long shopping hours, some being open 24 hours.
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Convenience stores usually charge higher prices than ordinary grocefy stores or
supermarkets, which they make up for with convenience by serving more locations and having
shorter pshier lines.
• Some of the Major convenience Store chains with their locations in India are as follows:
Reliance Fresh - All India
'

Notes ’

• Spencers - All India
• More - All India
• Easyday - Mainly in Punjab and Delhi currently. Big Apple - Delhi and
surroundings
i

• Sabka Bazaar - Mainly in Delhi and surroundings.
• 6 Ten - Mainly Delhi and Punjab
• Nilgiris - Mainly South India - Tamil Nadu, Karnataka
• Big Bazaar - All India (India's Walmart)
,

Also, a lot of Petrol pumps in big cities have IN & OUT or CONVENIO convenience stores.

Supermarkets
A supermarket, a large form of the traditional grocery store, is a self-service shop offering a
wide variety of food and household products, organized into aisles. It is larger in size and has a
wider selection than a traditional grocery store, but is smaller and more limited in the-range of
merchandise than a hypermarket or big-bpx shop.
The supermarket typically comprises meat, fresh produce, dairy and baked goods aisles,
along with shelf space reserved for canned and packaged goods as well as for various non-food
items such as household cleaners, pharmacy products and pet supplies. Most supermarkets also
sell a variety of other household products that are consumed regularly, such as alcohol (where
permitted), medicine, and clothes, and some stores sell a much wider range of non-food products.

2.7 Integration of Food Industry - The Key Driver of Food Retail in
India
India is world's second largest grower of fruits and vegetables after Brazil and China. While the
agriculture sector has witnessed several leaps of innovation and technological advancements, the
processing sector is still in its infancy. Even with less than 4% processing of fruits and vegetables, the
Food Processing Industry sector in India is one of the largest in terms of production, consumption
within India, export and growth prospects. The government has accorded it a high priority, with
a number of fiscal reliefs and incentives, to encourage commercialisation and value addition to
agricultural produce; for minimising pre/post harvest wastage, generating employment and export
growth. As a result of several policy initiatives undertaken since liberalisation in early 90's, the
industry has witnessed fast growth in most of the segments. In the following few paragraphs, it
can be noted that the processed food market for India is vast and the amount of scope that retail
chains would be exposed to is phenomenal taking into consideration the demographics and raise
in standards of living. Retailers could throng the market with all these processed and packaged
foods with their private labels.
sWith the emergence of the big private corporates, NGOs (Non-Govemment Organisations)
and Government organizations into the food processing scene, India is making big inroads into
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the Food Processing Industry. These corporates and NGOs have reached out to the fanners arid
provided them with timely advice and help in the upgradation of farm practices with valuable
inputs on various areas of farming from sowing to harvesting which includes quality se4<3
procurement, manures, fertilizers and pesticides etc. Some of the successful models are that jdf
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ITC's e-choupal a model that helps the soyabean farmers in contract producing for ITC for its
commodity trading business. The PEPSI experimenting with Punjab farmers in growing’the riglht
quality tomato for its tomato purees and pastes. Some of the leading food retail chains working
with farmers for contract growing greens for supply to their retail outlets etc. These success! ul
models are being replicated with required changes all over the country and the food industry is
getting integrated more strongly.
India has also seen a flurry of food chain majors like McDonalds, Pizza Hut* and Kentuc cy
Fried Chicken finding their place among the Indian consumers. The trend still follows for food
chains in India to spread to almost all cities and towns.
' These advancements have revolutionised the integration of the Indian Food Industry ai id
has played a vital role in solving, to a large extent, major supply chain issues that prevailed. Trie
trend is that these successful institutional intervention models be replicated and spread in kll
segments of the food industry far and wide through the country that benefit all the incumbeitirs
of the chain evolve. This finally helps the retailer as his supply chain becomes much leaner arid
vertically integrated. He is in a position to offer a wide variety and highest degree of convenience
to his customer.
Economy
Economic growth at over 5.5%fbver the last eight years, forex reserves of over $100 billions afid
a stable government has helped India to look more progressively towards future. The econon^io
development was largely attributed to its dominance in the Information Technology Sector in tpie
global market place and its large English speaking population that made it the ideal choice for
back office operations for MNCs world over. The manufacturing sector also provided its migflit
to the economic development by going global hitherto restricting to export of raw materials or
intermediaries that has not graduated to supply of end product be it Pharmaceuticals or Consun er
Vehicles. All this has translated in higher income levels and more surpluses for the middle cl< ss •
segment that is getting ploughed into the retail sector; again fueling the economy to higher lev* 1 s.
The last five years have seen the PPP of average Indian middle class (over 300 millions) go xj> ‘
several times unleashing the power of purchasing. The retail sector was the greatest beneficial "y.
The need for a shopping experience combined with the convenience of shopping for the upwarc ly
mobile middle class has been on the major factors for retail boom in India.

/
The Informed Consumer
Over the years, the increasing literacy in the Country and the exposure to developed natio ns
via satellite.television or by way of the overseas.work experiences, the consumer awareness nas
increased on the quality and the price of the products/services that is expected. Today mtlre .
and more consumers are vocal on the quality of the products/services that they expect from
the market. This awareness has made the consumer seek more and more reliable sources i or
purchases and hence the logical shift to purchases from the organized retail chains that ha!. a
corporate background and where the accountability is more pronounced. The consumer a so
seeks to purchase from a place where his/her feedback is more valued.
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2.8 Evolution of Organized Retailing
Retailing, one of the’largest sectors in the global economy, is going through a transition phase
in India. For a long time, the comer grocery store was the only choice available to the consumer,
especially in the urban areas. This is slowly' giving way to international formats of retailing. The
traditional food and grocery segment has seen the emergence of supermarkets/ grocery chains,
convenience stores and fast-food chains.
'
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The traditional grocers, by introducing self-service formats as well as value-added services
such as credit and home delivery, have tried to redefine themselves. However, the boom in retailing
has been confined primarily to the urban markets in the country. Even there, large chunks are
yet to feel the impact of organized retailing. There are two primary reasons for this. First, the
modem retailer is yet to feel the saturation effect in the urban market and has, therefore, probably
not looked at the other markets as seriously. Second, the modem retailing trend, despite its costeffectiveness, has come to be identified with lifestyles.
In order to appeal to all classes of the society, retail stores would have to identify with
different lifestyles. In a sense, this trend is already visible with the emergence of stores with an
essentially 'value for money' image. The attractiveness of the other stores actually appeals to the
existing affluent class as well as those who aspire to be part of this class. Hence, one can assume
that the retailing revolution is emerging along the lines of the economic evolution of society.
It was only in the year 2000 that the economists put a figure to it: ? 400,000 crore (1 crore =
10 million) which is expected to develop to around f 800,000 crore by the year 2005 - an annual
increase of 20 per cent. Retailing in India is unorganized with poor supply chain management
perspective. According to a recent survey by some of the retail consulting bodies, an overwhelming
proportion of the ? 400,000 crore retail market is UNORGANISED. In fact, only a ? 20,000 crore
segment of the market is organized. As much as 96 per cent of the 5 million-plus outlets are
smaller than 500 square feet area. This means that India per capita retailing space is about 2
square feet (compared to 16 square feet in the United States). India's per capita retailing space is
thus the lowest in the world. '
Currently the retail landscape is filled with Supermarket chains with.over 1000 outlets all
over the country to increase to around 5000 by the 2005. The success of a couple of Hypermart's
indicate the evolution of hypermarkets in the country prominent among them are Giant, Metro, Big
Bazaar models. While the average bill value at a supermarket is in the range of ? 300 per bill, the
average bill amount at a Hypermarket is in the range of ? 750-1000, indicating that the model is in
tune with the global models where the average spend is increasing with the shopping experience.

2.9 Impact of Organized Retail
Organized retailing is spreading and making its presence felt in different parts of the country. The
trend in grocery retailing, however, has been slightly different with a growth concentration in the
South. Though there were traditional family owned retail chains in South India such as Nilgiri's
as early as 1905, the retail revolution happened with the RPG group starting the Foodworld chain
of food retail outlets in South India with focus on Chennai, Hyderabad and Bangalore markets,
. preliminarily. The experiment has reaped rich dividends and the group is now foraying into
other territories as well. Owing to the success of Foodworld model of RPG group, several new
models such as Trinethra, Subhiksha, Margin Free and others have made their foray into this
sector albeit at regional levels. Today the food retail sector in India is about rupees ten lakh crores
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(USD 200 billions) of which the organised food retail segment is about 1 per cent and increasi ig
at a pace of over 20% y-o-y.
To be successful in food retailing in India essentially means to draw away shoppers fro rr\,
the roadside hawkers and kirana stores to supermarkets. This transition can be achieved to some
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extent through pricing, so the success of a food retailer depends on how best he understands
and squeezes his supply chain. The other major factor is that of convenience shopping which title
supermarket has the edge over the traditional kirana stores. On an average a supermarket stoc les
up to 5000 SKU's against few hundreds stocked at an average kirana stores.
Though with excellent potential, India poses a complex situation for a retailer, as this is a
Country where each State is a mini-Country by itself. The demography's of a region vary quite
distinctly from others. In order to appeal to all classes of the society, retail stores would have to
identify with different lifestyles. Hence we may find more of regional players and it would talce
enormously long time before nation wide successful retail chains emerge. This is the main reas an
as to why the successful retail chains in the country today operate at regional segments only a id
are not aiming at nation wide presence, at least for the time being.
In the organized retail industry, the gestation periods are long, institutional funding) is
difficult, and there is none or little Government support. But the belief among top retailer chains
in the country is that the industry will see large investments coming once the current ban Lan
foreign direct investment is lifted. But that could be two-three years away. Food and grocery
retailing is a tough business in India with margins being very low, and consumers not dissatisfied
with existing shops where they buy. For example, the next-door grocery shopkeeper is smart a id
delivers good customer service, though not value.
As of now, while Chennai has about five organised food and grocery retail chains, other
big cities such as Delhi, Bangalore, and Mumbai average only two-three such chains. Almost all
food retail players have been region-specific as far as geographical presence is concerned in tiie
country. To illustrate with examples, the RPG Group's FoodWorld, Nilgiris, Margin Free, Gia it,
Varkey's and Subhiksha, all of which are more or less spread in the Southern region; Sabka Bazaar
has a presence only in and around Delhi; names such as Haiko and Radhakrishna Foodland aLre
Mumbai-centric; while Adani is Ahmedabad-centric. Industry topography in India is such that
spreading presence across cities is a tough call. As pointed out by many experts, organised fo id
and.grocery retailing chains going national requires significant investments. Retailing within tl lis
sector is not just about the front-end, but involves complex supply chain and logistics issues as well.
The trend and mindset of the present retailer chains in India can be best understood jfcxy
. studying FoodWorld as an example, which came in first in the food and grocery retailing sector.
The chain has no plans to venture beyond the Southern region just yet. Current plans are to focus
on the Southern markets and achieve saturation. The intention is that by 2005, they could look at
the other regions. Subhiksha, a Chennai based discount chain, too wants to be the principal st< >re
of purchase for at least 40 per cent of all consumers living within 500-750 meters of the store,
that is, within walking distance. This makes the point very clear that the strategy among most
existing retail chains of various formats is to completely saturate the markets where they Ire
already established players and t hen move on to virtually untouched areas where the challerige
of sourcing resources and extending their supply chain model to best suit the size and expar ise
of the market would be a challenging task.
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Meanwhile, the RPG group plans to take its new formats such as Giant Hypermarkets
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national over the next three years. Grocery is a large component of this format, but not the only
one. To elaborate on the hurdles of going pan-Indian, fundafnentally, the way a basic grocery
retailing model works is that the high set-up costs in terms of setting up buying/distribution
infrastructure is gradually amortised over a larger number of stores. The back-end costs without
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distribution centre costs, or what in retail jargon is called retail administration costs, should
stabilise at around 2.5 per cent to 3 per cent of sales.
It can be explained that the obstacles of looking at a pan-India model for grocery are several.
Given the federal nature of the country, the weak infrastructure and the major variances in eating
habits in different parts of the country, one will have to replicate the retail administration costs
for at least each region and therefore the gestation period of the project becomes huge. However,
if a model is in place where the upfront store revenues scale very rapidly, then it is possible.
Therefore, if one is to attempt a pan-Indian grocery foray, it will have to be in the hypermarket
format with its attendant investment numbers and risk profile.
If a close look is taken at the nature of the Indian Retail Markets, it can be seen that there is
so much potential to extract from individual regions, that players are in no tearing hurry to spread
out. Based on a recent study by a renowned government institution in India, in the six major metros,
Delhi has the highest per capita consumption of food and grocery, among supermarkets. Chennai,
"the mecca of retailing", comes at fourth place. This shows the high potential the sector presents.
Chennai has some five supermarket chains, and each of these are doing well for themselves. So
there is enough scope to expand even in one single city in India..
Sabka Bazaar, a supermarket chain restricted to Delhi alone, is now generating sales of
about 111 crore from its 19 stores which best illustrates the potential of each individual city. This
explains the reason for delay in intentions of retailers to spread far and wide.
Pantaloon Retail (India) Ltd., which operates two types of retail formats, made its maiden
foray in food and grocery retailing in North India in mid-2003. Big Bazaar, Pantaloon group's
discount store chain, has taken off to a roaring start in Delhi. The Pantaloon Big Bazaar in Delhi
is the sixth for the group, and the first in North India. It has been found that existing Big Bazaar
stores in cities such as Hyderabad, Bangalore and Mumbai attract average footfalls of 20,000 to
25,000 per day, more so during weekends. While Big Bazaar is essentially a discount store retailing
product categories ranging from food and grocery to apparel to footwear to home and interior
products, food and grocery retailing forms a significant part of the chain's business. Typically,
while food and grocery retailing does well at the beginning of the month, the apparel sector, sees
maximum off take during festivals.

•

It can be observed that the most popular retail format in India is the 'supermarket', beside
the comer shop/grocery store/'mom and pop' store. Hypermarkets have very recently come into
being and are negligible in number though most retail chains do intend to expand their presence
through this format as well very soon. 'Discount chains' are also substantial in number and are
growing at a fast pace through the country, predominantly, in the southern region.
Given that organised retail has been registering growth rates of approximately 40 per cent
over the last three years, it is expected to grow to about ? 35,000 crore in 2005, and close to ? 70,000
crore in 2010. If projections were to be made considering the current trends in food retailing in
India, some years down the line, food and grocery stores will become dominating trade partners
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• for the food industry, which, in turn, will be forced to offer special discounts and trade ten ns
for them to get the shelf space in such stores. Also, once established, in-store label brands w ill
become a real threat to the industry as manufacturers will have to compete with the. store label
brands that are generally very price-competitive. As for the spread geographically, strong chances
stand that the major chains would spread to the next grade of cities in the country over the next
5 years or so and then progressively start covering every comer of the country. Most chains ha^ve
already started developing their own unique supply chains that would suit their needs preciselyReplicating the success stories of the big names of the Western nations may still be a distant dream
for Indian food and grocery retailers, but at least the winds are blowing in the direction of grow tii.

2.10 General Merchandise Retailers
A general store, general merchandise store, general dealer or village shop is a rural or sir all
town store that carries a general line of merchandise. It carries a broad selection of merchand se„
sometimes in a small space, where people from the town and surrounding rural areas come to
purchase all their general goods. The store carries routine stock and obtains special orders from
.warehouses. It differs from a convenience store or comer shop in that it will be the main shiof>
for the community rather than a convenient supplement.
I
Bodeguita comes from the Spanish language as a diminutive of bodega which means "siriall
store" or "small warehouse". Traditionally, Bodeguita existed selling general merchandise, tlren
they were replaced slowly by the chain store, the same way large US chains have practic^ll
y
eliminated the "mom and pop" store.
General stores often sell staple food items such as milk and bread, and various house!- old
goods such as hardware and electrical supplies. The concept of the general store is very old, »nd
although some still exist, there are far fewer than there once were, due to urbanization, ui ban
sprawl, and the relatively recent phenomenon of big-box stores.

Australia
While a large number of general stores still exist in Australia, as in other parts of the world tHoir
numbers were greatly reduced by the advent of supermarkets.
Canada
In Canada the French term depanneur is used for a general store in the province of Quebec. The
oldest continually run general store in Canada is Trousdale's, located in Sydenham, Ont ario,
which has been operated by the Trousdale family since 1836.

United Kingdom
Village shops have become increasingly rare in the densely populated parts of England, although
they remain common in remote rural areas of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland along vNrith
some lesser populated areas of England such as North Yorkshire, Northumberland and the LaIce
District.
f
Their rarity in England is due to several'factors, such as the rise in car ownership, compejitiorr
from large chain supermarkets, the rising cost of village properties, and the increasing trend o£
the wealthy to own holiday homes in picturesque villages, consequently houses which us id to
be occupied full-time are often vacant for long periods.
3g
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Of those villages in England who still have shops, these days they are often a combination
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of services under one roof to increase the likelihood of profit and survival. Extra services may
include a post office, private business services such as tearooms, cafes, and bed and breakfast
accommodation; or state services such as libraries and General Practitioner (GP) or Dental clinics;
and charity partners such as Women's Institute (WI) coffee mornings held on the day most elderly
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villagers might collect their weekly pensions. Some villages now have neither shop nor post office, but the village pub has largely survived
(although recent economic downturns and changed drinking laws have begun to impact upon
and change the survival of even this village stalwart and these often function as small shops or
post offices as well. Many village pubs have become notable dining experiences, attracting trade
from their villagers, tourists and nearby town dwellers with their trendy chefs or local produce/
organic menus. In village areas close to Towns and Cities with a modem, mixed ethnic picture,
out of town dining experiences of an ethnic kind have become popular in former pub premises.
Most notable are large Indian and Chinese restaurants in areas such as Leicestershire, in the
English East Midlands.
Community shops have become popular in some villages, often jointly owited and run
by many villagers as a co-operative. The Village Retail Services Association promotes the role
and function of the village shop in the UK. Many modem village shops choose to stock items
which draw in customers from neighbouring areas who are seeking locally sourced, organic and
specialist produce such as local cuts of meat, local cheeses, wines etc.
. In towns and cities, the comer shop has largely survived by dominating the local and light
night convenience market.
The 1970s saw the death of the traditional grocery shop, which would have once dominated
in the kind of buildings most comer shops operate from today, such old traditional family grocery
stores began to face competition on two fronts: on the one hand from immigrant-owned comer
shops, trading longer hours (typically British Asian families), and on the other from the rise of the
supermarket, which amalgamated many specialist retailers such as butchers, bakers, and grocers
under one roof at increasingly cheaper prices and with room for a greater choice of products. With
the gradual loss of the traditional grocers came the loss of many aspects of old British shopping
culture such as grocery deliveries and being enabled to have a "Tic" account with the grocer, a
■»

form of unofficial advanced credit. The comershop is now much more the local convenience shop
than the family grocer of days gone by.
Comershops are usually so called because they are located on the comer plot or street end
of a row of terraced housing; often Victorian or Edwardiain factory workers' houses. The doorway
into the shop was usually on the comer of the plot to maximise shop floor space within, this also
offered two display windows onto two opposing streets. Many have now altered the original
shop front layout in favour of a mini-supermarket style. Although it is common that comershops
found in the UK were former grocer shops, other specialist retailers also occupied such slots and
have suffered the same fate of being largely replaced by super and hypermarkets, such retailers
as green grocers, bakers, butchers and fishmongers.
In Popular Culture
Many British TV and Radio series, especially soap operas, feature comer shops or village shops
as cornerstones for community gatherings and happenings. Prominent examples are the Village
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shop in Ambridge, the fictional village in the BBC Radio 4 series, The Archers, (1950-present day).
Or the ITV1 soap opera Coronation Street (1960-present day) featuring a comershpp; it was owned,
until recently, by Alf Roberts the grocer and after his death in the late 1990s was bought by C ev
Alahan, reflecting this common change in British culture. The dying days and changing culture of
the traditional British grocer was explored to great effect in the BBC TV comedy series. Open /All
Hours (1976-1985), set in the real suburb of Balby in Doncaster, the shop front used for the str aet ‘
scenes in the series does actually exist in the area and is a hair salon in reality. The BBC Scotland
comedy series Still Game has a comer shop as a recurring location where characters can meet
and gossip; the actor who plays its owner, Navid Harris (Sanjeev Kohli), plays a similar role as
Ramesh in the Radio 4 comedy series Fags, Mags and Bags which is set entirely in Ramesh's shpp>. ,
The band Comershop in part base their image on the perception that many convenien.ce
stores are now owned by British Asian people. In terms of British popular culture these media
representations give some idea of the importance attached to local shops in the national psyche
and as a mainstay of community life.

United States
Grays,General Store (1788) in Adamsville, Rhode Island was purportedly the oldest continuously
operating general store in the United States.
During the first half of the 20th century, general'stores were displaced in many areas of
the United States by many different types of specialized retailers. But from the 1960s throi gh
present, many small specialized retailers are in turn crushed by the so-called "category killers",
which are "big-box" wholesale-type retailers large enough to carry the majority of best-sell ng
goods in a specific category like sporting goods or office supplies. •
However, the convenience inherent in the general store has been revived in the form of the
modem convenience store and the hypermarket, which can be seen as taking the general st Di*e
or convenience store concept to its largest possible implementation.

2.11 Service Retailing
Destination stores are creating a lot of buzz at present. The concept is picking up slowly but steac ily
in the Indian retail sector, with this new retailing model already increasing footfalls in many of
the country's retail stores, consequently increasing the inflow of revenue for the retail stores
A combination of various categories of stores, the destination stores are giant-sized re bail
stores catering to the mass merchandiser with its wide array of services. It offers low-priied
products of a discount store as well as provides varieties of a departmental store. The services
offered by destination stores attract and compel customers to travel long distances to shop ar\d
enjoy the luxury of these stores.
. Already an established and popular concept in the international market, destination stores
are comparatively new in India. The model adopted by retailers here to run destination stored is
hybrid in nature, where the retailers sometimes run the stores themselves and sometimes tiejup
with established players to offer additional services.
"Service retailing is a concept that most Indian retailers are now aiming at as it increases
footfalls and revenue earnings. With competition increasing in the market, retailers are n
trying to woo their customers through these kinds of stores where they can offer them an ar ‘ay
of products and a variety of services. This is an absolute win-win model for both retailers i x\d
40
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buyers alike/' said Kumar Rajagopalan, CEO of the Retailers' Association of India to a Retailing
360 correspondent.
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Big Names in Service Retailing
to

Many big players in the domestic retail sector have already initiated the model and are reaping
benefits now. Names such as Future Group,’Spencer's Retail, Aditya Birla Group and Hypercity,
among others are already following the model and have transformed their large format retail
stores into service-oriented destination stores offering a gamut of consumer-oriented facilities.
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Sharing her opinion on this score,- Shakuntala Sarkaf, senior manager - Corporate
Communications, Spencer's Retail Limited, said, "Adopting such methods improves store-client
relationship. This also increases consumer loyalty towards the store. In fact, service retailing has
pushed up the sector's revenue by 25-30%. It is increasingly becoming very popular and in the
days to come might become a major tool to attract customers.".
■
According to the retail industry experts, the concept of service retailing however is at a
nascent stage in India at present. Its presence is felt primarily in the metros and other big cities of
the country. However, experts are hopeful that it would pick-up well across India in the coining
days, with more and more retailers joining in to offer specialised services.

Additional Services

*.

The plethora of specialised services offered by destination stores generally range from financial
services to laundry, salons, spa, travel services and others. For instance, in a number of Spencer's
Retail outlets, there are comers dedicated to wine, cigar, flower, gourmet, bakery, pet care and
others, while Future Group has started operating a salon under .its brand.
Hypercity, on the other hand, caters to book lovers through its bookstores under its own
label Crossword. It has forged partnerships with a number of names such as Vodafone, Presto
and Jyothy Fabrics, Enrich Salon and Pinks & Bloos, Cafe Coffee Day, Orchid Thai Spa and Kodak
to offer a plethora of services to its customers.

2.12 Types of Ownership
Entrepreneurs have many forms of retail business ownership availa ble to them. Each business
model has its own list of pros and cons. Choosing a type of retail business to start will depend on
why you want to own a business, as well as your lifestyle, family, personality, basic skills and much
more. Here are a few of the main types of retail ownership and the advantages, disadvantages,
and support system of each.
There are five types, of Retail ownership:
1.

Independent Retailer: In independent retailer is one who builds his/her business from the
ground up. From the business planning stage to opening day, the independent retail owner
does it all. He/she may hire consultants, staff and others to assist in the business endeavor.
The opportunities are endless.
Advantages: There are no restrictions on who, how or where an entrepreneur should set
up his/her business. The freedom to do what one wants to do is the biggest advantage in
this form of business. It can be extremely fulfilling.
Disadvantages: Because of the ease aind flexibility of getting started, there can be a lot of
competition in a particular area for a certain type of customer. Every business decision
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rests on the owner(s). There is no branding, no preset guidelines and a great deal of rislc
in this business model.
Support: Other than small business resources online, in print or sponsored by the vari o«.s
government and trade organizations, there isn't much in the way of support for the
independent retailer.

* v

2.

Existing Retail Business: Someone wHo inherits or buys an existing business is talcing
ownership and responsibility of someone else's hard work. The foundation has alrejady
been laid.
Advantages: The biggest advantage to buying an existing business or taking owner* hip>
of an already established retail store is time. The time to build a customer base, the time
to establish branding, and the time it takes to establish credit are generally all past which
means most of the hard part is behind the new owner.
Disadvantages: The existing business may have a negative image or reputation that iArill
take a lot of time to undo. Loyal customers may not like the change of ownership. Previoxxs
owners have caused problems by opening a competing business.
Support: A well-established business will usually have a written set of procedures or pc licy
, manual. Staff members already in place have the knowledge to help guide a new owr er.

3.

Franchise: Purchasing a franchise is buying the right to use a name, product, concept and
business plan. The franchisee will receive a proven business model from an established
business.

4.

Dealership: Retailers may find the business model of a licensed dealership as a mi < o£
franchise and independent retailer. The licensee has the right (sometimes this is exclusive) to
sell a brand of products. Unlike a franchise, the dealer can sell a variety of brands and tljiere
generally no fees to the licensor. Dealerships may or may not be identified as an authorized
seller or by the company's trademark.
Advantages: All of the business operation processes have been .established. The franchisee
receives help from a network and customers may already familiar with the name. Tire
marketing strategy has already been put in place. Most all of the risk associated with star ing
a retail business has been reduced.
Disadvantages: Franchisees pay a fee, or royalty, based on sales each year. Startup c z»sts
relating to the franchise may be high. One of the biggest disadvantages of owning a franc nise
is the lack of flexibility and freedom.
Support: Franchisors usually provide all the marketing, training and ongoing sup >ort ,
needed to run a successful business.

5. Network Marketing: Multilevel marketing (MLM) or network marketing is a business model
where the selling of products depends on the people in the network. Not only is a product
being sold, but other salespeople are being recruited to sell that same product or proa.tact
line. Ifs probably not a type of business one would initially consider when discussing retail
businesses, but Amway used this model quite successfully for many years.
I
Advantages: Generally very little startup funding is needed to operate this type of business.
Network marketing provides freedom from conventional retailing businesses and offers
a greater mteraction with all types of people. For those willing to invest the time, h uge
profits can be made.
.
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Disadvantages: Too many unscrupulous multilevel marketing schemes exist. Some systems
require their dealers to be more interested in recruiting new members than in selling the
. products to consumers. It may be difficult to operate without a storefront.
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Support: Most network marketing systems offer motivational materials, training and support.

2.13 Retail Channels

Notes

A channel of distribution or trade channel is defined as the path or route along which goods move
from producers or manufacturers to ultimate consumers or industrial users. In other words, it
is a distribution network through which producer puts his products in the market and passes
it to the actual users. This channel consists ofproducers, consumers or users and the various
middlemen like wholesalers, selling agents and retailers (dealers) who intervene between the
producers and consumers. Therefore, the channel serves to bridge the gap between the point of
production and the point of consumption thereby creating time, place and possession utilities.
.
\
A channel of distribution consists of three types of flows:
1.

Downward flow of goods from producers to consumers

2.

Upward flow of cash payments for goods from consumers to producers

3.

Flow of marketing information in both downward and upward direction i.e. Flow of
information on new products, new uses of existing products, etc. from producers, to
consumers. And flow of information in the form of feedback on the wants, suggestions,
complaints, etc from consumers/users to producers.

. An entrepreneur has a number of alternative channels available to him for distributing his
products. These channels vary in the number and types of middlemen involved. Some channels
are short and directly link producers with customers. Whereas other channels are long and
indirectly link the two through one or more middlemen.
,
These channels of distribution are broadly divided into four types:
1.
•

Producer-Customer: This is the simplest and shortest channel in which no middlemen is
involved and producers directly sell their products to the consumers. It is fast and economical
channel of distribution. Under it, the producer or entrepreneur performs all the marketing
activities himself and has full control over distribution. A producer may sell directly to
consumers through door-to-door salesmen, direct mail or through his own retail stores.
Big firms adopt this channel to cut distribution costs and to sell industrial products of high
value. Small producers and producers of perishable commodities also sell directly to local
■ consumers.
•
.
,

2.

Producer-Retailer-Customer: This channel of distribution involves only one middlemen
called 'retailer'. Under it, the producer sells his product to big retailers (or retailers who buy
goods in large quantities) who in turn sell to the ultimate consumers. This channel relieves
the manufacturer from burden of selling the goods himself and at the same time gives him
control over the process of distribution. This is often suited for distribution of consumer
durables and products of high value.

■

•

3. Producer-Wholesaler-Retailer-Customer: This is the most common and traditional channel
of distribution. Under it, two middlemen i.e. wholesalers and retailers are involved. Here,
the producer sells his product to wholesalers, who in turn sell it to retailers. And retailers
finally sell the product to the ultimate consumers. This channel is suitable for the producers
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having limited finance, narrow product line and who needed expert services and promotion! l1
support of wholesalers. This is mostly used for the products with widely scattered marke t.
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4. Producer-Agent-Wholesaler-Retailer-Customer: This is the longest channel of distributiori
in which three middlemen are involved. This is used when the producer wants to be fully
relieved of the problem of distribution and thus hands over his entire output to the selling
agents. The agents distribute the product among a few wholesalers. Each wholesaler
distribute the product among a number of retailers who finally sell it to the ultimate
consumers. This channel is suitable for wider distribution of various industrial productsf
An entrepreneur has'to choose a suitable channel of distribution for his product such that
the channel chosen is flexible, effective and consistent with the declared marketing policies arid
programmes of the firm. While selecting a distribution channel, the entrepreneur should compare
I
the costs, sales volume and profits expected from alternative channels of distribution and take
into account the following factors:
Product Consideration
The type and the nature of products manufactured is one of the important elements in choosing
the distribution channel.'The major product related factors are:
1. Products of low unit value and of common use are generally sold through middlemen.
2. Whereas, expensive consumer goods and industrial products are sold directly by tKe
producer himself.
3.

Perishable products; products subjected to frequent changes in fashion or style as well as
heavy and bulky products follow relatively shorter routes and are generally distributed
• directly to minimise costs.
'

4.

Industrial products requiring demonstration, installation and after-sales service are oft sn
sold directly to the consumers. While the consumer products of technical nature are generally
sold through retailers. ■
|

5.

Ah entrepreneur producing a wide range of products may find it economical to set up his
own retail outlets and sell directly to the consumers. On the other hand, firms producing a
'
i
narrow range of products may their products distribute through wholesalers and retailers.

6.

A new product needs greater promotional efforts in the initial stages and hence few
■ middlemen may be required.

Market Consideration
Another important factor influencing the choice of distribution channel is the nature of the target
market. Some of the important features in this respect are:
I
1.

If the market for the product is meant for industrial users, the channel of distribution will
not need any middlemen because they buy the product in large quantities. Short one ajnd
may as they buy in a large quantity. While in the case of the goods meant for domestic
' consumers, middlemen may have to be involved.
•
f

2.

If the number of prospective customers is small or the market for the product is geographically
located in a limited area, direct selling is more suitable. While in case of a large number of:
potential customers, use of middlemen becomes necessary.

• 3. .If the customers place order for the product in big lots, direct selling is preferred. Bu if'
the product is sold in small quantities, middlemen are used to distribute such product; .
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There are several other factors that an entrepreneur must take into account while choosing a
distribution channel. Some of these are as follows:
1.

A new business firm may need to involve one or more middlemen in order to promote its
product, while a well established firm with a good market standing may sell its product
directly to the consumers.

2.

A small firm which cannot invest in setting up its own distribution network has to depend
• on middlemen for selling its product. On the other hand, a large firm can establish its own
retail outlets.

Notes

3. The distribution costs of each channel is also an important factor because it affects the price
of the final product. Generally, a less expensive channel is preferred. But sometimes, a
channel which is more convenient to the customers is preferred even if it is more expensive.
4.

If the demand for the product is high, more number of channels may be used to profitably
distribute the product to maximum number of customers. But, if the demand is low only a
x
few channels would be sufficient.

5.

The nature and the type of the middlemen required by the firm and its availability also affects
the choice of the distribution channel. A company prefers a middlemen who can maximise
the volume of sales of.their product and also offers other services like storage, promotion
as well as after-sales services. When the desired type of middlemen are not available, the
manufacturer will have to establish his own distribution network.

All these factors or considerations affecting the choice of a distribution channel are
interrelated and interdependent. Hence, an entrepreneur must choose the most efficient and cost
effective channel of distribution by taking into account all these factors as a whole in the light of
the prevailing economic conditions. Such a decision is very important for a business to sustain
long term profitability.

9

*

2.14 Benefits of Multi-channel Retailing
Creating a successful multi-channel experience can seem intimidating to many retailers, who may
wonder if the effort is worth it. They may not have a choice, however. "Consumers are expecting
this kind of integration already/', said Ron Bowers, senior vice president of Frank Mayer and
Associates, a Grafton, Wis.-based merchandising company. "They expect that if they order an
item online, they can return it in the store, that kind of thing. It's up to retailers to make sure
that expectation is met."
But multi-channel retailing offers plenty of benefits to retailers, benefits that make investing
in the strategy worthwhile.
Improved Customer Perception
"Channels are disintegrating for customers," said Jeremy Gustafson, vice president at KSC Kreate, a
digital commerce agency based in Hollywoo d, Fla. "People are watching television and using their
tablet at the same time. They expect the same kind of integration with their shopping experience."
Brands who don't provide that kind of experience, he said, are likely to lose customers,
especially as the digital generation gains e^en more buying power.
•
'
Stores who do create a seamless experience that integrates all different forms of technology,
however, can gain significant customer loyalty. Those brands are perceived as. forward-thinking
and responsive to customer's needs — qualities that will keep customers coming back.
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That improved perception offers another advantage, as well. In a world of big-box stores an dL
online shopping, finding the best price is easier than ever for customers, A store that is perceived
as responsive to customer needs and gives customers easy access to a variety of channels caxv
differentiate itself in a crowded field. That allows the brand to compete on the experience offerecl,
rather than just price. Customers might be willing to pay a little more for the convenience, and
will come back repeatedly, and brands don't have to slice their profits just to keep up.

Increased Sales
The primary driver for a retailer adopting any strategy is, of course, increasing.profit, mo >t
frequently by increasing sales. Multi-channel retailing, by offering a variety of engagement
points for the customer to make a purchase, increases the convenience and ease of sales, thi is
boosting profit.
A customer who thinks about buying a pair of pants, for example, may not want to drive
to the mall, park, walk to the store, find the pants and try them on. For that customer, she a n
go online at home and order the pants from the store's website. Another customer, howevt
might be in the store trying on the pants and decide she'd like them in a different color. In th at
case, she can use an in-store kiosk to find the pants in the preferred color, order them and have
them delivered to her home. Still another customer can use her smartphone to take a picture =>f
the pants, send it to a friend and discuss whether to purchase them or not. Having a variety z>f
engagement points gives retailers more tools to make a sale.

Better Data Collection
Knowing the customer is a key tenant for successful retailing, and multi-channel engageme “it
points provide more opportunities to gather information about customers.
There are two benefits to the data collection offered by multi-channel retail: First, tljie
possibility for gathering more information exists, and the information can be used more effectively.
"People usually are more comfortable entering information themselves, rather than giving
it to a salesperson," said Steve Deckert, marketing manager for Sweet Tooth, a Toronto-based
provider of loyalty programs to retailers. "So they are far more likely to enter their email address
into a kiosk than give it to a cashier. At the same time, by having that information available across a
variety of channels, the retailer has more opportunities to capture the information, and more of itL " '
If a retailer can track what a customer is purchasing, and where, more targeted marketing
can be introduced. Someone who tends to browse online and then purchase in-store, for example,
can be emailed an invitation to a private showing in a store, and the list of products to be shov^n
can be sent before the event, increasing the likelihood of purchase.
Not only is it more likely that the customer will provide important information, but if all
the different channels are communicating, then the information only needs to be entered onc< r.
"If you're going to ask someone for information about themselves; it needs to be availal le
whenever they come to you," said Verizon's Bagel. " Otherwise, it feels intrusive and annoyirig •
to have to repeat the same information over and ovejr again."

Enhanced Productivity
Multi-channel retailingpffers benefits for more than shoppers. Workers, too, can benefit from t
use of new technology, by arming them with more information and increasing their efficiency.
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A tablet, for example, frees employees from the point-of-sale system, instead allowing
them to carry the register with them. Employees can go directly to the aid of customers, helping
them to find out what is in stock, what is available at other stores and when new products might
be launching. The tablet also can contain information about the loyalty program, so a frequent
customer can be given VIP status. Then, when a purchase is ready to be made, the customer does
not have to stand in line, but rather can simply continue talking to the salesperson and make her
. purchase via tablet.
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Best Practices
While every type of channel has its own unique set of challenges, there are some strategies that
are true across all engagement points.
Be consistent: Messaging across all channels should have the same look and feel; the
customer should always know exactly what brand she is interacting with.
"Traditionally, retailers have approached each channel individually," said Gustafson. "What
is needed, though, is to create a single marketing message, and then figure out how to deploy it
across all channels. The messaging doesn't have to be identical, but it all needs to be clearly related."
Provide a value-add: Make sure each engagement point offers something to the customer.
An in-store kiosk that simply accesses the company's website, for example, is not bringing
anything unique to the customer; instead, she can check the website at home, on her own. The
same is true of a tablet. If the salesperson with the tablet does not have access to more or better
information than the customer can access via her own tablet or smartphone, the application will
not bring much value to the transaction.
* ■
Security: There is a fine line between being helpful and being intrusive, and it's a line that
is easily crossed. Customers are aware of security issues, and are wary of providing too much
personal information.
"There has to be a clear connection between the information collected, how it's used and
what value the customer receives from it," said Bagel. "Understand your brand strategy and what
; level of intimacy is appropriate. Depending on your clientele, privacy might not be as important
- digital natives tend to be far less concerned with privacy than Baby Boomers, for example.
But everyone wants to know that they will receive a benefit from giving you information."
Be committed: Multi-channel retailing requires an investment in time and money. There
needs to be a clear strategy across all teams, and cooperation is critical to success.
"In order to have totally seamless solution, all stakeholders need to be involved, giving
their insight and taking ownership and having support and understanding as to what is being
done, why and how," said Bowers. "This is not a sometime commitment; this is a total marketing
strategy for the retailer to invest in the future of the customer acquisition, retention process and
loyalty programs."
Strategy is not appropriate for every retailer. Not all retailers possess the financial and
•managerial resources to do so or have the same potential synergies.

2.15 Challenges of Effective Multi Channel Retailing
One of the things that it is important to realize is that the multichannel concept is not a clever
invention driven by retailers, but rather a reflection of the changes that are happening all around
tis, driven by consumer behavior.
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Access to the internet is becoming a commodity; home broadband connectivity comes free
with your mobile package, your TV subscription or landline agreement, and mobile inte *r\et
access is part of most mobile phone packages these days.

■ Notes

One of the effects of this increased 'ease of access' is a significant surge in popularit ? o£
everything internet enabled, even people's social lives. We have all seen stats that 'we' now sp-enci .
more time on social networks than on email or even TV. These are fundamental changes to How
we live our lives, but for some, especially older, generations still hard to fathom.
One of the things enabled by the internet is immediacy and the amount oif data and sen ices ■»
. we have access to - you don't have to wait for feedback from someone anymore, any questior can
be answered immediately via Google, and if you're looking for a particular product.or prod.net
information, the internet will be able to tell you more than (unfortunately) most shop assistants Joan.
The customer knows this and they have made up their mind, they love the web-enabled ’
world and they will shop with the retailer that operates in the world they live in.
I • .
Their preferred retailer provides what they want, how they want it and when they \ ^rarvt
it and engages with them through the channels that they want to engage through; onlin 2, in
store, mobile, catalogue, call centre. During the purchase journey the consumer will select Heirpreferred way of satisfying their needs.
They may gather product information out of a catalogue, online or in store, check product
availability over the phone or online, use their mobile to order online and have the item \ ome
delivered or reserved for in-store pick-up an hour later.
\'
The single channel purchase journey is almost extinct. And this shift in consumer behaviouxhas fundamentally changed one of the retailer's fundamental activities - conversion. No lounger
is this something that we can focus on a single channel, it needs to be addressed across a jo
that spans multiple channels. And this is where things get interesting.

r

What do we have to put in place in order to make consumers convert across multiple
channels?
Consider the following four elements in a multichannel context in addition to the tradit Loual .
success factors such as a good product, good service and reasonable pricing:
Consistency
A user journey that allows the consumer to access the same consistent data regardless of the chartnel
they use. Lack of consistency will lead to confusion, lack of trust and abandonment as a re suit.
Although a challenge, consistency is necessary across multiple channels simultanec usly,
and not just product information, but pricing, promotions, services on offer, stock availa iDility
and historic order information.
Relevancy
In a world where we are swamped with information on a daily basis, providing relevant infonr atiorr
is a must. However, we now need to add to the mix not only content related to what a cust omer
wants to buy, but also how they want to buy it.
If I know that a particular user prefers to complete their shopping journey in the store should.
I continue to try to convert them online, or should I provide them with the easiest possible "way
to get them to their local store...?
4g
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Understand Customer Behaviour Across Channels
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In order to influence the consumer journey across the channels retailers need, first and foremost,
to be able to understand how a customer behaves across all journeys, in a single place ideally.
(Yes, 'single view of the customer' is back on the agenda).
Once you have gained an understanding, the next step will be to use this understanding
efficiently and start optimising conversion across multiple channels within a single purchase
journey.

Notes

Adapt to Change
Last, but not least; in order to give your multichannel plans some longevity, you will need to be
ready for change, in your organisation, processes and systems. One thing is for sure; we are not
there yet with multichannel.
It is different from our traditional approach to selling already and no doubt it will continue
to shape itself; new channels will emerge, propositions will evolve, solutions will change.
Make sure you are ready for that change and you areready to respond. Change is happening
at a faster pace than ever, and if you are not ready to adapt you will be losing out.

CASE STUDY: Prateek Apparels-F-Square: An Introduction
F-Square is value retail outlet from Bangalore based Prateek Apparels. It is a new lifestyle
experience for men. From clothing to accessories, it is the first of its kind store in India which
is positioned as the ultimate fashion destination for men. It has emerged as the country's
largest fashion value chain that targets youth and offers fashionable clothing ranging from
? 100 to ? 799. This makes the price affordable to all the sectors of the society. F-Square sells the
company's private labels without any big brands in its product portfolio. It is famously called
as local neighborhood family store. Unlike big box retail formats which goes up to 70000 sq ft
F-Square is a smaller format ranging 800-1000 sq ft. F-Square is present only in Karnataka and
has made its presence feel among the masses with its constant discounts and special offers.
It's interesting to note that one of the top Kannada cinema actors Puneet Kumar is the brand
ambassador for the F-Square brands.
F-Square is the concept from Prateek Apparels which is one of India's largest de sign
companies with over 15 years of vast experience in delivering quality solutions for domestic
branded retail industry. Prateek Apparels is a popular name in the retail fashion industry as it
is one of the earliest organized players to offer integrated design, sourcing and manufacturing
services to domestic branded apparel industry. Prateek Apparels with its 5 state of art
manufacturing facilities employees over'3000 employees. The manufacturing facility has an
incredible capacity to produce over 6 million pieces per annum. Prateek Apparels known.for
its exceptional quality and high manufacturing capacity is the preferred vendor partner for
most of the top national and international brands in the country in addition to large format
national chain retailers, discount stores and hypermarkets.
Prateek Apparels Pvt. Ltd. Retail Division established in 2007 exclusively concentrates
on the value retail segment of the Indian market. Prateek Apparels has an admirable name in
the retail segment and currently operates 7 Coupon stores at the following locations Bangalore,
Chhattisgarh, Hyderabad, Calicut, and Faridabad and will be adding 2 more during this fiscal.
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A full-fledged apparel manufacturing unit, begun in 1995, Prateek Apparels now boasts
of clientele of leading brands including Westside, John Players, Levi's, Dockers, Lee, Wrangler,
Van Heusen, Cottons by Century among others. From concept to design Prateek Apparels
provides value-adds at every stage. Taking on a comprehensive approach, the company's
services include brand research, fashion forecast, brand communication, design and product
development, merchandising client interface, sourcing, production, planning and control,
manufacturing and quality assurance. Coupon stores were started with an exclusive idea of
providing a wholesome shopping experience to the entire family. Coupon stores are the large
format stores (10000-45000 sq ft) capable of housing over 200 national and international brands
offering a discount of 10-60% throughout the year. Coupon is hugely popular for its wide
assortment and variety of brands, departments, categories, and products altogether providing
a complete family shopping experience. With a view to further strengthen and to expand the
horizons in the value retail market, Prateek Apparels has launched the concept of small format
value fashion stores in 2009 under the name FSQUARE. While Coupon features well known
brands, F Square will only sell the company's private labels and will be positioned as a local
neighborhood family store.
F*Square Brands
There are 4 brands which are available in the F-square outlets. The names of brands are coined
in such a way that it attracts especially the youths. The brands are:
1.

Locomotive: My style
Locomotive fashion for the young gun includes fashion polos, round neck fashion* „
T's, stylized shirts, denims and jackets.

2.

Highlander: Easy confidence
Highlander includes stylish business casuals: chinos, polos, washed shirts and trousers.
These are the best chill pills for today's man.

3. Mark Taylor: Buttoned up
Mark Taylor is a range of formals for the man who needs to make the right impression.
4.

Black Coffee: Big business with style
Premium formal trousers and shirts for man in command.

F-Square Operations
F-square operates under the value retail format. Value retail is the recent buzzword with
many established and new players adopting the model. Value retail format is a type of retail!
format where customers can buy products at lower prices with better quality. The main aim
of F-square is to come out with combo price offers to create complete wardrobe solutions
and offer unbeatable value and create the concept of pocket money shopping. The F-square
customer is a Mass Jndian male, 18 to 30 years seeking fashion at value. The customer seeks
attractive price point and F-square merchandise is affordably priced in the range of ? 99-7 699
with almost 80% of the merchandise under ? 499. F-square has its own outlets and also follows
franchisee model. It is present only irt Karnataka and has not penetrated into other markets
still. There is terrific competition in this segment and the stores competing with F-square are
Megamart from Aravind retail, Brand factory from Pantaloons retail India Ltd, Big bazaar, Star
bazaar and Trent from the Tata group and other regional players. Many customers have started
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preferring value retails compared to other retail formats which is the reason why the competition
is increasing day by day. The company takes lots of measures to increase the visibility of the
stores. The choice of location for F-square is linked to the core objectives of brand building by
reach and market potential. Hence the stores are generally located in prime localities like near
bus tl ings treet markets and shoppings treets, value for money environments, hypermarkets,
high streets and swank malls where there are large footfalls. Currently there are more than
100 stores in Karnataka in all prime locations. Visual merchandising plays a very important
role in retailing and this is carried out by F-square in a very well planned manner. The store
also comes out with lots of special offers and discounts regularly to attract more customers.
Regional and National newspapers serves as an important media vehicle to communicate
the offers to the customers along with local celebrity endorsement. The store also comes out
with sudden offers with attaching a time period to it. For example it comes out with 50%
off for 48 hours. Buy 1 and get 2 free in 24 hours etc. The store gets its inventories directly
from its parent company- Prateek group. The store also provides training to the employees
joining them to better serve the customers. The company is in the rapid expansion mode with
a plan to open 100 F-square stores in this fiscal. It's planning to double its turnover to touch
7 700 crore with 240 F-square stores by the end of year 2014.
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Question:
Describe the business model of F-Square.
Source: www.novonous.com

2.16 Multi-channel Retailing
As the firm grows, it may turn from a single-channel retailing (often store based retailing) to
multi-channel retailing, where retailer sells to consumers through multiple-channel retail formats
along with store based retailing. Thus the firm may combine store and non-store retailing to
actively pursue multi-channel retailing. For example, in India retail leader Future group sells
through its stores (Big Bazaar, Pantaloon, brand Factory, FBB etc.) as well as through its website
(futurebazaar.com). Similarly, cola giants - Coke and Pepsi sell their product through retailers
and also through kiosks placed at different locations like airports, railway stations, shopping
malls etc. By using combination of channels retailers can better exploit their consumers' needs
by exploiting the advantages and overcoming the limitations of each channel. For example the
greatest constraint before store-based retailers is the space in their stores that can easily tackled
by resorting to non-store retailing.
Sometimes single-channel retailers may only be engaged in non-store retailing. This happens
when they use non-store based retailing like e-tailihg alone to reach their target consumers and
complete transactions. For eg. Snapdeal.com, e-bay.com, jabong.com etc. are all single-channel
pure web-retailers. Most non-store retailers offer consumers the convenience of shopping 24
hours a day seven days a week, collecting cash on delivery facility, delivery at location and time
of their choice and easy return policy. Non-store sales are rapidly growing and accounts for more
than 15% of all consumer purchases.

2.17 Advantages and Disadvantages of Non-store Retailing
Advantages
There are both advantages and disadvantages to non-store retailing. The primary advantage of
this form of retailing is its flexibility and freedom from a physical retail presence. It eliminates
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the high costs of establishing and operating retail outlets. Companies do not have to maintain
huge stock or building stores at new locations, or acquiring them.
With the centralized structure, operations are easier to control and costs remain fla :ter
than with physical stores. Once the distribution and promotional network and goodwill bias

Notes

been established, the net profits boost in a way difficult to achieve with physical retail outlets.
In case of e-retailing methods, the horizon of fcustomer coverage is considerably wider than Lny
individual retail location. Amazon.com has increased sales by more than 300% in a year, a figjujre ’
that would be almost unattainable by building opening new stores
The internet, television, telephone, mobile internet etc. has allowed companies an unhej jrdof combination of reach and customization of consumer focus. Market penetration is affectec "t»y
coverage and bandwidth, not limited by mailing numbers. This truly gives the non-store retailer
a global market from a cheap, centralized location.

Disadvantages
In spite of the advances in speed of processing and delivery, buying an unseen item is still nc t as .
satisfying as walking into a store examining the product before purchase and buying it person* il ly.
Instant gratification is still a driving force in the retail industry. A significant portion of retail s ales
is driven by impulse, and the delay in delivery of non-store retail is not as amenable to this; is is physical-store retailing. There is also the fear of credit card abuse and mail fraud, both rel; ited
to the sense of detachment that not holding a prospective purchase brings. And since moj t of
us do not have the luxury of a pricey T1 Internet connection, w£ must still deal with painfully
slow connections.

•

'

2.18 Classification of Non-store Retailing
A classification method for non - store retailing includes:

Direct Response Marketin^Direct Marketing
Direct response marketing uses marketing tools that are non-personal in nature, in orde r to
communicate with consumers and eliciting favourable response from them.
The major forms of direct response marketing are:
. • Catalog Retailing: Catalogue are created and designed for highly segmented markets.

v.

This form of retailing eliminates stores operations and even personal selling. The Urm
uses the customer databases and develops targeted catalogs that give a brief description
of merchandise available for selling. This catalogue is either advertised in magazines, .
newspapers or any other medium or is mailed to customers (post or email). T^Jne
format offers great convenience to targeted customers as they can simply place1 ttie
orders by either mailing or calling from their homes. For eg. Times India Shopp ing,
Oriflame (uses catalogs with direct marketing). The limitation of catalog is that once it
is printed it cannot be updated or modified (updating price change, discontinuatid:
n of
a merchandise or inclusion of new merchandise)economically. Hence non-store retail ers
I
are nowadays using internet site to provide customers with real-time information at>out .
stock availability and price reductions bn clearance merchandise.
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Catalogs in the Digital Age
As e-commerce is booming, environmentalists are cracking down on waste, it would
seem printed catalogs face certain doom. However, this might not be the case.
Marketers mail 1,700 crores catalogs every year, which amounts to 56 catalogs per
person in USA. A research study concluded that customer who received a catalog spent
28 percent more money on that retailer's web site. Apparently, receiving a physical
and visual reminder to visit a company's web site makes catalogs more important
than ever, and there is no substitute for the enticement of those glossy images.
•

. Retail Formats.

Notes

Direct Mail: Like catalog retailing, direct mail also offers marketer to precisely target
their customer and their demographics and even psychographics. Mail lists are either,
prepared from internal database or bought from external sources. Such databases
generally include a person's name, address, background data, shopping interests and
purchase behaviour, After evaluating such database marketers identify customers
with specific needs that may be satisfied by the product they offer and postal letters or
e-mails are sent to such custodiers and sales is tracked. But the consumer lifestyles are
dynamic and they might change dramatically over a period of. time. Hence, the firm
needs to monitor it from time to time.

Electronic Retailing (e-retailing)
Electronic retailing includes online retailing and television shopping, the 24-hour, shop-at-home
television networks.
Tele Shopping (Television Shopping): It is a form of retailing wherein merchandise, along
with the retail selling price, is displayed on television for home viewers. The viewers can place
their order directly on phone numbers provided and get the products delivered at home.
Dee's was the first network to start teleshopping in India. It was aired as an hour-long home
shopping program on Doordarshan's Metro channel in Delhi, Home Shop 18, TVC Skyshop,
Telebrands, Asian Sky Shop have also followed this format in India. Vehicle (Medium) used
is infomercials. An infomercial is a program length TV commercial (generally 30 minutes) for
a special merchandise that is aired on television. They present detailed information and may
include customer testimonials, demonstration of the product use, comparison with other related
products, before and after effects of the product with ordering information for different locations.
Online Retailing (e-tailing): It is a type of shopping available to consumers with computers or
mobile phones with internet access. It includes surfing retail website using mobile app or computer,
and selecting and ordering products online with the click of a button.
Online retailing has many dimensions such as B2B (business-to-business), B2C (busineSsto-customer), C2C (customer-to-customer, in case of quirk.com, olx.com to name few). It utilises
the concepts like e-procurement, e-payments, e-supply, e- ordering, e-placement (uploading the
picture of merchandise available for sale, as in C2C) etc.
Online shopping is not only convenient but less costly as compared to store retailing. Since,
e-retailers offer attractive promotional offers (discount schemes, 1+1 free, free delivery, cash on
delivery, easy returns etc.) to their customers that induce them to make purchase from these
retail portals. It also offers multiple benefits to customers, for example, shopping without leaving
home, choosing from a wide selection of merchandise, comparing prices across Web sites, and
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getting hassle free product delivery at the doorsteps. The element of time saving is very cruc ial
as customers save time on traveling and standing in queues for billing.

Notes

Despite so many advantages, online retailing has seen little growth in the Indian retail market.
Online retail constitutes a petty 7 percent of the total retail sales in India. Some of the reasons
identified for this apathy toward online retailing include inability to touch and feel prpdJcts
before purchasing, uncertainty about product quality or standards that would be delivered, laclc
of trust on safety and security of online transactions, shopping still considered as a family outing,
and the desire to bargain for better prices.
|
However, due to rise in internet penetration and decrease in the prices of smart phones
and the burgeoning highly tech-savvy youth segment this retail format will experience an
incremental growth in the years to come. Examples of some of the e- tailing ventures in India
include MakeMyTrip.com, Myntra.com, and naaptol.com. Some of the established retail chains
have also made their presence in this non-store retail format like FutureBazaar.com, shopperst
com, bataindia.com to name few.
Online retailing has been dealt in detail in forthcoming chapter. .
Telemarketing: Telemarketing is the use of the telephone to sell directly to consumer . It
consists of outbound (from the sales personnel of the firm) sales calls, usually unsolicited, and inbo, i nd
calls - that is, orders through toll-free numbers. The technique has been used highly by financial
product companies for selling product like credit cards, investment plan and insurance policies
However, with consumers complaining about outbound telemarketing, a "-do-hot- distu rb"
legislation was passed by government, benefiting such consumers who do not want to receive
such unsolicited phone call.

Direct Selling
Direct Selling is a non-store retail channel in which sales personnel interact with customers faceto-face in a convenient location like customer's home or place of work. They demonstrate tlie
merchandise use and benefits or explain the service, take an order and deliver the merchandise.
Direct selling is a highly interactive retail channel in which considerable information is conve ^e<d
to customers conveniently through face-to-face discussions. Consumers are likely to be ir ore
attentive and are not exposed to similar products of competing brands (as they are in retail stoi es) ,
they often more relaxed at home and can be influenced to take on-the-spot purchase decis on..
Direct selling includes low overhead costs as stores and fixtures are not necessary.
The merchandise sold through direct selling are personal care (eg. cosmetics, fragranc es),
home and family care (eg. cooking and kitchenware), wellness (weight loss products and he altJn
supplements) and leisure and educational items (eg books, videos, toys, etc). Avon is world
largest direct selling firm. It entered the industry with the concept of the homemaker's friend
and beauty consultant - the Avon lady. Tupperware on the other hand popularized home-salesparties method of selling where friends and neighbours are invited to a party at someone's home
where Tupperware products are demonstrated and sold.
The direct selling industry started in India in mid-1990s. Eureka Forbes has used tlxis
approach for years. More than 70 percent of the sales people comprises of women in India.
A variant of direct selling is multilevel marketing whereby companies like Amway, Medicare
appoint independent business owners (often known as ABO's in case of Amway) who act as
distributors for their products. These distributors in turn appoint other members as their 4ut>54
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distributors who eventually appoint others to sell their product. This chain grows exponentially
and acquires the shape of a pyramid. Hence, this system is also called 'Pyramid Selling'.
Despite its advantages, direct selling has certain disadvantages. A firm's market coverage
is limited by the size of its sales force. Sales productivity will become low if the consumers are
unreceptive-they do not open the doors or deny talking to sales personnel. In order to motivate
sales personnel the compensation paid to them is often high. It may range from 25 to 50 percent of
revenues they generate. Other than this there are costs of hiring, training, managing and motivating
the sales force. This leads to pricing the product above average that makes merchandise costlier.
Door to door selling practices are often not held in high prestige and may dilute firm's image.
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2.19 Other Non-store Retail Formats Kiosks
Kiosk are small, freestanding pavilion, usually placed in a mall, within stores, railway stations, air
ports, educational institutions etc.. They are essentially used for the purpose of sales, promotion
activities, or giving information.

Figure 2.2: Retail Kiosk
Merchandise/Retail kiosks are small selling spaces typically located at high traffic locations
like malls, college campuses, office building lobbies, airports etc. They target customers who are on
move. Impulse products like beverages, ice creams, chocolates, popcorn, shacks etc are generally
sold at kiosks. Kiosks may be self serviced vending machines. Some kiosks may be staffed and
resemble a miniature store or cart that can be easily moved. Nowadays kiosks have evolved as
trendy structures with numerous designs, shapes and colours.
I-kiosks (information/interactive kiosk) comprises of computer terminals permitting touch
screen operations. It provides either general or promotional information to the customers related
to company or product - availability or occupancy, location, quantity, standards.
Indian Railways has installed such kiosks at railway platforms where passengers can seek
information related to trains, schedules, seat availability, reservations etc. Vardhman Mahaveer
Open University has installed i-kiosks at its 5 Regional Centers in 5 different cities of Rajasthan
whereby students can seek information related to various courses, evaluation etc.
Automatic Vending
Automatic vending are has been applied to a considerable variety of unhandled merchandise,
including impulse goods (cigarettes, soft drinks, candy, newspapers, beverages etc.). The sales
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are done through self-serviced vending machines, which are either coin or card operated, t >
dispense goods to the customers round the clock, 24-hours. Vending is the most widespread reta .1
business in the USA, with over one crore vending machines, selling a variety of merchandise like
soft drinks, candy, ice cream, DVDs, and perfumes.
Advantage of this format of retailing includes very small number of sales personnel are
required for operating these machines. The machines are mostly located at convenient locatior s
such as stations, airports, or hotel lobbies. But this format is yet to take off full-fledged manner i n
India, as marketers do not prefer vending machines as an alternate distribution channel becaui e
of coin issues, security of vending machines and erratic power supply. Therefore, their presence
is largely restricted to posh locations like airports, malls etc., in form of tea, coffee (eg. Liptoii)
and cold drink vending machines.
An ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) is highly specialised vending machine which alio’ 'S
bank customers 24-hour service on checking balance, withdrawals, cheque deposits, transfer <bf
funds, mobile recharge, bill payments etc. It is perhaps the most successful example of automated
vending in India. Another similar vending machine is 'Debit card' vending machine where holder' s
account is immediately debited upon each purchase he makes unless the card is exhausted.
Pop-Up Stores
These are temporary storefronts that exist only for limited time and focus on a limited range 3f
products or newly launched product offered by a retailer. This format is adopted by marketers
during festive seasons, holidays or any other special occasion to increase exposure and convenien
shopping without much investment. Online version of pop-up store is temporary private internet
sale. Pop-Up stores are an extreme type of sales promotion tool.

2.20 Concept of Business World
Business is an economic activity, which is related with continuous and'regular production and
distribution of goods and services for satisfying human wants.
All of us need food, clothing and shelter. We also have many other household requirements
to be satisfied in our daily lives. We met these requirements from the shopkeeper. The shopkeeper
gets from wholesaler. The wholesaler gets from manufacturers. The shopkeeper, the wholesaler,
the manufacturer are doing business and therefore they are called as Businessman.
‘ Retailing is the latest buzzword among the business. It is evolving into a global, high-tecti
business and occupies a pre-eminent position in the economics of all modem societies. Retailing
today is at an interesting cross road. Town with lower income and higher employment trends
would give rise to fragmentation of the retail universe resulting in a large number of small outlets.
The composition of the retail universe in India is also quite diverse. It is important to bear in
mind that only those outlets that stock Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) brand have be en
considered and the total number of outlets dealing in all kinds of products may be much high er.
. The growth of retailing in most countries over the world is synonymous with the grow rtln
of the information technology sector in that country, as no retailer can do justice to his busin ess
or to his customers unless he is able to collect and analyze the vast amount of data available to
him. Retailers usually deal with very large volumes of data as thousands of suppliers, which aro
finally purchased by thousands of customers as well. By enabling the retailer to keep track of all
this information and to analyze the reports that emergence from such data, IT plays an extremely
critical role in the development of anywhere in the world.
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The concept of retailing however, is still under-development in India/ with emphasis
only being laid on distribution. The Indian retail market is quite large but highly fragmented,
comprising very few large retailers. It is estimated that there are approximately 1.8 million.urban
retail outlets in this unorganized sector, out of which only 7 percent achieve sales of over ? 8
lakh per annum. These traditional comer stores, at best, constitute nothing more than a cost and
distribution overhead. At worst, they destroy the very concept of making shopping a pleasant
experience. In fact it is estimated that till date less than 2 percent of the retailing business in India
comes from organized retailing.
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The Indian retailing Industry is becoming intensely competitive, as more and more players
are vying for the same set of customers.
The position of retail store manager is one that holds vast duties and great responsibilities.
. There are a wide variety of retail stores which employ retail store managers to maintain the
overall quality and day-to-day operations of the establishment, in order to leam more about the
duties and responsibilities of a retail store manager, it is important to highlight what in fact these
individuals do on a daily basis.

2.21

Retail Market Strategy

A company's strategy provides a central purpose and direction to the activities of the organization
to the people who work in it, and often to the world outside.
Using suitable strategies and communicating them to all important groups inside and
outside the corporate firm would gain cooperation from all comers.
Strategy if defined clearly by the top management and accomplished well, provides the
purpose and focus for all Other activities and starts the organization on the road to successful
operation.
'Every long journey starts with taking the first step', says a proverb. Obviously? the
formulation of a strategy is only the beginning but the beginning is the most significant point in
any enterprise.

Levels of Strategy for Retail Organisations
An organization's strategy includes where it wants to go and how it intends to get there. This
definition applies both to the overall strategy of an organization and to the strategies of its major
sub-units. The implications of strategy at different levels can be distinguished. Analytically, there
are three levels of strategy:
1. Corporate level strategy
2.

Business unit strategy or Retail Format level

3.

Functional level strategy

At the corporate level, strategic decisions relate to organization's widdpolicies and are most
useful in the case of multidivisional companies or firms having wide ranging business interests.
The nature of strategic decisions at the corporate level tend to be value oriented, conceptual and
less concrete than decision at the business or functional level. There is also greater risk, cost and
profit potential as well as greater need for flexibility associated with corporate level strategic
activities. These are natural outcomes of the futuristic, innovative and pervasive character of
corporate level strategy. Major financial policy decision involving acquisition, diversification and
structural redesigning belong to the category of corporate strategy.
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At business unit level (retail format level) decision-makers are primarily concerned with the
immediate industry or product—market issue, and with policies bearing on the integration of th<
functional units. Retail business level strategic decisions translate the general statements of directior l
and intent generated at the corporate level into concrete functional objectives and strategies for
divisions or strategic business units (operating division of a firm which serves a distinct product/
market segment or a well defined set of customers or a geographical area). Strategic decisions at
the business level should include policies involving new product development, marketing mix.
research and development, personnel etc.
. Functional strategic level strategy involves decision making at the operational level witH
respect to specific functional areas-production, marketing, personnel, finance etc. Decisions at th 2
functional level are often described as 'tactical' decisions, these decisions are necessarily guide i
by overall strategic considerations and must be consistent with the framework of business strategy'.
Example: Marketing policy decisions should provide guidelines for marketing managemei it
in accordance with the chosen strategy, providing the overall direction of business.
While corporate and business level strategies are concerned with "doing the right thing ',
functional strategies stress on "doing things right".

Strategic Retail Planning Process .
This text developing and applying retail strategy, retailers are required to follow a step-by-sK p>
procedure or planning process. The planning process involves the present stage of business^ tfcie
formulation, lists of available strategic options, and the implementation of the selected strategies.
Considering the importance of strategic decisions for the future success of the business, a systema|io
approach is essential. The strategic planning process, after considering the HR potential and the
unique selling proposition (USP) of a particular store takes proper shape.
Strategic retail planning process divided into the following four steps:
1. ' Deciding the Store's Mission and Objectives:'The retail strategic planning process sta ts
with the identification of a store's mission for its existence, and hence the scope of the retail
store. The mission of a store is identifying the goods and services that will be offered |to
customers. It also deals with the issue of how the resources and capabilities of a store will
be used to provide satisfaction to customers and how the store can compete in the target
market vis-S-vis its competitors.
The mission also involves the way of the store's functioning. How a store will work a nd
accomplish its day-to-day operations. What is the emergency planning? All these questit r\s
are answered in the store's mission statement.
Example: Big Bazaar, they have philosophy of customer satisfaction through 'manufacturing;
retailing'.
I
This reflect not only the way it tends to treat its customers but discuss secret of its competita.'ve •
advantage, i.e. the profit saved from absence of intermediaries like agents and brokers, Jre
profit saved is thus, distributed to the customers by way of low price items.
Once the organization mission has been determined, its objectives the desired future positions
that it wishes to reach, should be identified. A store's objectives are defined as ends tjhat
the store seeks to achieve by its USP arid operations.
The store's objectives may be classified into two parts:
(a) External store objectives: are those objectives that define the impact of store on its
environment.
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Example: To develop high degree of customer confidence by providing quality goods
at affordable price.

Retail Formats

(b) Internal store objectives: Are those objectives that define how much is expected to be
achieved with the available resources.
Example: To raise the store turnover by 20% in the coming year.

Notes

2. Situational Analysis: The objective of doing store's situation analysis is to determine
where the store is at present and to forecast where it will be if the formulated strategies are
implemented. The difference between current and future position is known as planning.
And the objective of conducting store's situation analysis, normally study in the. context of
external environment and internal environment.
External Analysis: The purpose of examining the store's external environment is to study
the opportunities and threats in the retailing environment. The external analysis studies
factors that affect the macro-environment of the retailing industry and the task environment.
Under external analysis retailer studies these parameters:
(a) Economic environment of retailing
(b) Political/Legal environment of retailing
(c) Socio-cultural environment of retailing
(d) Technological environment of retailing
(e) International environment of retailing
Economic Environment of Retailing
(a) Inflation

.

(b) Employment
(c) Disposal income
(d) Business cycle

.

(e) Energy availability and cost
(f) Others
Political/Legal Environment of Retailing
(a) Monopolies legislation
(b) Environmental protection laws
(c) Taxation policy

.

•

(d) Employment laws
(e) Government policy
(f) Legislation
(g) Others
Socio-Cultural Environment of Retailing
(a) Demographics
(b) Distribution of income
(c) Social mobility
(d) Lifestyle changes

' (

(e) Consumerism
(f) Levels of education
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(g) Others
Technological Environment of Retailing
(a) New discoveries and innovations

Notes

(b) Speed of technology transfer
(c) Rates of obsolescence
(d) Internet
(e) Information technology
(f) Others
International Environment of Retailing
(a) Growth
(b) Opportunities

.

•

(c) Others Interna/Analysis
The objective of studying the internal environment of its own store is to identify the st< •re's
capabilities and weakness. The store will try to increase its capabilities, and ovefc :>me
the weaknesses that deter the business profit. While doing the internal analysis^ tine
store examines the quality and quantity of its available resources and critically ana Lysis
how effectively these resources are used. These resources for the purpose of exami nimg
are normally, grouped into human resource, financial resources, physical resources and
intangible resources.
The questions may arise under these resources:
. Human Resource
(a) Is the present strength of employees at various levels sufficient for future action?
* %
(b) Are the employees trained and capable to perform the tasks assigned to them?
(c) Are the employees loyal to the store?
. (d) Are the employees punctual and regular?
(e) Are the employees skilled matched to their assigned tasks?
Financial Resource
(a) What is the total cash flow from the store's present activities?
(b) What is the ability of the retail store to collect money at the time of requirennervt/
emergency?
(c) How effective and stable are the financial policies?
(d) What is the ratio between fixed and current assets?
(e) What are die contingency plans in case of negative cash flow?
Physical Resources
. (a) What is the contribution of fixed assets?
(b) What is the position of abandoned/unused assets?
(c) How effective and updated-are the store's information systems?
Intangible Resources
(a) What are the present capabilities of the company's management?
(b) How effective is the R&D cell?
4Q
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(c) How good is the competitor's intelligence system?
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(d) How effective are the store's loyalty programmes?
(e) What is the capability of a retail store manager?
(f) Are customers loyal towards the company's products?

Notes

3. .Retail Strategy: It is a clear and definite plan outlined by the retailer to tap the market. A
plan to build a long-term relationship with the consumers. Process of strategy formulation in
retail is the same as that for any other industry. It starts with the retailer defining or stating
the mission for the organization.
. Mission
The mission is at the core of the existence of the retailer. Other aspects of the strategy may
change over a period of time or vary for different markets.
Functions of Retail Strategy
(a) Retail strategy define mission or purpose: A Mission statement is a long term purpose
of the organization. It describes what the retailer wishes to accomplish in the markets
in which he chooses to operate. Retailers mission statement would normally highlight
the following:
(i) The products and services that will be offered.
(ii) The customers who will be served.
(iii) The geographic areas that the organization chooses to operate in the manner in
which the firm intends to compete.
(b) Retail strategy conduct a situation analysis: Once the retail mission is defined,
the retail organization needs to look inwards; Understand what its strengths and
weaknesses are; Look outwards to analyze its opportunities and threats; Situation
analysis helps the retailer determine his position and his strengths and weaknesses;
Helps formulate a clear picture of the advantages and opportunities which can be
exploited; The weaknesses need to be worked upon. This forms the basis or the core
element of any strategy.
(c) Retail strategy identify options/strategic alternatives: After determining the
strengths and weaknesses vis-S-vis one environment retailer needs to consider various
alternatives available to tap a particular market. Igor Ansoff presented a matrix which
looked at growth opportunities. He focused on firm's present and potential products
in the existing and new markets. Ansoff's matrix also helps to understand the options
available to a retailer.
'
• .
The alternatives available to a retailer are: Market Penetration, Market Development,
Retail Format Development and Diversification.
(i) Market penetration strategy mayfocus either on: Increasing the number of customers;
Increasing the quantity purchased by customers (basket size); Increasing the
frequency of purchase; Increasing the number of customers can be achieved by
adding new stores and by modifying the product mix. Another approach is to
encourage salespeople to cross sell. Market penetration strategy is the least risky ■
one, since it controls many of the firm's resources and capabilities. However,
market penetration has limits. Once the market approaches saturation,, a new
strategy needs to be pursued if the firm is to continue growth.
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(ii) In Market expansion/development: When a retailer is said to reach out to \e'w
market segments or completely changes his customer base. This strategy invo "ves:
Tapping new geographical markets; Introducing new products to the exh ting
range d\at appeal to a wider audience; Expansion by adding new retail stpres
to existing network is an example of geographical expansion; IntroduciK 6 a
pharmacy in a supermarket (e.g. the medicine Shoppe at the Haiko Supermarlcet
.in Mumbai) is an example of a retailer introducing new products, appealii ig to
a different audience.
Another example is McDonald's who introduced ice creams for? 7. This not only .
created add on sales, but also brought in customers who had the perception that
McDonald's is an expensive fast food restaurant.
(iii) Retail format development and diversification: When a retailer is said to intro iirce
new retail format to customers. Example: Fast food retailers like McDonald';. and
Subway offer limited menus inside large department stores. Another exainjole
is bookstore chain Crosswords, opening smaller format stores by the ilame
Crossword Comer at Shopper's Stop Strategy may be appropriate if the retailer's
strengths are related to specific customers, rather than to specific products. In
this situation, retailer can leverage its strengths by developing a new product
targeted to his existing customers.
.
|
(d) Retail strategy set objectives: Translation of mission statement into operational terms
Indicate Results to be achieved. Give direction to and set standards for the measuremerit
of performance. Management sets both long term and short-term objectives. One or
two year time frames for achieving specific targets are short-term objectives. Long
term objectives are less specific and reflect the strategic dimension of the firm Two
important focus areas of retailers are Market Performance and Financial Perfonr since.
Objectives are set keeping these focus areas in mind Sales volume targets. Market hare
targets Profitability targets Liquidity targets Returns on investment targets.
(e) Retail strategy obtain and allocate resources needed to compete Resources neet ed
a retailer. First, Human Resource (HR) plan must be consistent with overall sb ategy
of the organization. HR management focuses on issues such as recruiting, sele cting,
training, compensating, and motivating personnel. These activities must be mai laged
effectively and efficiently. Second, Financial Resources takes care of the monetary
aspects of business shop rent, salaries and payments for merchandise.
(f) Retail strategy develop the strategic plan:.At this stage, strategy is determined th rough
which retailer will achieve^objectives. The retailer determines and' defines his target
market. The retailer finalizes the retail mix that will serve the audience. Target Nlarlcet
that segment of consumer market that the retail organization decides to serv'e. ISIo
definite process of deciding and selecting the target market. Most retailers look!
at t±te
entire market in terms of both size and consumer segments to which it might a|pp»eal.
From these segments, he identifies smaller number of segments that appear prorrvisiug.
These become possible targets. Variables like growth potential, investment nee ied to
compete, the strength of competition, etc. are evaluated. This enables the ret* ilex: to
arrive at the best alternative that is most compatible with the organizations res Duxrces
and skills.
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Considerations for successful market segmentation:
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(i) Measurable: The segment should be measurable and identifiable?
(ii) Accessible: Focusing market marketing efforts on a particular market segment should
have a positive impact towards bringing out the desired response.
(iii) Economically viable: The expense and efforts of focusing the marketing efforts in potential
segments should be justified.

Notes

(iv) Stable: The consumer characteristics are indicators of market potential. Hence stable
indicators to be considered.
(g) Retail strategy implement the strategy: Implementation is the key to success of any
strategy. Effective implementation of the retailers desired positioning requires. Every
aspect of stores to be focused on the target market. Merchandising must be singleminded. Displays must appeal to target market. Advertising must talk to the target
market. Personnel must have empathy for the target market. Customer service must
be designed with the target customer in mind.
(h) Evaluate and Control: After implementation, the management needs feedback and
should focus on Performance Effectiveness of long term strategy by periodic evaluation.
Ensuring that the plans do not degenerate into fragmented adhoc efforts. Ensuring that
all efforts are in harmony with he overall competitive strategy of business. Management
can also use the process to decide on. Any future policy change. Modifications if any,
in the plan,.to ensure that the combination of the retailing mix variables support the
firms strategy.
f

Formulation of Retail Strategy: After analyzing the store's capabilities in terms of HR,
' finance, physical and intangible resources, a store manager formulates a retail strategy with
regards to marketing retail positioning and retail mix.
Retail positioning is a plan of the store's action for how the retailer will enter the target
market and will compete with its main competitors. Retail positioning from a .retail store's
point of view, is a step-by-step plan to create and maintain a unique and everlasting image
of the store in the consumers mind. This process reveals the fact that understanding 'what
the customer wants' is the success key to retail positioning in the market. Under retail
positioning, a retailer conveys the message that its products are totally different and as per
customer's requirement. The reason is that its products are attracted towards items that are
new for them with the perception that if it is new, it will have some extra/added features.
Retail positioning is made possible under these circumstances:
(a) By differentiation of the store's merchandise from that its competitors.
(b) By offering a high level of service after sales at nominal cost.
(c) By adopting low pricing policies.
Retail mix
The retail mix is the blend of various retail activities that in totally present the whole
concept of retailing. The retail marketing and retail positioning strategies are put into
effect by this retail mix, the set of controllable elements that a retailer can use to satisfy
customer's needs and to influence their buying behaviour and compete effectively in the
target market. Utmost care is required on the part of retail manager to select .the various
elements for a perfect retail mix.
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4.

Strategy Implementation and Control: It is concerned with the designing and manageme it
of retail system to achieve the best possible combination of human, financial, physical ai id
service resources.of a retail store; to achieve the formulated objectives, without timely
and effective implementation also requires scheduling and coordination of various retail
activities.
Further, the spirit of teamwork is an essential part for the success of strategy implementatiori.
If the retail store's strategies are competitive, marketing efforts are as per demand, but trie
sales promotion employees are not taking it seriously or are ineffective, the result will not lie
up to the mark. The implementation of new retailing strategies sometimes require changjes
|i

. . in the way of functioning and duties that can lead to resistance from employees. Therefore,
stores should take positive steps to reduce this resistance to change and to convince the
employees that it in the long term will be beneficial for both the store and the employe* ;sStrategy control deals in three basic concepts
(a) Inspection
(b) Detection
(c) Correction

1

It means after implementing the retail strategies, a retailer should assess how effectively t he
. strategies are being implemented, how far the strategic objectives are being achieved a id
what has been left to be achieved in the store's objectives list. Therefore, retailers inspect
the implemented strategies from time to time and detect any fault in the implementati m
of various retail elements. If any deficiency is found during the inspection process that 1 .as
to be corrected with immediate effect without any further loss to the store.

Alternate Retail Strategies
Given that the objectives are well articulated, resources are well managed but when it comes to
implementation due to sudden change in intemaj or external environment, the old concepts or
formulated policies become invalid. Now what should a retail manager do, this is not an uncommon
phenomenon but can happen to any retailer. It has rightly been said that 'think positive but ilie
prepared for the worst'. Considering retailers, who are sensitive to environmental changes, tl ey
always prepare a set of alternative strategies, in case change in technology or change in custom* r's
preferences make the present schemes ineffective.

2.22 Target Market and Retail Formats
The retailing concept emphasizes that retailers must consider both their customers and tf eii:
competitors when developing a retail strategy. Successful retailers satisfy the needs of custom sz*s
in their target market segment better than the competition does. The selection of a target market
focuses the retailer on a group of consumers whose needs it will attempt to satisfy. The selectioil of
a retail format outlines the retail mix to be used to satisfy needs of customers in the target marl :et.
The retail strategy determines the markets in which a retailer will compete. Traditio rial
markets, like a farmers' market, are places where buyers and sellers meet and make transactions
- say, a consumer buys six ears of com from a farmer. But in modem markets, potential buy ers
and sellers aren't located in one place. Transactions can occur without face-to-face interactions, ror
example, many customers contact retailers and place orders over the lntemet using a compu :er.
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group of consumers with similar needs (a market segment) and a group of retailers using a similar
retail format to satisfy those consumer needs. A number of retail format offers a different retail mix
to its customers. Customer segments are listed in the exhibit's top row. As these segments can be
defined in terms of the customer's demographics, lifestyle, buying situation, or benefits sought.

Notes

In this illustration, we divide the markfet into three fashion-related segments: conservatives who
place little importance on fashion, traditional who 'want classic styles, and fashion-forwards who
want the most fashionable merchandise. For example, Wal-Mart and Kmart stores in the same
geographic area compete with each other using a discount store format targeting conservative
customers, while Saks and Neiman Narcus compete against each other with a department store
l_

format targeting the fashion-forward segment. Retail formats could be expanded to include outlet
stores and electronic retailing. Rather than being segmented by fashion orientation.
One of the key determinants of a retailer's success is the format that they use to present to
their target customers. A retailer can chose a format based on the kind of store design they want
.to render, the locality they would like to establish, the various products and services they wish
to provide and the approach taken to pricing. The most important aspect is the format should be
ideal to their target demographics.
In the past, the Indian retail sector has been dominated by small independent players such
as traditional and small grocery stores. It is in the recent times that organized, multi-outlet retail
concept has gained acceptance and has since then gained momentum. As per the study conducted
by the Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER), on the subject
' ‘ 'Impact of Organized Retail on Unorganized Sector', the retail business is estimated to grow
at 13% per annum from US $ 322 bUlion in 2006-07 to US $ 590 billion in 2011-12.
A report by FICCI on the "Indian retail: on the fast track" shows that various organized
retailers are currently experimenting with different formats of retail trade. It is difficult to predict
which format will have a winning edge over all others in view of the fact that the Indian market
is yet to mature.
The different sorts of retail formats that retailers could adopt are miom-and-pop or kirana
stores, specialty stores, department stores, discount stores, convenience stores, hypermarkets,
supermarkets, malls, category killers, e-tailers and vending machine's.
Mom-and-Pop or Kirana Stores: is a retail outlet that is owned and operated by individuals.
The range of products are very selective and few in numbers. These stores are seen in local
community often are family-run businesses. The square feet area of the store depends on the
store holder,
Specialty Stores: A typical specialty store gives attention to a particular category and
provides high level of service to the customers. A pet store that specializes in selling dog food
would be regarded as a specialty store. However, branded stores also, come under this foimat. For
example if a customer visits a Reebok or Gap store then they find just Reebok and Gap products
in the respective stores.
Department Stores often bear a resemblance to a collection of specialty stores. A retailer
of such store carries variety of categories and has broad assortment at average price. They offer
considerable customer service. For example: Food World in Bangalore.
Discount Stores offers extensive assortment of merchandise at affordable and cut-rate
prices. Normally retailers sell less fashion-oriented brands. However the service is inadequate.
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Convenience Stores is essentially found in residential areas. They provide limited amount of
merchandise at more than average prices with a speedy checkout. This store is ideal for emerg< tncy.
and immediate purchases.
Hypermarkets provides variety and huge volumes of exclusive merchandise at low
margins. The operating cost is comparatively less than other retail formats. A classic examp le is
I
the Metro™ in Bangalore.
Supermarkets is a self service store consisting mainly of grocery and limited products on
hon-food items. They may adopt a Hi-Lo or an EDLP strategy for pricing. The supermarkets can
be anywhere between 20,000-40,000 square feet. Example: SPAR ™ supermarket.
Malls has a range of retail shops at a single outlet. They endow with products, food and
entertainment under a roof. Example: Sigma mall and Garuda mall in Bangalore.
Category Killers or Category Specialist: By supplying wide assortment in a single cate ijory
for lower prices a retailer can "kill" that category for other retailers. For few categories, sucln as
electronics, the products are displayed at the center of the store and sales person will be avai{afc>le
to address customer queries and give suggestions when required. Other retail format stored are
forced to reduce die prices if a category specialist retail store is present in the vicinity. For exanVp>le:
Pai Electronics™ store in Bangalore.
E-tailers: The customer can shop and order through internet and the merchandise are
dropped at the customer's doorstep. Here the retailers use drop shipping technique. They accept
the payment for the product but the customer receives the product directly from the manufacturer
or a wholesaler. This format is ideal for customers who do not want to travel to retail storesj and
are interested in home shopping. However it is important for the customer to be wary anout
defective products and non-secure credit card transaction. Example: Amazon and Ebay. [
Vending Machines: This is an automated piece of equipment wherein customers can drop
in the money in machine and acquire the products. This kind of system is currently not widely
used in India. For example: Soft drinks vending at Bangalore Airport.
Retailers can opt for a format as each provides different retail mix to its customers based on
their customer demographics, lifestyle and purchase behavior. A good format will lend a Hand
to display products well and entice the target customers to spawn sales.

2.23 International Retailing
International retailing is an essential ingredient for the global economy. International retailing
satisfies the increasingly complex and demanding needs of global consumers.

t .

Global retailers are at the forefront of technology change to manage their opera ions
and consumer interface. Consumers are international in their outlook through travelin; 5 for
business through accessing the Internet, music, television and magazines, and so are loolcing
for new experiences and a global appeal when shopping. Progressive retailers have to meet tTiis
demand through keeping abreast of global trends and working with suppliers to optimizk ttve
appropriate product mix in store. Sustainability and ethical aspects of retailing are partiajlarly
apt when working globally. This is a challenging area for retailers and is an aspect of their quality
management.
Addressing the dynamics of the market for teenagers and youth market is another demanding
Young
consumers have their own finance and make their own decisions about what proil
area.
nets
they chose to buy and where from. They tend to be strongly influenced by celebrities, brands and
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peer-group pressure. Retailers need to understand their shopping habits and cater1 for the needs
Of this cohort. In general, consumers are increasingly brand aware and want to have access to
luxury products. Own brands, or private labels, have to offer premium quality and a sense of
uniqueness to attract and retain consumers' loyalty.
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Retailers have long operated on global basis, yet it is only since the last decade or so of the
twentieth century that they have done so on any significant scale. In the past, companies trading
outside their home market were rare by comparison with number of retailers operating solely
within the domestic market. Also global operation usually accounted for a much smaller part of
• the business than domestic trade. However, the larger retail companies that have successfully
developed their marketing strategy and human resource base in the domestic market are well
suited to extend development into global markets.

Notes

Other smaller players that have powerful brand and a strong retail concept also have* the
ability to globalize successfully through using a lower cost and risk strategy such as that of franchise.
- This is not to say that we have witnessed significant global expansion by many retailers. Even
today, it is noteworthy that many retailers remain essentially domestic operations. In addition,
' many of those retailers we might perceive to be developed globalists, or indeed global operations,
receive only a minority of their turnover and profit from their operations outside the home market.

Steps in International Retailing
.1.

Financial Investment/Cross Border Shopping

1

2. Transfer of Know-how
3.

Internationalisation of Sourcing

4.

Internationalisation of Retail Operations

. ,

There are a range of methods that can be adopted in order to facilitate international sourcing,
and these include indirect sourcing from foreign markets through visits to international trade
shows, wholesalers and agents, and through direct means, achieved by setting up international
- buying offices within the key-sourcing countries. These international buying offices are established
in order to recruit suppliers, oversee production and manage product supply and availability.
In addition, international sourcing can be achieved through the establishment of international
buying groups and networks, which function to link manufacturers, wholesalers, agents and
retailers across national boundaries.
Issues to be considered while going international in retail business:
1.

Logistics and supply chain management

2.

Service quality across international boundaries

3.

Electronic Commerce and E-Retailing/E-tailing

4.

Design

5.

Ethical aspects of retail business

6.

Luxury brands

7.. Young potential consumers

-

'

,

8. Global trends
Retailing is predominantly a domestic market activity. The total business of the vast majority
of retailers is done within one particular country and in many cases, within one specific region
or district. Consequently, when compared to other sectors, the proportion of foreign assets to
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total assets within retailing is low as such it has been noted that international retailing is still a
minority activity for the majority of retailers.

CASELET: Starbucks' Expansion into the Indian Territory
Notes

Starbucks aims to open 50 outlets in India by 2012's end, through a 50-50 joint venture with
Tata Global Beverages, the companies said Monday.
Tata Starbucks Ltd., as their venture is known, hopes to capitalize on the rising aspirations
- and fattening wallets - of many Indians, who are eager to partake of the global latter life.
"What we are seeing is an evolution in lifestyles," said R. K. Krishnakumar, vice chairman
of Tata Global Beverages. "In some ways the distinctions between the developed world and
the developing world are blurring. "
He said the partners would initially invest 4 billion rupees ($80 million), with the first
outlet to open in Mumbai or New Delhi by September.
Long known as a nation of tea drinkers - despite a rich tradition of coffee in the south
- India has embraced coffee house culture with a vengeance.
Last year, India had 1,600 cafes, up from just 700 in 2007, according toTechnopak Advisors,
which ejects India's $170 million cafe market to grow 30 percent a year, adding up to 2,700
more outlets over the next five years.
"We're going to move as fast as possible in opening as many stores as we can so long
as we are successful and so long as we are embraced by the Indian consumers, " said John
Culver, president of Starbucks China and AsiaPacific.
Unusually, the stores will be cobranded "Starbucks Coffee: A Tata Alliance."
The companies will also develop a tea for the Indian market under the Tata Tazo brand.
Top of Form
Bottom of Form
Last January, Starbucks signed an agreement with Tata Coffee, a unit of Tata Global
Beverages, to source and roast coffee beans in India.
The alliance with Tata could help ease one of the main burdens for retailers in India:
the high cost of real estate.
Source: www.huffinglonpost.com

2.24 The Retail Value Chain
To get a bird's eye view of an organisation's operations is the purpose of the value chain modest
of corporate activities, developed by Michael Porter. Competitive advantage, says Porter, arises
out of the way in which firms organize and perform activities. One should keep in mind that irx
Porter's analysis, retail business activities are not the same as retail business functions. •
1. Functionsarethefamiliardepartmentsofaretailbusinessandreflecttheformalorganizations
structure and distribution of labour.
2.

Activities are what actually goes on, and the work that is done. A single activity can bi?
performed by a number of functions in sequence.

Activities are the means by which a firm creates value in its products. Activities incur costs,
and in combination with other activities, provide a product or service, which earns revenue. Firmfe
create value for their buyers by performing these activities. The ultimate value a firm creates ife
6g
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measured by the amount customers are willing to pay for its products or services above the cost
. of carrying out value activities. A firm is profitable if the realized value to customers exceeds the
collective cost of performing the activities. There are two points to note here:
1.

Customer's purchase value, which they measure by comparing a firm's products and
services with similar offerings by competitors.
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Notes

2. The retail business creates value by carrying its activities either more efficiently than other
retail businesses, or combined in such a way as to provide a unique product or service.
Porter analysed the various activities of an organization into a value chain. Figure 2.2 depicts
Porter's Value Chain model.
firm infrastructure: General management, Planning Management. Legal, Finance. Accounting

Human Resource Manfgemttnt: Recruitment. Retention, Training, Ft&O

Support^

Processes

TechnologyDevelopment: Cnntlmmuc improvement in printing ft finishing Mcntc
Procurement of Resources: Furchaiing paper, printing consumables and other finishing
consumables

Inbound
logistics

Primary
Business4
Processes

'
Operations

• Rmvption
■Storage
■ Inventory eentrol
• Transportation
planning

•Printing
• Finishing

Outbound
Logistics
■Warehousing
•Order fulfilment
• Transportation
• flMrihutlon

Marketing and
Sales
• Partnership
• Advertising
• Promotion

Competitive
■ Advantage

Service
• Customer
support

Figure 2.3: Porter's Value Chain6
Source: www.12manage.com .

This is a model of value activities and the relationships between them:
3. Primary Activities are those directly related with production, sales, marketing, delivery and
services. The diagram shows five primary activities.
4.

Inbound logistics are those activities involved with receiving, handling and storing inputs
to the production system.

5.

Operations are those activities which convert resource inputs into a final product.

6. Outbound logistics are those activities.relating to storing the product and its distribution
to customers.
7.

Marketing and sales are those activities that relate to informing customers about the product,
persuading them to buy it, and enabling them to do so.

8. After sales services: For many companies, there are activities such as installing, repairing
products, providing spares etc.
Support activities are those which provide purchased inputs, human resources, technology and
infrastructural functions to support primary activities. Support activities include:
1.

Procurement refers to those activities which acquire the resource inputs to the primary
activities.

2. Technology development: These activities are related to both product design and to
improving process and/or resource utilization.
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3.

Human resource management is the activities of recruiting training and rewarding people.

4.

Firm infrastructure: The systems of planning, finance etc. are activities which Porter believes
are crucially important to an organisation's strategic capability in all primary activities.

5.

Furthermore, in addition to the categories, described above. Porter identifies three other
ways of categorizing activities.

Notes

6.' Direct activities are concerned with the adding value to inputs.
7.

Indirect activities enable direct activities to be performed e.g. maintenance.

8.

Quality assurance: This type of activity monitors the quality of other activities and includes
inspection review and audit.

Linkages connect the interdependent elements of the value chain together. They occur when
one element of the value chain affects the cost or effectiveness of another.
The value chain contains an element of margin. This is the excess of the amount that the
customer is prepared to pay over the. costs of the resource inputs and value activities. Firms can
gain competitive advantage by conceiving of new ways to conduct activities, employing new
procedures, implementing new technologies, or using different inputs and by exploiting linkage
effectively.
As .well as managing its own value chain, a firm can secure competitive advantage by
managing the linkage with its suppliers and customers. A company can create competitive
advantage by making best use of these links and this means considering the value chain of these
suppliers and customers.
The value chain is also a useful model for analyzing a firm '$ competitive and als-- further
on in the planning process for designing strategies. A firm's value chain is not alvjys '^sy t?
identify nor are the linkages between the different elements. However, it is an impo.lant analytical
tool because it helps people:
1. To see the retail business as a whole
2. To identify potential sources of competitive advantage.

CASE STUDY: Wal-Mart^ Marketing Strategy
Wal-Mart is not particularly known for their impeccable customer service.-Even further, WalMart lacks in cleanliness and breadth of product lines. But what they lack in aesthetics, they
make up for with an absolutely unparallel convenience and price competitiveness. Wal-Mart
has redefined the art of online marketing, using techniques at grand and impressive scales to
become one of the top company's in the wide history of corporate America.
Wal-Mart's online marketing campaign covers all facets of strategy, but through all the
apparent strategies, it is their aggressiveness that has highlighted and broadened their need to
succeed and remain at the top of the industry in retail. But an aggressive campaign inevitably
gamers controversy, and through the years, Wal-Mart has been involved with a fair amount of
negative publicity directly involving their specific marketing strategies. Their bullying nature
has caused many to deem them unreasonable and unfair- Wal-Mart still remains number one
despite the negative attention.
Wal-Maifs marketing consists of flooding the market with their presence. This is alarming
for individuals who find Wal-Mart's business practices alarming. But with such a massive
quantity of stores, intensely competitive pricing, and such a large market share, their marketing
strategy has entailed an overall takeover of all the appropriate markets.
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They offer many types of products, with a relatively comfortable list of options. As well,
Sam's Qub offers an alternative for those who prefer bulk. And with such a strong base of
customers, they are able to set the prices for what they pay for. If you want your product in
Walmart, you are at the mercy of them setting the price they will pay. If it is below cost, then
so it is. The truth is, Wal-Mart can offer a company a prime opportunity to get their product
to the masses- even if they lose money doing so. Their online marketing has them being as
transparent as possible in an attempt to dissuade the controversy to their name. You can
purchase their entire collection of products through the web. You can read customer reviews,
sign-up for a newsletter, and get options for special deals available only through the website.
Despite this, such a business relies strongly on their physical location- exactly why .a store
finder is located right at the top in bright yellow.

Notes

This competitive nature has allowed controversy to flourish under their name. But their
marketing has focused on quantity, and delivering variety in one location. Their extending
hands to Subway and McDonalds for placement of restaurants in Walmart's, further validates
this claim. As well, a typical customer can get glasses prescription, get their haircut, and oil
changed under their building. You can purchase jewellery on one side, and draperies on the
other. You can buy groceries and grab a new lawnmower (while waiting for an oil change). Their
recent cooperation with SunTrust bank has allowed their presence in Southeast Walmart's. Their
marketing has always relied on variety- how many single things can yOu do in one location.
Wal-Mart has garnered its fair share of controversy. Yet, the convenience is truly
unrivalled. With such a wide breadth of options for a consumer, it seems almost silly to shop
at another location where these options are severely limited. Wal-Mart's online marketing is
simply an extension of their physical stories, allowing individuals to purchase directly through
the site.
Question:
Comment on the marketing strategy of the world biggest retailer.
Source: www.slralegicminds.eu

2.25 Summary
A retail business that sells products or services that appeal to customers' needs has the ability to
stand up against competition. Price, convenience and store experience are functional characteristics
that make up a strong retail brand. The latter half of the 20* Century, in both Europe and North
America, has seen the emergence of the supermarket as the dominant grocery retail form. Saturated
home markets, fierce competition and restrictive legislation have relentlessly pushed major food
retailers into the globalization mode. The global retail industry has travelled a long way from a
small beginning to an industry where the world wide retail sales alone is valued at $ 7 trillion.
Organized retailing is spreading and making its presence felt in different parts of the country. .
India is world's second largest grower of fruits and vegetables after Brazil and China. Economic
growth at over 5.5% over the last eight years, forex reserves of over $100 billions and a stable
government has helped India to look more progressively towards future. Retailing, one of the
largest sectors in the global economy, is going through a transition phase in India. Organized
retailing is spreading and making its presence felt in different parts of the country'
Retailing is the latest buzzword among the business. It is evolving into a global, high-tech
business and occupies a pre-eminent position in the economics of all modem societies. The Indian
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Notes

retailing Industry is becoming intensely competitive, as more and more players are vying for the
same set of customers. Strategy planning or formulation of strategy consists of a set of decisi JITS
. that leads to the development of an effective strategy. We check all the activities related to the
internal and external factor those affect directly or indirectly to the organization. Companies neSecI
to categorise segments according to their present and future attractiveness and their company1' s
strengths and capabilities relative to different segments' needs and competitive situation. Porter
suggests that there are five basic competitive forces, which influence the state of competition
in an industry. Strategic retail planning”process divided into the following steps: Deciding the
store's mi ssio n a nd obje cti ves, Si tua Ho n a naly sis, F orm ula Hon of re tai 1 s trategy, a hd
ImplementaHoh and control of strategy. InternaHonal retailing is an essenHal ingredient for the
global economy. InternaHonal retailing saHsfies the increasingly complex and demanding neetis
of global consumers. Retailing is predominantly a domestic market acHvity. The total business
of the vast majority of retailers is done within one particular country and in many cases, witf in
one specific region or district. A company's value chain is not bounded by a company's bord »r.
It is connected to what Porter describes as a value system.
Non-store retailing is the format where selling is done without going to the physical stor es
Non store retailing is targeted to Hme conscious consumers and consumers who can’t easily go to
stores, or are compulsive buyers. A classificaHon method for non- store retailing includes din ct
response markefing/direct Markefing or direct Selling. Direct response markefing uses markefirtg
tools like direct mail, catalog retailing, electronic retailing, telemarkefing etc which are non-persor sru
in nature, communicate with customers and elicit favourable acHon from consumers Direct Selli: \g
.is a non- store retail channel in which sales personnel interact with customers face-to-face at a
convenient locafion like customer's home or place of work. MulH-level marketing is a variant !of
direct selling. Other non-store retail formats are kiosks and automatic vending.

2.26 Glossary
• Multi Level Marketing: MulHlevel markefing (MLM) or network marketing is a busine ss
model where the selling of products depends on the people in the network.
• Producer-Agent-Wholesaler-Retailer-Customer:-This is the longest channel >£
, distribufion in which three middlemen are involved.
• Producer-Customer. This is the simplest and shortest channel in Which no middlemen
is involved and producers directly sell their products to the consumers.
L
• Producer-Retailer-Customer. This channel of distribufion involves only one middlemen
called
• 'retailer'. Under it, the producer sells his product to big retailers (or retailers who bi y
goods in large quantifies) who in turn sell to the ultimate consumers.
• Producer-Wholesaler-Retailer-Customer. This is the most common and tradition il
channel of distribution.
• Retail mix: It is the blend of various retail activities that in totally present the who e
concept of retailing.
•

Store's objectives: Ends that the store seeks to achieve by its USP and operations.

• • Strategy: Plan of action or policy designed to achieve a major or overall aim.
• Value chain: It comprises all the activities an organisation needs to undertake in order
to createdr add value to its products or services.
’
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2.27 Review Questions
1.

Discuss the retailer characteristics in India.

2.

Explain food retailers.

3.

Discuss the food retail in India.'

4.

Describe the key driver of food retail in India.

5.

Explain the evolution of organized retailing.

6.

What is the impact of organized retail in India?

7.

Describe the general merchandise retailers.

8.

Discuss service retailing.

9.

Explain the different types of ownership.

Retail Formats

Notes;

.10.

What are the challenges of effective multi-channel retailing?

11.

"Retailing today is at an interesting cross road. " Elaborate.

12.

"The Indian retail market is quite large but highly fragmented. " Do you agree? Justify,
your answer.

13.

Explain the levels at which a retail organisation's strategy is developed.

14.

Discuss the retail strategy planning process in detail.

15.' Describe the growth strategy used by the retailers to expand.
16.

Retailing is predominantly a domestic market activity. Do you agree with the statement?
Why or winy not? • •

'

17.

State the purpose and concept of Porter's value chain.

18.

Explain Porter's value chain in detail.

19.

"A company's value chain is not bounded by a company's border." What do you mean by
the statement?

20.

Discuss about the target market and retail formats in retailing.

21.

What do you mean by non-store retailing?

22.

What do you mean by multi-channel retailing?

23.

Explain the meaning of direct marketing. Discuss the different methods of retailing using

^

direct marketing.
• 24.
25.

Discuss the retail formats-kiosks and vending machines.Discuss direct selling in detail. Is it different from multi-level marketing?

2.28 Further Readings
•

Bajaj, Tuli and Srivastava, Retail Management, New Delhi: Oxford University Press

•
•

Gibson G. Vedamani, Retail Management, Mumbai: Jaico Publishing House
Lewison, D. M. and Delozier, W. M., Retailing, Columbus: Merrill Publishing Co.

•

http://www.iilm.edU/iilm-online/retail-management.htmlhttp://books.google.co.in/
books?isbn=8174465480

•

>

http://www.prenhall.com/marketing/armstrong/38187_01_pl-33.pdf
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UNIT-3
STORE LAYOUT AND RETAIL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
•

Notes
(Structure)
3.1

Learning Objectives

3.2

Introduction

3.3

Types of Retail Locations

3.4

Importance of Location Analysis

•3.5

Retail Location Theories

3.6

Process of Choosing a Retail Location

3.7

Factors Affecting the Location Planning

3.8

Evaluating.Location Alternatives

3s9

Store Image

3.10

Store Layout

3.11

Types of Store Layout

3.12

Store Layout Considerations

3.13

Store Design

3.14

Case Study : Influence of Age on the Store Image

3.15

Introduction

3.16

Elements of Retail Store Management
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Visual Merchandising
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Elements of Visual Merchandising
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Store Atmospherics
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Elements of Store Atmospherics
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Case Study - Big Bazaar
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Store Maintenance

3.23

Importance of Store Maintenance

3.24

Store Maintenance in Retailing

3.25

Operations Management
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Stores Operating Parameters
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Financial Objectives and Goals of Retail Marketing
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Strategic Profit Model
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Analysis of Financial Strength

. 3.30
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Setting and Measuring Performance
Types of Retail Locations

^•

\

Store Layout and Retail .
Business Management

3.32

Location and Retail Trends

3.33

Legal Considerations in Retailing

3.34

Location Considerations for Retail Business

3.35

Evaluating a site for Locating a Retail Store

3.36

Trade Area Characteristics

3.37

Objectives of Human Resource Management

3.38

Issues in Retail Human Resource

3.39

Designing the Organization Structure for a Retail Firm

3.40

Managing Diversity

3.41

Legal Issues in Human Resource

3.42

Ethical Issues Facing HR

3.43

Human Resource Management in Retailing

3.44

Organisation Structure in lndian Retail Scenario

3.45

Human Resource Aspects in Retailing

3.46

Human Resource Functions in Retailing

3.47

Tasks Performed in a Retail Firm

3.48

Long-term and Short-term HR Planning

3.49

Part Time Employment

3.50

Other Important Aspects of Human Resources

3.51

Summary

3.52

Glossary

Notes •

-

3.53 • Review Questions
3.54

Further Readings

3.1 Learning Objectives
After studying the chapter, students will be able to:
•

Classify the types of Retail Locations;

•

Evaluate the location based on the factors affecting choice of location;

•

Understand the meaning of layout;

•

Know different types of store layout;

•

Know the steps involved in visual merchandising;

•

Determine the role of visual merchandising in a retail store;

•

Describe the location and retail strategy;

•

Explain the trade area characteristics;

•

Estimate potential sales for a store site;

•

Design the organization structure of retail firm;

•

Discuss legal issues in human resource;

•

Identify different areas of retailing where human resources play a critical role;

•

Explain the meaning and application of various HR related terminologies.
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3.2 Introduction
The choice of a store location has a profound effect on the entire business life of a retail operation.
A bad choice may all but guarantee failure, a good choice success. This aid takes up site selectioi
criteria, such as retail compatibility and zoning, which the mall storeowner manager must conside •
after making basic economic, demographic, and traffic analyses. It offers questions the retaile
must ask (and find answers to) before making the all important choice of store location. In picking
a store site, many storeowners believe that it's enough to learn about the demographics (l'peoplf
information" like age, income, family size, etc.) of the population, about the kind of competitior
they'll be facing, and about traffic patterns in the area they're considering. Beyond a doubt these
factors are basic to all retail location analysis. Once you've spotted a tentative locat ion using these
factors, however, you've only done half the job. Before you make a commitment to moving ir
and setting up, you must carefully check several more aspects of the location to help insure youi
satisfaction with -- and most importantly your success at - the site you've chosen.
Organizations in today's fast changing environment face intense competition. Store Layoul
is well thought out to provide the best exposure possible. They are designed to create an attractive image for consumers. Both store layout and design help to create an image of the retail store. The
image of the store not only attracts customers, but it also causes them to purchase goods while
shopping there.
The overall objective of retail marketing is creating and developing services and products that
meet the specific needs of customers and offering these products at competitive, reasonable priceJ
that will still yield profits. Businesses must realize that, in retail, the customer lies at the center or
any organization's marketing efforts, determining the overall success of the product or service.
Human resource management (HRM or simply HR) is the management of an organization's
workforce, or human resources. It is responsible for the attraction, selection, training, assessment,
and rewarding of employees, while also overseeing organizational leadership and culture, and'
ensuring compliance with employment and labor laws. In circumstances where employees desire!
and are legally authorized to hold a collective bargaining agreement, HR will typically also serve ^
as the company's primary liaison with the employees' representatives (usually a labor union). I
HR is a product of the human relations movement of the early 20th century, when researchers
began; documenting ways of creating business value through the strategic management of the
workforce. The function was initially dominated by transactional work such as payroll and benefits
administration, but due to globalization, company consolidation, technological advancement,
and further research, HR now focuses on strategic initiatives like mergers and acquisitions, talent
management, succession planning, industrial and labor relations, and diversity and inclusion.
In startup companies, HR's duties may be performed by a handful of trained professionals
or even by non-HR personnel. In larger companies, an entire functional group is typically
dedicated to the discipline, with staff specializing in various HR tasks and functional leadership
engaging in strategic decision making across the business. To train practitioners for the profession,
institutions of higher education, professional associations, and companies themselves have created
programs of study dedicated explicitly to the duties-of the function. Academic and practitioner
organizations likewise seek to engage and further the field of HR, as evidenced by several fieldspecific publications.
Managing employees of an organisation was earlier termed as personnel management.
However over a period of time with the growth in consciousness amongst the employer community.
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employs but the status of a vital resource. Thus this was termed as human resource management.
Humans found a vital resource for any business. As an old adage that business always runs by
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three M's men, money and material. Of late with the growth in the British and hazardous level of
awareness and aspiration human resource management has become one of the most challenging
frontiers of business management.

Notes

Wit h the growing demand for retail outlets and chains, the maintenance management
system of the retail stores is becoming increasingly important. In Order to maintain an appealing
and conducive ambience and a 100% operational facility,.it is important to manage the operations
on regular and continuous basis. As the chain of stores grows, operations management helps to
expand the asset hierarchy and it develops reports of how much was spent on any given store or
group of stores over a period of time.

.

3.3 Types of Retail Locations
Different types of retail locations are as follows:

Freestanding/Isolated store
• . Where there are no other outlets in the vicinity of the store and therefore store depends
on its own pulling power and promotion to attract customers.
•

A biggest.advantage for freestanding stores is that there is no competition around.

•

An isolated store is freestanding, not adjacent to other stores. This type of location has
several advantages, including no competition, low rent, flexibility, road visibility, easy

I

• parking, and lower property costs. There are also distinct disadvantages: difficulty in
attracting traffic, no variety for shoppers, no shared costs, and zoning restrictions.
•

Gas stations, convenience stores, hotels and fast food restaurants on highways, many
a times operate as freestanding locations.

Part of Business District/Centers .(unplanned Business Districts)
•

A retail store can also be located as a part of a business district. Or we can refer this as
unplanned business centers

•

•

•

A business district is place of commerce in a city which developed historically as the
center of trade and commerce in the city or town.

•

A business districts can be a central, secondary or a Neighborhood business
district.

•

A Central business District CBD is the main center of commerce and trade in the city,
(high land rates, intense development)

•

An unplanned business district is a shopping area where two or more stores are located.
together or nearby. Store composition is not based on long-range planning. Unplanned
business districts can be broken down into four categories: central business district (CBD),
secondary business district(SBD), neighborhood business district (NBD), and string.

•

An unplanned business district generally has such points as these in its favor: variety of
goods, services, and prices; access to public transit; nearness to commercial and social
facilities;.and pedestrian traffic. Yet/this type of location's shortcomings have led to the
growth of the planned shopping center; inadequate parking, older facilities, high rents
and taxes in popular CBDs, discontinuity of offerings, traffic and delivery congestion,
high theft rates, and some declining central cities.
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Part of a Shopping Center (Planned Shopping Centers)
• A shopping center has been defined as "a group of retail and other commercial
establishments that is planned, developed, owned and managed as a singl 2
property"
•
' •

Notes

'• The basic configuration of a shopping centre is a "Mall" or Strip centre.
•

A mall is typically enclosed and climate controlled..A walkway is provided in front
of the stores.

• . A strip centre is a row of stores with parking provided in the front of the stores.
•

'

A planned shopping center is centrally owned or managed and well- balanced. Ft
usually has one or more large (anchor) stores and many smaller stores. During the pasjt
several decades, the growth of the planned shopping center has been great. This is due
to extensive goods and service offerings, expanding suburbs, shared strategy planning
and costs, attractive locations, parking facilities, lower rent and taxes (except for mosjt
regional shopping centers), lower theft rates, popularity of malls (although some people
are now bored with shopping centers), and lesser appeal of inner-city shopping. ThL
negative aspects of the planned center include operations inflexibility, restrictions 0^1
merchandise lines carried, and anchor store domination. There are three shopping centeL- '
forms: regional, community, and neighborhood.

I

However, in a place like Mumbai, where travel from one point in the city to the other takes
' up a fair amount of time, customers may not really be willing to travel large distances to visit
just one store. The retailer also needs to keep in mind the increasing cost of petrol and diesel
which, is also a factor taken into consideration by the customers. It is necessary that the location
of the store and the catchment area for the store be defined keeping in mind the distance that th 2
customer would be willing to travel for a particular product or service.

Activity A
Move in your locality and find out the various t ypes of retail locations. Analyze the reason 5
behind establishing the stores at the respective locations.

3.4 Importance of Location Analysis
Over the decades, the importance of location of retail shops has been highlighted -by man r
researchers, academicians and practitioners to understand the importance of retail location i: \
achieving success. In today's highly competitive environment, choosing the correct site locatio 1
for a retail outlet ranks amongst the top factors in determining that outlet's success or failure .
Location is very important because:
•

Location is typically prime consideration in customer's store choice.

•

Location decisions have strategic importance because the)' can help to develop sustainabl 2
competitive advantage.

•

Location decisions are risky - whether to invest or lease.

Selecting an optimum location for a new investment is a critical issue in all industrie< ,
regardless of the size of the company, or the type of operation that it is planning to establish .
Being in the right location is as important for the automotive or electronics Original Equipmen t
Manufacturer (OEM) that is considering where to establish a new billion-dollar manufacturing
plant, as it is for the biotechnology start-up considering where to locate its clinical trials o r
•

7g
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development operations. Although the specific criteria may vary across companies and industries,
the overall process for selecting a new location tends to be similar, and this process has been
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refined over the years.
However, even the best workforce cannot compensate for inadequate telecommunications
infrastructure that requires companies to invest millions of dollars in dedicated lines and

Notes

redundancies. Similarly, some cities with a large and affordable skill pools, lack modem commercial
real estate required to house sophisticated IT operations. Local political conditions and bOsiness
practices in some locations may make setting up and running a business a costly and frustrating
experience.
There are few "short-cuts" to finding the right location, and.although all eventualities cannot
always be considered in advance, a basic location analysis should adhere to the following basic
principles in order to increase the probabilit y of yielding the optimal result.

Needs
Requirements should be accurately defined and articulated in a manner that reflects the company's
requirements. What skills do we need? How can our requirements be measured to some degree
of accuracy? Are we considering all the important aspects of our business? How can we choose
location criteria that anticipate changing conditions in the invest ment environment or our own
business?

Priorities
Defined needs should be weighted to reflect the specific preferences of the company. This requires
a process that is both methodologically sound while generating consensus from key stakeholders
regarding project priorit ies. Simply scoring criteria on a scale of 1 to 10 or using "off-the-shelf"
weightings that reflect the preferences of other companies do not adequately capture an individual
project's specific situation and requirements.

Compromise
Expectations regarding project deliverables should be realistic. Companies tend to^want the
"perfect" location - skilled labor, low costs, state-of-the art infrastructure and an accommodating
government and business environment. The bad news is that the perfect location does not exist
- there are always trade offs, and companies must be clear about how much of "factor A" (say
costs) they are willing to give up' for a little more of "factor B" (say ease of doing business).
Expectations regarding timing should also be realistic.

Site Visit
In the age of online databases and freely available country rankings, it is easy to underestimate
the difficulty of obtaining reliable and accurate data. There are no online databases comparing
the graduate output of various universities across India. Neither is there a reliable source of
labor cost information for IT programmers in central and eastern European cities. Information
of this type can only be obtained through thorough primary research, which involves gathering
accurate data through conversations with people on the ground that are familiar with the relevant
’ investment conditions. Do not underestimate the value of a site visit and conversations with other
experienced business people conducting business in that location. For example, local business
groups, professional associations and chambers of commerce.
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Location Specific Data
Finally, the analysis should always focus on cities and not countries. Although country 1( vel
information may be helpful with respect to factors such as business regulations, tax and ove rail
industry size, the real factors affecting the ability to set up and operate a business vary significar i tly
at the city level. As indicated above, using country level data to compare countries such as In d ia
or Russia is unrealistic and blurs the often immense differences in costs and conditions betw een
cities. Even within countries as seemingly small or homogenous as the Philippines, labor cc sirs
can vary significantly across cities. One reason why so many studies tend to compare countries
rather than cities is that accurate irtformation on cities is simply more difficult to find.

3.5 Retail Location Theories
There are three underlying theories which help in determining the most suitable location for ret a il.
Retail Gravity theory
It suggests that there are underlying consistencies in shopping behavior that yield to mathematical
analysis and prediction based on the notion or concept of gravity.
Hujfs Gravity Model
This is based on the premise that the probabilitya given customer will shop in a particular store .
or shopping center becomes larger as the size of store or center grows and distance or travel ti aa e
from customer shrinks
Huff's Law is based on the assumptions that:
•

• The proportion of consumers patronizing a given shopping area varies with the distai ice
from the shopping area
.
•
'
• The proportion of consumers patronizing various shopping areas varies with the breac Ith
and depth of merchandise offered by each shopping area
• The distance that consumers travel to various shopping areas varies for different tyj »es
of products purchased
• 'The "pull" of any given shopping area is influenced by the proximity of competi ng
Shopping areas
S

Saturation Theory

^

It examines how the demand for goods and services of a potential trading area are being serv 2d
. by current retail establishments in comparison with other potential markets
Index of retail saturation (IRS)
\
This is the ratio of demand for a product divided by available supply.
• Demand for a Product is the obtained by households in the geographic area mult ipli >d .
• by annual retail expenditures for a particular line of trade per household
• Supply is the square footage of retail facilities ofa particular line of trade in a geographic al
area
IRS = (H X REyRF
Where:
JRS is the index of retail saturation
gO
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H is the number of households in the area
RE is the annual retail expenditures for a particular line of trade per household in the area
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J?F is the square footage of retail facilities of a particular line of trade in the area
(including square footage of the proposed store)

Notes
Buying power index (BPI)
Is an indicator of a market's overall retail potential and is composed of the weighted measures
of effective buying income retail sales, and population size.
Example: BPI = Q.5(the area's percentage of effective buying income) + 0.3(the area’s
percentage of retail sales) + 0.2(the area's percentage of population).

3.6 . Process of Choosing a Retail Location
Choosing the right location for Retail it is important to select the region in which you want to
start your operations. The following steps have to be followed.
1.

Identifying the market in which to locate the store. (Selecting City)

2.

Evaluate the demand and supply within that market, i.e. determine the market potential.
Identify the most attractive sites. (Selecting Area)-

3.. Select the best site available. (Selecting Site)

Selecting City
If you are going to relocate in another city, naturally you consider the following factors:
•

Size of the city's trading area.

•

Population and population trends in the trading area. .

•

Total purchasing power and the distribution of the purchasing power.

•

Total retail trade potential for different lines of trade.

•

Number, size, and quality of competition.

•

Progressiveness of competition.

Selecting Area
In choosing an area or type of location within a city you evaluate factors such as:
• . Customer attraction power of the particular store and the shopping district.
• ' Quantitative and qualitative nature of competitive stores.
•

Availability of access routes to the stores.

•

Nature of zoning regulations.

•

Direction of the area expansion.

•

General appearance of the area.

Selecting Site
Pinpointing the specific site is particularly important. In central and secondary business districts,
small stores depend upon the' traffic created by large stores. Large stores in turn depend on
attracting customers from the existing flow of traffic. (However, where sales depend on nearby
residents, selecting the trading area is more important than picking the specific site.) Obviously,
you want to know about the following factors when choosing a specific site:
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•

Adequacy and potential passing the site..

• Ability of the site to intercept traffic en route from one place to another.
• Complementary nature of the adjacent stores.

Notes

• Adequacy of parking.

.

• Vulnerabilit y of the site to unfriendly competition.
• Cost of the site. .

Activity B
Based on a primary research find out the best site for opening up a retail store in your city keepin
the above mentioned points in consideration.

3.7 Factors Affecting the Location Planning
For almost all sizable corporations, the evaluation of proposed business site includes a systematic
consideration of its cost and benefits relative to the alternatives.
Companies thinking about the capital appropriations requested for the site, typically include
a raft of figures and qualitative considerations. As much as can be quantified is - construction or •
purchase/renovation costs; equipment costs, labor and fringe benefit costs, tax systems, exchange
rates, working capital requirements such as inventories, materials, and accounts receivable, freigt t
in and freight out expenses.
\•
Even after these factors have been taken into account, the direct financial difference 5 •
between qualifying sites may be insignificant, which means that intangible or qualitative factoris
may sway the final decision.
Often what makes the location decision uncomfortable is not the final steps of evaluatior ,
but rather the beginning steps of the process to locate the potential site. A site selection checklij t
is a useful device. It suggests many factors which could have a bearing on the location decisior .
Several factors that influence location positioning include the location of raw rriateriah x
proximity to the market, climate, and culture. Models for evaluating whether a location is best
for an organizat ion consist of cost-profit analysis for locations, the center of gravity model, th »
.
.
transportation model, and factor rating.

Accessibility, Visibility and Traffic
A lot of traffic should not be confused for a lot of customers. Retailers want to be located wher »
there are many shoppers but only if that shopper meets the definition of their target market. Small
retail stores may benefit from the traffic *of nearby larger stores.
• How many people walk or drive past the location.
•

Is the area served by public transportation?

, • Can customers and delivery trucks easily get in and out of the parking lot?
• Is there adequate parking?
Depending on the type of business, it would be wise to have somewhere between 5 to 8
parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of retail space. ■
I
When considering visibility, the location should be evaluated from the aistomer's view point.
If the store be seen from the main flow of traffic, if the hoardings or signboards be easily seenL
should be considered. In many cases, the better visibility the retail store has, the less advertising
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is needed. A specialty retail store located six miles out of town in a free standing building will
need more marketing than a shopping store located in a mall.
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Competition and Neighbours
Other area businesses in the prospective location can actually help or hurt the retail shop. It should

Notes

be determined if the types of businesses nearby are compatible wit h proposed retail store. For
example, a high-end fashion boutique may not be successful next door to a discount variety store.
It should be placed next.to a nail or hair salon and if may do much more business. .
Location Costs
. Besides the base rent, all costs involved should be considered when choosing a retail store location.
•

Who pays for lawn care, building maintenance, utilities and security?

•

Who pays for the upkeep and repair of the heating/air units?

•

If the location is remote, how much additional marketing will be required so that the.
customers can find the retail store?

•

How much would be the average utility bill?

•

Will any repairs be needed to be made by the retailer, like painting, remodeling

s

etc.?
•

Will the retailer be responsible for property taxes?

The location that can be afforded now and what one can afford in the future would vary;
It is difficult to create sales projects on a new business, but one way to get help in determining
how much rent one can pay is to find out what sales similar retail businesses are making and
how much rent they're paying.
•

Personal Factors: Personal factors may include personality of the retailer, the distance
from the shop to home and other personal considerations in case he work for in his
store. If one spends much of the time traveling to and from work, the commute may
overshadow the exhilaration of being ones own boss. Also, many restrict ions placed on
a tenant by a landlord. Management Company or community can hamper a retailer's
independence.

•

The store must generate enough revenue per square foot to cover the cost of rent;
insurance; any applicable parking fees; any applicable sprinkler, trash or sewage fees;
any applicable taxes; any heating, vent Hating and air conditioning (HVAC) costs; any
common are a maintenance (CAM) costs; and the wages of employees etc.

•

In addition to covering costs, it is necessary for the store to turn a profit within a
reasonable amount of time in order to make the venture worthwhile and to justify the
tremendous investment made by owners and managers. A thorough marketing analysis
and solid location strategy will position the new outlet for success, both financially/
logistically as well as in relation to competitors

The main factors that affect location decisions include regional factors, community
considerations, and site-related factors. Community factors consist of quality of life, services,
attitudes, taxes, environmental regulations, utilit ies, and development support.

3.8 Evaluating Location Alternatives
There are three specific analytical techniques available to aid in evaluating location alternatives:
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1.

Notes

Location Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis: The Cost-Volume-Profit (CVP) Analysis can fc>e
represented either mathematically or graphically. It involves three steps: (1) For each location
alternative, determine the fixed and variable costs, (2) For all locations, plot the totals ost
lines on thesame graph, and (3) Use the lines to determine which alternatives will have tine
highest and lowest total costs for expected levels of output.
Additionally, there are four assumptions one must keep in mind when using this method
• Fixed costs are constant.
•

Variable costs are linear.

•

Required level of output can be closely estimated. .

• There is only one product involved.
Total cost = FC = v(Q)
ivhere FC=Fixed Cost, u=Variable Cost per Unit, Q=Number of Units (Also shown below but not
in the same format)
2. Factor Rating: This method involves qualitative and quantitative inputs, and evaluates
alternatives based on comparison after establishing a composite value for each alternative.
Factor Rating consists of six steps:
• Determine relevant and important factors.
• Assign a weight to each factor, with all weights totaling 1.00.
•

Determine common scale for all factors, usually 0 to 100.

• Score each alternative.
•

Adjust score using weights (multiply factor weight by score factor); add up scores :ox
each alternative.

• The alternative with the highest score is considered th$ best option.
•
3.

Minimum scores may be established to set a particular standard, though this is hot
necessary.

Center of Gravity Method: This technique is used in determining the location of a facil Lty
which will eit her reduce travel time or lower shipping costs. Distribution cost is seen a » a
Hnearfunctionofthedistanceandquantityshipped.TheCenterofGravityMethodinvoh es
the use of a visual map and a coordinate system; the coordinate points being treated as the set
of numerical values when calculating averages. If the quantities shipped to each locatibri
are equal, the center of gravity is found by taking the averages of the x and y coordinates;
if the quantities shipped to each location are different, a weighted average must be applied
(the weights being the quantities shipped).

*

I

There are many factors that contribute to a retail store relocating. Some of the reasojns
include expanding the market and diminishing resources. For an.existing company to .
' relocate, they must weigh their options when planning to relocate elsewhere. They, c aor*
expand their existing facility, add new ones and keep their existing facilit ies open, mo se
to another location and shut down one location, or keep things the way they are and not a o
anything. Globalization has led many companies to set up operation in other countries. Tv /o
factors that make relocation appealing are advances in technology and trade agreemen :s.
By going global, companies will expand their markets and be able to cut costs in labor,
transportation, and taxes.
g4
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Store Image is the overall perception; the consumer has of the store's environment. Retail store
image has been shown to play an important role in store patronage, and it is widely accepted that
psychological factors have a significant role in store image formation. It has the following objectives:
•

Serves a critical role in the store selection process

•

.

Notes

.

Important criteria include cleanliness, labeled prices, accurate and pleasant checkout
clerks, and well-stocked shelves

•

•

•

The store itself makes the most significant and lasting impression
Visual ComnitinieattoAs

Store PUnnirg

Retail Identity
Graphics
POS Signage

Space Allocation
layout
Circulation

#,

Store Image
and
Productivity

Store Design
Exterior Design
Ambiance
' lighting

Merchandising
Fixture Selection
Merchandise Presentation
Visual Merchandising

Figure 3.1. Elements of Store Image
The ingredients that contribute to a store's image include:
•

general ambience created by the surroundings

•

product range offered by the store

•

the store's layout and design

•

product placement

•

interior design, light ing and decor

•

location of the store

•

the store's market position

•

Advertisements and promotional activities.

.

3.10 Store Layout
Store layout is the physical Ideation of various departments that facilitate shoppers in the retail
store. It is a plan to use optimum use of space. A store's layout displays the overall image of the
store and creates the perception that customers have about the store's environment. The layout
decisions are essentially about utilization of space. A typical layout divides a store into two
different kinds of space:
1.

Selling Space - assigned for interior displays, product demonstrations, sales transactions
and customer checkouts
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2.

Non Selling Space - It can be further divided into:
•
' •

Notes

Functional Space/ Back Room- allocated to back office and maintenance services
Merchandising Space - allocated to merchandise inventory

•

Personnel Space - assigned to store employees for lockers, lunch breaks, arrci
restrooms

•

Customer Space - assigned to service areas for the comfort and convenience of
customer, including a cafe or food court, dressing rooms, lounges, recreation areas for
children and belonging storage facilities

Objectives of store layout includes:
❖ Implementation of desired image
❖ Enhancing the efficiency of store oprations
❖ Maximisation of sales revenue
❖ Prevention of merchandise shrinkage

•

‘

❖ Utilizing energy {water, electricity etc.) efficiently

3.11 Types of Store Layout
The store Layouts may be categorized into three basic types :
Circulation Free Flow Layout
Fixtures and merchandise are grouped into free-flowing patterns on the sales floor. It is suita
when there is no defined customer traffic pattern. It works best in small stores (under 5,000 squ< ire
feet) and store deals in merchandise of the same type, such as fashion apparel. But if there i 5 a
great variety of merchandise it fails to provide cues like where one department has stopped a net
another had started.
Advantages of Free Flow Layout are:
1.

Allowance for browsing and wandering freely

2.

Increased impulse purchases

\

3. Visual appeal
4. Flexibility
Disadvantages of Free Flow Layout are:
1.

Loitering is encouraged

2.

Possible confusion

3.

Waste of floor space

4. • Costly affair
5.

Difficulty in cleaning

The Disney Store's effective use of the Free—Flow Design
Approximately 250 million consumers visit Disney's entertainment retail outlets each year. N< w.
store designs showcase merchandise in an engaging and-contemporary fashion, keeping pace
with evolving retail trends. Technological elements - including a front-of-store media wall tl at
engages guests with Disney programming, and interactive kiosks - setting the stage for the Disn sy
Store in the 21st century.
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Figure 3.2. Free Flow Layout

Grid Layout
In Grid Layout the counters and fixtures are placed in long rows or "run's," usually at right angles,
throughout the store. These are best used in retail environments in which majority of customers
shop the entire store merchandise. Most familiar examples are supermarkets and drugstores
Advantages of Grid Layout are:
1. Low cost

'

2. Customer familiarity
3. Merchandise exposure ..
4. . Ease of cleaning
5. Simplified security
6. Possibility of self-service
Disadvantages of Grid Layout are:
1. Plain and uninteresting
2. Limited browsing

•

,

/

. 3. Stimulation of rushed shopping behavior
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4.
5.

Limited creativity in decor
Can be confusing and time consuming
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Loop or Racetrack Layout
In this layout a major customer aisle begins at the entrance, loops through the store—usually in
the shape of a circle, square, or rectangle—and then returns the customer to the front of the store.
It exposes shoppers to a great deal of merchandise as they follow a perimeter traffic aisle
with departments on the right and left of the circular, square, rectangular or oval racetrack. This
layout divides the selling floor into shops within the store. It is heavily used by medium-sized
specialty stores ranging from 2,000 -10,000 square feet.
Advantages of Loop Layout are:
• Facilitates impulse buying.
• Overhead directional signs and depart mental graphics provide visual cues to customers
to locate other departments.
•

It is costlier to design, construct and maintain
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Figure 3.4. Loop Layout
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Spine Layout
A single main aisle runs from the front to the back of the store, transporting customers in both
directions, and where on either side of this spine, merchandise departments using either a free
flow or grid pattern branch off toward the back

Notes
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Figure 3.5. Spine Layout

3.12 Store Layout Considerations
• High margin items should be placed in high traffic areas.
•

High demand items should be placed in low traffic areas.

• Complementary items should be placed near each other.
• Seasonal needs should be considered.
• ' Items that need frequent restocking should be placed near the storerooms or cash
registers.
•

Larger departments should be placed in lower traffic placed in lower traffic areas.

• Shopping behaviour and operational considerations should be recognized.

3.13 Store Design
Retail design is a creative and commercial discipline that combines several different areas of
expertise together in the design and construction of retail space. Retail design is primarily a
specialized practice of architecture and interior design, however it also incorporates elements of
interior decoration, industrial design, graphic design, ergonomics, and advertising.
* Retail design is a very specialized'discipline due to the heavy demands placed on retail
space. Because the primary purpose of retail space is to stock and sell product to consumers,
the spaces must be designed in a way that promotes an enjoyable and hassle-free shopping
• experience for the consumer. For example, research shows that male and female shoppers who
were accidentally touched from behind by other shoppers left a store earlier than people who had
not been touched and evaluated brands more negatively. The space must be specially- tailored
to the kind of product being sold in that space; for example, a bookstore requires many large
. shelving units to accommodate small products that can be arranged categorically while a clothing
store requires more open space to fully display product.
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Notes

Retail spaces, especially when they form partof a retail chain, must also be designed tod cetwr
people into the space to shop. The storefront must act as a billboard for the store, often employing
large display windows that allow shoppers to see.into the space and the product inside. In tlie
case of a retail chain, the individual spaces rnust be unified in their design.
Prevention of losses due to merchandise pilferage is a major cause of concern fot all
retailers. This issue should be addressed at the initial stage of store design. The retailer cantuise •
many electronic security systems like CCTV and HAS and incorporate their placement ij the store
design for the prevention of such losses. Thus, by appropriately integrating the various demerits
of store design (both exterior and interior), a retailer can create an excellent image of itself in tlie
target customer's mind.

Objectives of a Good Store Design
A good store design should be:
• Consistent with retailer's image, positioning, strategy
•

Positive influence on purchase behavior

• Sales-per-square-foot (most common, racetrack and boutique layout)

i

❖ Sales-per-linear-foot (e.g., supermarkets, drug stores, etcrwith long gondolas in
grid layout)
❖ Sales-per-cubic-foot (e.g., wholesale clubs with mult iple layers of merchandise ) .

• Flexible
•

Cost effective - space productivity

Importance of Store Design
Store design and layout tells a customer what the store is all about and it is very strong too in
the hands of the retailer for communicating and creating the image of the store in the mine of
the customers.

•

• The design and layout of the store is a means of communicating the image of the re rail
store.
• The environment which it creates in the retail store is a combination of the exterior lc ok:
of the store, the store interiors, the atmosphere in the store and the events, promotk ►ns
. and the themes.

Elements of Store Design.
Frontages

Ext. Display
•space

Entrance

Parking

Budding

Location

architecture
.

Health 4
Safety

Store
design
Store
‘theme'
Target *
Customers

4 *

Merchandi
se Mix •.

Figure 3.6. Elements of Store Design
9Q
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•

The overall look of a store and the series of mental pictures and feelings it evokes
within the beholder.
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. • For the retailer, developing a powerful image provides.the opportunity to embody a
, single message, stand out from the competition and be remembered. '
•

Notes

Opportunity for competitive advantage and increased sales

• Store as a "good story" - a beginning, middle, end
❖ Entrance sets up the story - creates expectations, • contains promises, entices,
hints, teases
❖ Inside the store is the middle of the story

•

25

should start slow (uncluttered) to allow consumers to orient themselves.

: 25

should lead customers on a journey of discovery, using layout, lighting, visuals,
other atmospherics

Checkout area is the store's climactic ending

'

Interior and Exterior Store Design
Exterior Store Design
It Includes:
•

Location

• Parking
. •

/

Ease of access

'

• The building architecture
•

Health and safety standards

• Store windows, lighting.

.

' .

'

Exterior (Storefronts) must:
•

Clearly identify the name and general nature of the store

• Give some hint as to the merchandise inside
•

Includes all exterior signage

• In many cases includes store windows - an advertising medium for the store - window
displays should be changed often, be fun/exciting, and reflect merchandise offered
inside
Interior Store Design
It includes:

• Fixtures & Types
❖ Straight Rack -. long pipe suspended with supports to the floor or attached to a
\
. wall
..

'

N

❖ Gondola large base with a vertical spine or wall fitted with sockets or notches nto
which a-variety of shelves, peghooks, bins, baskets and other hardware can be
inserted.
.
❖ Four-way Fixture - two crossbars that sit perpendiculaf to each other on a
pedestal
• .

A
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« Round Rack - round fixture that sits on pedestal
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❖ Other common fixtures: tables, large bins, flat-based decks
• • Atmospherics: The design of an environment via visual communications
❖ Lighting: Important but often overlooked element in successful store design

- Notes

25

Highlight merchandise

25

Capture a mood

25 . Level of light can make a difference
25

Blockbuster
Fashion Departments

■> ' Colour Can influence behaviour
25

Warm colours increase blood pressure, respiratory rate and other
physiological responses - attract customers and gain attention but can also be
.
•
distracting ^

25

Cool colours are relaxing, peaceful, calm and pleasant, effective for retailers
selling anxiety-causing products

❖ Sound & scent
Sound .
25 Music viewed as valuable marketing tool
25 Often customised to customer demographics - A1E
25

Can use volume and tempo for crowd control

<■ Scent

25 Smell has a large impact on our emotions

!

25

Victoria Secret, The Magic Kingdom, The Knot Shop

25

Can be administered through time release atomizers or via fragrance-soaked
pellets placed on light fixtures

Interior Store Design must:
•

Get customers into the store (store image)
«♦ As it serve a critical role in the store selection process
❖ As the store itself makes'the most significant and last impression

• Convert them into customers buying merchandise once they are inside the shop!
(space productivity)
❖ As more merchandise the customers are exposed to that is presented in an orderly
manner, the more they tend to buy

i».

❖ As the retailers focusing more attention on in-store marketing - marketing
expenditure in the store, in the form of store design, merchandisepfesentation, visua
displays, and in-store promotions, would lead to greater sales and profits
.<
Retail Lighting Design
A well lit retail environment makes for a positive shopping experience and encourages customen
to make purchase decisions. Think of lighting as you would any other marketing or sales promotior
tool in your store. It should:
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•

Attract and guide customers into and through the store.

•

Provide visual comfort

•

Lead customers through merchandise areas safely and effectively

•

Help them find and evaluate merchandise

•

Call attention to specific merchandise and reinforce merchandising' themes.

•

Initiate a purchase Good retail lighting design is a balance between the following three

Store Layout and Retail
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Notes

areas:
•

Human Needs
Visibility
❖ Task performance
Visual comfort
❖

•

Safety

Environmental and Economic Issues
❖

Cost of lighting system ownership

❖

Energy costs

❖ Sustainability
•

Architectural
- ❖ Lighting systems complement building design

Regardless of the space or area being illuminated, the design scheme usually employs a
"layered" approach, combining the three basic categories of lighting:
•

General (also called ambient lighting),

•

Local (also called accent or task lighting)

•

Decorative

Lighting solutions for each store will vary depending on the target market, store concept
and functional needs of the space.
•

Low End (e.g. discount/overstock warehouses, mass merchandisers, wholesale clubs,
supermarkets, "big box" retailers) they typically take a singular approach to lighting
with symmetrically placed luminaries for uniform illumination.

•

Sales assistance: minimal.

,

.

•

Products easily recognizable, viewed, and evaluated.

•

Goals: come in, easily see, find and proceed to checkout.

•

Minimal quantity and types of display fixtures and furnishings; in the case of big box
stores, everything is on H-frame racks.

•

Usually employees' one type of light source for uniform luminance throughout the
store.

.

.

Its Lighting System:
•

High bay: typically T8 and T5 fluorescent systems for general illumination and high
brightness at the ceiling level. Some applications (e.g. discount warehouses and clubs)
use metal halide systems

•

Medium and low bay: typically recessed fluorescent lensed or parabolic louvered
troffers to minimize glare.
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• Daylight harvesting is possible by pairing natural light from skylights with T8 and.TS
fluorescent lamps, dimming ballasts and dimming controls,.tp maximize energy savings
and extend lamp life.
•

Notes

Middle (e.g. department stores, large bookstores, better mass merchandisers, grocery
superstores) balances general lighting systems with accent lighting for key merchandising .
areas

- • Sales assistance: Mixture of self-service and clerk assisted.
• Products easily recognizable viewed and evaluated.
• Goals: comfortable environment where people want to linger, browse, try products and
make purchase decision.
• Key display areas for certain merchandise - brightness ratios of 10:1.
• General lighting typically provides very uniform brightness ratios and light levels,
with higher luminance at key merchandising areas, ratios not more than 5:1.
Its Lighting System:
• - Typically layered with fluorescent for general illumination. Halogen or ceramic metal •
halide for display accent lighting.
• General lighting typically provided by recessed indirect or deep cel) louvered fluorescent
• luminaries.
• High End (e.g. exclusive boutiques, fashion, designer label and specialty stores) Employs
the most complex lighting, combining general, accent and decorative systems. Light
levels are regulated to create contrast and differentiation in merchandise areas.
• Sales assistance: High; some merchandise is not "self serve".
• Products are high quality and high value
•

Premium display fixtures and furnishings

’ • Goals: Encourage customer to invest a lot of time, interacting with sales personnel and
inspecting merchandise. Lighting needs to enhance the higher quality of products. (1ES
10th Edition Lighting Handbook)
•

Complex lighting design, combining general, accent and decorative systems.

• This is usually a non-uniform lighting environment focusing on accent lighting of
the merchandise; brightness ratios ranging from 10:1 to 20:1, depending on quality
of merchandise not more than 5:1. Light levels are regulated to create contrast and.
differentiation in merchandise areas.
Its Lighting System
• Halogen,IR or standard PAR and MR16 lamps are typically used both for general and
display lighting (down lights and track lights). Point sources provide sparkle.
•

Compact ceramic metal halide lamps provide good color and energy efficiency.

• Compact fluorescent lamps are used in decorative wall sconces and wall washers.

3.14} Case Study : Influence of Age on the Store Image
The aging of customers will have an affect on their perception of the store's image. With the passage
of time (biological aging), the customers considerably change their perceptions about the image of
the store. This is because the importance of the attributes (like bright lighting, large lettering) that
94
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they associate with a good store image changes with age. The perception of store is also affected
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by sociological aging, which refers to the changing social relationships at different stages in an
individual's life. The changing social status and changing roles of the consumer as an individual
have influence on the manner in which he/she perceives the store. Psychological aging also has
an impact on the image of a store. The consumer's evaluation of a store's image depends on his/

Notes

her personal experiences in early life (such as the interiors of the store that he/she visited earlier
in life or the music played there). Such impressions could remain in the person's mind and have
an influence on his perception of the store even as he grows. The perception change in does not
take place as rapidly as change in the retail environment. It changes rather slowly. As a result,
the middle-aged and old consumers are generally less positive about the new and less familiar
stores than younger customers. The older consumers rank store characteristics like service quality,
helpfulness and overall store impression of newer retail stores lower than people in the younger
age group. Younger consumers welcome stores with contemporary formats. Therefore, to attract
younger customers, -etailers should redesign their stores to project a contemporary image. But, to
retain older customers, they should try to maintain the kind of store environment that the older
generation consumers are pre-disposed to. Retailers should try to design their store environments
such that the consumer's perception of the store image is enhanced. Creating such an environment
involves considerable resources and so the retailers should consider the age-related behaviours
of consumers while designing the store layout. Striking the right balance of different age target
markets is a challenge for the retailer, wishes to compete and coexist. When trying to build an
image in target customers' minds, retailers should look into the attributes that constitute the image .
of stores. These attributes vary along the different age groups.

3.15 Introduction
Retailers can use the retail store to initiate and continue their relationship wit h customers. In
fact, no other variable in the retailing mix influences the consumer's initial perception as much
as the retailer's st^re, by itself. There are two Primary Objectives of Retail Stores, around which
all activities, functions; and goals in the store revolve. They are:
Store Image : Store image is the overall perception the consumer has of the store's
environment.
Sales Productivity: Space productivity represents how effectively the retailer utilizes its
space and is usually measured by sales per square foot of selling space or gross margin dollars
per square foot of selling space.
The success of the retailer depends on the retail store since it is the place where customers
makes purchase decision related to the products offered by the retailer. Operations set that regulate
the entire workings of a store thus have a pivotal role. From the retailers' point of view, operations
of the store are a major element of the cost. As a consequence, the store itself becomes a critical^
asset of the retail business and it is imperative that the store is maintained and managed well.to
achieve and sustain customer satisfaction and be cost effective. Managing store operations for
a retail business of any size or complexity, from the neighborhood grocer to the national retail
chain; is a challenging task. It requires integration among various functions within the store.
Good merchandise offered by rOtailers' in the store does not sell by itself. It also requires effective.
presentation. A well prepared operations manual or blue print is the starting point of efficient
store management. Retailers' need to integrate the store operations like:
1. Store facility Management and Maintenance
. . 2. Merchandise Displays
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3. Energy Management
4. Security of the Retail Premises
5. POS and Checkout system
6. People Management

Notes

7. Implementing CRM
8. Inventory Management
When all functions are performed in an integrated manner, the store operations run smo
The proper performance of these functions is ensured by Retail Store Management. In cybersp ice,
retailers must be concerned with the format of the entire website. In order to drive repeat visits
and encourage consumer purchasing on one's web site, the e-tailer should:
a. Keep content current.
b. Make the site easy and enjoyable to use.
c. Structure an online community where consumers can interact with one another or
• contribute to the site's content.

3*16 Elements of Retail Store Management
No other variable in the retailing mix influences the consumer's initial perceptions of a brj ebzs
& mortar retailer as much as the store itself. This reinforces the importance of Retail Store
Management. The. successful retailer will place a heavy emphasis on managing their physical
facilities so as to enhance the retailer's overall image and increase its productivity. The ambie nee
of the store itself plays a vital role in promoting the merchandise available in it.
The elements that should be considered are:
1. Space Management: The store management is to "manage where the action is" and inclu des
such minor details as the placement of the merchandise. Along with space managem ;nt,
fixture selection, merchandise presentation; visual merchandising is another important:
element of store layout and design.
2.

Maintenance: It involves activities involving management of the exterior and inte: ‘ior
physical facilities like escalators, lift, air cooling and ventilation system, security syst am,
fire extinguisher, lighting system power back up system etc. It also involves maintaining
other exterior and interior facilities. The exterior facilities include parking lot, entrance and
exit, retail identit y boards, signs outside the store. The interior facilities include the enet-gy
management, walls, flooring, ceiling maintenance, cleanliness and the neatness of the stSore
and visual-communication including graphics, displays, signs and POS signage etc. Stlore
maintenance affects both the sales generated in the store and the cost of running the sti> re.

3.

People Management: Store employees' productivity is directly affected the emplo fee
management process. There are number of employees like Stores Manager, Asst. St ore
Manager, Section Head, Shelf boys/girls who play an active role in administration i ind
management. Shifts and breaks should be managed to adjust in specific time-slots s< as
maintain the floor. Store is well- managed and maintained by the combined efforts of' all
the employees. The employees should follow the instruction given to them by the mana ger
or assistant manager. The section heads should maintain their own sections and shoulc t>e
assisted by their respective assistants
.
.

.

4.
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Operations Management: It includes Gash management, POS and checkout systein,
inventory management, loss prevention etc.

3.17 Visual Merchandising
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Space Management is the way the goods and.merchandise are displayed in a store by making
optimum use of store space. It plays a prominent role in the consumer buying process. Designing
the interior of a store in such a way as to influence customer behavior is referred to as visual
merchandising. It is coordinat ion and integration of all physical elements in the store so that it
projects the right image to the shoppers. Visual Merchandising includes optimum and appropriate
use of fixtures, displays, colour, lighting, music, sceht, ceilings and floor, and designing all of them
properly. The consistency between Visual Merchandising elements and Merchandise is important
to enhance retail shopability or sales. The primary objective of visual merchandising is to increase
footfalls into the stores by bringing the merchandise in the store in limelight.

Notes

Retailers' maintain visual displays and arrange the merchandise assortments within a store
to improve the layout and presentation. This engages the customers' senses to entice them into
making a purchase. The shop itself is regarded as a considerable advertising medium, and it may
well be a familiar landmark. Some large departmental stores rarely advertise, but their shops
are maintained so well through VM that they advertise themselves. Examples: Special fixtures,
displa y hanging signs, leaflets, demonstrators, window displays etc.
Effective visual merchandising along with fixtures and their placement within the store space
manages the customer flow and delivers a better engaging experience to diem. In the competitive
dynamic environment innovation and newness in VM has become a rule rather than an exception
which continues to make shopping experience exciting.
• Steps in Visual Merchandising & Displays includes:
• Planning the Visual Merchandising theme and creating displays
• Arranging props for displays
•

• Arranging display fixtures and lighting
• Setting up store before opening
• Working with floor plan and stores requirement
• Training personnel on sales floor to create display
\
• Organizing merchandising units such as racks and shelves

3.18 Elements of Visual Merchandising
Elements of Visual merchandising are:
1.

Graphics : Graphics such as photo panels, paintings, posters etc. give novelty to the retail
store and reinforce its image. These graphics are theme based which are followed throughout
the retail stores or chains and these can be specifically linked with the promotional campaigns.

2.

Signage : Signage is the face index of the store and supplement other visual cues. These
are special lettered words or messages that may guide the customers towards the store.
Customers may develop associations of trust, value, quality of goods and services, price,
warranty and guarantee, etc as they come across such visuals such as signage, window
dressing, logo, etc based on past shopping experiences. Signs and graphics used in the
store act as bridge between the merchandise and the target market. Design factors should
be maintained to create theatrical effect, add personality, beaut y and communicate store
image. Both external and internal signage communicate inside and outside the store. External
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signages are placed along with the front entrance. Internal signage also known as Point of
Safes Signage promotes the merchandise by informing its basic features and price. Nowadays
digital signage are prevalent.
3.

Sections: Large retail Stores have multiple sections like food & grocery, Fruits and vegetables,
Electronics, Home appliances etc, which should be properly maintained within a retail store.
Every section should be allotted to a section-head, who is responsible for the activities like
stocking, stock- taking and replenishment of products in the respective section. The sectionhead has to clean the shelves, dust the products therein, and arrange the products properly.
The section head is responsible.to put price tags on the shelves. The products should match
with the price tags on the shelves. The section-head should maintain the cleanliness of the
floor in their respective sections. The products in the sections should be maintained in such
a way that they should match with the sign-boards. Care should be taken to see that the
products in the shelves should match with the price tags on the shelves so that mismatch
' doesn't persist when the product is scanned.

4.

Store Fixtures: Fixtures hold and display merchandise efficiently. They work in concert with
other design elements, such as floor coverings and lighting, as well as the overall image of
the store. Fixtures may be of two types- floor fixtures and wall fixtures.

Notes

• ' Floor Fixtures - Floor, fixtures are used to Supplement the display props on floor for
the purpose of holding and display of merchandise.

33:
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Figure 3.7. Floor Fixtures

Types of Floor Fixtures
• Straight Rack - Long pipe suspended with supports to the floor or attached to a
wall.
• Gondola - Large base with a vertical spine or wall fitted with sockets.or notches
into which a variety of shelves, peg hooks, bins, baskets and other hardware can be
inserted.
•

Four-way Fixture - Two crossbars that sit perpendicular to each other on ?
pedestal.

• Round Rack - Round fixture that sits on pedestal.
•

Other common fixtures- Tables, large bins, flat-based decks.

•

Wall Fixtures - Fixtures on the wall

• To make store's wall merchandisable, wall usually covered with a skin that is fitted
with vertical columns of notches similar to those on a gondola, into which a variety o:r
hardware can be inserted

9g
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Figure 3.8. Wall Fixtures

• Can be merchandised much higher than floor fixtures (max of 42" on floor for round
racks, on wall it can be as high as 72"
5.

Merchandise Display/Presentation : Merchandise presentation/display plays a vital role
in impelling the customers to buy more.
• Different methods of merchandise display are:
• Shelving - flexible, easy to maintain. Beside this, it helps in easy bifurcation of goods
enabling quick choice
• Hanging -Must be hanged in such a manner that the merchandise are displayed
effectively and their generosity is maintained
• Pegging - small rods inserted into gondolas or wall systems - can be labor intensive to
display/maintain but gives neat/orderly appearance
• Folding - for soft lines can be folded and stacked on shelves or tables - creates high
fashion image
• Stacking - for large hard lines can be stacked on shelves, base decks of gondolas or
flats - easy to maintain and gives image of high volume and low price
• Dumping - large quantit ies of small merchandise can be dumped into baskets or
bins - highly effective for soft lines (socks, wash cloths) or hard lines (batteries, candy,
grocery products) - creates, high volume, low cost image.
• Tonnage Merchandising- The display technique in which large quantities of merchandise
are displayed together/'Stock it high and let it fly" is the retail adage that reinforces the
store's economy/price image.
• pifferent Types of Merchandise Displays are:
• Window Displays:

«

❖ Exclusive windows (closed backdrop with a theme and seasonal mot if)
❖ Open windows ( Without backdrop so that passerby can see interior of store) E.g.
Apparel & Related accessories.

Figure 3.9: Window Displays
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•

Live display:
❖ Live models used, e.g. Kids Kemp in Bangalore using Cartoon characters to attract
kids

•

Notes

Marquee Display:
❖ Example -Gillette Mach 3 stalls at Malls

• Free Standingfcland displays:
❖ Inside the store at the entrance to announce new arrivals /special offers - E„gj.
Pantaloons-Denims kept at entrance
• . Counter displays:
❖ For jewellery and watches
•

Brand Comers:
❖ For display of exclusive brands or devoted space in shelves or gondolas.

Ex. Arrow / Zodiac at Shopper's Stop
• End Cap Displays:
❖ At terminal side of gondolas - both at entry and exit. Used in book stores
• Cascade & Waterfall display:
❖ Exclusively for Blazers, Jackets, etc.

Figure 3.10. Brand Comer Displays
• Psychological factors to be considered in Merchandising Display are:
• Value/fashion image- Trendy, exclusive, pricy v/s value-oriented
• Angles and Sightlines
❖ Customers view store at 45 degree angles from the path they travel as they- move
through the store
❖ Most stores set up at right angles because it's easier and consumes less spa ze
• Vertical Colour Blocking
❖ Merchandiseshouldbedisplayedinverticalbandsofcolorwhereverpossible — wil'
be viewed as rainbow of colors if each item displayed vertically by color
100 $elf Learning Material

❖ Creates strong visual effect that shoppers are exposed to more merchandise (which
• increases sales)
•
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The various aspects in maintaining shelves allocation and presentation are as
follows:

• The products which are fast-moving should be allocated more faces on the shelf. The
products should be placed in the shelf in such a way that it dearly shows the brand
of the product

Notes

• Fast-moving products should be stocked in higher quantities. The products on the shelves
should exactly match with the sections sign-boards. The height of the shelf should not
be so high than customers' eye contact so as to provide convenience to customers while
picking a product.
• The width of the shelf should be such that it provides enough space to arrange the
products.
• The products which are fast-moving should be placed close to products which are
slow moving. This helps in impelling the customers to purchase the slow-moving
. products.
• The products which are to be promoted should be placed in the racks which are easily
visible to the customers. The products should be placed at such positions from where
they can be easily picked.
• The store may also carry joint-promotions with the other brands. These products
should be allocated in the shelves which are at the comers of the aisles in the store.
This arrangement should be in these comer-aisles where the joint promotion is being
taken because it grabs the attention of the customers and impel them to purchase the
products. The products in the shelves should not be over stocked more than the capacity
of the shelves
6.

Planograms : Planogram is a diagram that shows How and where specific merchandise
is placed in retail shelves or displays to increase customer purchases. A planogram helps
in placement and visualizat ion of merchandise along with various fixtures, shelves and
walls. These are used by chain stores to display merchandise in the most optimal manner
and top achieve standardization across many store location of the retailer. It is useful for
merchandise that does not fit nicely on the shelves in supermarkets, discount stores etc.
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Notes

3.19 Store Atmospherics
Store atmosphere is a way of promoting retailers' image to the customers. It refers to the overall
ambience of the store and anyt hing inside a retail environment that is intended to infli .en.ce
buyer behaviour. It includes: colour, smell, music, lighting, temperature etc. For example, a c offee
shop may play slower paced music to draw in their target crowd and entice people to stay and.
drink coffee.
Atmospherics or the retail environment consists of physical designs, social ambi ence
, emotional cues, olfactory and tactile characteristics that influences the consumers' subjective
interaction wit h the environmental stimuli.
•

Benefits of Managing Atmospherics

•

Retail atmospherics helps retail stores have more influence over their custome rs to
encourage spending more in the store.

•

Retail atmospherics are based upon the fundamentals of consumer psychology in t arms
of using triggers to tell people to make a purchase or to stay in the store.

• The environmental cues not only craft store image but also speak about the identity of
the store’s clientele and act as signals of quality and value to other customers.
•

Atmospherics are designed to set the store apart from its competitors in a po* itive •
way.

• It plays an important role in designing companies branding strategy.
• .Atmospherics help in attracting customers' to the store and are designed to influence
customer's mood so as to increase the odds of a purchase being made.
• The environmental stimuli can affect consumers' cognitive process altering \alije
perception and shopping behavior. Philip Kotler in one of the earliest literature on t etail
atmospherics, stated that environmental dispositions in and around a retail store can
evoke perceptions about store image and patronage intention.
• Store atmosphere influences emotional states such as pleasure, arousal, domin; nee,
submissiveness and consequently blocks or elevate the consumers'mood and shop ^ing
motive.
\
•

Retail atmospherics such as lighting/layout, displays, fixtures, colors, textures, sounds,
and fragrance affect consumer product perception.
I

3.20 Elements of Store Atmospherics
Elements of Store atmospherics are :
1. 'Music in Retail Store: Music variations such as fast, slow, classical, instrumental, am 1 tiit
numbers influence consumers' mood, time spent and emotion. Changing music in different
parts of the store influences and alters consumers' mood or appeal. Customer value increases
when customers’ shopping time increases due to music familiarity or specifying special
occasion and festivity. Music may increase or decrease stimulus seeking behavior among
customers, affect ing their actual shopping time, product selection, and shopping volume.
Shopper's time varies due to loudness and softness of music. Relative to "no music
or
"unfamiliar music," playing "familiar music" increases consumers' attention to prod mets
and services. The type of music played on a store speaker system is often a good clue« s to
the target customer for the business.
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Example: Spas and massage parlors more often use new age or relaxation music to set a
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mood. Fashion retailers' would more likely use techno or fusion songs. Classic rock may

• Business Management

be the musical choice for an apparel retailer targeting middle-aged and older buyers.
2.

Lighting in Retail Store’: Lighting is an important determinant of retail environment. It
changes consumers' mood, creates excitement and gives thematic apperception to the

'

Notes

store image. Lighting affects customer's attraction and choice of retail store and visibility '
in evaluating products' features, price, ingredients, labels, etc. Lighting is one of the more
commonly manipulated atmospherics. The variations in lighting conditions in terms of ■
brightness and colour of lighting may be based on 'IT.^rent retail setups. Many retailers
simply maintain brightly lit stores because research suggests that it makes customers happier
and more upbeat, which induces higher volumes of buying. Other retailers choose lighting to
fit the store brand. Example: A trendy, youthful fashion retailer may use moderate lighting,
strobe lights or lighting effects to create energy or to attract young shoppers. Some'retailers
use dark or dim lighting because it goes with the store. The lighting conditions influence
consumers' time perception, visibility, and most importantly, the store image through
associations created in the consumer memory in the post-ptu ’:
draw consumers1 attention to strategic pockets in the store'

stage. It can be used to
' . nay help in down-playing '

less attractive areas.
3. • Colour Preferences: Colours have psychological'influence on buyers.
Consumers have learned to associate meaning with different colours or colour combination
that are imbibed into the culture. Understanding colour preferences of customers can help
in communicating and building store image. In some cases, retailers use consistent colour
schemes simply to convey brand image and to remain consistent.
Target's red theme is a classic example. Red colouring used in a lingerie or intimate apparel
department can play up the fiery and intense feelings red invokes. In a bed department of a
furniture store, blue or pink colouring can help customers imagine sleeping or connect the
retailer's beds with sleep. Brands opt for different colours in order to communicate their
uniqueness, functionality, value, and category membership. Consumers often associate
brand and store image with their colour. Example: McDonald use red and yellow colour
to communicate leadership and happiness. Colours have differences in their significance,
with changes in cultural context. For example, the colour black has different significance in
western and eastern cultures. Universally the colour pink is used to communicate feminist,
green is used for freshness, natural, and vegetarian, and so on. Moreover, the colour
preferences of consumers change with change in fashion, fad, and trend. Understanding
colour prejudices and their meaning beyond the textual context on a local scale can help
retailers' in enhancing store's image. Researches have proved that:
•

Warm colours increase blood pressure, respiratory rate and other physiological responses
- attract customers and gain attention but can also be distracting

•

Cool colours are relaxing, peaceful, calm and pleasant - effective for retailers selling
anxiety-causing products

4.

>

Tactile Factors: Tactile factors such as temperature maintained in a retail store help in creating
a holistic atmosphere in shop. These cues create aesthetically sensitive dispositions, signal
store's merchandize quality, clientele, comfort, and overall store image through associations
in the consumer memory. Consumers in India often choose stores that facilitate comfort
and environmental control.
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Example: During summers consumers often prefer to seek solace and comfort in stores witl l
air-conditioned facilities. These factors increase customers' exploratory tendencies am l
.sensation seeking behaviour.
* 5. Olfactory Factors: Olfactory factors such as scent, freshness, etc have significant impact or i
store image. Smells are often among the less obvious but more impacting atmospherics. Smell
can be administered through time release atomizers or via fragrance-soaked pellets placet 1
on light fixtures! Example: Fashion retailers often use scented candles to create a pleasant
aroma in their stores. Spas and beauty salons often use scents to create a tropical aura, li l
some situations, retailers Simply use pleasant aromas to attract and retain customer interestStarbucks had built a powerful brand by focusing on a specific branded sensory experience.
The Starbucks retail coffee shop has smells, colours, sounds, and textures that are instantly
memorable and enable consumers to "live" the brand after they've left the store. Fo *
.Starbucks brand loyalists, the local Dunkin' Donuts just won't do, they are influenced b;r
total experience.
Activity A:
Visit two retail stores and identify the various aspects like interiors! exteriors, visual merchandising
and store atmospherics. Compare the two stores in terms of all these aspects and explain hov '
they help in building the overall store image.

3.21 Case Study - Big Bazaar
Big Bazaar is a chain of shopping malls in India owned by the Pantaloon Group. The idea was
pioneered by entrepreneur Kishore Biyani, the head of Pantaloon Retail India Ltd. The idea fronri
the very beginning was to make Big Bazaar very comfortable for the Indian customer. Big bazaar
is not-just another hypermarket. It caters to every need of your family. Where Big Bazaar scored
over other stores is its value for money proposition for the Indian customers. At Big Bazaar, yoi.
will definitely get the best products at the best prices - that's what they guarantee.

I

1. Interiors: The interior design of Big bazaar is very vibrant. They use color combination or
vibrant colors like blue and orange that leave an impression on Indian minds. The interior
of big bazaar is truly designed as Indian hypermarket that promises one stop shopping. I|t
is designed as agglomeration of bazaars with different sections selling different categories.
The "U" shaped section and islands have proved to be more appropriate for Indian context
than long aisles.
|
"The interior of a Big Bazaars comprises of the living space of the store which includes
ceiling, walls, flooring and lighting, fixture and fittings" The elements of the interior design ar ?
selected economically. The general design of the interior is in uniform with the exterior;
Interior attributes:
•

Envelope: The internal structure and decoration of the building that provides the physical
boundaries within which shopping takes place.

• Internal layout: The internal paths customer use is in order to view merchandise.
• Methods of display: including the fitting and fixtures; their positioning; and the colo r
and texture are within the product themselves.
• Big Bazaar outlets always look very crowded. It is concisely designed to look just lik »
that. When the shop looks neat and empty, the masses never walk into it. There has to
be what is called the 'button brush effect', and an organized chaos. Indians like bumping
into people, chatting, gossiping and eating while shopping.
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2. Visual merchandising: Display of the items on sale together with models, pictures and other
items that illustrate product use or create lifestyle impressions relating to their use. Visual
merchandising at Big Bazaar uses "Store display for promotional purpose, but as customers
are becoming more sophisticated. Big Bazaar has found various techniques for effective
display for providing information and communicating image of the store to the customers,
helping them in taking purchase decision and creating excit ing shopping environment"
Big Bazaar not only uses visual merchandising for promoting their product,- but they use it
as a significant tool for creating appropriate store environment and influencing purchase
decision of customers.

Store hayou t and Retail
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They uge danglers and hoardings at the entrance of the store as this may be a deciding
element in a consumer's decision to enter a store. It uses various visual merchandising
like it uses remarkable window display for creating a shopping environment as it creates
initiative impression in the mind of customers as window display also sometimes become
a deciding factor whether to enter the store or not. .
3.

Exteriors : The exterior of Big Bazaar includes, the exterior of the stores like the e fascia,
entrance of the store, architectural design of the building and window. The exterior design of
Big bazaar is easily visible from the distance and it can be distinguished from its competitors.
The exterior is attractive enough to encourage customers to enter in to the store. Big bazaar
uses harmony between the elements of the exterior of the store in order to deliver desired
store image. Window display is used as an effective medium to introduce new offerings of
the company, so special attention is given in designing windows of the store. The entrance
of the store is designed to welcome shoppers and to provide easy accessibility.
The exterior Store environment: Big bazaar outlets are located at shopping center, high
street or local parade.
The exterior Store Front: Big bazaar uses a color combination of Orange and Blue. Exterior
store maintenance includes such as:
• Car parking
• Horticulture, sculpture and lighting
• Other external buildings
• Outdoor seating, trolley parking and other miscellaneous

4. ' Store Layout: Big Bazaar layout consists of layout of long rows of parallel fixtures, with
no aisles because aisles can be boring they restrict space and can't be dramatized. At Big
Bazaar, they create multiple cluster or mini-bazaars within every store. It was designed as
an agglomeration of bazaars with different sections selling different categories'.
• It uses space efficiently.
• It provides easy sitting of merchandise and linking of the product throughout the
store.
• 1 It allows more customers in the store at any time.
• Allows staff of the store to work easily alongside the customers wit hout disturbing
them.
•

Provide self-service atmosphere

5. In- Store Services: Big Bazaar provides a wide range of services to its customers like Trial
rooms, elevators, car parking, security, baggage counter, trolleys so that one could shop
easily . They even provide them with after sale services in case of buying electronic items.
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One of the major services provided by them is one stop shop as one could get a whole: ange
of items under one shop and at the most reasonable price. They always have their o itlets
in such a location where it is easy to commute.
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3.22 Store Maintenance
Store maintenance includes all the activit ies performed to maintain the store as per the cr -teria,
rules set by top management. This includes the proper cleaning of the store and arrangir g the
merchandise before the customers' come to shop. Store maintenance involves all activities inv >lveci
in managing interior and exterior store facilities.
1. Exterior Store facilities: The exterior store facilities include the facilities outside the store
like Storefront, Marquee, Store entrances. Display windows, Exterior building height.
Surrounding stores and area. Parking facilities
2.

Interior Store facilities: The interior store facilities include the facilities within the store
like flooring, colours, lighting, scents, sounds, store fixtures, wall textures, temperatru.re.
Aisle space. Dressing facilities. In-store transportation (elevator, escalator, stairs), [Deacl
areas. Personnel, Merchandise, Price levels. Displays, Technology, Store cleanliness, vvalls,
ceilings, energy use, fixtures, windows, shelves, space management, displays, signage s and
sidewalks. Store maintenance deals with various aspects like the cleanliness of the store
premises, maintenance of the store facade and the display windows etc..

3.23 Importance of Store Maintenance
The success of a retail store depends on how efficiently the retail store is maintained. Store
maintenance plays an important role in the maintaining the store image, profitability anc long
run sustainability. Store maintenance is a major responsibility of store manager. It helps ir :
1.

Increasing store traffic

2.

Enhances overall image of the retail store

3.

Attracting new customers

4.

Creates a distinct USP

^

5. Gaining competitive advantage
6.

Facilitating effortless movement in the store

7. • Optimum utilization of store space
• 8. Saving customers' energy by reducing search time
9.
10.

Effective display of merchandise
Increasing sales and revenues

11. Spreading positive Word-of-Mouth about the retail store
12.

Enhancing the overall service quality.

13.

Providing convenient access to merchandise in the store

14. Generating good customer experience 15.

Reinforcing the market communication of the retail store

3.24 . Store Maintenance in Retailing
Store maintenance includes:

■

.

• Facility Management and Maintenance: Facilities management includes maintenance
and cleanliness of the premises that is crucial to maintain and improve the store
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ambience and atmospherics. The housekeeping is another word that denotes facility
management. It is usually carried out at odd hours during early morning hours or
even during night hours in case of restaurants. Store maintenance usually-entails the
following act ivities:
❖ Regular washing and polishing the floors
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❖ Cleaning of furnishings and carpets
❖ Washing and cleaning window glasses, doors, walls etc.
❖ Dusting and cleaning of fixtures and furniture
❖ Cleaning up of facilities like washrooms, trial rooms etc.
❖ Emptying trash cans
Store Facade Management
The stores facade management includes maintenance activities like:
❖ Cleaning the store premises
❖ Maintaining adequate light in the shopping area
❖ Providing appropriate signage on the walls
❖ Colouring the walls of the store
❖ Maintenance of shelves and trolleys
❖ Playing music in the store that is liked by the customer
❖ . Providing a good, store between the operating hours of the store as per
requirement.
•

Lighting Maintenance: White tube-lights and energy efficient lights should be used
for providing light in the store and the transparent glass-doors are also, a good source
of light during the day-time. It should be ensured that sign-boards have been placed
and sufficient light is there in the store to help customer in finding the product they
are searching for. This helps in guiding the customers properly which in turn increases
customer satisfaction.

•

Energy Management: Cost saving is the primary driver behind the energy management
initiative Energy management is important for a retailer as it also builds an image of
a socially responsible firm. The retailers can take following measures towards better
energy management:
❖ Maximum use of natural light
❖ Switching off air conditioning systems during sluggish hours.
❖ Use of energy efficient CFL Bulbs and IS1 or BEE marked electrical equipments
❖ Repairing faulty wiring which may result in more power consumption or cause
fire.

Nowadays robust asset management system and other software are available that records
the data from appliances like freezers, and A/C units and perform accordingly. So managers
can keep equipment running at peak performance, which reduces costs in the long run.
• Maintaining Store Security Systems and other Equipments" In order to ensure proper
functioning of security and safety equipments, mock practices should be conducted.
Boards indicat ing Emergency Exit should be properly maintained and way to it should
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also be highlighted. Dos and Donts (Like use stairs instead of lifts for emergency exi:
etc.) during any mishap should be placed at conspicuous points.
•

Notes

Updating Licenses and Insurance: Store maintenance and Facilities Management
are related to various aspects like license, insurance, etc. These aspects are must foi
■ an appropriate administration and maintenance of the stores not only for regulai
efficiency but also required for the fulfillment of various legal, political and safet 5
measures.
Table 3.1. Licenses Required in a Store for Facilities Management .

License
Registration

Subject

Issuing Authority

Retail Format

Under Shops &
Establishments Act

MC Ward Office

Supermarket/
Department Store

Trade License

Edible Oil, Ready
made ice creams,
sweets & chocolates

MC Ward Office

Supermarket

Dairy License

License for cow,
buffalo milk

Public Health Deptt of.

Supermarket

License for
frozen items

License for items like
fish, mutton,etc

Market & Slaughter

License for
rationing

For retail sales of
pulses, food- grains,

Certificate

MC(Municipality)
Supermarket

Deptt of BMC '
Deptt of Civil Supplies

Supermarket

sugar,etc
License for
Weights &
Measures

License for weighing
machines

Inspector-Weights &
Measures

Supermarket/
Department Store

Central Sales Tax
Registration

Registration under
Central Sales Tax'

Sales Tax Office

Supermarket/
Department Store

VAT / Sales Tax
Registration

Registration under
for example Sec

Sales Tax Office

Supermarket/
Department Store

22/22A of Mumbai
sales Tax Act

Store Insurance
It includes:
• Insurance against theft, fire, floods, riots, earthquake, etc.
• Policy to be carefully formalized to cover all potential risks
•

Insurance - for 3 things
❖ Building & Infrastructure
❖ Inventory
❖ Cash (In store & bank)

• Check-out Counter.Maintenance: The counters should be maintained in such a way
that the waiting-time for billing is reduced from time to time. Some products should be
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placed in smaller shelves near the check-out counters; usually chocolates, magazines or
seasonal items (based on the seasons) etc. When the customer waits at the counters they
tend to buy some products that they had forgotten to buy. This increases the sales of
the store. Example: Soft drinks/ Beverages placed in small refrigerators during summer
seasons impel customers' to buy and consume them while waiting in queue.
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• Arrangements for Retail Crowding and Emergency: Retail crowding consists of human
and spatial crowding on the basis of the number of people in a store at a certain point
of time. Because of this, customers may perceive feelings of discomfort and suffocation
depending on their personal tolerance level and the amount of inventory that makes it
difficult to move around or locate things within the store. Proactive measures should
be taken to manage overcrowding in the store on special occasions like festivals, special
days etc. like restricting the inflow in store at certain limit.
Crowding in retail store may lead to lack of interest, decrease in exploratory tendencies, lack
of interaction with sales personnel, delay in shopping time, unnecessary distractions and
ultimately decrease in customer value. So the store manager must manage and maintain
the store to reduce discomfort for shoppers' and by ensuring proper ventilation and air
circulation to make shopping a pleasant experience. The retailer must strictly abide by basic
health and safety norms to avoid any mishap.
Activity A:
Visit retail stores in your locality and identify two retail outlets, one store which is well managed
. and maintained and the other poorly maintained store. Try to identify merits and demerits in'
each and compare how store maintenance help in building an overall image of the store.

3.25 Operations Management
The successful implementation of store operations is crucial to achieve the long term objectives.
Store operations include managing back-end as well as front end operations of routine nature.
Some of which are as follows :
1.

Cash Management: Cash Management at Point of Sales - Every counter needs some
mechanism or machine to process sale, it is cash register or its technological solution in form
of electronic cash management system or an elaborate computerized point of sale (POS)
system. Cash register tells retailer about the total sales, itemized sales performance, profit
analysis on daily basis, inventory monitoring and tallying thesale figures with the cash.
Hardware of POS system consists of - POS computer system, Cash Drawer, Scanner,
‘ Signature capture device. Receipt printer, credit/debit card transaction machines.
Traditional Methods-of Cash Management
• Minimum Cash at cash counters
• Cash balance to be updated manually
• Keeping eye on cashier from distance
•

Change( Chiller) Management

New Methods of Cash Management
•

Cash Register Express

Cash Register Express (or CRE) is a cost-effective computerized cash register that keeps
inventory costs down, reduces theft and makes more money. CRE is Windows-based POS
system exclusively for retail and video stores.
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Its Features are:
■> Easy to use
❖ Fast lookups by barcode or name
•> Built-in help system Bar-code ready

Notes

<• Credit card processing with IC Verify
❖ Built-in backup
❖ Salesperson tracking Time clock
❖ Handles multiple clerks
•> Handles multiple cash drawers
<* Password protection
Broad compatibility
Microsoft Access compatible
Quick books compatible
•

Radio Frequency Identification Designs (RFID)

It is a technology similar in theory to bar code identification. The important features c £
RFID are:
❖ With RFID, the electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling in the RF portion of th 2
electromagnetic spectrum is used to transmit signals.
❖ An RFID system consists of an antenna and a transceiver, which read the radio
frequency and transfer the information to a processing device, and a transponder,,
or tag, which is an integrated circuit containing the RF circuitry and information,
to be transmitted, payments, transportation and logistics, animal identificat ior r *
museums, libraries etc.
Its Features:
a) Helps manage customer accounts
b) Management flexibility
c) Sophisticated reporting
2. Inventory Management: An inventory-control system is the mechanism within a companythat is used for efficient management of the movement and storage of goods and the relatet l
flow of information. Product resellers have access to technology-driven software program >
that help optimize store space, and implementing just-in-HmeOIT) technique which is critical
in achieving business success.
Inventory Management helps to:
• Avoid Stock-Outs: It makes sure that the customers have access to products when the; need or want them is a key service issue in inventory control. For this system should
include a well-outlined replenishment system, where critical inventory levels at a stor4
result in swift shipments from the distribution center or directly from a vendor. Whei t
the efforts are put into promoting products to attract customer interest, the retaile *
should have inventory on hand when they come to buy.
• Avoid Excess Inventory: Optimized inventory control actually balances a fine line
between too much and too little. In fact, a main reason companies have gone to;usf-injtime systems and advanced software solutions is to avoid having excess inventory while
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trying to meet demand. Carrying too much inventory in distribution centers or retail
stores is costly. It takes up space, employee time, utility costs and limits floor space for
selling. Plus, perishable items or products with expiration dates must be thrown out
if you can't sell them.
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❖ Move Goods Efficiently: Efficiency in inventory means the abilit y to quickly receive
and store products as they come in and retrieve and ship when they go out.

Notes

❖ Cost Efficiency: Every extra time spent in the logistics processes adds to the cost of
inventory. Inventory management reduces the inventory carrying cost, stock out
cost, ordering cost and helps in efficient distribution of merchandise that in turn
delivers customer satisfaction. Retailers expect suppliers to meet prescribed delivery
timetables, and customers expect customized orders and products to arrive on time.
This is possible only through effective inventory ipanagement.
❖ Maximise Profit Margins: Well-managed inventory control is often a key in meeting
profit margin objectives. Gross profit margin is the difference between revenue
earned from sales and the costs of goods sold. Taking away fixed costs including
buildings, utilities and labor and retailer gets to operating margin. Inventory control
while meeting the other retail objectives is also critical in earning profit and growing
retail business.
A well thought merchandise and inventory plan helps the retailer to reap benefits of price,
availability and profitability that ensures success in long run. Inventory management
basically addresses two questions:
❖ Economic Order Quantity
❖ Reorder Point
•

Economic Order Quantity - Economic Order Quantity is the order quantity that minimizes
total inventory holding costs and ordering costs. It is one of the oldest classical production
scheduling models. It determines the optimal number of units to order that helps in
minimizing the total cost associated with the purchase, delivery and storage of the
product.

• Reorder Point - EOQ deals with how much quantity to order whereas Reorder Point
is a technique to determine when to order. It depends on the lead time, average usage
and the EOQ.

Methods of inventory control in retailing
The retailer always like to dispose of unwanted items and have a realistic idea about the stock
position on continuous basis. The methods being followed are:
•

Visual Control - Examining the inventory visually to ensure that the desired items are
available.

•

Tickler Control - Physically counting the snmall portion of inventory everyday for
different product category each day.

•

Confm/- Retaining al portion of price ticket of of the each unit sold.

• ABC Analysis - Identifying the performance of individual SKUs in assortment plan on.
different parameters like - sales, profitability, traffic building etc.Ranking is done as
follows:
❖ category - Should never be oput of stock
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❖ B category - Can be allowed to be out of stock occasionally
C category - May be deleted from the stock selection
■fr . Shrinkage Prevention
When the merchandise leaves retailer’s store or warehouse without any payment and wi Hoiat
any prior approval of the requisite authorities, it is termed as merchandise shrinkage It is
also difference between recorded inventory and the actual inventory. .

Notes

Shrinkages are of two types: .
1. Internal Shrinkage: Theft by the employees of the retailer
2.

Shrinkage: It is due to fraud and theft by the customers and fraud by the ver dors
of the retail oraganisation. External shrinkage is also linked with supply chain i.e. loss
during transportation, wrong delivery of merchandise at the supplier's end, supplier ret xms,.
customer returns etc.

The various measures to be adopted to avoid shrinkage are:

\
• When planning stores, the prevention of shrinkage due to theft, damage, and loss rnust
be considered as it helps in reducing the merchandise cost to the retailer.
• Some layouts will minimize vulnerability to shoplifters by increasing the visibili y o£
the merchandise.
•

Installation of Electronic Article surveillance (EAS) Systems.

•

Using safe keepers, locked boxes and product alarms, electromagmetic displacer lent.
pegs
.
.

• Personal Monitoring by Security Personnel
•

Working closely with vendors (with help of RFIDs)

•

Use of source tagging -Small anti-theft labels are hidden inside a product or packa jing
by manufacturer

Categories of theft in retail store- worldwide:
• Health & Beauty products
• Jewellery & Compact discs
Categories of theft in retail store - India:
•

Chocolates

•

Cigarettes

• Blades
Proportion of shrinkage:
•

International - 0.6 to 1.5%

• India-0.7%

3.26 Stores Operating Parameters
To Evaluate Day to day opera! ions of Stores, Dip stick parameters are used to measure r< tail
performance. These parameten > enable retailers to find out health of specific area of operat on.
The Important Parameters usee 1 in this relation are:
\
• Customer Transactio ns
1. Customer Convers ion Ratio
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Customer Conversion Ratio
*100

Customer Traffic
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This reflects retailer's ability to turn potential customers into buyers.
2. Returns to Net Sales
Total Return & Allowances
Net Sales

Notes
xlOO

This reflects customer's satisfaction by showing value of returned goods and allowances
as a percentage of net sales
•

Stocks
1. Avg. Selling Price
Total value of goods sold + Total Qty. Sold
2. Avg. Stock Price
Total value of goods in stock + Total Qty. in Stock
3. Stock Turnover Inventory Turnover Ratio
Net Sales + Avg. Retail value of inventory
4. Percentage Inventory Carrying Cost
(Inventory Carrying Cost +■ Net Sales) x 100

•

Space
1. Occupancy Cost per Sq. Ft. Selling Space
Occupancy Cost * Sq. ft. of Selling Space
2. Sales per Sq. Ft.
Net Sales + Sq. ft. of Selling Space
3. Stock per Sq. Ft.
Net Stock + Sq. ft. of Selling Space
4. Percentage of selling space
(Selling space in sq. ft. + Total space in sq. ft.) x 100

•

Employees
1. Net Sales per full time employee
Net Sales + Total no. of FT employees
2. Space Covered/ Customers Served per Feet Employee
(Total Retailing Space /No. of customers served) + Total no. of FT employees
3. Labor Productivity
Total Labor Costs
Net Sales

X 100 .

3.27 Financial Objectives and Goals of Retail Marketing
The financial objectives and goals of retail marketing are discussed below:
Understand Your Customer
It is imperative that you understand your target customer. If you primarily sell children's clothing,
you should be targeting females in their 20s and 30s (moms). Your business should take the time
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to know these women: what reaches them, what makes them tick, what they truly need out o
your product. Your understanding of your target customer will allow you to communicate bette
with them, identify their market potential, customize product offers to them according to various
market segments and consider their needs during product changes and updates.

Make Connections
' A primary goal of retail marketing is understanding the connections between the customer'!
lifestyle and spending characteristics and why they choose one product over another. Using thi:.
knowledge, businesses can develop their products with a competitive advantage. This require i
research and time as you delve into questions of brand loyalty, quality of product and pricing.

Improve Direct Marketing
Businesses must test to ensure that they are sending the appropriate message to the appropriate
households. They also must send this message at the appropriate time using the appropriate
media. Your communications must be spot on, selling the benefits of your product or service iri
such a way that a prospect becomes a paying customer.

Increase Customer Loyalty
To increase customer loyalty, businesses must develop relationships with customers, continuall; r
selling the value of the product in their situation. Never over or under sell; instead, operate wit£\
integrity. Matching competitors' prices, developing special rewards for loyal customers (frequer t
purchase card with discounts, priority service or personalized offers) and referral programs can
all be effective avenues to increasing customer loyalty.

Make the Product Known
If you know your target customers, understand their needs and have developed the perfect produce,
you have to get the word out. Using your knowledge of your customers, you must communicate
using the right channel. Using the above example of children's clothing, you should advertise
your business in parenting and family magazines, on channels featuring children's programmin 5
and in or near toy and book stores.

Profit Maximization
Profit maximization is the short run or long run process by which a firm determines the pric e
and output level that returns the greatest profit. There are several approaches to this problem..
The total revenue-total cost perspective relies on the fact that profit equals revenue minus co: it
and focuses on maximizing this difference, and the marginal revenue-marginal cost perspective
is based on the fact that total profit reaches its maximum point where marginal revenue equa s
marginal cost.

Return on Investment
Return on investment (ROI) is one way of considering profits in relation to capital invested. Retui ri
on assets (ROA), return on net assets (RONA), return on capital (ROC) and return on investe d
capital (ROIC) are similar measures with variations on how 'investment' is defined.
Marketing not only influences net profits but also can affect investment levels too. Ne at
.plants and equipment, inventories, and accounts receivable are three of the main categories of
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investments that can be affected by marketing decisions. Thus, the retailer aims to achieve a high
return on investment.
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3.28 Strategic Profit Model
The Strategic Profit Model is a crucial part of understanding how different retail strategies can be
used to pursue similar financial goals. There are different financial tools retailers use to measure
and evaluate their performances. Thus, stores operate with different margins depending on their
strategies.

Notes

A standard measure of financial success is Return on Equity (ROE). It is a simple calculating
method using the simple formula of net income divided by owner's equity. Achieving a high
Return on Assets (net profit + total assets) is one of the important financial goals. It is divided
into two different paths which are the profit and the turnover. Here, asset turnover is used to
measure the productivity of a firm's investment in assets.

Return on

Income stream

Investment stream

Figure 3.12. Income and Investment Stream of Strategic Profit Model
Above is the income and investment stream of the strategic profit model. It shows that it
could be determined whether the ROE can be improved or not through the income stream or the
investment stream. It is basically showing how ROE is doing compared to ROA and suggests two
different ways to improve performances.
Overall, retailers aim for high turnover to successfully run their business and one way to
do it is to decrease the average inventory. This could be done promotions to speed up the turns,
by lowering gross margin and by electronic replenishment. .

3.29 Analysis of Financial Strength
Financial ratio formulas can be used to determine a companies.stability, long term growth, and
investment potential. Using these basic ratio formulas can give you an objective insight into
financial strength.
■»

Instructions
1. Understand a companies leverage or borrowing power ratio. Leveraging is a companies
amount of debt in relation to its assets and equity. Ratio formulas measuring financial
leveraging include debt to equity and asset turnover.
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2.

Determine a companies financial liquidity ratio. Financial liquidity is figured by using
formulas dividing total assets by total liabilities.

3.

Estimate a companies operating ratio or use of capital. To find the ratio of working cajpital
divide the companies total day to day earnings by costs.
I

4.

Measure a companies profitability ratio. Profitability is measured with a number of form, tala
ratios but the simplest is gross profit margin in which gross profit are divided by Itotal
revenue. This should show some variation but remain mostly stable as'an indicator of good
financial practices.

5.

Evaluate a companies financial solvency. Solvency is stability over time or the likely-hood
of a company falling into bankruptcy. Ratio formulas used to measure this include de fc>t to
equity, debt to assets, fixed costs, or interest ratios.

3.30 Setting and Measuring Performance
Performance management is a challenging issue due to three core reasons: (a) goals and objec tives
against which we measure companies' performance are exponentially increasing, (b) external
unstructured data and events have to be encompassed and, finally, (c) acting in a timely and
effective manner on the resulted imperatives is required.
The recent years, several researchers have presented their suggestions about BI evolution
in order to serve performance measurement and management. We present them in order to lv» ow
their common characteristics and find the set of operations that best fit in the retail industry-.
In, performance management is concerned in terms of process execution monitoring and
analysis. Authors consider that simple reports off the process execution database and OLAP-jstyle
analysis are not adequate. Business Process Intelligence is proposed as a way to explain process.
behavior and to predict problems in process executions by applying "process mining" algorit t\ms.
An overview of issues'and approaches on workflow mining can be found.

3.31 Types of Retail Locations
Commercial retail locations are available in many different forms. Stop and think about tire
businesses in your town. Like most communities, there are probably older shopping areas, ne-vv
bustling retail locations and some tucked away shops.
Retailers have many store location factors to consider when choosing a place for tlxeir
business. Here are a few of the more common types of retail locations.

Mall SpaceFrom kiosks to large anchor stores, a mall has many retailers competing with each other under
one roof. There are generally 3 to 5 anchor stores, or large chain stores, and then dozens of sn aller
retail shops. Typically the rent in a mall location is much higher than other retail locations. TTii-S
is due to the high amount of customer traffic a mall generates. Before selecting this type of store
location, be sure the shopper demographic matches the description of your customers. IVlall
retailers will have to make some sacrifices in independence and adhere to a set of rules sup r>lied
by mall management.

Shopping Center
Strip malls and other attached, adjoining retail locations will also have guidelines or rules for How
they prefer their tenants to do business. These rules are probably more lenient than a mal , t>\at
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make sure you can live with them before signing a lease. Your community probably has many
, shopping centers in various sizes. Some shopping centers may have as few as 3 units or as many
as 20 stores. The types of retailers, and the goods or services they offer, in the strip mSH will
also vary. One area to investigate before choosing this type of store location is parking. Smaller
shopping centers and strip malls may have a limited parking area for your customers.
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Downtown Area
Like the mall, this type of store location may be another premium choice. However, there may
be more freedom and fewer rules for the business owner. Many communities are hard at work to
revitalize their downtown areas and retailers can greatly benefit from this effort. However, the lack
of parking is generally a big issue for downtown retailers. You'll find many older, well-established
specialty stores in a downtown area. This type of store seems to thrive in the downtown setting.

Free Standing Locations
This type of retail location is basically any stand-alone building. It can be tucked away in a
neighborhood location or right off a busy highway. Depending on the landlord, there are generally
no restrictions on how a retailer should operate his business. It will probably have ample parking
and the cost per square foot will be reasonable. The price for all that freedom may be traffic.
Unlike the attached retail locations where customers may wander in because they were shopping
nearby, the retailer of a free standing location has to work at marketing to get the customer inside.
Office Building
The business park or office building may be another option for a retailer, especially_when they
cater to other businesses. Tenants share maintenance costs and the image of the building is usually
upscale and professional.

Home-based
More and more retail businesses are getting a start at home. Some may eventually move to a
commercial store location, while many remain in the business owner's spare room. This type of
location is an inexpensive.option, but growth may be limited. It is harder.to separate business ’
and personal life in this setup and the retailer may run into problems if there isn't a different
address and/or phone number for the business.

3.32

Location and Retail Trends

Nationwide, the.retail sector enjoyed robust growth during the first half of the decade, due in
great part to the continued expansion of big boxes, The excitement, however, is dying down, as
several category-killer retailers experience slowing sales. The once-zealous players are becoming
more cautious, and once again the rules of the game are changing for developers and commercial
brokers.
New Development Drivers
Traditionally, retail centers have been defined as either regional, community, or neighborhood,
with standard tenants for each of these categories. Recently, though, the lines have blurred, as
discount department stores anchor regionaf malls and traditional mall tenants move in-line at
• strip centers or into freestanding locations.
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The three familiar categories have now polarized into either regional or neighbor! ood
locations. Lackluster performance has caused the retreat or merger of a number of retail chains.,
both large and small. The theatre and entertainment group, once shunned by many develo pers .
and anchor retailers, is fast becoming the darling of the industry'. And in the wake of contin xing
retail bankruptcies and mergers, capital markets are taking a closer look at new developmer t. In
fact, many financial institutions have reallocated funds for property types, dropping retail from
the most-favored status.
With fewer dollars focused on this overbuilt market-and cautious tenants becoming r tore
selective in choosing new locations-developers and retailers must be more creative. As a re sxxlt,
new deals will rely less on the credit of the tenant and more on the developer's use and positio ting
of a site as it relates to the market.

Location, Location, Location?
What does all of this mean if you have a site looking for a use or a use looking for a site? Throv • oxxt
those preconceived ideas about location, as the old adage is in a state of evolution. Market, ma rlcet,
market is a more-appropriate concept for the future as retailers and developers alike ask no t " Is
this a good location," but rather "Is this the best location in the market; given the competition?"
Historically, the criteria for many retailers has included a location on Main and Main, tvith
a minimum population within a specific radius, generally concentric rings of 1,3,5, or 10 miles.
But providing demographics based on concentric rings and identifying the competition are no
longer enough to sell a buyer on a location. Road systems, buyer preferences, and new venues of
competition must now be considered, making use of the new technologically advanced systems
that overlay mapping, demographics, and other data.
I
Consistency in consumer behavior also plays a part in the decision-making process, as clCtstexanalysis, which identifies similar behavior patterns within similar demographic tracts, becomes
prevalent. Psychographics-adding psychology, behavior, and lifestyles to demographic d%ta-is
also being utilized. For example, the shopping patterns in the Midwest are not the same as tj-iose
in the New York City metropolitan area when parking, road access, and visibility are considered. .
Providing information on the existing, proposed, and potential competition surroun i ing
each site is critical when reviewing any location. Geodemographic systems have quickly bee ome
the choice among savvy market researchers, as the use of one or more of these systems has proved
successful in selecting new store locations. Doing research and providing this informatioi l are
now key to satisfying retailers and capital markets.
Retailers, developers, and brokers must push the envelope and look beyond the obvious to
find creative options. For example, Tandy's Incredible Universe, the cutting edge of electronics
retailing, includes in-store McDonald's in its 185,000 square foot stores. Brand recognitior Lias
made Starbucks a household word, with locations in malls, airports, stadiums, and most rece fitly,
flying the friendly skies with United Airlines.

Current Trends
With many retailers opting for locations in more densely populated areas, sites currently occupied
for other uses are finding new life as adaptive reuse becomes the standard in urban economic
development. Many of the nation's retailers are discovering the substantial dollar volumes tlxat
are largely untapped in-the major urban markets. Obsolescent industrial buildings in A loca ions
are making way for new supermarkets, Wal-Marts, and Home Depots across the countr
In
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fact, Wal-Mart is considering obsolescence in its new prototype by designing stores that can be
converted into multifamily housing in the future. Communities with enterprise zones and other
economic incentives are getting a second chance as retailers rediscover downtown in more-affluent
markets. A shining example is the Circle Centre redevelopment in Indiana polis.
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B locations, or those neighborhood centers once anchored by supermarkets, are getting
a breath of new life from Rite Aid, Walgreens, and CVS as consumers yearn for service and
convenience.

Notes

In addition, the surviving supermarkets and large discount department stores are anchoring
regional malls. K mart how focuses on its superstore concept in metropolitan locations, with WalMart continuing to identify gaps in suburban markets. There are fewer active big-box players;
therefore, opportunities for regional mall locations, as they become repositioned, will become
more prevalent.
The Challenge of Cyber Retailing
Technology is making a dramatic impact on the retail industry as a whole. A recent Gallup Poll
study concluded that 40 percent of all shoppers are now using non-store venues to make some of
their purchases. Another recent study concluded that electronic shopping could shift 10 percent
to 20 percent of sales away from retail stores.
In addition to catalog and TV shopping, cyber retailing has entered the scene, and continuing
advances in infotechnology will make home shopping more desirable. Many retailers now have
World Wide Web pages on the Internet to market their goods, making cyberspace the great
equalizer as retailers of all sizes compete on an even electronic playing field.
At a recent panel discussion regarding retail strategies, a panelist and counsel for a major
supermarket company in the Northeast stated that his company is "rethinking" the concept of
the 25-year lease, as the speed of technology is changing the way retailing will be done in the
future. The Catalina Marketing Corporation is currently beta testing a new Web site that will allow
consumers to comparison shop at local supermarkets. The site also provides online advertising
from manufacturers and coupons that consumers can print from their home computers.

■

\

Ultimately these technological changes will result in a reduced need for physical space
as retailers expand electronically. Tenants that may disappear from shopping centers irtclude
camera and photo-processing stores (as digital cameras, without film, become more popular),
travel offices, music stores, and bank branches (that are meeting and serving customers online,
greatly reducing costs).
All of these factors will diminish the value of location. Eventually consumers will come to
value the convenience of shopping online over the need to personally pick out products, just as
they have with catalog shopping. For example, if a retailer were to offer its products online, the '
customer who wants to touch and try on the products at a regional location could do so; others
could stay at home, make a selection, place an order, and await delivery. The retailer would
eliminate the need for a location in every market.
As an example, consider LX. Bean, the leader in catalog retailing; most consumers know
where they can visit its stores. Becoming a destination retailer, less emphasis is placed on location.
With fewer retailers needing fewer locations, there will be an abundance of good locations. We
see this trend already as the vacancies for traditional strip centers increase and their lease rates
decrease.
' ;o"
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The Next Trehd
Will all of this technology eliminate the need for us to leave our homes? Human beings are
by nature social creatures. Therefore, shopping will evolve into places for entertainment and
socialization. In many areas of the country, particularly the waterfronts, we have already seen
this new breed of retailers clustering around entertainment venues and tourist destinations. Now
that value pricing has left its mark, customer service and entertainment will again become the
hallmarks of retailing.
For example, theater chains and other entertainment venues are taking center stage as the
anchors of new retail centers. The newest entertainment concept is Sega GameWorks, a 5,000-to30,000-square-foot venture between Steven Spielberg's DreamWorks, MCA/Universal, and
Sega. Approximately 20 freestanding and/or mall locations across the country are planned, with
the first to open in late 1996 in downtown Seattle. National and regional restaurant groups are
complementing the mix of this new environment.

Under All Is the Land
In many areas, few choice undeveloped sites-level and visible from the highway or easily accessibleare still available. Those remaining may have any number of challenges associated with them.
Determining and providing the following information to the developer or user will undoubtedly
expedite the process, and surprisingly, is often overlooked.
1. Physical constraints: Does the site have difficult topography? Are the soil conditions such
that blasting will be required? A review by a geologist will quickly assist in determining
whether the soil conditions will result in any unusual site costs. Are there any easements
or rights of way that will affect access or use of the site? Do a title search earlier rather than
later to identify any potential negotiations with additional third parties.
2. Conservation issues: Are wetlands on the site? Are they regulated by the state or federal
government? Is the site in an established flood plain area? Reviewing local or county soils
and flood plain maps will reveal these facts. Additionally, if you suspect that the site may
be home to some rare species of plant or animal life, consult with a qualified botanist or
biologist to avoid any surprises.
3.

Environmental dilemmas: Phases I and II audits may be warranted on the site-certainly
any financial institution will require a preliminary study. Understanding state and federal
environmental protection laws is important; however, be sure to include the reporting
criteria from your lender in any requests for proposals to environmental review companies,
because many of their guidelines now go beyond state or federal regulations.

Assembling a qualified and experienced team of professional consultants is critical to the
success of any project. Site selection and development focus on managing the process versus
monitoring the transaction.
The Players
In addition.to the developers, professional consultants, brokers, and tenants, today communities
themselves are very much a part of the success or failure of proposed retail projects. Citizens are
more educated, sophisticated, and involved in the development of their.communities. Organized
grass-roots efforts opposing retail projects are no longer the exception but the norm. Community
public relations is an important early step to identify opposition groups and potential objections
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so that issues can be negotiated and projects are presented in a manner that will win all necessary
approvals. Satisfying the concerns of the municipal planning and zoning boards is critical;
however, the potential always exists for a "change of heart" by one board member as a result of
pressures from organized, vocal opposition-which could prove fatal to a project. In a few areas,
the competition among tenants has created direct or indirect opposition for projects-an expensive
lesson to learn and too often overlooked by developers.
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Increased site costs, costs to development of community opposition, high land prices, and
changing tax laws, including the new impairment standard (FASB Statement number 121) and
IRS Section 263A (capitalizing unimproved land development costs) have contributed to rising
project costs. As a result, many retailers have found themselves in the development business
to maintain already thin profit margins.and meet'their objectives for hew locations. Other new
players in the site development arena include real estate investment trusts, which will continue
to see mergers as shareholders demand favorable returns.
the changing rules of retail raise as many questions about site selection as they answer. For
instance, what will happen when category-killer retailers finally "kill" off each other? Will we
see a vast landscape of big boxes waiting for redevelopment? Will cyber retailing live up to its
hype and actually decrease the need for retail space? Consider the coming decrease in disposable
income-expected to drop off after 1996-as well as the compression of the retail cycle (concepts
that once took 10 years to mature now fade after five or six years).
These are the factors that will continue to influence retailers in their search for perfect
locations. Flexibility and preparedness will aid savvy developers and brokers in staying one
step ahead of the game.

3.33 Legal Considerations in Retailing
Retailers have realized the advantages of reflecting an ethical sense in business operations. The
organizational environment plays a major role in the kind of ethical sense the employees possess.
Retailers are trying to ensure that their employees behave ethically. Though there are many laws
influencing the business environment of the retailer, there are many more aspects that come under
the purview of ethics. These aspects concern the merchandise buying and selling practices in the
firm. Retailers also need to be socially responsible and environmentally concerned. They often
undertake activities that are beneficial to the society. Retailers are also taking measures for waste
reduction, trying to recycle the materials used and are switching over to environment friendly
packaging materials.
.Legislation governs the retail firm's operations and relations with its channel partners. Its
relations with suppliers, competitors, consumers and employees are governed by appropriate laws.
Legal restrictions are imposed on practices concerning pricing, product, promotion, distribution,
trademarks and HR policies.

3.34 Location Considerations for Retail Business
One of the most dangerous times in the life of a small retail business is when the owner must
relocate because the business is growing and the existing facility is no longer adequate. This is a
nice problem to have, but choosing the wrong new location can kill the growing business. Retail
locations must have high visibility and easy accessibility to succeed. There are many criteria to
consider when choosing a new location. Too often, business owners make assumptions about
the new location without taking time to do the necessary research to evaluate the decision. The
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following discussion includes some of the most important location considerations for a retail
business.
•

Notes

Choose a High Density Area: This seems obvious, but many times business owners
assume a location is right and that there are plenty of potential customers withe ut
actually looking at the numbers. Take time to research the area and find out the ach al
population of the area and the make-up of the population.

• Choose a Growing Area: In addition to knowing the population of an area, be sure to
research the growth that is taking place, in terms of both residential population an.d
number of business establishments. Look for new construction of subdivisions, offi ce
buildings, shopping centers, etc.
•

Consider Customer Convenience: The flow of customers into, throughout, and out o£
your store should be easy and convenient for the customers. Without proper plannir g,
it is easy to design your location for the convenience of owners, store operations, and
employees without taking customer satisfaction into consideration.
|

•

Consider the Parking Situation:, Not only should there be plenty of parking for yolxr
customers, it should be convenient and safe. Customers tend to want to park very close
by your entrance and are concerned about remote and poorly lit parking areas. Also,.fc>e
sure the parking lot is level, smooth, with well marked spaces and arrows indicating flojw
of vehicles. Make sure customers have plenty of room to park and to maneuver.

]

• Beware of Curves: Locating on a curve can make it difficult for approaching vehicles
to see your business from very far off. By the time they see your business, it may be
difficult and even dangerous for them to stop and turn into your location.
• This is particularly true of locations on the inside of curves. And once they have pass* d
you, they are unlikely to turn around and come back due to the inconvenience.
•

Beware of Dead Ends: Dead end roads mean there will be less traffic moving back and
forth in front of your location. And a no-outlet dead end road reduces traffic even more
I
and is an inconvenience for potential customers.

• ' Beware of One-Way Streets: Locating on a one-way street exposes your business to
the traffic traveling in only one direction. In addition, it wilf be more difficult for yoi ir
potential customers to access your location.
• Choose the Correct Side of the Street: Consider which side of the street may be more
beneficial to your particular type of business. Leam about the traffic patterns in th e
area. Evaluate your customers' habits and determine whether your location should
be more convenient for persons traveling to work, from work, or to run errands and
accomplish shopping goals.

3.35 Evaluating a site for Locating a Retail Store
In making this decision, retailers consider the following three factors:
1.' The characteristics of the site.
2.

Trading area characteristics.

• 3. The estimated potential that can be generated by a store at the site.
Where you choose to locate your retail business will have a major impact on everything
your shop does. The difference between selecting the wrong location and the right site could b »
the difference between business failure and success.
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Before choosing a retail store location, define how you see your business, both now and
in the future.
1:

What do your customers look like?

2.

Can you visualize your building?

3.

Do you know what you want to sell and what you want your business to be known for?
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4. Have you determined how much retail space, storage area, or the size of the office you need?
Without the answers to these basic questions, it will be hard to find the perfect location for
generating the maximum amount of profit for your retail store.

Type of Goods
Examine what kind of products you sell, as some goods will require certain types of locations.
Would your store be considered a convenience store, a specialty shop or a shopping store?
Convenience goods require easy access, allowing the customer to quickly make a purchase.
A mall \yould not be a good location for convenience goods. This product type is lower priced
and purchased by a wide range of customers.
Specialty goods are more unique than most products and customers generally won't mind
travelling out of the way to purchase this type of product. This type of store may also do well
near other shopping stores.

*

A shopping store usually sells items at a higher price which are bought infrequently by the
customer. Furniture, cars and upscale clothing are examples of goods found,at a shopping store.
Because the prices of theses items are higher, this type of customer will want to compare prices
before making a purchase. Therefore, retailers will do well to locate their store near like stores.

3.36 Trade Area Characteristics
Trade area analysis and mapping describe the characteristics of the area around a store or network
of stores. Without accurate trade area definitions, you cannot measure the key statistics that
impact a store's performance.
Use trade area analysis to aid site selection and target marketing. Trade area analysis and
mapping tell you:
1. Where a store's customers are coming from
2.

How many customers you have in a trade area

3.

Where to look for more customers

Benefits of Trade Area Analysis
1.

Identify gaps or overlaps in the market coverage of your existing store network, and make
corrections by opening, closing or moving stores.

2.

Make better site selection decisions by using characteristics of existing trade areas to predict
trade areas around potential locations.

3.

Define a geographic area to analyze for market potential, market penetration, and competitive
threats.

4.

Become more efficient and effective at target marketing by reaching out only to those
customers and prospects in a store's trade area.

5. Use as a key input into customer profiling
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Factors that Impact Trade Areas
Analyzing trade areas should be performed regularly to provide key metrics for improving sale;
and marketing performance.

Notes

Adding new stores to your network will cause the trade area of nearby stores to change
In a saturated market, or if stores are placed too close to one another, cannibalization can occur
A change to product offerings will impact the trade area, as will shifts in population anc
demographics, the existence of competitors, changes to highways and roads, and the addition of
other businesses that attract people to the area.
A trade area analysis typically includes:
1.

Mapping existing customers in relation to store locations

2.

Calculating distance/drive times from customers to store locations

3. Determining all variables that define and impact your trade areas
4. Developing a model for predicting trade areas around new sites
5.

Using the results as an input into analyzing market potential or customer profiling or tc
help make decisions about site selection or targeted marketing.

Retail Enterprise Business Management
dear visibility into its stores' revenue-generating operations, a window into its "behind the scenes"
operations and a way. to bring everything together while retaining the ability to drill down right
down to an individual store - These were a leading Retail establishment's principal needs when it approached Sentini Technologies and asked us to build' an Enterprise Management System .
to manage its business, end to end. Sentini Technologies first took great pains to understand
the company's core business. As a result, the Business Service Management system that Sentini
Technologies designed and implemented treated the Retailer as a single entity with multiple
subunits each influencing and affecting the other. At the same time, Sentini Technologies made!
sure that the company's bread-and-butter store operations' management remained the centerpiece
of the entire BSM system.

The Customer and the Challenge
The customer was a large retail establishment and was looking for a management system with the
ability to manage all revenue-generating aspects of the stores - gather transaction records at the
store level from all of its stores, look for and report exceptions based on sale processing times, look
for unusually low transaction volumes, provide prominent coverage to its top revenue generating
stores, identify stores with the least amount of average monthly revenues, etc. Also important to
the customer was the ability to reconcile store transaction records with its inventory systems so
that inventory levels as a function of time and as a function of store sales activity were constantly
visible to its operations team (as a supplement to its existing supply chain management system).
Additionally, this Retailer wanted to manage a multitude of internal systems and applications.
These included the Retailer's Online Store that accounted for a significant percentage of its total
monthly revenues, the Network Equipment that connected all of its thousands of stores to Retail
HQ, Corporate Email, the Store and Internal Helpdesk systems, its mission-critical Mainframes et al.
Finally, the Retailer wanted to bring all collected data together into a.single "window" so
its Operational Management team could view (and act upon, if need be) various business services
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and their performance in a single "pane of glass" thereby increasing the team's operational
efficiencies manifold.
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Sentini Technologies' Solution Highlights
With thousands of stores, Sentini Technologies determined that the best way to present data
harvested from the Retailer's store and internal resources was in the form of a Business Services'
dashboard that would, at a glance, present key information about the health and performance of
the Retailer's bricks-and-mortar (and online) presence.

Notes

Choosing the IBM Net cool suite of products as the underlying technology on which to
build the solution, Sentini Technologies created intelligent correlation criteria for the data collected
from the Retailer's stores, internal IT network, its Mainframes and its Online Store, among other
systems and resources that are under the purview of the Business Service Management system.
The Dashboard that Sentini Technologies designed correlates and analyzes the collected data and
updates the Retailer's Web Services, Financial Systems, Internet Gateway and Security services'
statuses. Since other groups within the Retailer needed this data presented in various other formats,
the results of Sentini Technologies' approach to meet those requirements. Also created for the
Retailer were different reports that analyze and present BSM data in terms of store revenues,
working off an archival database. These include reports that calculate the average h ealth of the
top revenue generating stores, identify the least revenue generating stores, identify consistently
poorly performing store links, etc.
Other visual indicators that were designed for the Retailer identify the top 10 and top 40%
store health (top 10 and top 40% defined in terms of revenue generation by store) statuses (which
are also updated in real-time). Additionally, handy "smart" visual indicators of the status of other
internal units and systems (such as the Online Store, the Mainframes, etc.) have also been created.
Since trending is an important part of any data observation and analysis process, a 30-day rolling
window constants is also available to show the variation in the aggregate store network's health
(over the previous 30 days).
The ability to get the "big picture" is no doubt invaluable, but often, Operational Support
teams like to drill down as much as possible so that, the root cause of a problem is isolated. In this
case, by providing such an ability with the Business Services' dashboard, Sentini Technologies
allows the Retailer's team to drill down into, say, the "Financial Systems" dashboard entity and
find out how a particular store's POS system performance is responsible for dragging down this
key indicator in the Business Services' dashboard.

Solution Benefits
Sentini Technologies spent a large amount of time understanding the Retailer's business and then
designed and customized its Business Service Management solution, and the benefits from this
system to the .Retailer were obvious as soon as the system was put into production.
•

Improve awareness of the impact of various store systems' generated events on the
bottom-line quickly by directing attention to poorly performing or under- performing
stores very easily.

• Ensure that network and system issues are identified and tackled before they escalate
into major problems by analyzing network and system performance and identifying
bottlenecks and problem spots.
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•

Enable faster decision-making: Using the intelligence built into the Business Server •
Management system, the number of man-hours needed to analyze collected data was
vastly reduced

• Provide visibility into the details while retaining the big picture: Most store-derived!
entities allow users to drill down right down to an individual store. A network-deriv »d
entity would provide users the ability to drill right down to an individual circuit or
fault alarm.

Notes

Improve the Retailer's operational management team's efficiency by eliminating tl me need to view multiple data repositories and systems: AH collected data is correlal
analyzed and presented in a single window.
• Provide the operational management team with the ability to Customize the Business
Service Management system to a very large extent, thanks to the open architecture :>f
the underlying technology.
•

Grow with the Retailer's needs: The highly scalable and modular nature of the BSVI lets the Retailer easily integrate other devices and systems that may be added to time..
Retailer's infrastructure in future.

Why Was Sentini Technologies Chosen?*
As a leading provider of Enterprise Management solutions targeted at companies in the Enterpris
Telecommunications, ISP, Financial and Utility sectors, Sentini Technologies' engineers have,
•between them, built around 70 Network and Enterprise Operational Centers.
With our vast experience in managing customers' service offerings and business services,
some of the features of our solutions that make us stand out in the Enterprise Management space are:
• Independent of restrictive Frameworks: Our Solutions are made up of individut 1
"best-in-class" products. We thereby avoid having to fit our solutions into restrictiv 2
Framework product suites, allowing Sentini Technologies to propose the best solution > ••
for our Clients' needs.
•

Fixed Cost Approach: Since our projects are fixed-cost projects, there are no budge t
overruns since the deliverables [and Customer expectations] are set clearly at the time
the SOW is signed.
I

• Round the clock development and support:There are no interruptions in the
development cycle since the Indian team picks up the US team's developmental efforts
at the end of each (US) day. This also helps us provide our customers with 24/7 post
implementation support and maintenance.

Solution Snapshots
Presented here are a series of snapshots taken from the Business Service Management solution^
created for the Retailer. Each snapshot shows a different aspect (operationally) of how information^
was organized and presented to the Retailer's NOC users.
Questions:

U6* Sell Learning,Material

1.

What are the features that enabled Sentini to% Standout?

2.

What was the biggest challenge for Sentini Technologies?
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3.37 Objectives of Human Resource Management
Objectives are predetermined goals to which individual or group activity in an organization
is directed. Objectives of personnel management are influenced by organizational objectives
and individual and social goals. Institutions are instituted to attain certain specific objectives.
The objectives of the economic institutions are mostly to earn profits, and of the educational
institutions are mostly to impart education and/or conduct research so on and so forth. However,
the fundamental objective of any organization is survival. Organizations are not just satisfied with
this goal. Further the goal of most of the organizations is growth and/or profits.

Notes

Institutions procure and manage various resources including human to attain the specified
objectives. Thus, human resources are managed to divert and utilize their resources towards and
for the accomplishment of organizational objectives. Therefore, basically the objectives of HRM are
drawn from and to contribute to the accomplishment of the organizational objectives. The other
objectives of HRM are to meet the needs, aspirations, values and dignity of individual employees
and having due concern for the socio-economic problems of the community and the country.
The objectives of HRM may be as follows-.
1.

x

To create and utilize an able and motivated workforce, to accomplish the basic organizational
goals.

2. To establish and maintain sound organizational structure and desirable working relationships
among all the members of the organization.
s

3. To secure the integration of individual.or groups within the organization by coordination
of the individual and group goals with those of the organization.
4.

To create facilities and opportunities for individual or group development so as to match
it with the growth of the organization.

5. To attain an effective utilization of human resources in the achievement of organizational
goals.
•
.
6. To identify and satisfy individual and group needs by providing adequate and equitable
wages, incentives, employee benefits and social security and measures for challenging work,
prestige, recognition, security, status.
7. To maintain high employees morale and sound human relations by sustaining and improving
the various conditions and facilities.
8.

to strengthen and appreciate the human assets continuously by providing training and
development programs.

9. To consider and contribute to the minimization of socio-economic evils such as
unemployment, under-employment, inequalities in the distribution of income and wealth
and to improve the welfare of the society by providing employment opportunities to women
and disadvantaged sections pf the society.
10.

To provide an opportunity for expression and voice management.

11. To provide fair, acceptable and efficient leadership.
12. to provide facilities and conditions of work and creation of favorable atmosphere for
maintaining stability of employment.
Management has to create conductive environment and provide necessary prerequisites
for the attainment of the personnel management objectives after formulating them.
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3.38 Issues in Retail Human Resource
The retail industry is a driving force in the American economy, so much so that news reports often '
. . base at least part of their perception of the economy on how the retail industry is performing.
Aside from the major economic ebb and flow of the buying seasons and how they affect retail sales,
the retail industry as a whole has a number of other major problems that it must often deal watt&.

Employee Turnover
Lack of worker continuity, or employee turnover, is one of the major problems faced by the rejtail
industry. Columbus IT notes that the typical turnover rate in North American retail is mcxcti
higher than in European countries and often ranges between 200 and 300 percent. Employees
coming in and out of your business as if it were a revolving door only creates problems for huntan
resource professionals who must constantly find and train new staff, which can eat up valuable
time and resources.

Auditing
Auditing is another problem that the retail industry faces on a regular basis. Retail businesses ure
regularly engaged in competition with one another, and this competition can create price we rs,
forcing a need to keep tight control over inventory and other important data. Metric Stream, Inc.
notes that the retail industry is often faced with inefficient and poor auditing plans that iru Ice
competing with other companies difficult. The company notes that existing auditing systems rotay
be outdated and provide inadequate audits needed to stay competitive.

Economic Challenges
Another area of challenge for the retail industry is the economic uncertainty it faces movi
forward. The retail industry as a whole is largely dependent upon the economic well being of
the nation. As the nation prospers and people have more money to spend, the retail indust ry
generally flourishes. However, in more difficult economic times, the retail industry is often fao ?d
wifli potential shrinkage. Columbus IT also indicates that the future uncertainty of global econon !c
markets makes economic planning difficult in the retail world.
I

Technology
Keeping up with the pace of modem technology is another problem the retail industry faces. For
instance, retail point of sale technology often uses computer systems that are several years behind
•the computer industry as a whole. An article in Mobile Commerce Daily by Peter Finocchiaro
points out that the inability of retail industry technology to keep up with initiatives such as mobile
digital coupons is a problem that the industry regularly faces. Given the rate of turnover and tlie
constantly changing economic environment, constantly upgrading and keeping their equipment
and networks running on the newest technologies can be difficult for retail leaders.

3.39 Designing the Organization Structure for a Retail Firm
Organization structure described as a formal system by which various.acfivities to be performed
by employees are identified and determined, indicating the line of authority and responsibilit yr
in the firm. It is the formal system of task and reporting relationships that controls, coordinate s
and motivate employees so that they cooperate to achieve an organization's goal. A retailer can t
survive unless its organization structure satisfies the need of the target market.
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The considerations for Organization Structure are as follows:
1.

It should encourage employees to work and develop cooperation among employees in work.

2.

Allow people and groups to cooperate and work effectively.
Organization design is a process where in managers select and manage various dimension

and components of organizational structure and culture to achieve organization's goals.
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The considerations for Organization Design are as follows:
1.

Should focus of specialization

2.

Matching authority and responsibility

3.

Determining the reporting relationship

4.

Focus of retail strategy

.

1

The organizational structure of a retail store will vary by the size and type of the business.
Most tasks involved with operating a retail business will be the same. However, small or
independent retail stores may combine many sectors together under one division, while larger
stores create various divisions for each particular function along with many layers of management;
Example: The small specialty shop may have all of its employees under one category called
Store Operations. A large department store may have a complete staff consisting of a manager,
assistant manager and sales associates for its Sporting Goods department. Home and Garden,
Bed and Bath,, and each additional department.
In order to define the store's organization, start by specifying all tasks that need to be
performed. Then divide those responsibilities among various individuals or channels. Group
and classify each task into a job with a title and description. The final step is to develop an
organizational chart.

Retailing Structure
The following is a brief outline of some of the divisions in a retail organization.
Owner/CEO or President
•

Store Operations: Management, Cashier, Sales, Receiving, Loss Prevention

•

Marketing: Visual Displays, Public Relations, Promotions Merchandising: Planning,
Buying, Inventory Control Human Relations: Personnel, Training

•

Finance: Accounting, Credit

•

Technology: Information Technology

As the store grows and the retail business evolves, the dynamics of the organization's
structure will change too. Therefore it is paramount to redesign the store's organizational chart
to support the decision-making, collaboration and leadership capabilities that are essential during
and after a growth period.
An organizational structure is a principally hierarchical perception of subordination of
entities that work together and add to serve one universal aim. Organizations are a variation
of clustered entities. An organization can be prearranged in numerous diverse ways and styles,
depending on their objectives and aim. The Organizational structure identifies the activities to
be performed by specific employees and determined the line of authority and responsibility in
the firm. An efficient organizational structure shall smooth the progress of working relationships
between a variety of entities in the organization and may progress the working competence within
the organizational units.
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In the present scenario organizational structure had a paradigm shift from Vertical struct ire
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to horizontal one. There are certain steps which can facilitate an organizational structure. We \ /ill
take into consideration gradually.

Notes

Steps in Developing Organizational Structure
The first step in developing organizational structure is to establish the task that must be perfom eel
in a retail firm.
These tasks performed at the retail firm are divided into four broad categories:
Strategic
Management

Operations
Management

- Merchandising
Management

Store
Management

Tasks performed under strategic management are:
1.

Develop a retail strategy

2.

Identify the target market

3.

Determine the retail format

4.

Design organizational structure

. 5.

Select store location

Tasks performed under Merchandising Management are:

.■a

1.

Buy merchandise

2.

Locate vendors. Evaluate Vendors

3.

Negotiate with Vendors

4.

Control merchandise inventory

5.

Develop merchandise budget plans

6.

Review open-to-buy stock positions

7.

Price Merchandise

8.

Discounts

The tasks performed by Store Management are:
1.

Recruit, hire, train store personnel '

2.

Plan work schedule

3.

Evaluate performance

*4.

Maintain store facility

5.

Locate and display merchandise

6.

Provide services like gift wrapping

7.

Handle customer complaints

8.

Prevent inventory shrinkage

The t$sks performed by Operations Management are:
1.

Promote the firm, its merchandise and services

2.

Plan communication programs and budget

3.

Select media

4.

Manage public relations

*

i .
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1.

Manage human resource
(i) Develop policies

2.
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(ii) Plan career paths

Distribute merchandise
(i) Locate warehouses

(ii) Receive merchandise

Notes

(iii) Mark n label merchandise,
(iv) Store merchandise. Sending merchandise to store
(v) Return merchandise to vendor
3.

Establish financial control
(i). Provide timely information on financial performance
(ii) Forecast sales, cash flow, profits.

Once the tasks have been identified, the retailer groups them into jobs to be assigned to
specific individuals and determines the reporting relationships. Rather than performing the entire
task mentioned above, individual employees are typically responsible for only one or two tasks.
Care should be taken that employee is not burdened by too many tasks, at the same time to few
task will lead to boredom.
Productivity increases when employees have the proper amount of authority to effectively
undertake the responsibility assigned to them. E.g. buyers who are responsible for the profitability
of a merchandise category need to have the authority to make decision that will enable them to
fulfil this responsibility. They should have the authority to select and price the merchandise for
their category and determine how the merchandise is displayed and sold..
After assigning tasks to employees, the final step is to determine the reporting relationship.
Productivity can decrease when too few or too many employee report to a supervisor. The number
of subordinates is greater when they perform simple standardize tasks, when they're well trained
and competent, and they perform tasks at the same location as the supervisor.
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Figure 3.13. Retail Enterprise Organisational Chart
Retail Organizational Structure
Retail organizational structure differs according to the type of retailer and the size of the firm. A
retailer with a single store will have a completely different structure that a national chain. OwnerSelf Learning Material
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manager of a single store may be the entire organization. As sales grow, the owner- manager Hires
employees. Coordinating and controlling employees in a small store is easier. The owner-man; iger
simply assigns task to each employee and watches to see that these tasks are performed properly.
Each employee must perform a wide range of activities, and the owner manager is respons it»3e
for all management tasks.
As sales increases, specialization in management may occur when the owner manager
hires additional management employees. The owner manager continues to perform strategic
management tasks. The store manager may be responsible for administrative task associated
I
with receiving and shipping merchandise and managing employees.
In contract to the management of a single store, retail chain management is very comjilex.
Managers must supervise units that are geographically distant from each other. In most large
retail firms the two senior executives, typically called the CEO and COO, work closely toge^Her
in.managing the firm. One is primarily responsible for the merchandise and marketing activities
of the firm and the other is responsible for the stores, human resource, distribution, informari on
systems and finance divisions.
Key activities like Merchandise, planning, marketing, finance, visual merchandising arid
human resources are managed from the corporate headquarters.

3.40 Managing Diversity
Diversity in the workplace means bringing together people of different ethnic backgron ids,
religions and age groups into a cohesive and productive unit. Advances in communica bion
technology, such as the Internet and cellular phones, have made the marketplace a more gl >t>al
concept. In order to survive, a company needs to be able to manage and utilize its div srse
workplace effectively. Managing diversity in the workplace should be a part of the cultur e of
the entire organization.
...

Step 1
Confirm that all of your personnel policies from hiring to promotions and raises are base< L on
employee performance. Avoid allowing tenure, ethnic background or any other kind of category f
into your human resources policies. Managing a diverse workplace begins with strong policies of
equality from the company. Once these policies are in place, the company can begin implemenjting
diversity measures throughout the entire organization.

•

Step 2
Rate the qualifications of the candidate based on the quality of his experience, not age or any
other category, when hiring. When you hire a diverse but qualified workforce, you are on tfie
right track towards being able to manage the diversity in your company.

Step 3
Encourage diversity when creating teams and special work groups within the company, If a
manager creates a work group that does not utilize the skills of the most qualified employ
then insist that the group be changed to include all qualified staff members.

Step 4
Treat complaints of favoritism or discrimination seriously. Encourage employees to repor b all
instances of discriminatory behavior, and have a definitive process in place for investigating an<i
dealing with these issues.
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Hold quarterly trainings for the entire staff on the benefits of diversity in the workplace. Encourage
discussions at these meetings on how the company can better manage workplace diversity.
To address diversity issues, consider these questions: what policies, practices, and ways
of thinking and within our organizational culture have differential impact on different groups?
What organizational changes should be made to meet the needs of a diverse workforce as well
as to maximize the potential of all workers, so that San Francisco can be well positioned for the
demands of the 21st century?

Notes

Most people believe in the golden rule: treat others as you want to be treated. The implicit
assumption is that how you want to be treated is how others want to be treated. But when you
look at this proverb through a diversity perspective, you begin to ask the question: what does
respect look like; does it look the same for everyone? Does it mean saying hello in the morning,
or leaving someone alone, or making eye contact when you speak?
It depends on the individual. We may share similar values, such as respect or need for
recognition, but how we show those values through behavior may be different for different groups
or individuals. How do we know what different groups or individuals need? Perhaps instead of
using the golden rule, we could use the platinum rule which states: "treat others as they want
to be treated." Moving our frame of reference from what may be our default view ("our way is
the best way") to a diversity-sensitive perspective ("let's take the best of a variety of ways") will
help us to manage more effectively in a diverse work environment.
Your Role
You have a key role in transforming the organizational culture so that it more closely reflects the
values of our diverse workforce. Some of the skills needed are:
1.

an understanding and acceptance of managing diversity concepts

2.

recognition that diversity is threaded through every aspect of management

3.

self-awareness, in terms of understanding your own culture, identity, biases, prejudices,
and stereotypes

4.

willingness to challenge and change institutional practices that present barriers to different
grbups

It's natural to want a cookbook approach to diversity issues so that one knows exactly
what to do. Unfortunately, given the many dimensions of diversity, there is no easy recipe to
follow. Advice and strategies given for one situation may not work given the same situation in
another context.
Managing diversity means acknowledging people's differences and recognizing these
differences as valuable; it enhances good management practices by preventing discrimination and
promoting intlusiveness. Good management alone will not necessarily help you work effectively
with a diverse workforce. It is often difficult to see what part diversity plays in a specific area
of management.
To illustrate, the following two examples show how diversity is an integral part of
management. The first example focuses on the area of selection, the second example looks at
communication:
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Issues
1.

How do you make the job sound appealing to different types of workers?

2. How can recruitment be effectively targeted to diverse groups?

Notes

3.

How do you overcome bias in the interviewing process, questions, and your response?

Strategies
1. Specify the need for skills to work effectively in a diverse environment in the job, for examp e:
"demonstrated ability to work effectively in a diverse work environment."
2.

Make sure that good faith efforts are made to recruit a diverse applicant pool.

3.

Focus on the job requirements in the interview, and assess experience but also consider
transferable skills and demonstrated competencies, such as analytical, organization]*!.,
communication, coordination. Prior experience has not necessarily mean effectiveness ^>r
success on the job.

I•

4.

Use a panel interview format. Ensure that the committee is diverse, unit affiliation, jc>t> •
classification, length of service, variety of life experiences, etc. to represent differe nt
perspectives and to eliminate bias from the selection process. Run questions and procc ss
by them to ensure there is no unintentional bias.

5.

Ensure that appropriate accommodations are made for disabled applicants.

6.

Know your own biases. What stereotypes do you have of people from different grou z>s
and how well they may perform on the job? What communication styles do you prefer?
Sometimes what we consider to be appropriate or desirable qualities in a candidate may
reflect more about our personal preferences than abou t the skills needed to perform the job.

CASELET: Retail Buzz in South
Chennai and Bangalore have witnessed the highest high-street rental growth across India!;.,
according to a retail survey by real-estate services firm, Cushman & Wakefield. Banjara Hilli
in Hyderabad has seen the highest increase in annual rental growth at 114 per cent over laslt!11
year, while Nugambakkam/KhaderNawas Khan Road in Chennai witnessed rental growth o£<
106 per cent. SP Road/Begumpet in Hyderabad and Koramangala 80 Feet Road in Bangalor4
have seen 100 per cent and 92 per cent growth respectively.

'

L;

Mr Rajneesh Mahajan, National Head, Retail, Cushman and Wakefield India, says, J
"The economic growth in southern India has provided a large consumer base with increaseci * i
spending power. The retailers are enjoying better revenues in these markets not only from th^ !,
existing retail destinations but also in the suburban locations. As the store revenues become ’,
comparable to Delhi and Mumbai, the demand for retail real estate would push the price i
closer to these two markets."
Banjara Hills and Jubilee Hills, though traditional markets, are preferred by new-age
retailers; demand for space here far supersedes the supply. Begumpet witnessed cent percent^
lir-i
increase in rentals over the last year, indicating strong demand dynamics.
Source thehindubusinesslinc.com

3.41

Legal Issues in Human Resource

Board members must be aware of the obligations and responsibilities that are provided und
both the Federal and State statutory framework, as well as under contracts, statutory agreemen trs
and awards.
j j34 -Sdf Learning Material
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There are several types of legal obligations related to employment law:
Statutes: Federal, State and Territory Governments have laws that prescribe the minimum
conditions of employment that apply to paid staff.

Notes

Awards: These are legally enforceable terms and conditions of employment in an industry
or employment sector. The Social and Community Services Employees (State) Award is the main
award that applies to staff in non-govemment community services employment. Some community
organisations also employ staff whose job roles are covered as part of other industry sector awards
(such as bus drivers, cooks and cleaners).
Contracts: An employment contract will exist between the employer and the employee in
all types of employment relationships. The contract must be well drafted and meet minimum
legal and award requirements, clearly describe the specifics of the job and the organization's
requirements of the employee.
Statutory agreements: Statutory agreements are the product of negotiations ^between an
organisation and a group of employees or a union(s) that are subsequently registered by an
industrial tribunal. Negotiating an agreement has the advantage of considering the inclusion
of provision(s) that are specific to the needs of an organisation. Specific provisions may be
included as a result of the negotiations but these cannot disadvantage employees, that is, they
must provide the minimum requirements provided for under an award or relevant statute. In
the Federal jurisdiction these agreements are called Certified Agreements and at State level they
are called Enterprise Agreements.
Common law: This is case law that is developed in the court system. Previous judgments
guide how laws are interpreted. The general duties of the parties in an employment relationship
are prescribed by common law.

3.42 Ethical Issues Facing HR
Organizational ethics are rules and standards that guide workplace behavior and moral principles.
Many organizations establish a "code of ethics" that sets company expectations regarding ethical
issues such as.privacy; conflict of interest, discrimination and harassment and workplace diversity.
Human resources personnel are charged with setting standards that promote ethical behavior
in the workplace.

Discrimination and Harassment
Human resources professionals must ensure the organization remains compliant with anti
discrimination and harassment laws. Employee discrimination and harassment on the basis of
race, gender or religion is an ethical issue human resources personnel face daily. Laws that prohibit
discriminatory behavior such as the Civil Rights Act and Americans With Disabilities Act help
HR representatives develop training and awareness programs to prevent discrimination and
harassment in the workplace. These laws also establish procedures human resources may use to
report and discipline workers who display inappropriate discriminatory behavior.
Privacy
Human resources are involved in most aspects of employee relations including hiring, firing,
compensation, benefits and leaves. Human resources representatives have access to extremely
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sensitive information. Keeping this information private is an ethical matter facing HR. Humaxi
resources personnel have an obligation to maintain the confidentiality of an employee's personal
data.

Notes

Diversity
Workplace diversity encompasses the various qualities, characteristics and experiences that
distinguish one worker from another. These characteristics can be differences in race, gender,
age, social status or other traits that make an individual unique. Treating a person differently
because of these differences poses an ethical issue that faces human resources. HR personnel
implement policies that promote diversity in the workplace and welcome the differences of the
entire workforce.

Safety
Employee safety is an issue facing human resources personnel. The department must prevent
and correct potentially dangerous situations. Human resources must promptly act on hazardoi. s
conditions that present safety concerns in the workplace. The department is also responsible f<£r
identifying potentially dangerous employees and ensuring they do nothartn themselves or othei *s
within the organization.

CASE STUDY: Developing a Career Path in Retail in Harrods
'Harrods of London' is a British institution. It is probably the most well-known and respected
retail store in the world. For 162 years, Harrods has built its unique reputation supported
by its key brand values - British; Luxury; Innovation; Sensation; Service. Harrods employs
approximately 5,000 people from 86 different nationalities who deal with up to 100,000
customers a day at peak times.

/

Harrods needs employees who can face the challenges that its reputation and standards
bring. It needs people who are looking for an exciting and rewarding long-term career witfi
responsibility and prospects. Its challenge is to find (and retain) employees with the right mbi
of skills and abilities, who can be developed to become the managers of the future.
To achieve this, Harrods has to counter some of the negative perceptions about'working!
in retail. Working in a shop has traditionally been seen as low-skilled - with long hours, poor
pay and little chance of promotion. However, because quality is key at Harrods, employees
are well-paid, respected and have clear career paths open to them. Senior managers at Harrods
have come from all walks of life and started out with various levels of qualifications. All have
benefited from development opportunities provided by the company.
The Importance of Training and Development
Training and development is vital to any business. Its purpose at Harrods is to better the
performance of employees to enable Harrods to meet its business goals. For example, at Harrods
the Sales Academy develops employees' sales skills, leading to increased sales when they
return to the shop floor. Allowing employees to acquire new skills, expertise and qualifications
supports employee progression which leads to increased motivation. This supports Harrods'
retention strategies.
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Training is about gaining the skills needed for a job. These may be learned at the place
of work (on-the-job) or away from work (off-the-job). On-the-job training tends to be more
cost-effective and relevant. However, off-the-job training is usually carried out by professional
trainers. It also occurs away from the distractions of work. Training tends to have very specific
and measurable goals, such as operating an IT system or till, understanding a process, or
performing certain procedures (for example, cashing up).
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Development is more about the individual - making him or her more efficient at a job
or capable of facing different responsibilities and challenges. Development concentrates on the
broader skills that are applicable to a wider variety of situations, such as thinking creatively, •
decision-making and managing people. In short, training is typically linked to a particular
subject matter and is applicable to that subject only, while development is based on growing
broader skills which can be used in many situations.

Diverse backgrounds
Harrods employees come from diverse backgrounds and different nationalities. They have
differing levels of competency, education and experience. Harrods offers comprehensive
Learning & Development opportunities. These opportunities are offered at a variety of levels
to suit the needs of all Harrods employees. These range from workshops for Sales Associates
and Warehouse Operatives to developmental programmes for senior managers.
Amber is a Harrods Retail Manager who started as a Sales Associate at Harrods through
an online application. However, Harrods Learning and Development ensured Amber acquired
the skills she needed to carry out her role. Development at Harrods is linked to the company's
Business Competencies which fall under four headings: Working at Harrods, Your Impact on
Others, Making Things Happen, Focus on Improvements.
Bach Business Competency is supported by workshops so that every skill can be
improved. Learning is offered off-the-job in 'bite-size' sessions. These sessions give employees
the chance to leam more effectively over a much shorter period, reducing time away from work
and bringing a tightly focused approach to skills development. They have been described as
concise and punchy and a workshop typically lasts 90 minutes. All the Business Competencies
are supported by self-help guides which are run either on-or off-the-job and include activities
such as observation and review, reading, and 'one minute guides' offering top tips and tactics.
Identifying key competencies also helps Harrods to design its recruitment process
to ensure that it attracts the best candidates. They must have the right approach to sales,
customer service and decision-making and support the 'theatre of retail' that underpins
Harrods' reputation. This is about flair, showmanship and expertise. Harrods Learning and
Development department must be proactive in responding to changing customer needs. For
example, Harrods has introduced cultural awareness training for employees better to serve the
increasing number of customers from the Middle East, China, Brazil and Russia.

Developing a career path
Harrods stands out from its competitors by providing a wide variety of development
opportunities for all employees. This means the business can recruit and retain good managers
and maintain improvements in sales and business performance. Individuals' self-esteem and
motivation is raised. Once a year, managers talk to employees about their progress and ambitions
during appraisals. Employees then identify their personal development targets.
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The sales and service programmes include the 'Harrods Welcome'. This induction
provides essential training for new employees, such as Harrods' brand values and The Theatre
of Selling. Other courses ensure the effectiveness of Harrods sales associates:
'Your Theatre' is a two-day programme to improve sales skills and provide the highest
level of customer service. It introduces the idea of selling as a 'theatre' requiring specific
skills and expertise. 'The Theatre of Selling' element covers personal presentation, effective
questioning, product selection and closing the sale. 'The Science of Selling' develops employee
awareness of customer types and needs.
The Harrods Fashion Programme is run in partnership with the London- College of
Fashion. It enables sales associates to understand the entire 'product journey' from design
to sale. The School of Communication offers voice, body language and presentation skills
workshops. For suitable candidates, the Harrods Sales Degree provides the high level sales
skills the company needs. This is the first and only degree of its kind in Sales. It is recognised
globally and can be completed in two years.
High Potential programmes are concerned with succession planning. They are aimed
at ensuring there is a strong pipeline of potential senior managers. The Harrods Management
Programme develops ambitious and career-focused employees into a management role. Jessica
joined the company after graduating with a degree in Art History. After just 3 years she is now
a Harrods Retail Manager. She runs the Designer Collection sales floor, managing 26 employees
and controlling a substantial budget.
Employee retention is important for businesses. A low employee turnover can keep
recruitment costs down. It also ensures a skilled and experienced workforce. Employee
development is beneficial for both the employee and the business. However, sometimes
employees think that their new-found skills will enable them to gain a better job elsewhere.
Harrods, therefore, has put in place strategies to keep its talented Retail Managers. It has found
that employees who develop within the company tend to stay. Those brought in from outside
are more likely to leave. Another vital part of retention for Harrods involves identifying the
'DNA' (key factors) of great sales people. It then matches applicants to these factors.
To reduce employee turnover Harrods has developed a better management structure,
improved benefits and created initiatives A'hich make Harrods a 'great place to work'. Harrods
has put in place a system of rewards and incentives.
i

Harrods also has systems to improve employee communications so that it can listen to
feedback and address any issues. There is an Internal Communications department, regular
performance assessment meetings and SMART targets for employees to reach. These initiatives
have seen employee turnover fall from 51.4% in 2006 to 25% in November 2011.
Question:
What are the key factors by which Harrods maintains its high levels of employee retention?
Soimv http://buslnesscasestudies.co.uk/harrods/cieveloping-it<areer-path-in-n>tail/can>ers-at-haiTods.htinl#ixzz2Ns]2bbOQ

3.43 Human Resource Management in Retailing
Retailing is the human centric industry. Customers come to the store not only because of tht
ambience or reasonable price or the quality and range of products. They value the interactior
with store personnel. Moreover it is this human factor which gives valuable input to the store
management about the specific requirements of the customers. A proper human resource
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planning saves vital financial resources in the form of prevention of embezzlement, fraud and
also shoplifting. All these factors makes the human resource management an essential element
of the overall retail strategy for any retail organization.
The first step in effective human resource management in retail is to look into the organization
of the store. One must look into the tasks to be performed'in the retail distribution channel.
Thereon the tasks are to be grouped into different jobs. These jobs can be further classified into
various classes. Finally one can form an organization chart and integrate various jobs therein,

'
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With the growing pace of retailing in India the rate of growth of retail malls and markets
may have even exceeded the population growth. However, keeping up with the pace of retail
growth, no such development in the growth of training facilities for prospective retail employees
has taken place. This poses the biggest challenge for the human resource management department
of any retail organisation.
Strategic Objective of Human Resource Management in Retail
Each human being has distinct goals in one's life; an individual's behaviour is directed by these
goals and principals. Similarly each organisation has its own goals. The strategic objective of
human resource management is to collectively integrate the capabilities and goals of the employees
with the goals of the retail firm.

Factors Influencing Designing of Organisational Structure
While designing an organizational structure some important considerations need to be kept in
mind such as:
.
1.

Scope of Operations: With such difference in volume of transactions the job requirements
are also'different. Manpower planning accordingly changes. For larger chains it's essential
that the manpower is well qualified to handle such large scale operations.

2. Nature of Merchandise: It is very important constituent of the human resource planning
process. The type of merchandise a store deals with has direct implications on the type of
skill sets needed.
For instance a retaiiler selling ready made clothes will need people who are proficient in
understanding customer's clothing needs and offer the best possible alternatives. However .
in a leather shoes and leather accessories outlet such persons will be needed who have at
least preliminary knowledge about leather especially footwear.
‘
. 3. Type of Organisation: It depends upon the organisational structure, requirement for
human resource changes. A retail organisation can have a host of departments like Sourcing,
Marketing, Accounts Warehousing on a functional basis. It can also have divisions based on
various products it deals with. For example The Giant at Hyderabad not only deals grocery
items but also other categories like vegetables, fruits as well as casual wear and utensils to
name a few. Thus they have different centres for sourcing their different products and also
warehousing such varied products have specific requirements for manpower.

3.44 Organisation Structure in Indian Retail Scenario
India is dominated by a large number of small and independent retailers.
The best example and perhaps the oldest one is our neighborhood Panwala (beetle leaf
shop). There can be a host of other examples such as the neighborhood grocery shop, furniture
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shop, gift shop, sweetmeat shop and others. These retail outlets are owned and managed by an
individual or family.
. Such retail stores have typically the following organisational structure:
Retail store Owner

I

Notes

Sales staff

I

Accountant/A/c staff

Warehouse in charge

Small stores generally employ on a contract basis or on job rate basis, lawyers, charte red
accountants, income tax consultants as well as investment consultants. However that cannot h>e
included in the organisational structure as they are not employees pf the organisation.

3.45 Human Resource Aspects in Retailing
Retailing is very different from other industries. As in any other services industry in retail human
aspect is of prime importance. With technological advances there have been changes in re tail
environment. However this has only increased the importance of human resources. While you v isit
a store big or small, role of the individual who helps you buy your stuff is immense. Genen illy*
in India festival buying is one of the biggest sale earners for retail. Besides this generally sale
picks up on holidays, vacations and similar occasions. Thus the bottom line is, when everybod /■ is
enjoying the festivities or having holiday time you slog the most. More importantly in the midst
of tough competition and more demanding customer a retailer has to cash in. This gives a vkry
strong message. All the employees of retail stores should be ready to sacrifice their bolide y s,
festivals for the sake of business. Thus while recruiting staff one must be clear about the candidate's
. individual goals and temperament.
Here it's worth mentioning that character and integrity of the candidate is of gr
significance. In case a retailer is able to plug internal theft and embezzlement he is a big gair er.
Moreover on the part of the employees it's also requited to be ever vigil^it to prevent shoplifti ig.

3.46 Human Resource Functions in Retailing
Human resource management has always been an issue for big retailers only. Wherever you go \
to the neighbourhood grocery shop or cloth merchant or say a small restaurant the owner is
chief of operations. All the employees of that establishment report to him or her. All decisiJl ns
whether strategic in nature or related to day-to-day operations are taken by the owner. The need
for human resource management is actually felt by big retailers like shopper's stop, pantaloons, etc
Any typical retail organisation would commonly need the following chief human resou -ce
functions:
1. Job analysis and job description.
2.

Training and development'

3.

Compensation and benefits

4.

Labour relations

Job Analysis and Job Description
Each retail store needs to analyse the jobs to be offered to the prospects. The job analysis invoh es
a process of finalising the job content and based on the findings preparing a design for the j( »t>. •
It is the responsibility of the store to prepare the job design since, it is necessary from the newr
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employee point of view. A well-prepared job design and job analysis helps in the recruitment
process and thereon in training to achieve the required results.
For task analysis the first step can be termed as task identification. Here the retail manager
is supposed' to list all the tasks needed to run the business. It is necessary to take a decision
regarding assignment of different tasks to different members of the channels of distribution. At
all points of time you should bear in mind that customer is the central focal point while taking
any such decisions. Once the identification of tasks is done the next logical step is turning the
different tasks into job positions.
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This is one method of facilitating the listing of tasks. First the retailer or HR manager
identifies tasks which are essential for the achievement of organisational goals. Thereon it's
defined that which employees' positions will be responsible, for those tasks. Finally standards of
performance for each position are set.
•
In this step various tasks are grouped under distinct heads which can then be converted
into positions of designations. For this, each task can be broken into some tasks which in turn can
lead to creation of positions. This means, the set of tasks or an individual tires can be assigned to
an individual person. For this we need to prepare what is known as a job description.
Job description is a document which states as to what are the exact requirements of a
particular job. However in the present competitive scenario we need to keep in mind that the
employees do not work with thtf narrow scope of job description. It is worth mentioning at this
juncture because employees tend to limit their scope of work in line with the limitations of job
description. We have to keep in mind that in this competitive and dynamic world our job profiles
can change overnight as per the requirements of the store. Job description is an iterative process.
One should keep in mind that job description is an ongoing process. Once our job descriptions
are ready we must fix the standards of performance for performance appraisals and evaluation.
Whenever we are fixing standards we must indicate the level of proficiency required to
meet the quality and quantity expectations. This in turn helps us to identify as to what can be
the training needs for a new employee or an existing employee. At the same time it guides the
human resource management department in giving reasonably logical feedbacks to the employees.

Training and Development
New developments are always taking place in the retail scenario. With the growth in retail the
consumers are maturing by the passing of everyday. In India, whatever you experienced as a
customer 10 years back is very different now. Retailing is the most dynamic field of business
management. With such changes in the field employees of any retail store ought to leam and
train themselves to meet the new challenges. This is 6ne of the most important profiles of any
- HR department. Training and development can take place in vario us ways. An organisation may
. like to give on-the-job training to the fresh incumbent whereas, the oldies may be sent for some
advanced training to back up the vast experience which they already have.

Compensation and Benefits
The HR department of any retail business needs to have policy guidelines regarding compensation
and miscellaneous benefits to be given to the employees. For Unis the HR department needs to
know similar policies and guidelines in similar organisations. Benclnmarking is very esseht ial as
' far as compensation and benefits are concerned. Compensation and benefits at any point of time
are the best way to satisfy the employees at the lower and middle level of management. .

;•
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Labour Relations
The HR departments should know the rules and regulations with respect to labour relatior s. .A.
harmonious labour relation always argues the efforts of an organisation to achieve its goals. A.11
regional organisations besides having an HR department also hire legal practitioners for consu ting
from time to time. This has become necessary since each state has got different set of rule ; for
human resource management with some standard rules.

3.47 Tasks Performed in a Retail Finn
We can broadly divide the tasks performed in a retail firm under four heads:
1.

Straiegic Management '

2. Merchandising Management
‘ 3. Store Management •
4.

‘

.

.

Administrative Management

Strategic Management
Devising and implementing a retail strategy. For devising a retail strategy the retailer must have
a very clear understanding and complete information of the following:
1.

Target market

2.

Different retail formats catering the target market

3.

Present buying trends and preferences

‘4. Various tasks to be performed within the organisation
5.

Accordingly designing an organisational structure

6. Site selection, location analysis, layout details .
.7.

• •

.

Design promotional strategy

Strategic management is completely under the domain of top management. There a rt h>e,
circumstances where advisors or consultants are hired by the retailing firm in this regard. I imns
need highly experienced and qualified professionals to take such high level decisions. Hen: it is ‘
worth mentioning that in small sized family owned retail businesses.strategic decisions gem rally
are a family affair.
Merchandising Management
Merchandise sourcing is the prime taskjOf every retail organisation sourcing of merchand se is
the major component of merchandising process as a whole. For sourcing of merchandise a re ailer
has to go through the following steps:
1. Search for vendors dealing with the specific merchandise .
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2.

Based on specific requirements valuafe each vendor

3.

Negotiate terms and conditions with them

4.

Place orders

5.

Examine quality of goods received with negotiated specifications •

6.

Communicate grievances if any/ifollow up

7.

Make payments

...

After the merchandise is acquired a retailer needs to take full care since it's the single most
valuable input in retail. A retailer can prepare and implement a merchandise control plan. This
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process includes the following steps:
1.

Based on past experience develop a merchandise budget

2.

If it's a chain store allocate merchandise to stores

3.

Review stock position and merchandise off take.

Notes

These processes need seasoned personnel with years of experience. Here the need is for an
experienced person rather than high qualification.
Finally the most critical task in merchandising is pricing the merchandise. A retailer has
to have complete information about existing price ranges in the market. In the present day
competition is so intense that a small error in the pricing could lead to loss of sale as well as long
term reputation of the firm.
A retailer may have to adjust his prices based on the market feedback. Generally the pricing
task is done by the top management or by the owner himself in case of small scale or family
owned retail firms. However it's worth mentioning that the shop floor level staff plays a big role ,
here. They are in direct contact with the customers. Thus they can predict the best.saleability
of the merchandise at a given price. Besides this they are competent to state an ideal price for
given merchandise.

Store Management
Store is the pivot for any retail store. Managing the store involves various issues to be looked
into like:

♦

.

•

1. Store facilities
2.

Layout and Display

3.

Selling of merchandise

4.

Customer grievances

5. . Complementary services like gift wrapping home delivery
6.

Prevent shoplifting and inventory shrinking

-

7.

Receive physical inventory and intimafting for the procurement of the same.

8.

Merchandise repackaging/alteration

Administrative Management
To execute all these tasks one needs to:
1.

Conduct manpower planning

2.

Prepare manpower requirement

3.

Recruit and hire store personnel

4.

Train them

5.

Plan work schedules

6.

Motivate people to perform

7.

Evaluate individual performances

•
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3.48 Long-term and Short-term HR Planning
A retailer has to focus on overall growth of his organisation. Once the retailer is aware about his
organisational growth pattern it becomes easy for him to project future growth. Company grow li
has got all around implications for the organisation especially human resource management.
the present day when every retailer feels the urge to expand into multiple stores or diversify in :o
-multiple products ranges. This immediately triggers the need for additional human resources, v
any point of time the quality of human resources makes a big difference in the performance of
the retailer. Performance here is defined by the sales volume achieved by the retailer. Very oft< n
it has happened that a retailer has not been able to expand due to lack of skilled employees tax
less than required number of employees. It has also been observed that if a retailer has tried to
expand his business even after having this handicap. Then it has resulted in major losses. ThJts
under all circumstances a retailer should look into his long- term needs and have a HR plirv
designed accordingly.
j
Despite the significance of long term planning and analysis in the present context tne
importance of short term planning cannot be denied. Short term planning is generally of le^s
than one year duration. India is a nation of many festivals and seasons. Market picks up and alio
goes down accordingly. Diwali, Dushehra, Id and Christmas are the festivals which the retailers
look upon. Similarly season and off season are two terms very close to them. All such occasions
need specific short term planning. This scenario has lead to another reality. Suddenly there isj a
need for part time employees.

[

3.49 Part Time Employment
This type of employment is a result of coincidence of similar needs. Youth are presently on th.e
look out for augmenting their pocket money by doing some short term assignment or getting some
exposure. On the other hand retailers do need additional staff at times but not on a permanent
10 AM to 10 PM basis. Availability of such people helps them, greatly. These assignments ai-e
dignified and at the same time paying. However the retailer should be cautious about making
such recruitments. Point to be remembered here is that part time employment does not mea^rr
casual and irresponsible attitude on the part of the employees. The retailer must ensure that lie
is hiring serious people even though they may for short-term employment.

3.50 Other Important Aspects of Human Resources
Following are significant with respect to human resources:

•

|

Motivation
Every employee of any retail organisation need motivation at all points of time. You should
appreciate all those employees in any retail store working under stressful atmosphere at times
working hours can be long and boring as well a s mentally demanding. Each employee likes to lie
encouraged and motivated. The need and type of motivation differs from position to position, an d
person to person. Generally we can divide moti vation for retail employees into monetary and nc n
monetary (motivation) incentives. Non monetary incentives generally comprises of appreciatio:
awards, trips, enrolment for advanced training programmes etc.
There are several theories of motivation which have developed over a period of time. Thr< e
very important theories are:
'
•
1.
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Abraham Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs Mo del

2.

Herzberg's two factor theory of motivation

3.

McGregor's theory X and Theory V
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Maslow's model stresses that human beings have different types of needs which can be
categorised at different levels. According to the theory, depending upon the satisfaction of lower
levels of needs an individual moves up wards.

Notes

Abraham Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs Model
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Figure 3.14. Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs Model
Physiological needs comprises of the basic needs of the human being like food shelter and
clothing. This is the need which is phased by an individual in the starting of his career just out of
college. At this point of time the individual looks only for the basic requirements of his life. Once
such needs are satisfied an individual aims for the next levels of safety and security in his life.
At this stage an individual is looking for permanency of job and some sort of settlement in life.
This stage is characterised by meeting to basic necessities but does not have a sense of security.
Once, the permanency comes in an individual starts aiming for recognition and social status. At
this stage an individual aims for high social status and looks forward to achieve social needs by
< joining clubs/associations. The last stage is where all the necessities have been met. This is the
stage where money, status or any other type of need does not remain unsatisfied. We can say that
. an individual develops this feeling after spending a major part of his life in achieving all his goals.

,

, In relation to the stage'of life of an individual a retail store can be successful in motivating
accordingly. For instance when you look forward to hire a very senior position person, you can
keep in mind that, such a person may not.be looking for monetary growth as the prime factor.
Therefore you have to present the opportunities of a respectable and important position for
attracting such candidates. On the other hand a youngster who has just graduated and is looking
forward to avenues to start his career would have totally different needs. Such an individual if
not experienced, would only look for a basic subsistence level.
The managers must identify the need level at which the employee is existing and then those
needs can be utilized as push for motivation.
Herzberg's two Factor Theory of Motivation
This theory classifies the two factors of motivation as, hygiene factors which are basically the'
physiological and safety needs of Maslow's model. The motivators here are the esteem needs
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and self actualisation. According to the fury lies in tatters are extrinsic to the individual and
motivators are intrinsic to the individual.

McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y

Notes

Theory X simply lays down that employees if not supervised and not motivated with neg: tive
.motivation would not like to contribute to the cause of the organisation at all. On the other hand,
theory Y views employees as self motivated and enjoy work but would also like to cohtribu te to
the organisation without any supervision or pressure. Another theory which was propour ded
on the basis of these two theories was theory Z derived from the above theories to prove tliat
individuals need both positive as well as negative motivation depending upon the circumstances.
Therefore, it can be suggested to the human resource department of a retail store to motivate Tieir
employees depending upon an individual mindset as well as the stage of his life.
. These theories of motivation were propounded based on years of research. However a retail
store can adopt any of them or create a hybrid from these depending, upon the ground real ties.

Motivating Employees Through Job Enrichment
Increasing features of a job, job contents arid work experience to work planned p’rogramirte is*"
called job enrichment. The sole purpose of job enrichment is to increase work motivation! and
work satisfaction which in turn increases the productivity of an individual employee. We can
look into five areas which can enrich the job.
I
* Each task has its impact on the employees as a whole, even if in an abstract manner. By
increasing the significance of the task by making it more critical for the overall success to complete
the job then, we can enrich their particular assignment or task.

Degree of
Autonomy

Significance of Task

Job visibility

Job feedback
Variety of skills

Figure 3.15. Modes of fob Enrichment
If regular feedback about the performance is given to individual employees and remedial
steps taken thereon to help the employees achieve their targets and further reward them i Ken, ,
we can successfully enrich the job.
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There are individuals who keep on working yet without getting any recognition despite
being hard-working and sincere. By recognising the significance of their contribution one can
enrich their jobs. This can be done by bringing in more visibility to their contribution.
Every job requires certain skill to perform and execute. If one can enhance the scope of
that job whereby, an individual requires additional skills to execute then the job becomes more
challenging for the employee. This is due to the fact that over a period of time each job becomes
monotonous and mechanical, thus reducing the efficiency. Thus by increasing the variety of skills
efficiency can be created.
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For a job to become more significant/critical it is necessary that the element of accountability
is enhanced. In this regard if we can provide more autonomy to complete the job, enrichment
takes place naturally.

Concept of Performance Appraisal
What is Perfortnance?
What does the term performance actually mean? Employees are performing well when they are
productive. Productivity implies both concern for effectiveness and efficiency, effectiveness refers
to goal accomplishment. However it does not speak of the costs incurred in reaching the goal.
That is where efficiency comes in. Efficiency evaluates the ratio of inputs consumed to outputs
achieved. Greater the output for a given input, greater is the efficiency. It is not desirable to have
objective measures of productivity such as hard data on effectiveness, number of units produced,
or percent of crimes solved etc. and hard data on efficiency (average cost per unit or ratio of sales
volume to number of calls made etc.).
In addition to productivity as measured in terms of effectiveness and efficiency, performance
also includes personnel data such as measures of accidents, turnover, absence, and tardiness.
That is a good employee is one who not only performs well in terms of productivity but also
minimizes problems for the organisation by being to work on time, by not missing days, and by
minimizing the number of work-related accidents.

What is Appraisal?
Appraisals are judgments of the characteristics, traits and performance of others. On the basis
of these judgments we assess the worth or value of others and identify what is good or bad. In
industry performance appraisal is a systematic evaluation of employees by supervisors'. Employees
also wish to know their position in the organization. Appraisals are essential for making many
administrative decisions: selection, training, promotion, transfer, wage and salary administration
etc. Besides they aid in personnel research.
Performance Appraisal thus is a systematic and objective way of judging the relative worth
of ability of an employee in performing.his task. Performance appraisal helps to identify those
who are performing their assigned tasks well and those who are not and the reasons for such
performance. . •
•
.
*

CASE STUDY: Implementing a Comprehensive Performance Appraisal
System for Indian Leading Retail Chain
About the Customer
The customer is a leading retail chain in India with outlets in all the states and clients across
USA, Europe and Japan. A large conglomerate with interests in various ventures, the company
pioneered the concept of customer-oriented retail stores in the country. Over the years, it has
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successfully promoted a number of brands, products ancl events using innovative tactics. The|company had a handful of stores for the first 5 years of its operations; today it is India's largest;
retail chain with a distinct brand identity that appeals to the Indian youth.

Customer Challenges
When the customer conducted an internal Employee Satisfaction Survey, the results indicatedj!
that employees were highly dissatisfied with the performance appraisal system. The appraisalp
and goal sheets were manual, resulting in a huge drain on employee resources in terms off |
time and effort. Additionally, there was no system to post employee KRAs (Key Result Areas).!
Employees wanted the company to maintain rosters of employee KRAs, with a flexible KRArc‘
setting process that allowed for detailed mid-year review and interactions between HR,f
employees and the respective managers. Thirdly, due to the manual nature of the appraisal^
process, the company found it difficult to generate MIS reports. Finally, there was a strong!-need for an online central repository of employee data. Employee dissatisfaction with these^
elements was strong and was reflected in rising attrition rate, decreasing employee morale!1:
and loss of faith in the company's systems and its ability to manage them. In consideration .!,
of these factors, the customer was looking to implement a complete solution for performance!*1
management that could be customized as per its needs and mapped to existing processes. This :
ijsystem would have to be implemented within a short time frame.
•?

Saigon Solution

i

.ii

The customer evaluated a couple of products (SAP HR being one of them) before choosing'jj
Saigon's EmpXTrack for its comprehensive and flexible features that were available at a^jj
reasonable cost. EmpXtrack was faster to implement and offered a user-friendly, web- based| ]
interface that could be accessed anytime, anywhere. It had ready-to-use and yet, customizable,!;
templates in every module. The product offered a wide variety of options, being available in^;
five different editions, with each edition offering a different set of HR modules. Each edition,| ]
in turn, comprised different options based on the number of features available. This variety^ J
made EmpXtrack easily configurible and customizable for the customer's needs. Finally, it wasjj \
cost-effective, offering a flexible pricing model and low front-end cost. The customer chose to |i
implement two modules of EmpXtrack that fit its requirements: the Goal Setting System and the !j
Appraisal System. The solution was required for 500 users and was to be implemented within^
[!.

one and a half months. To meet the stringent implementation deadline, all the stakeholders
from Saigun worked in parallel with each other, effectively handling both the qualitative and
quantitative aspects. Both modules were deployed smoothly though there were challenges in
collecting the customer's data. This was resolved through constant communication with the $
stakeholder at the customer site, with Saigun team working relentlessly to collect the customer |ji
‘!i
data till all the requisite information was collected in the format that it was needed in.
;*

Results

i!

This engagement was completed within the expected timelines. With the automation of ■
HR processes, the organization and functioning of HR systems have become smoother and^1
timeline-driven, resulting in a huge saving on time, efforts and resources. The solution allows i
the company to generate any kind of MIS report demanded by the management, and this ready jj
availability of data has had a positive impact on non-HR processes as well. Most importantly.
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with the Goal and Appraisal Sheet being readily available to all employees and managers,
employee satisfaction has increased and employees' faith restored in the company's capability
to meet their expectations. The HR team in charge of the project on the customer side has won
kudos for completing this engagement within such a short timeframe. Saigon's product and
flawless implementation has resulted in complete customer satisfaction, with the customer opting
for three more modules from EmpXtrack - HRIS (Human Resources Information Systems),
Employee Self Services and Payroll. This will be a bigger engagement covering 6000 employees.
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"The Saigun team worked within a tight schedule to meet our appraisal cycle requirements.
EmpXtrack is easy to use and offered some comprehensive features that were customized to meet our
specific requirements. We found the Saigun team very proactive and quick to help during a crucial
implementation phase where they provided us with 24/7 support." - HR Manager
Questions:
1.

What are the constraints faced by the manual automation system?

2.

Describe the need for automation of the procedures.

So»/rechttp;//www.cmpxtrack.com/resources/case*stuciies/implemcnting-a<omprehensive-performance-appraisal-systemfor* India-Ieading-retall-chflin/ .

3.51 Summary
The choice of a store location has a profound effect on the entire business life of a retail operation.
A bad choice may all but guarantee failure, a good choice success. This aid takes up site selection
criteria, such as retail compatibility and zoning; which the small store owner manager must
consider after making basic economic, demographic, and traffic analyses. It offers questions the
retailer must ask (and find answers to) before making the all important choice of store location.
The first step in choosing a retail business location takes place in one's head. Before one does
anything else, define the type of business in the broadest terms
and determine the long-term objectives. This exercise helps later in choosing a retail location.
In picking a store site, many.storeowners believe that it's enough to leam about the demographics
("people information" like age, income, family size, etc.) of the population, about the kind of
competition they'll be facing, and about traffic patterns in the area they're considering. Beyond
a doubt these factors are basic to all retail location analysis and once they have been spotted, a
tentative location using these factors, one has done half the job. Before a commitment is made to
move in and set up, one must carefully check several more aspects of the location to help insure
satisfaction and most importantly sure success at - the site one has chosen.
Elements Layout and Design combines the talents of the retail design and merchandising
experts, that provides with a competitive store layout and design package. Store layout and visual
merchandising are factors that contribute to the uniqueness of a store. The exterior and interior
of a store convey several messages about the store to the consumers. The building that houses
retail store, (whether new or old) and the exterior design of the store are important aspects of
the design of the store. Marquees, walkways, entrances, doors, display windows, the height and
size of the building, colors and materials used, and theft prevention are some of the key factors
to be kept in mind while developing a store's exterior.
Managing space is the first and foremost concern of almost every retailer, when it comes to
designing the store's interior. Space is always an expensive and scarce resource. Retailers always
try to maximize the return on sales per square foot. Planning a layout for the store's interior is the
first step in designing the store’s interior. Allocating space to various merchandise categories in
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a store is very important. Allocation of space can be based on many factors, like historical sales,
gross margins, industry averages and strategic objectives. Apart from allocating space to variou s
merchandise categories, space has to be allocated for carrying out some essential functions. Such
space includes the back room for receiving the inventories and sorting them out, office and other
functional spaces, aisles and customer service desks, floor space and wall space. The interior of k
store influences the purchasing behavior of the customers to a great extent. Designing the iriterioLof a store in such a way as to influence customer behavior is referred to as visual merchandising. It
includes optimum and appropriate use of fixtures, displays, color, lighting, music, scent, ceilings
and floor, and designing all of these properly. Merchandise presentation is the most significant
aspect of store design, because it helps attract customers' attention. A retailer can resort to man^forms of presentation such as idea-oriented presentation, item-oriented presentation, price lining,
color presentation, vertical merchandising, tonnage merchandising and frontal presentation.
The successful retailer will place a heavy emphasis on designing their physical facilities
so as to enhance the retailer's overall image and increase its productivity. The elements th< t
should be considered are: Visual Merchandising- Retail identity, fixture selection, merchandis e
presentation, graphics, and POS signage. Store Atmospherics - store ambience, music, fragrance
and lighting. The ability to create and change image through the store environment becomes
more important every day as consumers' time priorit y increases. The improvement of the stoije
image helps the customer to come to the store and the way of converting him into a real buy^r
is the space productivity. •
A primary goal of retail marketing is understanding the connections between the customer's
lifestyle and spending characteristics and why they choose one product over another. Businesse s
must test to ensure that they are sending the appropriate message to the appropriate households.
To increase customer loyalty, businesses must develop relationships with customers, continually
selling the value of the product in their situation'The Strategic Profit Model is a crucial part
of understanding how different retail strategies can be used to pursue similar financial goal 5.
A standard measure of financial success is Return on Equity (ROE). It is a simple calculating
method using the simple formula of net income divided by owner's equity. In performance
management is concerned in terms of process execution monitoring and analysis. Strip malls and
other attached, adjoining retail locations will also have guidelines or rules for how they prefer*
their tenants to do business. Retailers have realized the advantages of reflecting an ethical sense
in business operations. The organizational environment plays a major role in the kind of ethic al
sense the employees possess.
Human resource is the pivot around which the complete retailing industry rotates. Beir 6
a typical service based industry human resources play a critical role. There are various factors
which influence human resource management aspects in retail. These include scope of operatior s,
nature of merchandise and type of organisation. Human resource requirements vary for large
retail stores vis-a-vis small retail stores. Human resource needs in retailing also vary as per the
tasks needed to be accomplished. Tasks can be broadly divided into strategic, merchandising,
group management and administrative/legal.
The exterior and interior of a store has to be maintained well since they convey several
messages about the store to the consumers. The building that houses retail store, (whether ne|w
or old) and the exterior design of the store are important aspects of the design of the store.
Marquees, walkways, entrances, doors, display windows, the height and size of the building,
colors and materials used, and theft prevention are some of the key factors to be kept in mil id
while maintaining a store's exterior. Maintaining the facades of the store is very importa rtt
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for the success of retail of the store as it is enhances the shopping experience of the customer.
Cost-effective and efficient store maintenance is very critical to ensure smooth running of retail
business. The successful implementation of store operations is crucial to achieve the long term
objectives. Operations management includes - Cash management. Inventory Management and
shrinkage prevention.

Store Layout and Retail
Business Management

Notes

3.52 Glossary
• Exclusivity clause: This protects you by asking the landlord to agree to not place a
competing business in his center, or, if it's a large mall, within so many feet of your
business.
• Retail Sales Potential: It provides estimates and projections of consumer potential
organized by store type.

/

• Strategic Profit Model: The Strategic Profit Model is a crucial part of understanding
how different retail strategies can be used to pursue similar financial goals.

*r

• Employee safety: It is an issue facing human resources personnel. The department must
prevent and correct potentially dangerous situations.
• Statutes: Federal, State and Territory Governments have laws that prescribe the minimum
conditions of employment that apply to paid staff.
•

Workplace diversity: It encompasses the various qualities, characteristics and experiences
that distinguish one worker from another.

• Job Analysis: It refers to various methodologies for analyzing the requirements of a
job.
• Job Design: It is the process of putting together various elements to form a job.
• Performance Appraisal: It is the process of obtaining, analyzing and recording
information about the relative worth of an employee.
• Task Analysis: Systematic identification of the fundamental elements of a job, and
examination of knowledge and skills required for the job's performance.
•

Training: It is a learning process that involves the acquisition of knowledge, sharpening
of skills, concepts and rules.

3.53 Review Questions
1. What are the important factors to be Considered for finalizing retail store location?
2. What are the implications of various Theories in Retail Location analysis?
' 3.
4.

Write short note on Retail Store Relocating.
What do you mean by Store Layout? Discuss different store layout in detail.

5. What do you mean by Store Design? Discuss the elements of Store Design.
6.

Write short note on Retail Lighting Design.

7.

Prepare a store layout and design for a retail store dealing in apparels.

8.

What do you mean by retail store management.

9.

Describe the elements of visual merchandising.

10.

"Store Atmospherics influences sales." Do you agree? Explain.

11.

Describe the financial objectives and goals.

12.

Explain the strategic profit model.
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13. Describe the analysis of financial strength.'
14.

Explain about types of locations.

15.

Discuss about location and retail strategy.

16.

Explain the legal considerations.

17.

What do you know about trade area characteristics?

18. Discuss about negotiating lease.
19. Discuss about common area maintenance.
20.

Describe Human Resource Management.,

21.

Discuss about issues in Human Resource Retail.

22.

Discuss the legal issues in Human Resource.

23. Discuss about retail organization structure.
24.

Discuss the ethical issues facing HR.

25.

Explain the managing diversity.

26.

Discuss about statutory agreements.

. 27.

, j

What are the considerations for organizational design?

28.

Explain how you will assess human resource requirements of a retail organisation?

29.

Explain the relevance of organisational charts in manpower planning.

30. What do you mean by motivation? Discuss motivational theories.
31.

Discuss the Maslow hierarchy theory in detail.

32.

Elaborate the concept of performance appraisal.

33.- Differentiate between two theories namely; Theory X and Theory Y.
34. What are the modes of job enrichment?

.

1

35. . Discuss the concept of motivation.
36.

Discuss various issues and concern relating to retail.

37.

Discuss the process of organising a retail firm.

38. Explain how is organization structure is being used by small independents in retail?
39.

Being a HR manager in a retaining company, how will you motivate your subordinates?

40.

Differentiate between centralization and decentralization concept in retail giving a suitable
example from the industry.
.
,
I
,

3.54 Further Readings
• Christopher H Lovelock, Services Marketing, third edition, Prentice Hall, US
• Leonard L Berry, Great Service: A Framework for Action, The Free Press’
• Ravi Shanker, Services Marketing, Excel Books, New Delhi
• Valarie A Zeithmal and Mary JO Bitnef, Services Marketing: Integrating Customer Focus
across file Firm, Tata McGraw Hill,.New Delhi
• www .marketingteacher.com/.../lesson_services_marketing
• • www.online-pr.com/Holding/ServiceMarketingSecret
• http://dis.shef.ac.uk/sheila/marketing/services.htm
• http://www.mba-tutorials.com/marketing/165-products-vs-services.htmlz
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4.1 Learning Objectives
After studying the chapter, students will be able to:
• . Identify the pricing objectives ad factors that affect pricing;
• State the concept of price sensitivity; • Explain the concept of psychological pricing and markup and markdo wn
strategies;
• Discuss about allocating merchandise to stores;'

■,

• Describe about allocating merchandise to stores;
• Discuss about competition oriented pricing;
•

Discuss pricing .techniques for increasing sales and profits; •

•

Explain about legal and ethical pricing issues;

\

• Study about steps involved in designing retail advertising mix strategy;
• Gain better insights about the promotional mix elements of retailers;
• ' Learn about the various promotional mix strategies used by retailers'.
• Different steps involved in CRM process

4.2 Introduction
The efficiency of a retail store is based on the retailer's ability to provide the right goods of good •
quality to the consumer, in the right quantity, at the right place arid at the right time. The er tire
process of retailing depends on efficient inventory management. In this unit; you will learrv to
plan merchandise and merchandise budget.
' In the large retail store, we find a dizzyirig array of goods to clothe our bodies, decorate our hoi nes
and entertain our families. All of this merchandise comes in a variety of sizes, colors, makes ind
models. Bringing it all together requires the successful coordination of numerous individuals and
divisions, including buyers, warehouse employees, financial staff, store operations, etc;
Yet, merchandising takes top priority. It doesn't matter how efficiently the other departmi Mits
are operating. If merchandising is not firing on all cylinders, the company merchandising is not
firing on all cylinders, the company cannot succeed.
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The merchandise management process allows the retail buyer to forecast with some degree
of accuracy what to purchase and when to have it delivered. This will greatly assist the company
in attaining its sales and gross margin goals. Buyers must rely heavily on historical sales data,
coupled with personal experience and their own intuition about market trends. -
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The efficiency of a retail store is based on the retailer's ability to provide the right goods
of good quality to the consumer, in the right quantity, at the right place and at the right time.
The entire process of retailing depends on efficient inventory management. In this unit, you will
leam to plan merchandise and merchandise budget.

Notes

In the large retail store, we find a dizzying array of goods to clothe our bodies, decorate our
homes and entertain our families. All of this merchandise comes in a variety of sizes, colors, makes
and models. Bringing it all together requires the successful coordination of numerous individuals
and divisions, including buyers, warehouse employees, financial staff, store operations, etc.

:

Yet, merchandising takes top priority. It doesn't matter how efficiently the other departments
are operating. If merchandising is not firing on all cylinders, the company merchandising is not
firing on all cylinders, the company cannot succeed.
The merchandise-management process allows the retail buyer to forecast with.some degree
of accuracy what to purchase and when to have it delivered. This will greatly assist the company
in attaining its sales and gross margin goals. Buyers must rely heavily on historical sales data,
coupled with personal experience and their own intuition about market trends.
Price has always been one of the most important variables in retail buying decision. It is
the factor which makes or mars a retail organization. It is also the easiest and quickest element
to change. Pricing helps an organization to achieve its objectives. This is particularly significant
for new market entrants that need to first establish a brand, and then enjoy increasing profits as
the brand gets market acceptability. For a customer, price is the main reason to visit a particular
store. In this unit, you will learn about the implications of the pricing decision which a retailer
should consider while deciding the pricing for the retail sales.
In the retail industry, advertising has become a very essential tool. Advertising allows
manufacturers and distributors to get closer to customers. If a retailer wants to increase store
sales, he needs to create awareness amongst customers who buys these products first. Otherwise,
they won't know that such a product even exists or where to purchase it. So retailers must supply
ample information that will be used by customers to augment the merchandise and make the
promotions a better one. Another great way of boosting sales and returns is through carrying
out in-store promotions. Many retailers' today have been utilizing these promotion techniques in
order to make it easier for them to attract, draw in, and compel more people to buy. Because of
these promotions, shoppers who had no intention of buying a product may be more convinced
to do so. The growth of private labels made retailers tend to come up with necessary brands,
trademarks, logos, etc, as ways of making sure that the products they are selling have their own
unique flare and identification against other similar products in the market. So a good advertising
strategy is necessary for success of the retail firm. It is not only important to advertise but also
adequate research should be done to ensure that advertising efforts are directed towards reaching
their intended buyers and spent wisely in the right places.
Customer is the pivot of all the activities in a retail firm. Hence customer relationship and
earning their patronage is vital.for the success and growth of any retail firm whether big or small.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a collaborative and holistic approach of retail
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marketing that develops and manages relationship with customers. On the basis of CRM philosop ~iy
the retailers can increase their profitability by building relationship with their frequent cu'stome rs.
Through CRM processes they identify their key customers, gauge their satisfaction level, expl< »re.

Notes

their expectations and build a system and process to meet those expectations continuously. Th as,
the goal of CRM is to develop a base of loyal customers who patronise the retailers frequently.

4.3 Merchandise: Meaning
Merchandise refers to the goods bought and sold in business. Merchandising refers to the activities •
aimed at quick retail sale of goods using bundling, display techniques, free samples, on-the-spot
demonstration, pricing, shelf talkers, special offers, and other point-of-sale methods. According to
American Marketing Association, merchandising encompasses "planning involved in marketing
the right.merchandise or service at the right place, at the right time, in the right quantities, and
at the right price."

f

4.4 Process of Merchandise Planning
The foundation of this planning process is the six month merchandise plan.

• •

Define Your Merchandise Policy
Every retail organization must have a vision in order to provide it's buyers with some ins gtit
into the following business components:
1. Demographics of current and potential customers.
2. Store's image.
3. Merchandise quality levels.
4. Price point policy.
5. Marketing approach.
6.

Customer service levels.

7.

Desired profit margins.

This will allow you to develop a clear merchandise policy that outlines buying goals and
objectives.
Communicating this policy effectively will hot only provide direction, but should also d rive .
all decision making throughout the merchandise planning process.

. Gather Historical Information,
In building your six month plan, the objective is to prepare a month-by-month total do larpurchasing schedule for the company. Then, repeat this process for the next level of detail (i.e.
the departmental level). Depending on the sophistication of company information systems, eacln
department can then be broken down into smaller segment "classes", for which a similar sales
plan is prepared.
|The first step in preparing these plans is to pull the sales information for the same period last
year. Not only should we gather actual sales numbers, but also statistics on returns, markdojwns
and any inventory carry-over. Unless your store is cofnputerized, detail of this nature will not •
always be available. However, even a manual analysis of total merchandise purchases will pro ^ide
you with ari acceptable level of data, which is far better than having no information at all.
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4.5 Perform Qualitative Analysis
Most professionals will agree that the buying process is 90% analytical and 10% intuitive. In other
words, you must do your homework to achieve any level of success. But your efforts will be
rewarded. As the most critical aspect of a successful operation, buying/merchandise management
is what retail is all about.
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"Qualitative Analysis" refers to "identifying the proper components in a mixture". In this
case, the mixture is the merchandise plan and the components that affect this plan are as follows:
1.

Customer profile analysis
(a) Who are our best customers, and what are their buying behaviors and attitudes? .
'(b) Who do we want our customers to be?
(c) Who are our secondary customers, and what should we be buying for them?
Winning specialty $tore concepts focus on one "individual" and build their merchandise mix
to please this specific shopper. Learn right away that you can't be everything to everybody.

2. Department analysis: To effectively forecast sales and purchase the right product, you
need a further breakdown of your store's major departments. For example, a typical family
shoe store may have the following departments: men's footwear, women's footwear,
children's footwear and accessories. The men's department may be made up of the following
’ subcategories or "classes": dress shoes, sport shoes, boots and slippers.
To plan at the "class" level, you need sales and inventory data at the "class" level.
3.

Key Department Trend: The professional buyer is always looking for trends in his market.
For example, what is happening in men's footwear? Maybe Western boots are growing
in popularity, brown dress shoes have been declining for the last two seasons and black
sport shoes are hot with the youth market. Do you always run out of large sizes in slippers
weeks before Xmas?
Trend information is available from a number of sources, including trade publications,
merchandise suppliers, the competition, other stores in the U.S. and Europe, and your
own experience.

4.

Major Vendor Analysis: "Information is power." Even a minor analysis of the performance
of your major vendors can identify significant buying issues.
Example: In the case of the family shoe store illustration, a closer look reveals that our
. number one supplier last season did not do us any favours. Although they shipped 98%
of what we booked, further analysis indicates late deliveries coupled with styling and
fitting problems. This resulted in a poor in-season sell through, creating the need for heavy
markdowns. Due to poor supplier performance, we ended up with a gross margin of 10%
below the store average.

As you can see, this type of vendor analysis is essential in planning your merchandise strategy.
1. Advertising Review: Increased traffic flow often results in higher sales. To this end,
advertising and promotions are used to improve traffic levels. The buying and advertising
departments must work closely together to ensure the company's investments in this area
result in strong performance.
A promotional calendar outlining event dates, media buys and budgets should be developed
and taken into consideration when the merchaiidise planning process takes place. Buyers
may have to coordinate product deliveries with promotions, or vice versa. A successful
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promotion last year may be hard to equal this season, or, by contrast, a poor promotk r\
may require a higher forecast for this season.
2. Visual Presentation Analysis: People usually respond best to visual stimuli, so product
presentation is a major driver of sales. For this reason, another segment of the buyer ' s
•
seasonal written report describes their thoughts about visual merchandising for the produc :s.
This includes the following:
(a) Are any special fixtures required?
(b) Where should the product be displayed?
(c) • What type of signage is necessary?
Visual merchandisers work very closely with the buying departments in most chaii \s.
Information concerning delivery dates, promotions and product quantities may affect decisic ns
about what to feature in store windows and key display areas. The "visual people" will a so
handle any special in-store signage that will accompany the product.

4.6 The Assortment Planning
In Assortment Planning we use store grades as a way to reduce the number of decisions vve
have to make. If we had to plan every store individually we would end up repeating similarassortments many times. Planning at the store grade level allows us to be most effective as a
result of our efforts.
What measures should we use to create the grades? Retailers commonly use sales value as
the basis for store grading. This allows them to group together similarly performing stores, on fttie
basis that they should have similar ranges assorted to them. As they become more sophisticajt ed
many retailers begin to incorporate space into the equation. This often results in a two tier gradesystem with space sub grades within each sales grade. Superficially, this would appear to be a
• reasonable approach, and it generally does provide more efficient planning that not using grading
at all. However, it places its emphasis on the wrong element - sales.
I
When we are making decisions about assortments we are primarily deciding which items
will go to which stores in which periods. The first question that we need to ask ourselves is now
many items we should be sending to each store or store grade. The factor that limits the nurntoer
of items is not primarily sales velocity (derived from sales value), but space available for dispjl
aySpace is a limiting factor in bricks & mortar stores in the same way as production capacity is in
manufacturing. If we are going to send similar ranges to groups of stores it makes far more sinse ,
to group these by space available for display than by sales value. Of course, this assumes
you have accurate records on space at the product level you wish to grade by, and that you nave
systems in place to keep these records accurate and up to date. But what about sales? Wellj -we
can allow the replenishment systems to pick up on rates of sale and to refill accordingly, wi are
not ignoring sales, we are merely saying that there are more relevant measures that we can use
for grouping stores for assortment planning.
Of course there may be.instances where you have more space in a store than is warra 'kte<i
by the sales performance. This is not a desirable outcome, but is one which does exist from time
to time. Where this is-the case, you may consider reducing the density of assortment. If tiKis
widespread you may want to consider subgrading by ales w-thin space.
Once we have decided which measures to use for grading, we also need to decide at wtiat *
level we wish to grade. There are 4 factors that will influence our decisions here:
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1.

The availability of data for the selected measure
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2. The availability of a system that will calculate the grades at the selected level
3. The availability of a range & assortment planning system that can use the grades at the
selected level
4. The ability of our transactional systems to execute plans based on the selected level

Notes

It is common for retailers to grade .at a department level, but as data, becomes easier to
access and as planning and transactional systems become more powerful, we are seeing more
and more.people dropping the level down to category.
What's So Difficult About Planning Assortments?
With Assortment Planning, the planning exercise is fast, intuitive and efficient. Without automated
planning tools, however, doing the entire job manually would inundate your staff with these tasks:
I! Manage the end-to-end process of building, managing and planning assortments for new
and existing products (and their variations)
2.

Keep up with assortment hierarchies, including start and end dates and unlimited assortment
information
v

3. Track attribute mix versus target
4.

Analyze best sellers from previous or similar assortments

5.

Plan unique assortments to accommodate each location's specific situation

6. Plan placeholder and proxy items with like history
7. Plan and track items using multiple measures and versions and reconcile back to financial
goals
8.

Plan by average store, cluster or store in your retail channel

9.

Plan by campaign, book or media drop for your direct channel

4.7 Methods of Merchandise Procurement
Merchandise displays are special presentations of a store's products or services to the buying
public. The nature of these displays may range somewhat from industry to industry, but all
merchandise displays are predicated on basic principles designed to increase product purchases.
Indeed, merchandise displays are an integral element of the overall merchandising concept, which
seeks to promote product sales by coordinating marketing, advertising, and sales strategies.
■ Many business consultants believe that small business owners are among the leaders in
innovative merchandise display strategies. W. Rae Cowan noted in Chain Store Age Executive, for
example, that "in many instances, smaller specially chains are leading the way in store ambience
supporting their overall marketing strategy in a broad range of categories from fashion through
hardware and house wares and building supplies areas. By their very nature, specially stores
depend on their fixturing to generate a differentiation or niche in the marketplace. And being
physically smaller in some cases allows for faster response to market trends and conditions....
Successful retailers today are using their fixturing to productively dispense their merchandise
and communicate an appropriate environment on the retail floor."
Merchandise displays generally take one of several basic forms:
1.

Storefront Window Displays: These typically open on to a street or shopping mall walk
or courtyard and are intended to attract passerby that might not otherwise enter the store.
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2. Showcase Displays: These typically feature items that (1) are deemed to be too valuable ;or
display in storefront set-ups, or (2) are niche items of high interest to the business's prim, ry
clientele. These display centers are usually located in high traffic areas and typically feature
multiple tiers for product display and a sliding door on the clerk's side for access.
3.

"Found-Space" Displays: This.term refers to product presentations that utilize small .biat
nonetheless usable areas of the store, such as the tops of product carousels or availa :>le
wall space.

Figure 4.1. Found Space Display: T-shirts displayed on the wall
Source: bigapplcjazz.com

Storefront window displays and "found space" displays are particularly popular tools for
publicizing and selling sale items.

Cross Merchandising
Cross merchandising is simply grouping related products together. There are a few methods :tiat
can be used to accomplish this technique in an online setting. Let's take a look at the possibili :ies.
1.

Create gift baskets or sets that include multiple related items, such as a skincare basket
with a moisturizer, cleanser, toner, and an eye cream. Maybe you sell books. You can create
a Reader's Dream set that includes a few bestsellers, a bookmark, and any other related
items in your inventory selection. A Writer's Dream set could include a hardbound jouijnal,.
notebooks for everyday use, stationery with matching envelopes, a selection of note cajrds,
and a nice pen. Whether you sell DVDs, game consoles, fragrances, lingerie, or toys, fyoix
can build gift baskets'or sets. Customers love sets like these for the holidays. It saves tHenn
time and money, because they don't have to shop around for ideas or each piece to make e a
set. You did the work for them. Dress packages up nicely for the holidays and watch t xenrt
fly out the door!

2.

2. Group similar items on the same web page. A customer who plans to purchase a game
console would be a prime candidate for buying games as well. This approach is sirjiilarto the gift basket idea, yet products are sold individually. Present related products near
each other to suggestive sell additional merchandise. A build your own set or deal wl^rks
wonders to increase.• sales by discounting the sale for each additional item purchased iri -the
same transaction.-

3. .3. Another popular method used by many stores, such as Victoria Secret, offers a related
product once an item has been added to the customer's cart. For example, when a custc mer
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adds a pair, of pajamas to their cart, an offer for matching slippers appears - either on the
shopping cart page or through a pop-up. Nowadays, many Internet users block pop-ups,
so an ad placed on the actual web page may be a better option.
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Cross merchandising is a viable merchandising solution for e-commerce stores. Choose a
method that is suited to your unique situation. Grouping merchandise is similar to suggestive'
selling without the verbal aspect. Customers tend to spend more money when cross merchandise
presentation strategies are used.

Notes
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Figure 4.2. Cross Merchandising in a Retail Store
Source: flickr.com

4.8 Merchandise Presentation
View the merchandise presentation from a customer's perspective. This can be difficult, because
of the hard work that one puts into creating the presentation. Consider a few points:
1.

Do the merchandise groupings make sense? Are the products related?

2.

Does the presentation enable you to view each item? Do you know exactly what each
presentation is offering? Does each set include product details?

3.

Are the merchandise presentations attractive, logical, and themed?

Use the answers to each of the questions above to determine if your merchandise presentation
is both logical and attractive. The presentation should grab your attention and hold it; it should
make you want to know more about the products. How well did you do? Don't worry; you can
always change you presentations. In fact, change is necessary as product inventory fluctuates,
seasons change, and promotional events rotate. Change is great, because it keeps the customer
excited about your products.
Successful Merchandise Display
Trudy Ralston and Eric Foster, authors of How to Display It: A Practical Guide to Professional
Merchandise Display, cited several key components of successful merchandise display that are
particularly relevant for small business owners. First, displays should be economical, utilizing
only space, materials, and products that are already available. Second, displays should be versatile,
able to "fit almost anywhere, exhibit almost any merchandise, and qonvey almost any message.

\
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Finally, displays have to be effective. The ideal display, said Ralston and Foster, "is readily visib I e
to any passerby and [should be arranged so that] there is no time or space lag between when a
potential buyer sees the design and when he or she can react to it. [The ideal display] also shov rs
the customer what the product, actually looks like, not some flat and intangible picture of it.
Few other forms of promotion can give such a vivid presentation of both the merchandise ar ;ci
character of a store."
The effectiveness of these cornerstones of merchandising display strategy can be increased
by remembering several other tips as well, including the following:
1. Allocate merchandise display space and expenditures appropriately in recognition of
customer demographics. If the bulk of your business's customers are males between the ages
of 20 and 40, the bulk of your displays should probably be shaped to catch their interest.
2.

Be careful of pursuing merchandise display designs that sacrifice effectiveness for.the sa <e
of originality.

3.

Make certain that the cleanliness and neatness of the display is maintained.

4.

Do not overcrowd a display. Customers tend to pass over messy, busy-looking display*.
Instead, Ralston and Foster affirm that a display should feature a single item or point of
interest.... Every primary article [in a display] must interact with every other so that they all
come together as a group. If they don't it will look as if there is not one design, but sever al.

5.

Combine products that are used together in displays. For example, pairing sld goggles w tl\
other outdoor apparel is apt to be more effective than placing it alone or with some oti er
product that is only tangentially related to skiing.

6.

Small items should be displayed so that would-be customers can get a good look at them
without having to solicit the help of a member of the staff.

7.

Pay attention to details when constructing and arranging display backgrounds. For examp le,
Foster and Ralston counsel business owners to "avoid dark backgrounds when customers
will be looking through a window, since this makes the glass behave as a giant mirror.'

8. Merchandise displays can sometimes be utilized to educate customers. A well-concei\ ed
display could, for example, illustrate a product use that may not have occurred to m ost
customers. "In addition to selling actual merchandise, display can be used to introduc s a
new product, a fashion trend, and a new 'look', or idea," explained Martin Pegler in Visual
Merchandising and Display. "Display can be used to educate.the consumer concerning wiiat
the new item is, how it can be worn or used, and how it can be accessorized. The displaymay also supply pertinent information, the price, and other special features."
J ■
AH of these considerations need to be weighed when putting together a merchandise
display. But ultimately, the final barometer of a display's worthiness is its ability to sell produ :ts.

4.9 Retail Pricing
Price has always been one of the most important variables in retail buying decision. It is the fa< tor
which makes or mars a retail organization. It is also the easiest and quickest element to change- In
this unit, you will learn about techniques of pricing of products. You will learn how pricing h« lp>s
an organization to achieve its objectives. This is particularly significant for new market entra nts
that need to first establish a brand, and then enjoy increasing profits as the brand gets ma et
acceptability. For a customer, price is the main reason to visit a particular store. In this unit, OVi
will learn about the implications of the pricing decision which a retailer should consider w. vile
deciding the pricing for the retail sales.
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Pricing decisions are usually considered a part of the general strategy for achieving a broadly
defined goal. While setting the price, the firm may aim at one or more of the following objectives:
1. Maximization of profits for the entire product line: Firms set a price, which would enhance
the sale of the entire product line rather than yield a profit for one product only. In this
process it is possible to maximize the profit for the entire product line.

Notes

2.

Promotion of the long-range welfare of the firm can also influence the pricing decision:
The firm may decide to set a price, which looks unattractive to competitors, and hence,
the entry of competitors can be discouraged for a long period of time. In this, way the firm
can take a decision for the long-term welfare of the firm rather than the short-term profit
maximization.
v,
'
' '
3. Adaptation of prices to fit the diverse competitive situations: The company may decide
to go for different kinds of pricing strategies depending on individual.product's productmarket situation. The company will try to maximize the profit from a market where it has
cash cows and invest in other markets where it has to stay put,for long term benefits. It
may decide to follow different kinds of product strategy for product portfolio members.
4. Flexibility to vary prices in response to changing market condition: One cannot decide
about prices in isolation, as the firm is only a member of the market. So it has to decide on
prices in response to changing economic conditions. The macro economic conditions also
influence the pricing decision.
5.

Stabilization of prices and margins: The firm may decide to stabilize the prices and margins
for long term goals and price the products in a different way than they would have done
with a profit maximization objective.

6. Market Penetration: The firm may decide in favor of a lower price to penetrate deeper into
the market and to stimulate market growth and capture a large market share.

-•

7. Market Skimming: The firm may decide to charge high initial price to take advantage of the
fact that some buyers are willing to pay a much higher price than others as the product is of
high value to them. The skimming pricing is followed to cover up the product development
cost as early as possible before competitors enter into the market.

Factors Influencing Pricing
Formulating price policies and setting the price are the most important aspects of managerial
decisionmaking. Price is the source of.revenue, which the firm seeks to maximize. It is the most
important device a firm can use to expand its market share. If the price is set too high, a seller
may price himself out. If it is too low, his income may not cover costs, or at best, fall short of
what it could have been.
The following are the general considerations for formulating pricing strategy:
Objectives of Business
Pricing is not an end in itself but a means to an end. The fundamental guide to pricing, therefore,
is the firm's overall goals. The broadest of these is survival or assured continued existence. On
a more specific level, objectives relate to rate of growth, market share, maintenance of control or
ownership and finally profit. A pricing policy should never be established without full consideration
as to its impact bn the other policies and practices of the firm.
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The Competitive Environment
An effective solution to the pricing problem requires an understanding of the competitive ■
environment. Under the present competitive conditions, it is more important for the firm to offer _
the product which best satisfies the wants and desires of the consumers than the one which sells
at the lowest possible price. As a result, pricing policy should be governed more by the relative
than by the absolute height of prices.
,
Product and Promotional Policies of the Finn
Pricing is only one aspect of marketing strategy and a firm must consider it together with its
product and promotional policies. Thus, before making a price change, the firm must be st ire
that the price is at fault and not its sales promotion program or the quality of the product or
some other element.
Nature of Price Sensitivity
Businessmen often tend to exaggerate the importance of price sensitivity and ignore, ma ny
identifiable factors at work that tend to minimize its role. The various factors which may generate
insensitivity to price changes are variability in consumer behavior, variation in the effectiveness of
marketing effort, nature of the product, importance of after sales service, the existence of highly
differentiated products which are difficult to compare and multiple dimensions of product quality.
Conflicting Interests Between Manufacturer and Intermediaries
The interests of manufacturers and middlemen (through whom the former often sell) are sometin es
in conflict. This is called vertical conflict. For instance, the manufacturer would desire that the
middleman should sell his product at a minimum markup,, whereas the middleman would lAke
his margin to be large enough to stimulate him to push up the product. The manufacturer nJay
like to control the middleman's prices and even the retail prices; but the middlemen may seekj to
expand their sales through price-cuts or obtain larger margin than allowed by the suggested prices.
AciiveEntry of Non-business Groups inPricingDecisions

|

The government, acting on behalf of the public, se^ks to prevent the abuse of monopolistic power
and collusion among businessmen. There is a complex body of regulation and even more confusi ng
series of judicial decisions guiding pricing principles in every country. Very often, the govemmefit
elects to control certain prices. Collective bargaining and strikes by the labor unions', attempt to
raise wages. The entry of the government into the pricing process, in alliance with farmers a vd
labor interests, tends to inject policies in price determination.

Routine Pricing Decision
Pricing in practice is often routinized though its extent may differ from company to compa iy
and from product to product. For example, the management may prefer to depend on suggest 2d '
prices, which is a mechanical formula for pricing decisions. The degree of routinization depen ds
on the following factors:
• Number of Pricing Decisions: A firm may have to take thousands of pricing derisioris
on a wide range of produrts, none of which provides a substantial proportion of sal^s.
In this case it will find that the costs of separate analyses on each product are t£>o
high. It would, therefore, find it economical to adopt relatively mechanical routine 1 or
pricing.
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•

Speed in Making a Pricing Decision: Mechanical formulae, such as a predetermined
markup on full cost, have the advantage of speed, though flexibility and adaptability
to special conditions is lost.

•

Quality of Available Information: If the data on demand and costs are highly conjectural,
the best the firm may be able to do is to rely on some mechanical formula such as cost
plus formulation.

•
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Competitive Market: If a firm is selling its product in a highly competitive market,
it will have little scope for pricing discretion.' This will pave the way for routinized
pricing.

Cost Factors in Pricing
Costs have to be taken into consideration like many other important factors. In fact, in the long
run, prices must cover costs. If, in the long run, costs are not covered, manufacturers will withdraw
from the market and Supply will be reduced which, in.tum, may lead to higher prices. The point
that needs emphasis here is that cost is not the only factor in setting prices. Cost must be regarded
only as an indicator of the price, which ought to be set after taking into consideration the demand
and the competitive situation. It must be noted, however, that cost at any given time represents a
resistant point to lowering of price. Again, costs deterrhine the profit consequences of the various
pricing alternatives. Cost calculations also help in determining whether the product whose price
is determined by its demand is to be included in the product line or not.
What cost determines is not the price but whether the product in question can be profitably
produced dr not.
.
'
For pricing decisions, relevant costs are those costs that are directly traceable to an individual
product. In the long run the aggregate revenues from all products must cover not only direct
costs but also contribute towards common costs. Ideally, each product should make significant
contribution to common costs; but it is not possible to state any general rule for determining
satisfactory or unsatisfactory contribution. If factors of demand and/or competition prevent
a firm from setting a price for one of its products that will cover direct costs, there may be no
alternative but to discontinue the product.
.

Demand Factors in Pricing
Where cost factors are internal in nature, demand based factors are external factors and emerge
out of marketing factors. The pricing policy of a firm would depend upon the elasticity of demand
as well. If the demand is inelastic, it would not be profitable for the firm to reduce its prices.
On the other hand, a policy of price increase would prove profitable if the demand is inelastic.
Conversely, if the demand is elastic, it is a policy of price reduction rather than a policy of price
increase, which would be profitable for a firm to adopt.

Price Sensitivity
We have already discussed the demand factor that affects pricing. Demand is based on the
consumption patterns of the consumers.
Sensitivity to price change will vary from consumer to consumer. In a particular situation,
the behavior of one individual may not be the same as that of the other, and may not follow the
• Taw of demand'. In fact, the pricing decision ought to rest on a more incisive rationale than simple
elasticity. Some important characteristics of consumer behavior are detailed below:
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From the point of view of consumers, prices are quantitative and unambiguous, whereas
product quality, brand image; customer service, promotion and similar factors are qualita tive
and ambiguous.

2. Price constitutes a barrier to demand when it is too low just as much as when it is too h Lglt.

Notes

Above a particular price, the product is regarded as too expensive and, below ano :lier
price, as constituting a risk of not giving adequate value or being perceived as a low qu< ility
product. If the price is too low, consumers will tend to think that a product of inft rior
quality is being offered.
3.

Price inevitably enters into the consumer's assessment of quality. There are two reasons
for this. First, it needs expert knowledge and appropriate equipment to test the qu; ility
or durability of some particular products (to say nothing of the time and cost invo ved
in carrying out a proper test), and second, customers tend to look upon price itself as a
reasona bly reliable indicator of quality. What is costly is thought to be of a high qualitV. A.
higher price is ordinarily taken to be a symbol of extra quality, or extra value or extra prestige

To conclude, in many cases, price is used by the prospective customer as a clue for sizing up tlie
quality of the product. Thus price-quality association is well established.
f
1. With an improvement in incomes, the average consumer becomes quality-conscious. An
improvement may, therefore, lead to an increase in demand. If this is so, a time may come
when a rise in price results in an increase in demand. This extreme situation may arise if
price in increasingly affluent societies comes to serve merely as an indicator of qualit^.
2. Consumers may be persuaded to pay more for heavily advertised goods. Consuln
ers
perceive a firm's size, financial power and age as measures of quality. Well-known fa.rms
very often assert that by virtue of their reputation they are able to charge 5 to 10 per cent
higher than other firms.
3. Whether the price is considered a bargain or not would depend upon the average m irlcet
price of the item, the gender of the potential consumer, and the value of the item to tfie
purchaser. Price reductions tend to be perceived absolutely rather than relatively, THis
means that the percentage reduction decreases for the item to be considered a bargain as tine
usual price increases. If a packet of potato chips is considered a bargain by a reduction of
20 per cent, a bargain electric fan may be only 15 per cent cheaper than the standard price.
As regarding the gender, it is noticed that men on an average require a greater redu =tion
in prices to be persuaded to believe in the bargain.
In a comprehensive survey of consumer consciousness, it was revealed that the nosic
postulate of the demand theory, i.e. the consumer has appropriate knowledge of market p rices>
is not fundamentally wrong.
Pricing Strategies
Price is a highly sensitive and visible part of retail marketing mix and has a bearing on the ret; iler' s
overall profitability. Further, pricing itself is an essential part of marketing mix and has it! own
place in the strategic decision-making process.Deinand-oriented Pricing

,

In demand-oriented pricing, prices are based on what customers expect or may be willing to
pay. It determines the range of prices affordable to the target market. In this method, retailers
not only consider their profit structure but also calculate the price-margin effect that any price
will have on sales volume.
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be viewed as better value. The challenge with this strategy is that products ending iri an odd
number are also often perceived as being lower in value. Ensure that you chose the right price
and the right strategy for your specific product or service.
Another use of psychological pricing is reference price. Reference pricing is when buyers
have a psychological response to the price that mirrors the way they view a price's relationship
to a specific product. A business could capitalize on reference pricing and position their product
amongst high value or luxury items to imply that its product belongs in the same category. Be
careful with that positioning strategy, it can backfire if buyers feel that your product doesn't really
belong in that category.
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For psychological pricing to be an effective price strategy, the product needs to have some
characteristics that would appeal to an ego-sensitive buyer. For example, luxury goods are attractive
to ego-sensitive buyers. Premium recreational goods, such as boats, are attractive to ego-sensitive
buyers. Your strategic planning model must ensure that the pricing strategy selected for your
. product or service is a best-fit price.

4.13

Mark-Up and Mark-Down Pricing

After deciding the price of merchandise, the retailer's next step is to consider whether there is
any need to change some price due to reasons, such as changing demand patterns,, pilferage,
competition and seasonal shift during normal course of business. Price adjustments include either
• markdown or additional markups.
Markdown
Mark-down is a most common technique to push retail sales that offers particular merchandise
at a price lesser than the merchandise marked price (normal price).
The reasons for markdown include:
1.

Overstocking/overbuying

2.

Season change

3.

Clear-out shopwom/slow-moving merchandise

4.

Clear-out old-fashioned/old-trend merchandise

-

'

,

5. . Generate customer traffic
Markdown does not always mean that the store is not performing wall, this is a part of
doing business and running a retail store efficiently. Sometimes, initially some retailers markup
their merchandise high enough so that after reductions and markdown the planned maintained
markup is achieved, Thus, a retailer's intentions should not be to reduce markdowns. If markdowns
are too less, it may mean that the retailer is probably charging too low for the merchandise, not
purchasing in bulk or not having interest in purchasing a particular merchandise.
Types of Markdowns
The various types of markdown of price are:

.

'

1. Temporary markdown: This is a policy of reducing the prices of merchandise for a particular
time period due to a particular reason, e.g. markdown because of clearing-out shopworn/
substandard merchandise. Once such merchandise is sold, the product will be sold at the
normal selling price.
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Permanent markdowns: In such markdowns price reduction is made for compara rively
longer periods, maybe a few weeks, few months or more. Unlike temporary markc own,
where price reduction takes place for a particular cause and price is eventually raised to the
original one, permanent markdown is used to replace the old-quality merchandise with the
new one. The reasons for permanent markdown are:
<♦ Merchandise if of perishable nature and will be of no use after some time.
❖ Old technology goods are to be replaced with latest versions.

3.

Seasonal markdowns: Under such markdowns, prices are reduced to clear out sec.sonal
retail merchandise. 'Ludhiana woollen sales', for example, in the previous winter season
are very common in North Indian states like Haryana, Punjab, Delhi and Western UP etc.

Markup
Unlike markdown where prices are reduced, additional markup is intended to increase the retail
price above the original markup due to certain reasons like:
1. When the demand for merchandise offered is exceptionally high.
2. There is a monopoly-like situation.
3.
4.

When competitors are not able to meet the consumer's demand.
In case private labels are performing well in retail market and have good demand an cl the
retailer likes to have quick returns.

■ "In today's world of retailing where brands are easily available and competition is becoming
tougher, markdowns are increasingly applied by Indian as well as global retailers rather than mar(ci_ip>s."
Besides markdowns and additional markups, a third price adjustment, employee diicount
is becoming popular in the retail world. Some retail firms, in order to build public ima^e and
employees welfare provide additional benefits to their employees besides normal salary and perlcs
by offering them discounts on merchandise buying or inviting them to buy merchandise ocfore
offering it to general public by the way of sales.

CASELET: Hughes & Hughes Merchandise Management System
The Company: Hughes & Hughes is Ireland's fastest growing, most dynamic book retailer,
and the only Irish bookseller to expand into the UK. The company has 12 locations in Ire and,
one in London city airport and two at Terminal Sat Heathrow Airport, employing 26Qpe Dp>le.
The company has implemented a 600,000 Electronic Point of Sales System (EPOS) Merchand ise
Management System in line with a change in trading operation where they are moving to a
complete central distribution model.
The Objective: "We are moving to a complete central distribution model where everyttving
is bought centrally, delivered centrally and fed to the stotes from our warehouse, "explains'Tony
Me Entee, Managing Director at Hughes & Hughes. "We want to have a single invoice point,
single delivery point, reduced administration and the assurance that buyers need to only mako one
buying decision. We also needed a system that would report instantly on what is selling along vvitln
margin being generated." Hughes & Hughes had previously used a retail system but founi tJKat
it was not cost effective nor could it expand to keep pace with the company's continued grpwtH
and expansion. "We needed a retail solution that was very user friendly with a clearly defined
development map," continues Tony. "The chosen retail solution had to benefit the business toy
providing sophisticated, timely and accurate reporting from the till and delivering an integrated
end-to-end solution, ensuring the capacity of the business to react quickly to market conditi Dns."
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Quick Facts
Datapac is the
leading Irish business
technologies provider.

Accreditations
Just to name a few:
• IBM Business Partner
• MicrosoftGold Certified
Partner

Services
Datapac offer many
services including:

• Retail EPOS solutions
• IT support and maintenance
• Microsoft Small Business
•' Virtualization and
Specialist
storage solutions
• Turnover of €60 million • Microsoft Business Solutions • Imaging and printing
in 2007
Partner
solutions
• Over 1,000 customers
• HP Preferred Partner and
• Infrastructure design
entrust their IT
ASP
and delivery
support to Datapac .
• Citrix Gold Solution Advisor • Converged voice and
data networks
• VMware Enterprise Partner
• Cisco Select Certified Partner • Citrix and Access solutions
• Security solutions
• 1509001:2000
• ERP solutions
• Computer and printer
consumables
• 200 employees in
Dublin, Wexford,
Cork and Belfast
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The Solution: Hughes & Hughes selected Microsoft Retail Management System from
Datapac because of Microsoft's quality and Datapac's expertise and knowledge of the solution.
"We wanted a solution that is SQL server based which will integrate simply with our finance,
logistics and other critical systems and is largely an out of box solution," says Tony. Hughes
& Hughes can carry as many as 100,000 SKU's so stock control had been extremely difficult
and time consuming. As part of the solution, Datapac is implementing
50 IBM Surepos Tills to allow both the customer and sales assistants to see the screen with
product details. "The Sure pos tills are-touch screen box units which will allow staff to know
what is in stock and be able to access the websites to pick up on titles that we don't stock, also
allowing them to look for specific customer requests. They can place orders and take deposits
against specific customer orders," says Tony. "The solution also gives us a powerful promotions
module so that we can run a wide range of promotions with full tracking and reporting
facilities. It will also integrate card payment and gift card management directly through the
Hughes & Hughes system which will eliminate using handheld pdqs. This eliminates error
and certain levels of potential fraud along with improving our efficiencies in reconciling our
cash," continues Tony.
Source: http://www.egynnkosh.ac.in/bitstream/l23456789/39075/l/Unit-4.pdf

CASE STUDY: Bata Rounds off '95 paisa' Price Tag
For decades, it was a price tag that drew instant jokes, sarcastic comments and sometimes
even arguments over consumer rights, but ending it all, Bata India has withdrawn its famous
95 paise pricing.
Now Bata chappals, shoes and other footwear are priced sans the 95 paise. Bata prices
still stop at '9' (such as ? 499), but the two decimal points in the price that made you feel like
sheepishly asking the five paise back, are gone.
"I have seen it almost throughout my stint with Bata," a manager of a Bata showroom,
who has put in around 40 years with the company, said.
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He remembers that Bata sales people would also be curious about the 95 paise tag when
they joined the company. They would be later taught at training sessions that it was a strat
to begin sales talk with buyers curious about price like 299.95.
"It would automatically create interest in the product. And from there salesmen can start
their talk/' he said. The Bata price also had a psychological impact on the prospective buyers
as it fell short of an amount that might have looked like a high price.
Also, the price tag was devised to communicate to customers that Bata values e v'en
their five paise. "We used to religiously return the five paise in those days when the coin /vas
available," he said.
There is also an unconfirmed theory that Bata, then headquartered in Kolkata, carm ? ixp>
with a price of ? 124.95 to avoid an entry tax, .which was levied on products priced at ? 125
and above.
Bata India officials said the company had decided to do away with the most distinc tive
pricing in the country because the five paise coins have now gone Out of circulation.
"Returning the five paise to customers was becoming an issue. There are people
would insist on getting it back," they said.
But the company did try to keep the price going by trying out various things. "We a sed
to offer customers candies, or told them that for every five paise they did not take back> we
would put another five paise and donate the amount to Missionaries of Charity. But we rea ised
later that no such thing was working," they said.
Question:
Comment on Bata's earlier '95 paisa' price tag. Are they right in doing away wit ti it?
What, do you think, is the reason for doing this?
Source; thehindubusinessline.com

4.14 Setting Inventory and Product Availability Levels
Merchandising and manufacturing companies keep an inventory of goods held foi sale.
Management is responsible for determining and maintaining the proper level of goods in
inventory. If inventory contains too few items, sales may be missed. If inventory contaili s too
many items, the business pays unnecessary amounts to warehouse, secure, and insure the items,
and the company's cash flow becomes one sided-cash flows out to purchase inventory but casti
does not flow in from sales.
I
Companies take physical inventories to count how many (or measure how much) c f eaCln
item the company owns. Inventory is easier to count when sales and deliveries are not oca irrimg,
so many companies take inventory when the business is closed.
SI-*

Taking a physical inventory involves internal control principles. Examples of these ir terna l
control principles include the following:
1. Segregation of duties: Specific items should be counted by employees who do not Ita ve
custody of the items.
I
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2.

Proper authorization: Managers are responsible for assigning each employee to a specific,
set of inventory tasks. In addition, employees who help take inventory are responsi ble for
verifying the contents of boxes, barrels, and other containers.

3.

Adequate documents and records: Pre-numbered count sheets are provided to all emj: loyees
involved in taking inventory. These count sheets provide evidence to support re ported

inventory levels and, when signed, show exactly who is responsible for the information
they include.
Physical controls: Access to inventory should be limited until the physical inventory is
completed. If the company plans to ship inventory items during a physical inventory, these
• items should be placed in a separate area. Similarly, if the company receives inventory items
during a physical inventory, these items should be kept in a designated area and counted
separately.
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5. Independent checks on performance: After the employees finish counting,^ supervisor
should verify that all items have been counted and that none have been counted twice. Some
companies use a second counter to check the first counter's results.
6.

Consigned merchandise: Consigned merchandise is merchandise sold on behalf of
another company or individual, who retains title to it. Although the seller (consignee)
of the merchandise displays the items, only the owner (consignor) includes the items in
inventory. Therefore, companies that sell goods on consignment must be careful to exclude
from inventory those items provided by consignors.

.7.

Goods in transit: Goods in transit must be included in either the seller's or the buyer's
inventory. When merchandise is shipped FOB (free on board) shipping point, the purchaser
pays the shipping fees and gains title to the merchandise once it is shipped. Therefore, the
merchandise must be included in the purchaser's inventory even if the purchaser has not yet
received it. When merchandise is shipped FOB (free on board) destination, the seller pays
the shipping fees and maintains title until the merchandise reaches the purchaser's place of
business. Such merchandise must be included in the seller's inventory until the purchaser
receives it. In addition to counting merchandise on hand, therefore, someone must examine
the freight terms and shipping and receiving documents on purchases and sales just before
and just after the count takes place to establish a more complete arid accurate inventory count.

4.15 Establishing a Control System for Managing Inventory
An inventory control system serves three general purposes, according to author Steven Bragg in
. his book "Inventory Accounting": It must account for the quantity of physical inventory, its value
• and the proper billing of shipped goods. Bragg described 68 individual procedures and controls.
Automation
Most companies use software-based control systems to automate those 68 functions, wherever
possible. Bragg's list of procedures includes both manual and automated procedures. Author Sven
Axsater, in his book "Inventory Control," expanded upon those automated functions. As Axsater
describes, the three elements of an automated inventory control management system include a
forecasting module, which updates demands and evaluates errors; a module for determining
reorder points and order quantities (for example, to reorder bicycle helmets if inventory falls
below 25); and continuous (or periodic) monitoring of inventory level and outstanding orders.
Managing Stock
Inventory does not just "sit there" on a company's shelves; it costs money to store and maintain,
represents potential profits and, in time, becomes obsolete. A company must actively manage
its existing inventory.
One procedure is to reject purchases that were not preapproved, such as a shipment that
arrives without supporting paperwork. A second is revising safety stock for seasonal items, such
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-as Walmart stocking up on Christmas decorations in late November. A third is managing and
sometimes reducing products and options. This is what happens when a company like General
Motors takes a model out of production (thus inventory).
Managing off-site inventory — for example, in leased warehouses or by third-party logistic 5 •
providers—calls for four specific tasks:'maintaining access to the off-site inventory; including off
site inventory in total inventory; ensuring that inventory is accounted for in closing procedures
(like month-end accounting); and in conducting periodic audits of off-site inventory.
An effective system includes reviewing inventory for obsolete stock. This allows a company
to discount or discard that obsolete stock, write it off for tax purposes and better plan future
production.
..
An effective system audits inventory material costs, which compares the theoretical costs .
with the actual cost of materials. This way, a company can adjust its standard costs or managie
its purchasing department and vendors to adjust costs.
Shipping and Billing
Two basic functions of inventory control management, once inventory leaves the shelves, ai e
shipping and billing. Advanced shipping notices notify the customer that an order has shippe d
and when the customer can expect the shipment. This enables the customer to plan resources, lil< e
labor and shelf space. The customer must then be invoiced. In automated invoicing, the control
. system recognizes a shipment and generates an invoice (usually through email) to the custome r.

4.16 Allocating Merchandise to Stores
Store Allocation and replenishment is a complex activity requiring deep insight into distribution
planning and allocation of merchandise to ensure that the right merchandise gets allocated to
the right stores in right quantity at the right time. Optimized allocations result in achieving tile
financial targets and profitability goals set by the retail organization from a strategic standpoint.
Poor planning or any deviation from optimized planning will result into lost sales, missed sal^s
targets and the worst that could happen for any retailer - a dissatisfied customer.
Allocation and Replenishment suite provides an optimized methodology to consistently traclc
perpetual inventory and to ensure that the optimum stock is allocated to the stores r considerir .g;
store fills, forecasted sales across the stores, latest sales trend, seasonality, local demographic
considerations, and the assortment plans.
The Allocation engine has multiple allocation algorithms with respect to various Allocatk n
strategies. Different allocation strategies are in built as part of location engine - which allocates
the stock based on sales performance, store priorities, store clusters as well as several othkr
business criteria options. The Allocation engine is capable of automated allocation based on stew :1c
level, shelf stock level, or min/max levels. This feature enables the stock planner to work mo re
effectively on stock allocation and it reduces their work load significantly.
The Allocation engine tightly integrates with the supply chain system - where replenishme "it
orders are linked to allocation which ensures the stock-fulfilment ration remain 100% accurate.
Allocating merchandise to store involves three decisions:
1.

How much merchandise to allocate'to each store

2. What type of merchandise to allocate
17^ Self Learning Material

3.

When to allocate the merchandise to different stores.
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Purchase Order Management
The purchase order management module generates orders for merchandise to be shipped to
the warehouse(s), distribution centers, and for direct delivery to the stores. In certain instances,
purchase orders can be generated at store level. These orders details will either be sent to the

Notes

central system for integration and review, or sent directly to the vendors.
The purchase order management module can maintain or update an "Open to Buy" budget
for a range of suppliers for a given season.
This module supports a comprehensive range of reports and inquiries for monitoring the
progress of outstanding purchase orders and for reporting outstanding financial purchase order
commitment.
Allocation
Allocation is a process for determining the share of each purchase order to be allocated to individual
stores. Allocation can be pre or post. Typically, pre-allocation means that allocation quantities
are determined at the time the PO is written. It can also mean that allocation quantities are sent,
or electronically transmitted, to the vendor prior to shipment of the goods from his warehouse.
The goods are then allocated, packed and shipped by individual store location from the vendors
' warehouse to the retailer. The advantage of pre-allocation is the reduction in handling time required
in the retailer's DC. Pre-allocation is important if warehouse cross docking is to be implemented,
or if direct to store shipping is to be used. •
Post-allocation means that the allocation function is performed by the retailer's distribution
center or central warehouse once the goods are received there. Post-allocation is better for certain
types of merchandise, or when there might be short deliveries or split deliveries into the warehouse.
Receiving
The goods receiving module captures all goods deliveries, either to the warehouse or to the stores.
The deliveries are input against the relevant purchase order.
Where there are discrepancies, the system allows the retailer to raise a request for credit
from the vendor.
Most systems have the provision of one or two-step goods receipt processes when
transferring inventory between stores or from the warehouse to the store. In the one step process,
the transferred stock quantity is assumed to be the same as the received quantity, and there is
no need for the receiving store to check the delivery. In the two-step process the receiving store
checks the delivery and logs any inventory discrepancies.
Replenishment
Most merchandise management systems provide a replenishment module that generates suggested
replenishment quantities. Inventory is reviewed on a fixed time period basis (e.g. every week). In
sophisticated solutions, inventory levels are compared to an order point and sales forecasts. This
order point reflects the minimum inventory quantity required to maintain an in stock position
between deliveries. It is calculated taking into account sales rate, the lead-time (the time between
recognition that an order needs to be placed and the time the order arrives in-store) and an element
of safety stock to take into account fluctuations in sales and deliveries. Sufficient merchandise
quantities are ordered to achieve the sales forecast and maintain safety stock levels.
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In less complex solutions, on hand inventory quantity is compared to a manually set
minimum or maximum and a replenishment quantity is calculated to bring the stock up to£ the
maximum level.
I

4.17 Analyzing Merchandise Management Performance

Ir

Measuring the performance of merchandise is necessary in order to gain an understanding of
the products which have performed well and which have not performed as per the target. The ’
performance can be as per plan, below the plan or above the plan.
Inventory turnover, which may also be called inventory or merchandise stock turn or just
turnover, is a key to merchandise performance. Inventory turnover measures how long inventory
is on hand before it is sold. Items that are on hand a short time have a high turnover those tliat
are on hand longer having a low turnover.
Retailers calculate inventory turnover in several ways:
1.

Net sales/.average inventory at retail

2.

Cost of merchandise sold/average inventory at cost

3.

Units sold/average units in inventory

4.

Net sales = turnover * average inventory at retail.

5. - Average inventory at retail = net sales/ turnover
Turnover is a key to high performance, which means profits in retailing. However, hijglier
turnover will not indefinitely increase profits, and the lowest profits, and the lowest turnover
will not necessarily result in the lowest profits.
Rapid turnover enables, the retailer to reduce certain expenses. Lower inventories -will
obviously require less capital, and thus the retailer's interest expenses will be lower. Also associated
with lower inventories will be lower levels of insurance coverage required, lower inventory raxes
on year end inventories and lower cost of space to store the inventory. On the other hand, rapid
turnover can increase expense. With similar average inventories on hand, the retailer must order
more frequently and in smaller quantities, resulting in higher clerical’costs, lost quantity discounts
and higher transportation rates.
|
.
Success in retail can be measured by the amount of profit generated in relation tl tTie
working capital invested i.e. the return on investment. Certain costs in any business are fixed or
at least are not easily flexed. Shop rents and head office costs fall into this category. Mercha idise
margins and product mix, however, are variable and their management can either enhar ce or
destroy profitability..
Many retailers use the performance indicators of gross margin % (after markdownj) and
weeks cover to measure performance. These are very commonly available but used in iso ation
from each other, they are of limited value. Gross margin % gives us a measure of re; ictive
profitability without taking into account the costs of stockholding investment! Weeks cove r tells
us how effectively we turned our stock without informing us about relative profitability.
There are three methods of analyzing merchandising performance:
1.

ABC analysis

2. Sell through analysis
3.
I7g Self Learning Material

Multiple Attribute method.

ABC Analysis: Pareto (ABC) Analysis (a.k.a 8Q/20 Rule) .
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ABC analysis rank orders merchandise by some performance measure to determine which items
should never be out of stock, which items should occasionally be allowed to be out of stock and
which items should be deleted from the stock selection. An ABC analysis can be done at any level
of merchandise classification form SKU to department.

Notes

ABC analysis utilizes the 80:20 principles which imply that 80% of the sales come from
20% of the products. The first step in the ABC analysis is to rank order SKU's using one or more
criteria. The most important performance measure for this type of analysis is:
Contribution Margin: Net sales - Cost of goods sold - Other variable expenses
The next step is to determine how items with different levels of profit or volume should
be treated differently. The buyer may define as A items those that account for 5% of items and
represent 70% of sales. B items represent 10% and 20% of sales. C items account for 65% of the
SKUs but contribute only 10% of sales and D as those items for which there were no sales in the
past season.Sell Through Analysis
A sell through analysis is a comparison between actual and planned sales to determine whether
early markdowns are required or whether more merchandise is needed to satisfy demand. There
1

is no rule which can determine when a mark down is necessary. It depends on experience with
the merchandise in the past, whether the merchandise is schedule to be featured in advertising
or whether the vendor can be reduce the buyers risk by providing markdown, money etc.
If actual sales stay significantly ahead of planned sales, a reorder should be made.
Multiple Attribute Method
This method uses a weighted average score for each vendor. The following steps are followed:
1.

Develop a list of issues to consider for decision making, like vendor reputation, service'
merchandise quality, selling history etc.

2.

Give importance weights to each attribute

3.

Make judgments about each individuals brand's performance on each issue.

4.

Combine the importance and performance scores

5.

Add all to arrive at the brand scores.

4.18 Developing and Sourcing Private Level Merchandise
To differentiate their offerings and build strategic advantages over competitors, most retailers are
devoting more resources to the development of exclusive products—whether products that the
retailer designs (private labels) or exclusive brands produced for the retailer by national brand
manufacturers. For example, Ralph Lauren has developed American Style brand for JC Penney,
and Estee Lauder has developed the American Beauty cosmetic line for Kohl's.
Retailers are placing more emphasis on developing their brand images, building strong
images for their private-label merchandise, and extending their images to new retail formats. These
exclusive brands, as the term implies, are only available from the retailer, and thus customers
loyal to these brands can only find them in one store.
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Private labelling is the interesting story of a how a segment of products, originally introduced
as low-price alternatives to high-priced brands, is gradually evolving a new brand identity in its
own right—increasingly deployed to build loyalty to stores that have plenty of brand identity of
their own (e.g., Kroger, CVS, Rite-Aid, and many others). Private-label products, often referred
to as "store brands," are made by manufacturers for stores but cany the store's rather than the
producer's label. Sometimes the manufacturer produces solely for the PL market, distributing
the same product with unique labels for different retailers; sometimes the manufacturer has a
well-known brand of its own but sells a portion of its production under private label. When all
else is equal, e.g., the identical product is sold under an established brand and under one or more
private labels, the only real difference between the two is that the branded product carries all the
costs of brand promotion and the PL product carries no such costs at all. The two products, of
course, will have slightly different packaging too, for differentiation. PL products, for this reason,
initially emerged as a way of exploiting a cost differential. They are typically sold at prices below
that of their brand-bearing counterparts. All manner of variations on this theme exist and have
been present. Thus the PL product may be indistinguishable, somewhat inferior, and (of late) even
superior to a branded equivalent. Packaging in the past has ranged from deliberately unattractive
to deliberately eye-catching, including imitative of the leading brand with which it competes.
Private labelling emerged visibly in the 1980s and, in those days, ranged from versions
carrying store labels to so-called "generics" which came in bland, usually white packagingincluding canned goods bearing the product identification and labelling, but no brand whatsoever,
on white wrappers. The recession of the late 1980s helped to establish this new category. It
continued to thrive even as the economy rebounded in the 1990s and proceeded to finish the 20th
century with a great spurt of growth.
The situation in the mid-2000s is summed up by Private Label Buyer succinctly as follows:
"Store brands have evolved from merely the generic low-priced product to a wide selection of
items that have a brand identity of their own. Today, a store brand can be a premium, highquality item that competes with national brands on image. Consumers have changed into value
seekers — even those at the higher end of the economic scale consider themselves savvy shoppers
looking for the best value." Trade statistics bear out the fact. Store brands slightly outpace the
growth of branded products. This is not surprising in that PL products tend to be lower priced,
but it testifies at least to the adequacy and possibly to the increasing quality of private-label goods
Quality is important, but, as Jill Rivkin pointed out, also writing for Private Label Buyer
price remains the most important factor. "When asked to rank the private label attributes of price
quality and package design in order of importance," Rivkin wrote, "about 60 percent of primary
grocery shoppers surveyed put quality in the top spot. But just moments later, when asked iii
they would purchase a private label item only if there is a significant price difference between i
and the comparable national brand item, 64.7 percent agreed."
Although private labelling is widespread and can be found in most consumer categoriej
(ranging quite widely from plastics sacks on up to lawnmowers), it tends to dominate in th(
grocery and in the drugs and sundries categories. Major retailers in these categories are mos :
active in exploiting the possibilities of private label by fusing low-price store-branding and store
identity into a promotional approach intended to build store loyalty, Thus in advertising and ir.
issuing coupons, higher discounts are offered for store-branded items in order to attract and k •
keep the clientele.
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PL and Small Business
Producing for the private label market has been a valued strategy by small business in the
middling-size category, especially those that have established recognized brands of their own in
grocery categories (e.g., preserves, sauces, condiments, etc.). Plant expansions can be rationalized
by adding a substantial private-label production run. A certain size is necessary because private
label distribution must satisfy a mass market. Distributing privately labeled product to many
small stores, each requiring its own unique labeling and packaging—combined with the need
for low pricing—makes the approach less than cost-effective.
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Some small businesses look for opportunities exclusively, to satisfy a large private-label
market by producing for it a regional supply of some product the specifications for which are
set for all participating manufacturers by the buying retailer.

Private Labels and E-Commerce
A still emerging trend in private labels is the rapid adoption of these brands by firms involved in
Internet commerce. "While supermarkets and department stores in the brick-and-mortar world
can take years before they venture into private label merchandise, e-tailers^in a development
that echoes the rapid emergence of the medium itself—are developing private label programs as
they approach the starting gate," Elaine Underwood wrote in Brandiveek.
According to Underwood, some electronic retailers are attracted by the higher margins
typically offered by private-label merchandise. Others see it as a way to offer unique merchandise
that helps differentiate them from competitors.
Example: The online toy retailer eToys sold special cabinets and stands for customers to
display their collections of toys under their own brand name. Some experts claim that offering
private-label merchandise gives substance to online brand names and reminds customers of
e-commerce Web sites. Electronic retailers must be careful not to. offend big name manufacturers
by copying their products and packaging too closely, however, because they lack the leverage in
the chain of distribution that is enjoyed by regular retail Stdr'gg,

4.19

NegoHating with Vendors

When it's time to negotiate, do it fiercely with a walkaway mentality. Fight for better payment plans
and credit terms, and encourage the vendor to sweeten the pOt With steep discounts, additional
services and introductions to potential clients. Basically, request everything you wouldn't want
for your own clients.
Never accept first-round bids. Haggle and then haggle some more. Play vendors' bids off
one another. If a vendor doesn't give you What you want and yOti believe you're being absolutely
reasonable, walk away and find Somebody else. 1
Remember, a vendor's primary goal is to sell you a product or service, not to make your
business a success. Vendors need you more than you need them because without you, they don't
make money. You have all of the power. In this one instance, abuse that power to the fullest to
get what you want at a price you can afford.
Of course, that's just my opinion. This cut-throat approach might not work in all situations.
And there are other things to consider besides price, especially if you already have a long-standing
relationship with the vendor.
Scroll through the gallery below for more advice on negotiating with vendors from members
of the Young Entrepreneur Council'
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Bargaining is an age-old practice that is still common in the marketplace in many countrie:
today. In the United States, most consumers want to avoid the haggle and will simply accept th<
price on the tag. It is the successful retailer that has learned how to play the game of give anc
take with their suppliers. Learn how to negotiate with vendors to receive .the best pricing anc .
terms on products with these negotiation tips.
1.

Be Prepared: Being prepared and informed is the greatest advantage a retailer can have goinj
into vendor negotiations. Learn as much about the supplier and its products as possible
How do their prices compare to the competition? What level of service do they provide
their customers? Vendor negotiation preparation also includes setting goals to determine
what you want and what you can live with.

2.

Always Tell the Truth: Deception tactics* such as bluffing or falsification, may do mon:
damage than good in the vendor negotiation process. Lying is not only unethical, but it cam
be difficult to maintain. While being honest, be careful not to give away your bargaining
power. It's not necessary to tell everything you know, but when you do tell... tell the truth.

3.

Show Your Potential: If you are meeting with a potential vendor for the first time, odds are
he/she may know nothing about your company. Begin the negotiation with some historyabout your retail business. Explain any future expansion plans and let the vendor know
how doing business with you will help them.

4.

Ask About Incentives: The whole idea behind negotiating with manufacturers and supplier ;
is to receive the best price, payment terms, advertising allowances and even exclusivity.
Start by asking what incentives you qualify for and let the negotiations begin from there.
Don't be afraid to ask for what you want.

5.

Mention the Competition: It is okay to mention the vendor's competition in the negotiatioi i
process but don't disclose any pricing or other confidential details. There is nothing wron1
with letting a supplier know their competitor is in a good position, whether it is real o
perceived.

f

6. Find a Fair Compromise: Just like the retailer, the vendor must make a profit to stay i
business. Vendor relations should be treated as collaboration rather than conquest. As yo
negotiate a good deal for your retail business, consider the outcome for the supplier.

£

7. Think Long Term: Establishing a solid, trustworthy relationship with a supplier can onl(r
help your retail business. Vendors, who feel the customer will be loyal, may concede to
|
even more incentives in order to maintain a.lpng-term partnership.
8. Take Your Time: Never feel pressured to buy from a salesman. If you're not satisfied witrv
the negotiating process, ask for time to think about the offer.
9. Get it in Writing: As the negotiation process comes to a close, make sure the offer is put to
paper. Don't sign any sales contract unless it matches the verbal agreement.
10.

Practice Makes Perfect: Not everyone is a natural negotiator. It takes time to learn whei i
to speak, when to be silent and how to read body language. The more you negotiate anci
sharpen your skills) the better you'll get.

CASE STUDY: Castle's Department Store
Castle's Department Store, which has an an-nual sales volume of $120 million, is located in
Atlanta, Georgia. The climate there usually ranges from mild to hot almost all year long, with a
few cold days during the winter months. The average annual temper-ature is an ideal 70 degrees
Fahrenheit. These conditions are perfect for most sports, and tennis in particular, which has
become the number one sports activity among young professionals in Atlanta.
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While much of the area surrounding At-lanta is still agricultural, such big industries as
textiles, technology, paper, chemicals, pharmaceuticals,
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well as all media-re-lated industries,

such as television, radio, and publishing, are becoming a larger part of the area's economy. All
in all,, the influx of a younger, more professional population and their growing families has
been good for Castle's. This change in the demograph-ics of the area has brought a younger,

Notes

more affluent group of customers to* the store and has required that the store's management
"think fashion" somewhat differently than its competitors because Castle's has always been
known as "the best apparel store in town."
Kate Butler has been Castle's women's sportswear buyer for the past three years. She
is very happy at Castle's, is doing a good job, and is well thought of by upper management.
During the annual Atlanta Womenswear market, Kate bought something new for
Castle's— an off-white tennis dress with lace details for non-tennis players—really an apres
tennis outfit. Previously, similar dresses had sold very well in smaller markets and had done
especially well at the shops at private country clubs. Kate just knew that this dress would be a
hit and so she bought it. When the merchandise arrived, she first called the visual merchandise
department and arranged to have a mannequin display placed at the entrance to her department.
When the display was in place, she and her assistant finished ticketing the goods and then
they arranged a good-sized sample as-sortment on a T-stand next to the display. When Kate
looked at the display and the as-sortment, she knew she would have a "hot" seller in no time.
She was considering the possibility of advertising the dress, when Janice Reed, the junior dress
department buyer, stormed into her office.
As it happened, the location of the dis-play and the T-stand abutted one side of the junior
dress department. Janice had practi-cally fallen over the display and new mer-chandise, and
after looking it over, strode into Kate's office.
"Hey, Kate, where do you come off sell-ing those off-white dresses in the sportswear
department? You're practically flaunting them in my face!" Janice said angrily.
Kate looked at Janice calmly. "If you'll look closely, you'll see that they are not re-ally
dresses at all. they are tennis dresses, as their labels clearly state. I bought them from Miss
California, one of my key resources."
Janice persisted. "Well, it's bad enough that you're carrying them right next to my
department, but they're also priced $10 lower than similar dresses that I'm over-stocked with
already!"
"Janice, you know that sportswear prices are generally lower than dress prices," Kate
answered. "You know they have a lower cost and sportswear workmanship is not as costly as
dresses are. Why don't you just sit down and I'll go get us both a—" Kate abruptly stopped
when she saw that Jan ice's face was red with anger. She saw those ten-nis dresses as a potential
threat to her de-partment, especially because the numbers of tennis "buffs" were growing
steadily and showing no signs of abating.
Accordingly, Janice sought Jessica Cun-ningham, the ready-to-wear merchandise manager,
and discussed the full.impact of Kate's purchase of the so-called tennis sportswear. Jessica
listened carefully, and af-ter Janice finished, she promised to check into the matter at once.
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Jessica then called Kate into her office and listened to her side of the story, which included
her reasons for buying the dress and the necessity of the display and T-stand.
Jessica is relatively new to Castle's, hav-ing come from New York City, where she had
been the dress buyer for a large chain department store. Generally, she is regarded as arr
astute merchandiser, and she has not been known to play favorites among the buyers under
her supervision.
Question:
If you were in Jessica Cunningham's place, what would you do in regard to the sports
wear buyer's purchase of the tennis "dresses" and the dress buyer's objections?
Source http://www.fairchildbooks.com/ext/resourccs/instructor-resources/PDF-previews/6000-Samplc.pdf

4.20 Consideration in Setting Retail Prices
Price setting is a common task for any retail buyer; it is a really massive topic to cover, i just
want to point out some key elements to take into consideration when deciding the retail price
for your articles.
Every category of products has its specifics. There are many significant factors to take into
account, starting with manufacturing cost or buying price, demographics of the consumer- target,,
promotion or campaign for the product, brand awareness, merchandising, packaging, stn tegy
involved (profit oriented or volume oriented), competition, etc.
There are some situations when, after considering all the objective parameters, you Ina ve
no choice but just go with your gut for the final price.
Branded products prices are usually suggested or imposed by the vendor. MSRP * (or
Manufacturer suggested retail price) or RRP* (Recommended retail price) is the way the ve ndor
is setting (or at least trying to set) the price on the market. Easier said than done.
When it comes to price setting the golden rule is: The perceived value of the product shoxal d
be higher or at least the same as the money value indicated on the price tag.
Second rule, which is originating from the first: the market is deciding the right price
and not the retailer. So, the key point in any price setting is to study well your target me rkiet.
With experience price setting comes naturally for the buyer/purchasing manager and this is not
typically an issue. Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) products are one notable excej: tion,
here the retailer decides how and where to position his own brands.
The extremes in price setting are obviously positioning to low your price or to high. In fc>otli
situations there is a lost opportunity:

*

1.

Lost opportunity to get more profit, by positioning the product lower than the market w ou 1 d
actually agree to pay on that product (or, how I like to call it, "kill the margin").

2.

Lost opportunity to sell more volumes, by positioning the price above the value perceived
by the costumer (in this case you just "kill the product").

In most consumer minds "expensive = exclusive" or. "expensive = premium qua lity".
Meanwhile, "inexpensive"=."cheap" in the negative connotation of inferior, poor-quality, set ondrate. That's why retailers communicate nowadays more on "affordable", "low-cost" or - tKis is
more politically correct, isn't it? -"reasonably priced". Considering this, price setting is us 2d as
an exceptional marketing tool. It is an essential part of the system set up to sell the product. Price
position is one of the key-communication elements of many brands and it translates in value and
benefits.
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If time allows you - knowing that it is essential to have the product in the market at the
right time - my advice is<to use this simple method: test the price position at a lower scale or
without to much advertising. Experiment, get the numbers, analyze them and decide which price
positioning suites the best your objectives in sales and profit.
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The decided price level .can also be sustained by campaigning on the product/brand, adding
value via marketing policies. The techniques used to add value will also increase the product cost.
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There is an interesting case - an inflexion price point - where even if you "kill" completely
the margin the sales will not necessarily increase. It may happen that a too low setting may
generate question in the consumer mind, ("if the price is that low, there must be a problem with
this product") so due to the negative association price level-quality the sales will not really increase
as the price decreases. A low price can drive away customers solely by the reason of correlation .
like "inexpensive" = "poor quality", or "hidden issues" or ", hmm, something is wrong with this
item if it is so cheap"! Didn't you, as a customer, find yourself in similar situation when shopping?
On the other extreme, setting the price higher than the "proper" price position resulted
from the market research might increase the sells - people will associate the premium price
positioning with premium quality. Higher price position is a standard marketing strategy used by
premium and luxury brands; price do not necessary express the manufacturing cost trough their
price tag, but other benefits or values of the brand (exclusivity, prestige, social recognition, etc.).
This particular strategy has to be used carefully - the balance between getting a better sale via
higher price and "killing the product" it is very fragile! Moreover, it is a must that your product
appearance, benefits (in other words value perceived) is in alignment with your chosen price point. One mistake 1 noticed, especially on new retail businesses or junior buyers/assistant buyers,
is when the price is set using no more than a simple mathematical formula. Meaning: I have "x"
invoice price on this item, my target markup is 30%, so the final price will be x+30% (example,
invoice price is 30 $, then the tag price will be 30$ x 1,30 = 39 $). Maybe, only maybe the 39 $ is
the right shelf price. Remember second rule of price setting? Market is deciding. So before making
a simple calculator operation, make the basic minimum research for the price. It is OK to trust
your vendor, however do the least confirmation with the market. You may find out that you can
make a much better markup than your initial 30% or sometimes that your buying price is wrong,
meaning with your targeted 30% markup you are way out of the normal price should be. When
the product is already sold by your competitors, you will have your confirmation right away.
If your item is unique, let's say a completely original and new invented device, better to
apply the first rule. You may found out either that you can generate an exceptional margin with
your product or this might be a flop: the market considers the right price at a level that will not
. even cover your manufacturing costs.

4.21 Pricing Techniques lor Increasing Sales and Profits
.

A competitive strategy is what allows your business to successfully compete against other rivals
within the industry. Strategic analysts suggest only three types of competitive strategies exist;
namely, (1) Low Cost Producer Strategy, (2) Differentiation Strategy, and (3) Focus or Niche
Strategy. Below discusses each type of competitive strategy.
Low Cost Producer Strategy
As you might suspect, a low cost producer strategy is based on producing a product or service
for the lowest conceivable cost. Such a .strategy provides the business with a cost advantage
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relative to competitors. The cost advantage resulting from a business employing a low cos :
producer strategy provides them with two options. (1) the .business can "undercut" competitor ►
thus increasing their share of the market. Or (2) they may continue to sell the product or servic4
at a price similar to competitors, thus receiving a higher profit margin.

Notes

A low cost producer strategy tends to operate well in industries where consumers ar >
sensitive to prices. In addition, this strategy is generally successful in industries where th 2
consumers can easily switch to another supplier of product or service (i.e. it does not cost th 2
consumer anything to switch companies).
A firm contemplating this strategy must not dramatically sacrifice the quality of the product i 1
an attempt to reduce their production costs. If your product or service lacks the quality demande i
by the consumer, it probably won't sell well. If the product is not appealing to the custome
chances are they will seek your competitors. Ways to reduce costs might include:
1.

purchase more efficient production equipment

2.

purchase other fixed or capital assets to increase efficiency

•3. eliminate one or many cost producing activities
4.

find less expensive suppliers of raw material/product

5.

reduce overtime costs

6.

reduce waste of products or raw materials

7.

implement and continuing monitor cost cutting measures

Passing your savings onto the consumer, which is one of the options a low cost producer
provide,
is usually the most vulnerable strategy a business can employ. It is so easy to matin
can
or attack - a new business may.spring up tomorrow that has the ability to produce the produjct
or service at even lower costs. Be a\yare of this when deciding on your competitive strategy. 1
One final note on the low cost producer strategy. Lets assume for a moment that you
are planning to establish a small business, selling home stereos. You decide to underprice all
competitors. The first question is "would you use the low cost producer strategy"? The answjer
is NO - there is no way you could be a low cost producer with the likes of Wal-Mart and K-Mart
hanging around. These companies purchase their products in large quantities and receive voluihe
discounts. Therefore, your business probably would not have a cost advantage over these entities You would have to compete in other ways, such as service, quality, convenience, brand names,
and so on. The second question is "can you undercut all other competitors. The answer is YES a id
if you wanted to, you could give the stereos away for free. Chances are, however, the operati >r\
would NOT be open for long.
Differentiation Strategy
The differentiation strategy is used when consumer needs, wants, interests and/or desires < re .
so assorted that a standardized product does not satisfy their appetite. In other words, tjhe
differentiation strategy is based on learning what features and attributes are important to tine
majority of consumers and then incorporating or adding those features and attributes to their
product. Such additions make the product or service more important, desirable and valuable
to the consumer. The company using a differentiation strategy generally gains a competitive
advantage over existing operators within the industry.
Since consumers place more value on differentiated products and services, they are willing
to pay a premium or higher price. This last statement brings up two important issues: First: :lie
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cost to offer the differentiated feature or attribute must not outweigh the price consumers are
willing to pay for the feature and attribute. Second: the higher price charged by the firm for the
differentiated feature must not exceed the amount consumers are willing to pay for the "additions"
or new feature.. Therefore, careful research is required for both considerations.
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Let us assume a pizza parlor delivers pizza to its customers with no guarantee of arrival
time. Another might promise a 30 minute delivery guarantee within a specific area or the pizza
is free. The pizza parlor with the 30 minute delivery promise has differentiated the method of
providing service. If consumers value this differentiated feature, then the pizza shop will likely
enjoy increased market share, be able to charge a higher price, and/or attract and maintain loyal
customers.

Notes

Other differentiating examples would include; better training, faster service, warranties,
offering extended credit terms, better price, customer service, outstanding technical support,
higher quality, cleaner facilities, offering free coffee, friendly and courteous staff, money back
guarantees, offer products in different colors, adding one or more features to a product or service,
and the list goes on and on.
A computer keyboard manufacturer, for example, may decide to differentiate its keyboard
from all other competitors by attaching a wrist support mechanism. If a demand is present and
if there is a strong consumer need for the wrist support, retailers are more likely to place the
keyboards on their shelves. If customers perceive the product to be more valuable, then a premium
price may be charged by all channels.
The risk of differentiating is realized when the customer sees no value in the differentiation.
For instance, customers being served by the two pizza shops may see little or no value in the
. 30 minute delivery guarantee. As a result, they feel the guarantee is not worth paying extra. At
the same token, retailers or end customers, targeted by the keyboard manufacturer, may not see
the need for a wrist support. Therefore, companies basing their strategy on differentiation, must
conduct valuable research to determine if the differentiated feature or attribute is desired by
consumers, and if so, what perceived value do they attach to it.
.

Focus or Niche Strategy
A business employing a focus strategy targets (focuses on) a small segment of- the marketplace
that is not well served by existing businesses. A focus or niche company produces or supplies the
narrow segment with products and services that meet their needs, wants, interests, and desires.
The philosophy behind the focus strategy is to serve a narrow group especially well, rather then
targeting a wide market and serving them only adequately or inadequately. Do not be confused
with the word niche - it simply means a small or narrow segment of the market.
Manufacturing an automobile to accommodate people who are four feet tall is ah example
of a focus or niche strategy. Such an automobile, however, may not prove profitable since few
consumers are four feet tall and own a valid driver's licence. Developing wide shoes for people
with extra wide feet or supplying clothing for extremely petite women are examples of focus or
niche strategies.
The focus strategy does not necessarily require an alternation in a product or service. For
instance, locating an electronics shop in your home town can be an example of a focus or niche
strategy, if and only if:
1.

Other electronics shops are not present in the area (residents are required to travel an hour
for such electronic products or services);
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2. The market is not adequately serviced by existing suppliers.
Another example of a niche business would be a video store that rents only "martial art"
movies. The business would be different from rival movie.rental businesses since it targets onlyone specific group or segment or the marketplace. In addition, the movie rental store will r nost
likely have a much larger selection of martial art movies, a greater knowledge of martial art mo .ries,
and a more specialized approach to serving its customers compared to a full scale movie rer ting
competitor. Also, the martial art rental store may have less inventory, less overhead and k wer
operating costs compared to other competitors within the movie rental industry.
The focus or niche strategy is often confused with the differentiation strategy. The nciain
difference is that a differentiated product or service interests a broad segment of the marketp lace,
while a focus or niche product or service appeals only to a narrow or small segment of tlie
marketplace.
If you wish, you may think of a focus or niche strategy as an extreme case of differentia fion,
meaning the product is differentiated so much that nobody else wants it, except for a very small
segment.
Focus Strategies tend to prove advantageous when each of the following criterion are in place.
1.

The cost is too high for existing competitors to serve the niche market.

2.

It is difficult for existing competitors to adequately serve the niche market.

3. When no other companies currently specialize in serving the niche segment.
4.

A company does not have adequate financial resources to complete for a large segment of
the marketplace.
I
■

5.

When the total market or industry is so diverse in terms of size, growth, characteristics,
wants, interests, needs, desires and profitability.
I

To be successful, a focus or niche strategy msut be large enough to yield a reasonablerprofit
and must have room for growth. In addition, the company exploring this type of strategy must
have the necessary skills to adequately serve the focussed segment.
Organizations employing this competitive strategy usually experience a loyal custome r base.
Furthermore, businesses can focus more attention on the needs of a specific market segment by
offering products and services only that segment desires.
The risk associated with a focus or niche strategy is threefold. (1) unfocused competitors
may develop productive methods to duplicate the focussed company by meeting the needs of tbe
small market segment. (2) the needs, wants, interests, and/or desires of the focussed groiip may
switch toward the mainstream of the entire market; thus, eliminating the need for the foLussed
product or service altogether. (3) if the focus or niche segment becomes extremely profitable, tben
many rivals may decide to enter the segment - many competitors fight for a very small segment
proves disastrous for. several smaller firms.
It is important for you to determine which competitive strategy will form the four cLatioxof your company. If you cannot isolate your competitive advantage, then it will be ext remely
difficult to convince consumer to choose your product or service over competitors. Let us revievs.
J&B Incorporated's strategy statement to isolate their selected Competitive Strategy{ies).

4.22 Legal and Ethical Pricing Issues
The price of a product or service plays a large part in how well it sells. Producers and retailer",
practice ethical pricing strategies to eam profits without defrauding competitors or consumers
Igg Self Learning Material

Despite that, competitor's prices, convenience, availability and other factors affect consumer
impressions of fair pricing. Business laws protect competitors and consumers from many unethical
pricing strategies that unscrupulous marketers may wish to attempt.
Fair Pricing
Producers sell products at wholesale costs that pay for the labor, materials and overhead to make
the products with a reasonable margin of profit. Retailers commonly mark up the price to two
or three times the wholesale cost to pay for employees and overhead with a considerable profit
margin for the company and its shareholders. At times retailers cut prices to stimulate sales of
particular products or to sell large quantities of popular products.
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Advertising Schemes
Trade laws bind companies' advertising price comparisons. A car dealer who claims to sell for
thousands less than competitors has to be able to produce documentation of that competitor's
prices and their own to prove it. Advertisers publishing an inexpensive product when there is
not much inventory of the product are often using the illegal bait-and-switch scheme with a large
inventory of a similar product at a much higher price.
Price Cutting
At times firms cut prices to sell off outdated stock or to make way for a new line of products.
Some vendors set prices very low for new products to introduce them to the market and inspire
customers to try them. These are both legal and ethical pricing strategies. A company uses
unethical pricing cuts to. squash the sales of competitors by selling the same products for lower
prices. Federal laws protect competitors from undercutting.
Monopolizing
A monopoly exists when there is only one source of a particular product. Federal antitrust laws
protect competition in the marketplace by outlawing monopolies. The America h Telephone and
,
Telegraph Corporation (AT&T) was a communications monopoly. The government divided the
- company up in 1982, which gave rise to new competing phone companies. It is also illegal to fix
prices or divide markets among competitors to undermine competition. An assumed monopoly
exists when one firm sets pricing for the whole market.

4.23 Communication Programs to develop Brand Images and Build
Customer Loyalty
Your company brand serves as an identification of the promises you make to convey your product/
service quality, unique characteristics, and competitive superiority to your customers, as well as
being a source for financial gains. So why not make sure your, brand is real/ real, or fake/ real as
opposed to real fake?
We are living in a new age, where customers expect you to deliver on your promise. To
your customers, your brand is the promise you make to them, and represents the trust they put
in your quality and the expectation of superior quality in all your future offerings. Whether you
keep this promise or not, consistently, determine the strength and longevity of your brand at
each touch point along the customer experience journey.
Since brand management is much more than just marketing your brand, it requires
involvement from people at all organizational levels, from your CEO to the individuals who create
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the products/services and those that interact with customers to provide sales, customer service
or technical support on those products/services. This journey, from brand promise creation to
delivering the promise offers many opportunities to influence customer advocacy and ere; ite
brand loyalty.
Creating the Brand
Defining your brand is the first step in brand management. Developing brand definition requi -es
meticulous and in-depth study of your target customers and understanding their needs a ncl
expectations. With accurate customer insights you succeed in creating a unique brand that .
addresses specific customer needs, unfulfilled by competitors. For a brand to be effective. it
. should be appealing, meaningful, memorable, and evoke strong positive emotions in custom =*rs
(fun, excitement, security, self-respect, etc.).
In this respect, it is essential that you research organizational capabilities and emplo/ee
perspectives before defining a brand. Creating a brand vision that you cannot deliver is fa :al>
If you do not have the time, money or resources support the brand promise (fun, excitem* r*it„
security, self-respect, etc.), think about what you can do?‘
Making the Brand
This is the stage where you convey your brand to your employees, customers, and all th Dse
individuals that are impacted by your brand. While efforts spanning the organization are essential
in the making of your brand, it is the expertise of your brand manager, that plays a major foie.
An ideal brand manager should:
1.

Have a great deal of customer knowledge.

'

2.

Be bold to initiate and implement outside-the-box brand promotion'strategies.

3.

Ensure the brand meets customer expectations, with packaging, attributes, backgroirncl,
and brand belief (is it really fun, exciting, or make them feel secure).

4.
•

Be adept at bridging distances between company and customers and building relationships
throughout the organization.

With an expert brand manager by your side, you succeed in creating th& unique positior ing '
for your brandin the minds of your customers and competitors as well.
Delivering Brand Promise
Equalling in significance, perhaps more, is delivering on your brand promise not just once, tout
consistently over time. Failing on your brand promise deteriorates customer trust and br incl
image. Keeping your promise to your customers requires the following:
1.

Continuous management of organizational capabilities

2.

Consistent business process and technology improvements

3.

Increased employee engagement through inspiring and people-oriented leadership

Your customers will listen to you only when you listen to them. Engage your custor lers
and listen to them and know their existing and emerging heeds. With such strategies, you not
only meet but exceed their expectations. Not to say, customer loyalty follows automatically

4.24 Methods of Communicating with Customers
Communications plays just as important a role in your careers. When asked to name the top t tree
skills they believed their subordinates need, 70 percent of the readers of CIO magazine li 5ted
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communications as one of them.
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Here are some tips oh how you can communicate more effectively with people at work, be
they customers, co-workers, subordinates, or superiors:
1.

Beware of interrupting: Titanic wireless operator Jack Phillips interrupted a wireless
message from .a nearby ship, telling them to shut up. In doing so, he prevented that ship

Notes

from sending Titanic an iceberg warning.
Be careful about interrupting others, particularly your customers. They'll be especially upset
if, while they're explaining a problem, you interrupt them and start offering a solution. If
you feel you've to interrupt, at least cut to the chase and tell the other person what you
think his or her main idea was. That way, the other person at least can confirm or correct
you, and in either case save time.
2.

'

.

Listen actively: Did you ever get the feeling, when talking to someone, that you were
really talking to a wall? The person may have heard you but gave no indication of it at all.
Avoid doing the same thing. When communicating with others, it's just as important that
people be aware that you're listening as it is that you're actually listening. For that reason, be
involved with and react to what the other person is saying, either via a nod, or an " I see,"
or a paraphrase of the other person's statements. You'll strengthen your own understanding
and make a better impression.

3.

Avoid negative questions: Suppose you say to a customer, "You don't have Word installed?"
and he answers "Yes." What does he mean? Yes, you're right. Word is not installed? Or yes,
he DOES have Word installed?
Asking a negative question creates confusion. It7s clearer if you phrase the question positively
(e.g., "Do you have Word installed?") or ask an open-ended question ("What applications
do you have installed?"). If you must use the negative, try a question such as "Am I correct
that you don't have Word installed?"

4.

Be sensitive to differences in technical knowledge: Chances are, your customers have less
. technical knowledge than you do. Be careful, therefore, when explaining things to them. If
you use acronyms, be sure you identify what the acronym means. The same acronym can
mean different things, even in an IT context (for example, ASP can refer to "application
service provider" or "active server page"). Be careful that you don't make two opposite
mistakes: either talking over their head or talking down to them! Keep your eyes on customers
when you talk to them and be alert to cues indicating that they don't understand. Ask them
whether they understand what you're saying, if necessary.

5.

Use analogies to explain technical concepts: A good way to explain a technical idea is to use
an analogy. Though they have limitations, analogies are helpful in explaining an unfamiliar
idea in terms of a familiar one. One of the best analogies I ever heard compared a firewall to
a bank teller. When you enter a bank, you don't just go into the vault and get your money.
Instead, you go to a window, where the teller verifies your identity and determines that
you have enough money. The teller goes to the vault, brings it back to the window, gives
it to you, and then you leave.

6.

Use positive instead of negative statements: Your customers are more interested in your
capabilities than in your limitations. In other words, they're interested in what you can
do, rather than what you can't do. The way you say things to them influences how they
perceive you and your department. You, as an IT department or individual, can be seen
as a roadblock or you can be seen as a partner. So, for example, instead of saying, "I can't
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help you unless you log off," consider saying, "Please log off so that I can help you." Your
statements often will be easier to understand as well.
Here's another reason to avoid negative statements. Have you ever experienced gaps of
silence in your telephone calls, where the conversation breaks up? Usually it happens when
using a cell or a VoIP telephone. If the gap occurs as you're saying "not," your recipient
could get the opposite message from what you intended. *

Notes
7.

Be careful of misinterpreted words and phrases: Sometimes we say something with
innocent intent, but the other person misinterprets it. We mean to say one thing, but our
pronunciation or inflection causes us to convey something else. For example, in Chinese,
the sound "ma" said in a high level tone means "mother in law." However, said in a falling
and rising tone, it means "horse."
Be especially careful of the word "you." Overusing this word can make the person you're
talking to feel defensive or threatened. Instead of saying, "You need to speak louder," try
saying, "I'm having trouble hearing." Another issue involves the dual meaning of "you."
Unlike other languages, English uses the same word to refer to an actual person (for
example, the person you're talking to) as well as to a hypothetical person. Suppose you
said to someone, "You never know what's going to happen next," and meant to equate
"you" with "people in general." The other person might think you're referring to him or her
specifically and take offense. A better alternative might be, "It's really unpredictable here."
If someone is upset, one of the worst things to say is "calm down." It might work one hair
of one percent of the time, but generally all it does is make things worse.
In general, think before you speak. I'm not saying you always have to be polite or diplomatic
Sometimes you do need to (figuratively, of course) beat people up. However, do considei
the alternatives before speaking. As the proverb goes, "He who guards his mouth and hi«
tongue keeps himself from calamity."

8.

Remember that technical problems involve emotional reactions: When customers have <
technical problem (for example, they're having trouble printing), keep in mind that they'l
almost always have an emotional reaction as well. Those emotions can range from simple
annoyance to outright panic, depending on the importance of the document and the time;
element involved. I'm not saying you have to be Dr. Phil, but it's important to acknowledge:
and recognize these emotional reactions. If all you do is solve the technical problem anc.
walk away, chances are the customer will still be upset.
In these cases, simply saying something like, "Pain in the neck, isn't it?" or "I hate wher.
that happens to me" can help the customer feel better about the situation and possibly fee .
more positive about you.

9. Anticipate customer objections and questions: In his book The Art of War, the ancien :
Chinese author and strategist Sun Tzu said, "If you know the enemy and you know yourself,
you need not fear the result of a hundred battles." Apply this principle when communicating
with customers. In particular, try to anticipate the objections your customers will have to
your message and address those objections.
Examp/e: Suppose you're sending out a directive regarding the downloading and applicatioi i
of Windows updates. Suppose further that you have customers who know enough to b?
dangerous. Such a customer might think, "Well, I'm current in my virus definitions, so thiL
update is unnecessary for me." Your communications with such a customer will be morL
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effective if you anticipate and address that issue. Consider, therefore, a sentence such as.
"This Windows update is necessary even ifyour virus definitions are current."
10.

Keep the customer.infonned: The area where I live, southeastern Pennsylvania, has a large
agricultural presence, in particular involving the production of mushrooms. While they are
growing, mushrooms are kept in a dark building and are covered with fertilizer.
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Your customers will become upset if you treat them the same way. Keep them informed of
developments involving them, particularly with regard to technical problems and outages.
In particular, keep them apprised even if nothing is going on. For example, let them know
you've contacted the vendor but still haven't heard anything back. No news is still news.
If a customer leaves you a request via voicemail or e-mail, let the customer know you
received it, even if you are still in the process of handling it. Doing so gives the customer
one less matter to worry about.
When a problem is resolved, let the customer know that, too. Nothing is more frustrating
to customers than finding out that they could have been working sooner if they had only
known.

4.25 Planning the Retail Communication Program
A communication program can be designed to achieve a variety of objectives for the retailer, such
as building a brand image of the retailer in the customer's mind, increasing sales and store traffic,
providing information about the retailer's location and offering, and announcing special activities.
Retailers communicate with customers both online and offline and interactively and
passively. Direct marketing has received the greatest increase in attention by retailers and can
occur using telemarketing (offline/ interactive), mobile marketing (online/ interactive), direct mail
and catalogs (offline/passive), and e-mail (onlihe/passive). These elements in the communication
mix must be coordinated so that customers have a clear, distinct image of the retailer and are not
confused by conflicting informationr
Communication is an integral part of the retailer's marketing strategy. Primarily,
communication is used to inform the customers about the retailer, the merchandise and the
~~ - services. It also serves as a tool for building the store image. Retail communication has moved
on from the time when the retailer alone communicated with the consumers. Today, consumers
can communicate or reach the organizations. Examples of this include toll free numbers, which
retailers provide for customer complaints and queries. Another example is the section called
contact us on the websites of many companies.
It is believed that every brand contact delivers an impression that can strengthen or
weaken the customer view of the company. The retailer can use various platforms/channels for
communication. The most common tools are:
1.

Advertising

2.

Sales Promotion

3. Public Relations
4.

Personal Selling

5.

Direct Marketing

Retailers go through four steps to develop and implement their communication program.
Establish objectives, determine a budget, allocate the budget, and implement and evaluate the
program. Marginal analysis is the most appropriate method for determining how much should
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be spent to accomplish the retailer's objectives because it maximizes the profits.that could ''fc>e
generated by the communication mix. Since marginal analysis is difficult to implement, howev- er.
many retailers use rule-of-thumb methods to determine the size of the promotion budget..

*

When you develop a behaviour change communication plan, design each step to b 2 as
participatory as possible. Participation in all steps of the process allows community representat ives
to participate in decisions, develops a sense of ownership and helps affected communities achieve
a sense of normalcy in their disrupted system.
If an emergency strikes, usually the exact details of a communication plan will have t o t>e
outlined - often under pressure and with little time. Here are some essential steps you can follow
when developing the details of a communication plan for an emergency.

Step One
Bring all stakeholders together: Work with the various stakeholders together (from a given
programme or related sectors at a time, e.g., health and hygiene) from government, UN ager cies,
NGOs and community representatives as quickly as possible to determine: •
1.

What behaviour results should your communication plan for thi's programme or s setor
achieve in the rescue and survival phase; in the recovery phase; and the rehabilitatioi i ancl
development phase of the emergency?

2.

What are the roles and responsibilities of the different partners?

3.

How will the plan be funded, implemented, monitored, documented and reported?

4.

How will the monitoring results be used in the different phases of the emergency?

Step Twro
Plan and conduct a rapid communication assessment based on an appropriate combination of
tools and applying the next steps below:
Step Three
Determine your audience/s and define SMART behavioural objectives and results. Based <pn tlie
rapid assessment and on data from any pre-existing communication research, determine wfa.o
your audience groups are among the affected population.
Define the specific desired behavioural objectives or results you would like to a< liieve
from your communication plan. These behavioural results may vaiy for the different ph; ses of
an emergency response. Define behavioural results so that they are:
1. Specific in terms of an issue (a behaviour, a skill, knowledge, attitudes), of a specific giroup>
and of the geographical location.
2.

Measurable in such a way that changes in people's behaviour can be measured, eitlneiquantitatively or qualitatively.

3.

Achievable in that the behavioural results correlate to a target that can feasibly be attai -ted toy
the programme partners with UNICEF and others' support, and that all necessary res 3u.roes
v *

are identified and budgeted. .
4.
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Relevant so that the planned behavioural result(s) represent a milestone in the results
chain, and will contribute to the achievement of commitments for the emergency re£ ponse.

5.

Time-bound in that a time frame has been set within which change is expected to happen.
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Keep in mind that behavioural results have to contribute to the overall results - health and
nutrition, child protection, education, water and sanitation - in the emergency.
Step Four

Notes

Based on the specific intended behavioural results, determine the details of the communication plan:
. 1.

Which combination of communi cation strategies to use: advocacy, B CC, social mobilization?

2.

Which groups of people to involve as partners, to mobilise, orient or train?

3.

What specific training needs and orientations are required, for which group/s for the plan
to be carried out quickly?

4.
•

Which communication activities, main messages and materials? Where can you obtain
examples of messages and materials that you can quickly adapt?

5.

What mix of communication channels (e.g. mass media, interpersonal communication,
community media, etc.) by which phase of the emergency?

6.

What is the dissemination plan for the communication messages and materials?

7.

What is the timeline for communication activities during different phases of the emergency?

8.

What is the monitoring (including indicators and means of verification), evaluation,
documentation and reporting plan?

9.

What is the total budget?

Step Five
When implementing the plan, keep the following in mind:
1.

Pre-test messages and materials with representative groups from .different affected
communities;

2.

Conduct the training early on, which may include training of interpersonal communicators
such as animators, peer educators, health workers, teachers and young people;

3.

Orient and involve journalists in your efforts;

4.

Mobilise partners and communities to support and implement the plan.

Step Six
Establish a Monitoring System
Manage and monitor communication activities as part of the overall emergency programme
monitoring effort. Ideally, use community monitoring systems among affected population
groups. Based on the monitoring data, adjust activities and materials accordingly. Programme
and service delivery data, such as immunization drop out, decrease in diarrhoea rates, also serve
as monitoring information and should be used to modify communication activities or messages.
Step Seven
Evaluate and re~plan: Based on the desired behavioural results, assess outcomes and if possible
any behavioural impact. Disseminate results to partners - including affected community members.
Determine the need for follow-up and for continued support to shape behaviours, and for
communication support in the recovery and rehabilitation phase of an emergency. In evaluating
impact, contributions that can be linked to communication efforts should be an integral part of a
programme evaluation rather than a separate evaluation of communication initiatives.
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Case Study Factor's Behind Zara's Retail Profitability
Zara is the flagship brand of the Spanish retail group, Inditex SA, one of the super- heated
performers in a soft retail market in recent years. When Inditex offered a 23 per cent stake to
the public in 2001, the issue was over-subscribed 26 times raising1
Euro 2.1 billion for the company. What makes Inditex so tasty? Well, for a start, it seemed
to show higher profit margins than comparable retailers, and secondly, the trend seemed
sustainable. Good bet for most investors.
The Awkward Factor in the Profitability Formula
Buy low, sell high. Buy on credit, sell on cash. Retail profitability often seems like a
no-brainer.
If you sell at X dollars and buy at Y dollars, as long as your operating and financial costs
are lower than the gross margin i.e. the difference between X (selling price) and Y (cost), you
should be making money. And what with retailers running around with gross margins of 50-601
per cent (that is more than half of their retail price), making money should be no problem, right?
Wrong. In highly perishable goods such as fashion products that are susceptible toj
seasons, gross margin is meaningless if the product does not sell as planned. In simple terms;
you make more money if you sell more, even at a lower margin 30 per cent on sales of 7100 isj
better than 60 per cent on 7.10. Given the unpredictability in fashion, it is quite likely that you
will end up selling a large proportion of your products at a discount. For many retailers, 35-40
per cent of the total merchandise being sold at hefty discounts is quite the norm.
Imagine fashion clothing to be like vegetables, or bread. On the first day it looks very
appetising and has lots of buyers. By the second and third day it starts to look stale, but:
customers may still pick it up, maybe at lower prices. By the time a week is over, the retailed
is probably better off giving the bread away just to clear up space.
Working with him in the last few years, Inditex Chief Executive Jos6 Marfa Castellano is
quoted as saying, "This business is all about reducing response time. In fashion, stock is like
food. It goes bad quick."
Zara, which contributes around 80 per cent of group sales, concentrates on three winninj 5
formulae to bake its fresh fashions:
1
Short Lead Time 0 More fashionable clothes

j

Lower quantities * Scarce supply
More styles « More choice, and more chances of hitting it right
Short Lead Times: Keeping Up With Fashion
By focussing on shorter response times, the company ensures that its stores are able to
carry clothes that the consumers want at that time. Zara can move from identifying a trend to
having clothes in its stores within 30 days. That means that Zara can quickly identify and catch
a winning fashion trend, while its competitors are struggling to catch up. Catching fashiojrt
while it is hot is a clear recipe for better margins with more sales happening at full prices and
fewer discounts. In comparison, most retailers of comparable size or even smaller, work on
timelines that stretch into 4-12 months. Thus, most retailers try to forecast what and how much
its customers might buy many months in the future, while Zara moves in step with its customers.
A very large design team based in Coruna in North West Spain is busy throughout
the year, identifying the prevalent fashion trends, and designing styles to match the trend s.
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Trend identification comes through constant research not just traditional consumer market
research, but a daily stream of emails and phone calls from the stores to head office. Unlike
other retailers, Zara's machinery can react to the report immediately and produce a response
in terms of a new style or a modification within 2-4 weeks. Many other retailers have such
long supply chain lead times that for them it would seem a lost cause for them to even try
and respond to a sales report.
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Reducing Risks

%
By reducing the quantity manufactured in each style, Zara hot only reduces its exposure
to any single product but also creates an artificial scarcity. As with all things fashionable, the
less its availability, the more desirable the object becomes. When Zara opened its first store
on London's Regent Street, shoppers are said to have browsed without shopping, thinking
that they would come back to buy during a sale. Then the store assistants explained that the
styles were changed every week, and the style liked by the customer would very likely not be
available later. Subsequently, Regent Street became one of Zara's most profitable stores and
more stores opened in the UK.
The added benefit of lower quantities is that if a style does not work well, there is not
much to be disposed when the season-end sale does happen. The result is that Zara discounts
only about 18 per cent of its products, roughly half the levels of competitors.
Leadership in Numbers
Thirdly, instead of more quantities per style, Zara produces more styles, roughly 12,000 a
year. Thus, even if a style sells out very quickly, there are new styles already waiting to take
up the space.
Zara can offer more choices in more current fashions than many of its competitors. It
delivers merchandise to its stores twice a week, and since re-orders are rare the stores look fresh
every 3-4 days. Fresh produce, moving in step with the fashion trend and updated frequently
the ingredients are just right to create the sweet smell of success.
But how does Zara achieve its three key success factors, which would be a nightmare
for most other retailers: of producing small quantities of numerous styles in short time spans?
Let us look at the mechanisms that enable Zara to deliver on these parameters as well as some
unique aspects of the retailer's business model.
If you thought that it is not possible to produce all this success in the same kind of set-up
as other retailers, and that it also has to cost something, you would be absolutely correct on
both counts. Zara follows a structure that is more closely controlled than most other retailers,
and pays further by having the various business elements in close proximity to each other,
around its headquarters in Spain.
Ownership and Control of Production
For one, most other retailers (like the American chain Gap and the Swedish retailer Hennes &
Mauritz) completely outsource their production to factories around the world, many of them
in low cost Asian countries. In contrast, it is estimated that 80 per cent of Zara's production
is carried out in Europe, much of it within a small radius of its headquarters in Spain. In fact,
almost half of its production is in owned or closely-controlled facilities. While this gives Zara
a tremendous amount of flexibility and control, it does have to contend with higher people
costs, averaging 17-20 times the costs in Asia.
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Counter-intuitively Jnditex has also gone the route of owning capital-intensive
manufacturing facilities in Spain. In fact, it is a vertically integrated group, with up-to- date
equipment for fabric dyeing and processing, cutting and garment finishing. Greige (undyed,
fabric) is more of a commodity and is sourced from Spain, the Far East, India, and MoroccoJ
By retaining control over the dyeing and processing areas, Inditex has fabric- processing
capacity available "on demand" to provide the correct fabrics for new styles. It also does noi
own the labour-intensive process of garment stitching, but controls it through a network oi
subcontracted workshops in Spain and Portugal.
Supercharged Product Development
Design and product development is a highly people-intensive process, too. The heavy creative:
workload of 1,000 new styles every month is managed by a design and development team o::
over 200 people, all based in Spain, each person in effect producing around 60 styles in a yea|
(or 1-2 styles a week).
With new styles being developed and introduced frequently, each style would providt r
only around 200,000-300,000 of retail sales, a far lower figure than other retailers or brands, anc.
certainly not "cost-efficient" in terms of design and product development costs. But obviously,
this higher cost of product development is more than adequately compensated by higherrealised margins. In addition, the entire product development cycle begins from the market
research. This combines information from visiting university campuses, discos and other venuek
to observe what young fashion leaders are wearing, from daily feedback from the stores, an<jt
from the sales reports. This has meant a significant investment in information technology an<ji
communications infrastructure to keep streaming up-to- date trend information to the people
making the product and business decisions.
At the leading edge of research are the sales associates and store managers in Zara stores •,
who zap orders on customised handheld computers over the Internet to Zara headquarters
based on what they see selling. And not just orders, but ideas for cuts, fabrics or even a whol e
new line. They draw upon customer comments, or even a new style that a customer migh t
be wearing that could be copied for Zara's stores. Traditional daily sales reports can hardly
provide such a dynamically updated picture of the market.
React Rather Than Predict
What sets Zara apart from many of its competitors is what it has done to its business information
and business process. Rather than concentrating on forecasting accurately, it has developed
its business around reacting swiftly.
|
I

Here's a flavour of what a typical retailer or brand might do.
Say, around a certain time, designers may start looking at fashion trends, and start designing
a look for Winter 2004. Information and inspiration comes from forecasting agencies, trade
shows, and various other places. Over a period of 3-5 months they develop the ideas inio
physical samples. These are also simultaneously costed. Sales budgets and stock plans are
developed based on what is going on in the business right then (roughly one-year ahead ^>f
the targeted style). At various times during this "seasonal" process, there are decision-making
meetings, where styles are accepted, rejected or changed, pricing and margin decisions taken
and orders finalised.
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Since multiple decisions factors are involved there are several meetings where a buyer
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/ merchandiser, a designer, a technologist, a sourcing specialist and others may get involved
together. No doubt, many calendars and travel schedules have to be synchronised for this to
happen smoothly.
Based on a host of factors, the orders might then be placed with vendors in one or more
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countries around the world. Typically vendors may take a few weeks to two months to procure
fabrics, have them approved by the retailer, and then produce a number of samples, and only
once all approvals are finished, put the style into production.
From beginning to end, the process of defining a concept to receiving goods in the retail
store might take anywhere from 9 to 12 months for a typical retailer. This one-year advance
decision-making on what merchandise and how much to stock, is a bit like driving a carat speed
by just looking in the rear view mirror! Amazingly, it seems to work 60-65 per cent of the time.
Zara, on the other hand, largely concentrates its forecasting effort on the kind and amount
of fabric it will buy. It is a smart hedge for one, fabric (raw material) mistakes are cheaper
than finished goods errors, and secondly, the same fabric could be turned into many different
garments. In fact, for an extra degree of flexibility Zara buys semi-processed or un-coloured
fabric that it colours up close to the selling season based on the immediate need. With that
edge, and a super-fast garment design and production process, it takes to the market what its
customers are looking for.
Quick-Bake Recipe: Well-Mixed Ingredients
Garment styling for Zara actually starts from the email or phone call received from the stores.
Thus, from the beginning Zara is responding to an actual need, rather than forecasting for a
distant future.
Based on the store demand, Zara's commercial managers and designers sit down and
conceptualize what the garment will look like, what fabric it will be made out of, what it will
cost and at what price it will sell.
The designer then actually sketches the garment put, details the specifications and prepares
the technical brief. Since, fabrics and trims are already in Zara's warehouse, sampling takes
very little time. Approvals are equally quick, since the entire team is located in the same place.
As soon as approvals are received, instructions are issued to cut the appropriate fabric.
The cutting is done in Zara's own high-tech automated cutting facilities. The cut pieces are
distributed for assembly to a network of small workshops mostly in Galicia and in northern
Portugal these 350 workshops between them employ some 11,000 apparently grey- economy
workers. None of these workshops are owned by Zara. The workshops are provided with a
set of easy to follow instructions, which enable them to quickly sew up the pieces and provide
a constant stream to Zara's garment finishing and packing facilities. Thus, what takes months
for other companies, takes no more than a few days for Zara.
Finally, Zara's high-tech distribution system ensures that no style sits around very long
at head office. The garments are quickly cleared through the distribution centre, and shipped
to the stores, arriving within 48 hours. Each store receives deliveries twice a week, so after
being produced the merchandise does not spend more than a week at most in transit.
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Keeping Costs Down
Even while manufacturing in Europe, Zara manages to keep its costs down. None of its
assembly workshops are owned by the company. Most of the informal economy work ers
the workshops employ are mothers, grandmothers and teenage girls looking to add to tl .eir
■household incomes in the small towns and villages where they live. Last year the average
monthly salary of a Spanish industrial worker was about 250,000 pesetas - $1,300 a moi Ltln,
excluding the state's 30.8 per cent charge for social contributions. In contrast, according to
reports, the workshops working for Inditex may or may hot pay the social charges. Accord Lr\g
to one estimate, the seamstresses probably get something less than half the average indust rial
wage, maybe $ 500 a month. These are around 5-6 times typical Indian or Chinese wages,«undL
yet offer the flexibility beyond what Asian factories can, which has a tremendous impact on
ratio of full-price merchandise sales.
Further, in terms of marketing costs, Zara relies more on having prime retail locations
than on advertising for attracting customers into its stores. It spends a meager 0.3 per cent of
sales on advertising compared to an average of 3.5 per cent of competitors according to the
company, choosing highly visible locations for its stores renders advertising unnecessary
Question:
Discus how Zara manages to keep its costs down.
Source: thirdeyesight.in/articlcs/lmagesFashion_Zara_PartJ.pdf

4.26 Retail Image
Imagine a retail store where the doorman is unkempt, the salespersons lazy, the merchandise
old and the floor untidy. Would one want to even visit such a store, leave alone buy some rhing
from there? Doubtful. These are precisely some of the components of a retail image. Retail I: r\age
deals not only with the interiors of the store, but also the exteriors and the consumers' shoj pirvg
experiences at the store.
The Retail Image has to be created keeping the target audience in mind - the ki: xd of
environment that they would like to shop in and the services that they would expect- For
example, the kind of ambience that would'be there in a 'Watches from Switzerland' store would
be different as compared to an HMT or even a Titan showroom. The Bata store has a diff erent
rook as compared to a Loft - the range of services offered is also different.
The factors affecting the image of a retail store can be classified as Primary and
Complimentary factors. The Primary factors are:
• The product itself/the merchandise features
• The place where it is sold or the location of the'store
• The pricing of the product

*

• The manner in which it is presented to the customers and,
• The advertising and promotion for the store
The product features or the merchandise itself is the chief factor which affects store irnage.
For example, if the garments sold by an apparei store lose shape or run colour; it creates a fc>ad
image in the mind of the customer. The location of the store and the price of the merchafndise
sold also communicate the image of the store. Fpr example, stores at Breach Candy or Nepe ansea
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Road are considered upmarket as compared to those in the suburbs like in Kandivali or Borivali.
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Similarly, a store at South Extension would communicate a different image as compared to a
store in Chandni Chowk or Karol Bagh. The manner in which the merchandise is displayed and
presented is an integral part of communicating the image. The price of the product plays an
important role in the image that is to be created. Expensive products are generally perceived to
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be good. Advertising also helps create an image. The shopping experience provided in the store,
customer service, sales staff and the brand associations that the store makes also affect the store
image. These are hence termed as complimentary factors.

4.27 Objectives of Advertising in Retailing
Advertising is a strong medium which influences the buying decision of the customer and
prompts him to shop. The retailer must ensure to communicate the USPs of his brand to the target
customers well through various modes of advertising. The advertisement must be eye-catching
for the end-users to click on them. Retail advertising is advertising that is aimed at creating
awareness of different retail products and directly targets the consumers. Its main aim is to help
the retailer effectively reach their existing customer and also attract new ones.
Advertising is a paid communication in which the message is controlled by the sponsor,
and is designed to gain attention and motivate action. Advertising is generally used as a type
of sales pitch for products or services in the retail and private sectors, but it is also employed by
non-profit and government organizations to raise awareness, gain support, and issue a specific
. call to action. "Advertising is the paid dissemination of information for the purpose of selling or
helping to sell commodities and services or of gaining acceptance of ideas that may cause people
to think or act in a desired manner." "Advertising is a paid form of non-personal presentation of
ideas, goods or services by identified sponsor" American Marketing Association.
Objectives of Advertising:
1.

Increase sales volume

2.

To remind customers

3.

Increasing customer traffic in the store

4.

To enhance the goodwill of the retailers' by promising better quality products and services.

5.

To inform customers about the store like store timings; products sold, merchandise offered,
availability of brands, offers, prices and services etc.

6.

Develop unique image of the retail firm.

7.

Position the store in the minds of customers

8.

To communicate store policies.

9.

Easing the job for sales personnel

I

t

. 10.

Enhance customer loyalty

11.

Developing demand for private brands

12.

Help retailers to reinforce corporate identity

13.

To promote store brands

14.

To aid retailers in market expansion; entering new markets, serving new customers etc.

15.

To warn the public against imitation of an enterprise's products.

. -
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4.28 Significance of Advertising in Retailing
Advertising is the tool in promotion mix, which is used to raise awareness of the value of product
in the minds of target audience and convince them of the abilit y of the product to satisfy theit*

Notes

needs or want. In the modem age of mass production, producers cannot think of pushing sale
of their products without advertising them. Advertisement supplements personal selling to a •
great extent. Advertising has acquired great importance in the modem retailing where tough.
competition in the market and fast changes’in technology, we find fashion and taste in thL
customers. This makes advertising as a key in retailing because without advertising the role df
promoting value of the product, thus raising awareness to the target audience will not be me
The role and significance of advertising can be categorized in four major areas:
1.

Advertising and Retailers: Advertising aids retailers' in:
a. Increasing the store traffic
b. Promoting brand and creating its awareness amongst the masses. ..
c. Promoting the private labels: Retailers' apart from selling the manufacturer brands
also sell their own labeled goods which are known as private labels or retailer brands.
Example: Shoppers' stop, Pantaloons etc. So retailers use advertising to promote sale
of their stock of private labels.
I
d. Advertisements help retailers to stock the product, on the expectation that it wou Id
ensure consumer response and hence sale.
e. Helps retailers in finding new customers
f. Aids in market expansion.
g. Advertisements also inform the consumers of retail outlets in their localities. It also
informs customers about retail store timings and holiday schedule. Advertising oA a
regular basis makes the retail store a destination point for customers.’
h. To clear the stock of the retailers, such as promoting products which are seasor al,
special offers could be made. Example: Back to school offers. Mothers' day, Fest ival
offers etc.
i. Increasing the sale volume
j. Provides ROI (Return on investment)
k. Controls product price
l. It also helps retailers in recruiting staff or trying to secure export orders or announc Lng
trading results to build confidence among shareholders
m. Maintainsexisting customer base and market.

2. Advertising and Sales Personnel:
a. Advertising help the sales force backed by advertising support so that it eases t:l\e
sales force in approaching consumers.
b. It lightens the burden of salesman by providing basic information of the store, product
and usability.
3.

Advertising and customers:
a. Advertisements provide information to the consumers of retail outlets in their localities It also informs customers about various products or merchandise offered braSncls,
prices, quality, retail store timings, services offered and holiday schedule.
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b. Retailers use various taglines to create awareness of a product or service in the most
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effective way. The moment customer hears "Just Do it", he knows he has to visit a
"Nike Store". Example: Wal-Mart uses 'Everyday low prices' to position its store.
. That's the importance of a tagline.
c. It reduces consumers time cost in getting information about the stores

Notes

d. It reduces consumers energy cost and psychic cost in choosing amongst various
alternatives.
e. It reminds and persuades customer.
f. It provides information relating to the functionality and usability of the products and
services.
g. It creates awareness about introduction of new products or services.
4.

Advertising and Society: Advertising is a pervasive method and integral part of society.
Wit hout advertising modem society cannot survive. .Advertising is useful to society in
following ways.
a. Persuades customers' in purchasing goods/products and services
b. Reflect cultural trends
c. Advertising bridges the gap among people by communicating varied culture through
advertising message. It bring variation in the social life
d. Promotes Economic growth
e. Improves standard of living
f. Provides employment
g. Regulates the price.

4.29 Major Participants in Retail Advertising
Participants in advertising are the group of people who are directly or indirectly involved in
retail advertising.
1.

. -

Advertiser: Retailers are the prominent segment among advertisers. They stock the products
and sell them to the ultimate consumers. Government and social organization are also the
active participant in this category.

2.

Target audience: It refers to the target audience on whom the advertising is intended for.
Advertising message intends to cover the potential user and non user and also the users
of competitors' product who may-purchase the product in future.

3.

Advertising Agencies: Retailer has two options:
•

To design, develop and produce and advertising message and get it placed in desired
media directly through his own advertising department

•
4.

To outsource the services from specialized ad-agencies.

Advertising Production People (Artists): The creative team of professionals like copywriters,
artists, photographers, typographers, layout designers, editors and such other creative people
responsible for production of impressive and persuasive advertisements

5.

Target Audience: Advertising messages are intended to inform about products, services arid
ideas to readers, listeners, viewers and actual and potential buyers,.who are known as the
audience. The target audience may be the existing or, current consumers, consumers who
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6. Media: Advertising messages are communicated to the target audience through.diffen nt
media such as:
•

Print Media: They consist of newspapers, magazines, journals, handbills, etc.

• Electronic Media: They consist of radio, television motion pictures, video, multi -meclia
and the internet.
I
• Outdoor media: They consist of posters, hoarding, handbills, stickers air balloons, neon
sign bill boards, local cinema houses, and transit media.
I
• Direct mail: It consists of broachers, leaflets, pamphlets, letters and return cards addressee!
to consumers.
.
.
7.

Government Authorities: The advertising is regulated by the government department.'
government frames laws and regulation which have a direct or an indirect bearing on tine
advertising. Apart from this ASCI (Advertising standards council of India) and ABC (Ai idit
Bureau of Circulation) are also some of authorities regulating advertising.

8. Advertising Production Finns: Advertising production firms are the support agencies
which help in the production of advertisement.

4.30 Designing Retail Advertising Mix Strategy

\

The various stages involved in designing the Retail advertising mix strategy are:

|

1.

Determine the overall goals and objectives of retailers' and advertising programs: pTlre 1
first step is setting the advertising objectives. There may be different advertising objectives
short term or long term. They may be like increasing sales, increasing market share, brancl
image, good-will, providing information on merchandise category, price/quality, spejcific
attributes & benefits relating to the product and expansion of business. Thus the retailer lias
to evaluate all this objectives and select the one which he intends to achieve.

2.

Defining the Target Audience: The next step in designing the retail advertising'm Lx is
determining the target audience. It involves in identifying:
• What are the relevant target buyer groups?
•

What are the target group’s demographic^ lifestyle an psychographic profile?

♦ □
3.

How is the trade involved?

Determining the advertising budget: This is one of the most important decisions of ^ etail
advertising mix strategy. The effective advertising mix strategy depends upon the budget
set. The retailer prepares the budget taking into nature of the customers, objectives, nature of
competitions and also availability of funds. While there is no definite formula for determining;
advertising or the overall promotion budget, the following are the main methodJ that
the
may be employed to determine the advertising budget:
.1
a. The Percentage of Sales Method :This is perhaps the most commonly used methc <3 for
' determining the budget. Here, the budget is a fixed percentage of sales. The bi ggest
advantage of this method is that it is simple to apply and it allows the retai gjt tro
set an affordable limit on promotional activity. This method, however, takes little
consideration of the market conditions or any special advertising needs.
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b. The Competitive Parity Method: Here, the budget is based on the estimated amount
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spent by the competition. There is a risk that it could he based on wrong information
and again, there is little consideration for market conditions or growth opportunities.
c. The Research Approach or the Task and Objective Method: The budget is determined
on the basis of a study of Lite best forms of advertising media and the costs of each.

Notes

The retailer formulates advertising goals and then defines the tasks necessary to
accomplish these goals. Next, the management determines the cost for each task and
adds up the total to arrive at the required budget. Here, the advertising expenses are
linked to the retailer's objectives and the effectiveness of some forms of advertising
* can be measured and compared to costs.
d. The Incremental Method : The budget is simply based on the previous expenditure.
e. What can be afforded: The budget allocated for advertising or for promotions is based
on the basis of the money that can be allocated by the retailer for this purpose.
While determining which method is to be adopted, a retailer needs to take into consideration
the market that the firm is operating in, its current market position and how important
advertising is in that market.
4.

Develop a copy and media strategy to reach these targets: It involves developing advertising
message which is called copy of the Ad An effective message should get attention, hold
interest, arouse desire, & obtain action (AIDA model). In integrating the message together,
the retailer must decide what to say & how to say it., who should say it. Thus the retailer
should focus more on message content, message format and message structure. Secondly
the retailer must select the channels and media to reach the target audience. There are two
broad types o f channels - Personal and Non personal.
a. Personal Communication Channels: In personal Communication
channels, two or more people communicate directly with each other. They might

communicate face-to-face,-over the telephone, through the mail or even through an internet chat.
Personal Communication channels are effective because they are allowed for personal addressing
the feedback.
b. Non Personal Communication Channels Non personal communication channels
include media like:
❖

.

Print media -newspapers, magazines, direct mail etc.

❖ Broadcast media-radio, television etc.

5.

❖

Electronic media-audiotapes, videotapes', CD-ROM, web page etc.

❖

Display media-billboards, signs, posters, banners and hoardings.

Select Media: The next step is to finally select appropriate media to reach the target audience.
The selection of media depends on the nature of the product, type of audience, budget
available and coverage.

6.

Develop an Ad: Based on the type of audience, nature of product, budget available, coverage
and media the ad is developed.

. 7.

Implementation of the Ad: It involves in
❖

Preparing action plans

❖

Allocating responsibilities

❖

Scheduling of activities
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❖ Implementing tasks and activities
❖ Monitoring implementation plans
❖ Keeping records of implementation

Notes

8. Evaluating the impact of Advertising: Retailers' assess the overall effectiveness o£
advertising in attaining the intended objectives like:
❖ Increase in sales revenues

.

•

❖ Rise in customer purchase frequency, visit and revisits to the store
<• Rise in number of footfalls
❖ Decrease in customer complaints
❖ New franchise offers
❖ Increase in market share
Rise in footfall conversion into sales
❖ Increase in number enquiries about the products/services
❖ Orders from other markets

.

.

*

9. . Revise the advertising plans for new themes: The current evaluation of advertising
effectiveness helps in devising new themes or serves as a basis for designing future
advertising strategy.

4.31 Classification of Retail Advertising
Like trends in fashion, what's old is new again in the world of retail marketing. Overall ad speeding
is up, particularly TV and digital. Department store ad spending is on the rise. Couponing is
growing. Customer service and engagement is more important than ever. Due to this retlail ers
are using in-store promotions rapidly to deliver customer experience within the store rathe^ ttiam
a store just to transact. Advertising on social- networking sites and mobile advertising are tire
emerging media in modem retailing. The various types of retail advertising are:
1.

Based on geographical locations:
a. National Advertising: It refers to advertising on a national scale, where the manufa irtuxeir
stimulates the demand of the product he is offering to the ultimate customers.
b. Local and Regional Advertising: This advertisement is confined to one specific i egion
of any country. This is done when a retail chain is confined to local or regional level.
Local advertising is done through daily newspapers, radio and siti cable etc. The pr odxxcrt
which is available to the local consumers is adverhsed through local advertise mervt.
Example: Rajasthali retail store situated at Jaipur advertises only in advertising media
confined to Jaipur.
c. Global Advertising: This advertising is aimed to suit global environment. Exai n/ples:
United Colors ofBenetton adverises similar commercial worldwide Parker pen als£> used
the same slogan for advertising globally. "There is a time when it has to be a P< urlcer".

2.

Based on Target audience:
a. Customer oriented or persuasive advertising: Retailers' use this type of adverti: ing to
■ inform the customers about their new products or services, usage of products irdcjrrmirig
about their events, contests' and.offers etc. Examples: ITC and Wills Lifestyle u se tbiis
type advertising.
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b. Trade and Professional Advertising: This type of advertising specifically focuses on
the professional people, retailers and the whole sellers. Example of trade advertising
would be a Coca-Cola advertisement placed in a trade magazine, such as Progressive
Grocer, in order to promote Coca- Cola to food store managers. The primary objective
of trade advertising is to promote greater distribution of the advertised product. This
type of advertising is done in order to persuade them .to stock its products and to
feature them in their respective stores, and run a national advertising campaign for
their retail advertisement.
c. Institutional or Corporate advertising: In this type of advertising the retailers highlights
its achievements and objectives. Example: HDFC bank had tied up with Business
Today to sponsor magazines in each metro amongst top corporate and high net-worth
customers' of the bank. Sahara by saluting Indian cricket captains is associating with
cricket.
•
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.

d. Industrial advertising: Advertising in this case, can provide the engineer or buyers
with the opportunit y to express interest in the product by returning a card which is
request for additional informat ion.
3.

Other Forms:
,a. Financial advertising: It refers to the advertisements by various financial institutions
like Union bank of India, Standard Chartered bank and ICICI, etc. These types of Ads
are focused on providing information relating to the investment options, risks and
benefits related to them.
'
b. Image advertising: The image advertising is undertaken by an organization in order
to enhance its. importance and value e.g. if the context "what we do" is addressed,
then an image is used to nurture the pertinent purpose which enhances the life of a
specific brand or product. Example Tata, 1TC
c. Classified advertising: These type of Ads are placed in news papers, magazines etc
under classifieds columns like 'Furniture for sale', 'Situations vacant' etc.
d. Cooperative advertising: This is of two types namely:
J

*

❖ Vertical cooperative advertising: This type of advertising is usually advertised by
retailers' and other channel members. Example: Cadbury India Ltd has promoted
using this type of advertising at retailers' end.
Example: Wal-Mart and Best Buy.
❖ Horizontal cooperative advertising: Retailers' come together to share the cost
of advertising leading to joint promotion of events. Businesses that serve senior
citizens may purchase ad space in a retirement magazine, while health-food stores,
farmers' markets and vitamin retailers may combine to advertise in the weekly
newspaper.

4.32 Types of Retail Advertising Media
The success of retail advertising lies in selection of appropriate media for communication. Today's
customers' are exposed to wide media, cultures & formats and try to access the information through
multiple sources. So the biggest challenge for retailers' to explore and integrate and select the most
cost-effective media in reaching target audience. The various types of media used in retail are:
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1.

Print media is also one of the most effective ways to promote a brand.
Newspapers, magazines (Business World, A & M, Femina etc), catalogues, journals make thi
brand popular amongst the individuals. Retailers can buy a small space in any of the leadinj
newspapers or magazines; give their ads for the individuals to read and get influenced.

Notes

Local weekly newspapers, regional newspapers including numerous free newspapers like
Hindustan times, Deccan herald. The Times of India and The Indian express etc.
I
A retailer may also use an advertorial. An advertorial is it special advertising section desigheo.
to look like the print section in which it appears. They are so named because they have the
look of the editorial content of a magazine or newspaper, but. really represent a long anci
involved advertisement for the brand.
| .
2.

Television also helps the brand reach a wider audience. Retailers also use celebrities to
endorse their brands for that extra punch. Celebrities are shown recommending the particular
brand and thus making it a hit amongst the masses.
I .
Example: The famous Indian cricketers have endorsed Sahara Q Shop. Viewers get influencecl
to shop from so advertised retail shop because their favourite cricketers have endorsed St
that adds to the retail image. Other examples are Bipasha Basu for FBB (Big Bazaar).

3.

Radio:-Radio helps in reaching masses and help in creating brand awareness for the reta LI
chain or store. Example: Radio 98.3, FM,Vividh Bh'arti.

4.

Out of home media: It is also known as OOH media. Research reveals that the consumers
are keen to watch ads while they wait in queues outside elevators, at shopping mall s,
railway stations, crowded areas, heavy traffic crossings, bus stands, near cinema halls anti
multiplexes. In fact, they are most amenable to advertisement during these short moment».
Out-of Home Media cashes upon the opportunity to display advertisements that affec t,
engage and induce action of not only prominent customers, but also choice makers, wealth
creators and high net worth individuals through the multi- platform and strong audio• visual network. Promoting a brand through OOH media include signboards, billboardL,
hoardings, posters, neon signs, balloons, mobile van wit h signages/road show, lit signagi ;s ‘
and posters in mall, Buses (Volvo bus), auto rickshaws and banners intelligently placed it
strategic locations.

5.

Direct mails: Direct mail to regular customers. Retailers' acquire customer list through
feedback on products & service and credit card customers' as mailing list.

6.

Yellow pages: Customers who are definitely interested in making a purchase and seekii g
information use yellow pages as a reference. Yellow pages are very useful media for ret. il
promotion because they have long life. Example: Tata Press yellow pages.

7.

Social Media: Social networking sites have also emerged as one of the easiest and economic al
ways to promote a product or brand. The various sources of promoting in social media are:
<j. Facebook- Retailers sign their business up.with an account and keep it updated
regularly. It's free and it is almost necessary these days. The retailers make paeje
informative and advertise offers, special rewards, contests, and/or coupons.

!

b. Twitter- Special events, exceptional offers, and exciting news can be delivered to t
customers to "tweet" their great deals.
c. Website- The retailers' make an inventive, easy to maneuver and informative websi e.
ii. Blogs - Retailers' create Slogs since there are no limits when it comes to bloggir SRetailers'-blog about various aspects like - personal, business, politics and fun stu :f
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8.

Mobile Advertising: The mobile marketing penetration amongst customers' presents
retailers with several problems in handling innovative type of advertising. This includes the
r.
proper timing to send SMS for instance. The retailer needs to know when the users are most
susceptible to advertising messages and when the conversion rate is therefore very high.
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4.33 Other Retail Promotional Strategies
There are two broad categories in retail promotional mix. They are: Paid and Unpaid. Under each
category they are further divided on the basis of Personal and Impersonal. The detailed summary
of retail promotional tools is depicted in Figure 4.3.
Impersonal

Personal

• Sales Promotions

• Personal selling

• Advertising .
• Store Atmosphere

• E-mail

• Websites
• Publicity

• Word of mouth

Paid

Unpaid
Figure 4.3. Retail Promotional Tools

1. Paid Impersonal Promotional Mix Tools:
•

Sales Promotion: This is a paid and Impersonal form of communication.
Sales promotion refers to communication strategies designed to act as direct inducements,
an added value or incentive for product to customers. The objectives of sales promotion
are stop and shop, shop and buy, buy bigger and repeat purchase.
a. Private Label: Private label is an effective way to promote one's brand at low costs.
Products manufactured by one company but sold under another company's brand
name are called Private Label Products. Retailers' print their own calendars, diaries,
planners, table tops with your store's name, address as well as logo. Such an activity
creates awareness among individuals.
b. In-store Sales Promotions: Retailers use mainly in-store sales promotions for inducing
the customers' to purchase more. The key in-store promotional activities include:
1. Point-of-Purchase - Displays on the floor, counters and windows remind the
customers about products and stimulate their buying impulse. Sometimes displays
are provided by the manufacturers
2. Contests - Customers compete for prizes by writing slogans.
3. Sweepstakes - The participants fill an application form and a winner is chosen
randomly.
4. Coupons - Coupons may be delivered through newspapers, magazines, post, of in/
with products purchased. An example of this is Domino's Pizza, which regularly
sends coupons to customers through newspapers. These coupons offer a certain
amount of discount on placing an order during a specified time frame.
4. Frequent shopper/ Frequent flyer programs - Retailers offer points or discounts
to Customers depending on the amount for which they have bought goods. The
customers even exchange points with goods or services.
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5. Prizes - Unlike the frequent shopper programs, the customer receives the prizes
immediately after the purchase of goods of a certain value, for example, glassw ire,

Retail Management

casseroles etc.
6. Samples - Free samples are offered to the customers. Usually, big departmental
stores and supermarkets have sample perfumes for testing.

Notes

7. Demonstrations - One instance is the demonstration of the use of vacuum cleaners
8. Referral gifts - Retailers offer gifts to their customers for bringing in a new custoorter.
9. Pencils, calendars, diaries, wallets, etc. - Products carrying the retailer's name are
given to .the customers on purchasing their products.’
10. Special events - Retailers may organize many special events like fashion shows,
autograph sessions with celebrities, or theme festivals.
|
11. Buy one get one free - Retailer may offer a merchandise free on the purchase of
another
I
•

Seasonal Promotions: There are specific periods during the year when sales arej at a
higher at peak seasons and lower during off-peak seasons. The major reason for tljtis is
the different seasons and holidays throughout the year. During these holidays, retailers'
maximize the marketing and advertising of their store. Retailers' also decorate the L
tore
depending on the particular season or holiday. Retailers' make the shopping i fun
experience as a strategy for customer retention.

|

Example: Pongal, Diwali, Valentine’s Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day, Summer & winter
sale, Christmas, New Year Day, Back to school sale etc.
I
•

Store Atmosphere and Visual Merchandising: Store atmosphere is an important "way
of promoting retailers' image to customers. It is the overall ambience of the sft re. .It
includes: color, smell, music, wall paintings, design, ceilings, flooring etc.

• Visual Merchandising: Retailers' create visual displays and arrange the mercha "idise
assortments within a store to-improve the layout and presentation to increase store
traffic and sales which puts the merchandise in limelight. The shop itself is regarded
as a considerable advertising medium, and it may well be a familiar landmark. Some
large department stores rarely advertise, but their shops are so big that they advjertise
themselves. Example: Special fixtures, Display hanging signs, leaflets, demonstrators,
window displays etc.
• Websites: Retailers' use their company websites to build their brand im* ge to
communicate about their firms' offers, prices, line of business, mission, location, brandies,
discounts, store rankings and contact details.
2.

Paid Personal Communications
•
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Personal Selling: Personal selling involves oral face to face communication wit It one
or more prospective customers' for selling their products by the sales force. These • days
sales presentations are going high- tech. Computer-based multimedia presentations are
considered the next wave in sales:force automation. With a muitimedia-ready notet>oolc
computer or LCD projection computer, salespeople can bring colour, animation, video,
audio, and interactivity as well as the latest product and pricing information t > their
presentations. Example: Eureka Forbes and Aqua Guard use personal selling to promote
their sales.

■ •

E-mail: Retailers' use E-mail to communicate the information about their firm, line of
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business, new product launch, sales promotions, franchise information and also use
this as a tool to promote CRM and customer loyalty. Example: Retailers like INORBIT
• mall, Central use this strategy to promote-CRM and enhance store loyalty. They also
send wishes to customers' on their birthdays and festivals as a part of this.
3.

Notes

Unpaid Impersonal Communications: Publicity: Publicity is one non-personal which is
in the form of news story that is transmitted through mass media. The various types of
publicity are:
•

Planned Public Relation: A retailer outlines its activities in advance

•

Unexpected publicity: In case of this the media reports on the retailers' without any
advance notice.

•

Complementary publicity: In case of this media reports on the retailer in a complimentary
manner

4.

Unpaid Personal Communication: Word-of-mouth Communication: One of the most
effective ways of advertising is still word-of-mouth advertising. Recommendations by
other consumers are always more believable than retailers' advertising. Word-of-mouth
advertising takes place via customer ratings, comments in forums, reviews and blog
contributions. Online retailers' today offer their customers the chance to rate and comment
on their purchase. In addition, consumers compare notes on specific providers in special
forums or social networks. Many customers' also comment about stores, products and offers
in their blogs and thus create an additional medium in terms of word-of-mouth advertising.

4.34 Case Study: Shoppers Stop Advertising Strategy
Shoppers Stop is one of the most visited mall chain in India. It was founded in the year 1991 owned
by Raheja Group. It has 177 stores in 18 cit ies. It has 51 stores plus growing, 4.5 million customer
walk-ins per month, ~4 million First Citizen customers account for 75% of the purchases and
70% purchases are through cards & average transaction value of Rs. 2500.The target Audience
for Shopper's Stop Advertising is:
•

25-35 years

•

Middle & Upper middle class

•

Youth, Housewives & Professiorials/Self-employed

Promotional mix used by Shoppers' Stop:
1.

Communication strategy: Reaching customers through local language.
Example: Shoppers' Stop store in Lucknow is named as 'Tehzeeb' for localization.

2.

3.

Advertising:
•

Print Ad

•

Media Ads

•

Outdoor Ads

Sales Promotion:
•

Gift vouchers

•

Festive offers
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•

Contests

•

POP materials

4.

Festive Promotions: Organizes local festivals like Durga puja in Kolkata, Onam in sou Irv
and Dhanteras in north.
-

5.

Public relations: Shoppers stop collaborated with CRY to retail eco-friendly paper bags
designed by unprivileged children.

6. Direct marketing: Loyalty programs through 'First Citizen'. The customers get rewa d
points, exclusive offers, benefits and privileges using this.
7. Packaging: Logos on shopping bags and promotion using 'Fashion through ages'
8.' Promotional events: 'Fly to Santa Land', 'Gear up for school' and 'Salwar kameez Dupat ta
exchange' etc.
9.

In-store Promotions: In-store promotions include advertising on atrium drop downs, mall
Facade, store window, sensomatic branding, pillar branding, trail room branding, flo Dr*
graphics and stickers, lift door, branding, shopping bag branding, merchandise tagging,
sample activity, car display, stair case and elevator branding, cut outs, trail room door,
washroom door, back door & front door of lift and cashier badge branding.
I

4.35 Customer Loyalty through CRM Programmes
Customer loyalty means that customers are committed to repeatedly purchase the goods ar&cl
services from the retailer and ignore or resist the clutter created by the activit ies of competitc rs
to attract them. Apart from being satisfied by the services offered by the retailer, loyal customers
have a bond with the retailer, which is based on a positive feeling about the retailer. The customer
relationship management process aims at developing customer loyalty and repeat-purchase
behaviour among the key customers of the retailer.
. •
I
Customer loyalty helps a retailer in accurate sales forecasting, generating assured sales ai vcl
revenue, reducing the cost of customer retention, enhancing risk bearing capacit y, improvi tg
visibility of business performance

4.36 Overview of the CRM Process
CRM is a continuous and repetitive process that utilizes customer information into customer
loyalty through four activities:
(3) collecting and maintaining customer data
(2) analyzing the customer data and identifying key customers
(3) developing CRM policies and programmes accordingly
(4) implementing CRM programmes

.

.

(5) evaluating CRM programmes
The analysis translates the customer data into information and activities that offer value to
these targeted customers. Then these activities are executed through communication progra: ns
undertaken by the marketing department and customer service program implemented by custonier
contact employees, typically sales associates. Each of the four activities in the CRM process is
discussed in the following sect ions. Retailing View 11.3 describes the development of the CRIVT
program at Harrah's.
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Figure 4.3. CRM Process

Collecting and Maintaining Customer Data
The process starts with the collection of data about a retailer's customers through which a
customer database is created that helps in classifying customer types. This database contains all
the information the firm has collected about its customers that becomes foundation for subsequent
CRM activit ies.
1.

Customer Database: The database generally contains the following information:
•

Transactions - Complete information of the purchases made by the customer, including
the date of purchase, the name of the product and quantity purchased, the amount paid
for the merchandise, the profit made by the retailer, if sales promotion scheme or other
promotional offer availed at the time of purchase.

•

Customer contact information: A record of the interactions of the customer and the
retailer, including visit to the retail store in person by the customer, visit to the retailer's
Web site, inquiries made through in-store kiosks, and telephone calls made to the
retailer's call center, number of catalogs and direct mail sent to the customer.

•

Customer preferences - It includes psychographic information about the customer- the
likes of the customer, such as favorite colour, brands, fabrics and dresses, fragrance,
flavours, music as well as apparel sizes.

•

Demographic information - Data describing income, profession, education, residential
address, family size and other related information of the customer that can be used in
classifying customers.

•

Responses to marketing activities - Analysis of transaction and contact data helps in
interpreting the customer's responsiveness to marketing activit ies.

2.

Identifying Information: It is relatively easy to develop a database for catalog, internet, and
warehouse club customers. Customers who make purchases through non-store channels
have to provide their contact information for product delivery oh the basis of which the
customer can be identified. In case of warehouse clubs, it is also easy to keep track oif
purchases made by customers as they have to present their membership card at the time of
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making purchases. In these cases, the transaction takes place with the identification of th<
customer .When the customers apply for the retailer's own member shopping cards (like
Petrocards, Westside, Reliance One, Lifestyle, Big Bazaar etc.) then his personal informatioiji
is collected and details of each purchase made by him is fed into his database identified by
the card number. While in case of in-store purchases made by the customer, the payment
mode (cash or cheque or debit card/credit card) may differ from transaction to transactioA
in such cases the information is not generated automatically but has to be sought explicitly
Therefore the store-based retailers can collect information by:
(1) asking customers for their identifying information for eg.in form of authorized identit ^
card, PAN card etc.( presentation of copy of PAN card is necessary for any purchase 3
made above ? 50,000 at Tanishq stores)
(2) using biometrics to identify customer (For eg. customers entering the store can have
their finger scanned to receive a printout of their personalized promotional offers)
(3) offering benefits through frequent shopper contests - When customers enro .1
discretionary ground in such programs, they tend to readily disclose some descriptive
information about themselves and their household because they generally prefer to
get something extra reward or returns for their purchases. This information can t e
used in developing customer, database by the retailer. The primary benefits of thes e
programs for retailers are collecting the customer data and using the information to
communicate the promotions to target customers.
(4) connecting Internet purchase data and store purchase data.- When customers us e
third-party credit cards such as Visa or MasterCard to make a purchase in a store, ti e
retailer cannot identify the purchase by the customer.’However, if the customer use cl
the same credit card while shopping at the retailer’s Web site and provide shippir g
information, the retailer could connect the credit card purchases through its store ar d
. electronic channels.
Some retailers have their sales associates at the customer desk who ask customers for their
personal information, such as their phone number or name and address. This information is
then used to link all the transactions for the customer. But sometimes customers are reluctant :o
provide the information because they feel that the sales associates may violate their privacy by
using such information.
* .
*«,
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Figure 4.4. Retailer's Card
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3.

Protecting Customer Privacy: In order protect their privacy, the customers have to rely on
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■ retailers to take the necessary precautions by incorporating privacy safety software such as
firewalls and encrypting data every time it is transferred to prevent its being intercepted.
Analysing Customer Data and Identifying key Customers

Notes

In this stage the database is sought to be transformed into desired information. The objectives for
analysing the customer database are (1) identifying patterns in the data that can help in accurate
sales forecasting and allocating merchandise to stores accordingly (2) deciding place of display
of merchandise categories in a store.(3) deciding and designing customised offers and priviledges
to be offered to the customers.
1.

.

1

Retail Analytics: Retail analytics are the application of statistical techniques and models to
develop customer purchase patterns. Recommendations are made to the retailers for better
customer management on the basis these patterns.
•

Market Basket Analysis is a specific type of retail analytics that focuses on examining
the composition of the basket, or bundle, of products purchased by a household during
a single shopping occasion. This helps in identifying where to display a product in the
store.

TESCO USES DATA COLLECTED FROM ITS FREQUENT-SHOPPER PROGRAM
Tesco, the largest supermarket chain in the UK and the third largest in the world, has been
very effective at analyzing and exploiting the data it collects through its Clubcard frequentshopper program. To encourage customers to enroll in the program, Tesco gives them points
for every pound they spend in its stores, on its Web site, and.at its gas stations. Customers
who spend 25 pounds a week for 10 weeks get double points. The points are redeemed by
reducing the shopping bill when customers check out. in addition, customers can get more
benefits by joining of Tesco's clubs. For example, members of the Baby and toddler Club
get expert advice and exclusive offers to help them through the stages of parenting from
pregnancy to childhood (tesco.com/babyclub). members get discount coupons on baby
essentials a permit allowing them to park nearer to the store, and a free pampers hamper
filled with baby items and special treats for the mothers.
2.

Identifying Key Customers: CRM aims at identifying and serving the key and most
profitable customers. It is assumed that heavy spenders may spend even more if the retailer
meet their needs in more organized manner. Hence, information in the customer database
is analysed to develop a score indicating how valuable any customer is to the firm.

Customer lifetime value (CLV)
A commonly used measure to score value of each customer to the firm is called customer lifetime
value. Customer lifetime value (CLV) is the expected contribution from customers to the retailer's
profits over their entire relationship with the retailer. CLV is based on the assumption that the
customer's future purchase behaviour will continue to be same as it was in the past. Past purchase
behaviour data of the customer and sophisticated statistical methods are used to is used to calculate
CLV and forecast future purchases. The CLV of at customer who purchased merchandise worth
Rs.1200 during a visit to retailer six months ago will be less than the CLV of a customer who has
been purchasing merchandise of Rs.200 every month for the last six months.
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RFM Analysis
An RFM (Recency, Frequency,’ and Monetary Analysis) analysis is often used by catalog retailers
and direct marketers for analyzing customer behaviour, identifying the retailer's best prospects
and generating mailing lists. It is analysed on the basis of three attributes -

Notes

Recency - how recently they have made a purchase,
Frequency - how frequently they make purchases
Monetary value - how much they have spent in a definite period of time. In the hypothetical
exampie given below for a particular supermarket retail all the three attributes have been divided'
into different categories of frequency(l-2,3-4,5-6, over 6 times), recency (0-2 months, 3-4 moni Ins,
5-6 months; over 6months) and monetary value (money spent).
RFM Anatvsis for a CBtfilcg fieiallH
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Figure 4.5. RFM Analysis for a Catalog Retailer
On the intersection values of these categories, a customer segment is created and couk t»e
categorised as

Infrequent Loyal
Customers

Hardcore Loyalists

Flippant Buyers

Hopefuls

Value

I

Frequency
Figure 4.6. RFM Model
Retailers try to convert hopefuls and infrequent loyal buyers (switchers) into hardcore
loyalists by implement different marketing strategies and offers. Thus, RFM analysis also hi tips
in estimating CLV.
Customer Pyramid
It is often experienced by. most retailers that most profitable customers of the retail firm are
relatively small in number. The importance of identification of these key profitable customers
can be understood better in the context of Pareto's 80:20 Rule. This means 80% of the sale!? or
profits are contributed from 20 % of the customers. Thus, retailers could group their custo ers
into different customer segments on the basis of their CLV scores and RFM analysis. Retailers

T
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can divide their scheme retailers to develop more effective strategies for each of the segments.
Each of the four is described next.
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• Platinum segment-This segment is composed of the customers with the top 25 percent
CLVs. These are key customers of the retailers as they are the most profitable and loyal,
customers.

Notes

The Customer Pyramid
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Figure 4.7. RFM Analysis for a Catalog Retailer
• Gold segment - This segment is composed of the customers who are not as loyal as
platinum customers and may switch to some of the retailer's competitors because price
plays an important role in their decision making.
• Iron segment - The customers in this segment purchase a modest amount of merchandise,
- but their customer behaviour (spending level, loyalty, and profitability) does make them
entitle for special treatment. .
• Platinum segment - This segment of customers has lowest GLV as they neither shop
regularly from the retailer nor they buy much.

Developing CRM Programs •
After classifying the customers into different segments on the basis of CLV and RFM, the next
step in the CRM process is to develop CRM programs for the different customer segments. These
programs may include objectives like1.

Retaining key customers

2.

Converting good customers into best customers

3. Getting rid of unprofitable customers
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Customer Retention
■ Retailers may use following four approaches to retain and increase spending by their key custoirw rs.
*1.

Notes

Frequent-shopper programs

2. Special customer services
3. Personalization

'

4.

Community

5.

Frequent-Shopper Programs - These programs are used to encourage repeat purchase .
behaviour "and build customer loyalty. Some of the offers used to build repeat purch: ses
and loyalty are:
• Transactional benefits - Benefits are tied to the volume of purchase to motivate custon lers
to increase the level of their purchases. These benefits may include point collection
(customers accumulate points that can be redeemed for rewards), discount schemes
(on qualifying level of particular, amount of purchase), value- added services (freqjtent
flyers benefits by indigo.com etc). Through these benefits customers generally adrejpt
that the people who spend more should receive greater rewards.
• Non transactional benefits - These are intangible benefits which make custor lers
feel proud and privileged. For eg. wishing customers on their birthdays, marr age
anniversary etc.
The retailer, should be cautious before offering any benefit. The offer should fearure
transparency and simplicity so that customers may be able to understand it quickly! anci
easily and accept it readily and move to next spending level. The benefits should be revised,
as per the changes in the competitive environment.

6.

Special Customer Services - Some retailers provide unusually high-qualit y customer service
to build and maintain the loyalty of their best customers. For eg. airlines provide sp ecial
phone numbers, check-in-services and a higher level of responsiveness to its custo ners
identified as frequent flyers.

7. Personalization - An important limitation of CRM strategies is that they are developed for
market segments. But the mantra of success for the retailers is personalized services. F<>r eg.
a platinum segment in the customer pyramid might have large number of customers •who
are not identical, as it might include a 25- year-old single working woman whose r eeds
are quite different from those of a 45 years old homely mother with two children.' Thus,
an offering might be most appealing for a customef but not necessarily appealing t o the
majority of customers in the segment. Customised services also become important dixe to
cultural and linguistic differences in a country like India.
I
Retailers can offer personalised services to its key customers with help of technology in
a cost effective manner. With the availability of customer-level data and analytical tools,.
retailers can now economically offer unique benefits and target messages to indiv idtaal
customers. They can develop programs for small groups of customers and even sj ecifio
individuals. For example. Big bazaar sends Birthday Wishes to its customers. Ta nishq
offers special discounts to its customers on their birthdays and special days like Doctor's
Day, Husband's day etc.
E-tailers also customize their homepage to match the customer's search. If a custopner is
searching for laptops then the website also displays those laptops on which some special
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offer or discount etc (10 percent extra off) is applicable. The retailers can also customise Merchandise Management
the homepage so that whenever the customer visits the page next, items similar to those
previously searched are displayed. Amazon.in for instance greet its customers by name on its homepage and display those merchandise that were searched by the customer for long
duration during his last visit to the website.
Notes
Complaint Handling Mechanism is also set up by retailers in the shops as ' Customer Desk',
to tackle any problem in its initial stage. It provides services like exchange of defective
items, refunds, guarantee/warrantee issues, product alteration in case clothings etc. E-tailers
provide online and telephonic complaint handling mechanism by providing their email id
and contact number. Dissatisfied customers can contact them either by sending an email
or talking to retailer's customer care executives for registering their complaints, return
requests or settling issues related to refunds.
8. Community - A retail brand community is a group of customers who are bound together by
their loyalty to a retailer and the activities in which the retailer engages. Community members
identify themselves with other members and share a common interest and participation in
activities related to the retailer. They also feel an obligation to attract new members to the
community. By participating in such community, customers become more involved and
reluctant to the offers of competing retailers. For eg Tanishq organises 'Customer Meet'
for its key customers every month to view designs of upcoming jewellery, followed by
refreshments.
Converting Good Customers into Best Ctistomers
The context of the customer pyramid is to generate more sales by converting good customers
into best customers, it is referred to as customer alchemy - converting iron and gold customers
. into platinum customers.
Customer alchemy can be achieved through add-on selling (offering additional new products
and services to existing customers) that would increase the customer's spending for the retailer's
merchandise.
E-tailers Iikejabong.com, amazoain, snapdeal.com provide personalized recommendations
for merchandise based on previous searches or purchases made by the customers. The site
recommends those items that have been bought by some other customers who have purchasedthe same merchandise earlier which is being examined by the current customer (under title 'Those
who purchased this item also purchased -'). Jabbng.com recommends items to its customers by
displaying merchandise under title 'You May also like'.
Cross selling can also be tried whereby a retailers ties with another retailer. Shopper's Stop
offers First Citizen card in association with Citibank (co-branded cards). Big bazaar payback card
is t ied with BPCL petrol pumps. Purchases made at petrol pumps add to the points earned for
that card.
Dealing with Unprofitable Customers
In many cases, the bottom tier of customers actually has a negative CLV. Retailer has to bear .
losses on every sale they make to these customers. For example, catalog retailers or e-tailers have
customers who might be regularly purchasing three or four items and return all but one of them.
The cost of processing two or three returned items is much greater than the profits coming from
the one item that the customer kept. Customers in the bottom tier may also be there because they
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stopped buying from the store and then started again. For example, customers may switch because
of an attractive offering by the competitor Approaches for getting rid of these customers include:
1.

Charging for the services they are misusing

2.

Offering only basic and less costly services •

Implementing CRM Programs
The effective and fruitful implementation of CRM programs requires the close coordination of
activities by different functional areas in a retailing firm. The IT department needs to collect:
and analyze the relevant information on time and make it readily accessible to the employee
implementing the programs-the frontline service providers and sales associates'and the marketerls
responsible for communicating with customers through impersonal.channels (mass advertising,
direct mall, e-mail). Store operations and human resource management needs to hire, train, anci
motivate the employees who will be using the information to deliver personalized services t o
the customers.

Evaluating CRM Programs
There is a need to develop timely reportsin order to evaluate the performance of CRM programs.
These reports help in identifying movement of members from one RFM cluster .to another aild
track quarter by quarter response.
Relationship at Shoppers Stop-First Citizen
(Loyalty Program)
First Citizen, the loyalty program of Shoppers Stop, was launched in 1994 when. At that time title
loyalty program of Shoppers stop was one of it kind in the industry. Over the years it has evolvjed
as one of the best in the Indian retailing. Shoppers Stop was declared as the "Most Respected
Company" and 'No.2 in Consumer Loyalty" in a survey conducted by Business World in Ajkril
2007. Again-in 2007, it was conferred the "Loyalty Program of the Year" award at the ICICI Retail
Excellence Awards.

4.37 Summary
Merchandise displays are special presentations of a store's products or services to the buy Lng
public. The nature of these displays may range somewhat from industry to industry, but all
merchandise displays are predicated on basic principles designed to increase product purchases.
In assortment planning we use store grades as a way to reduce the number of decisions [-we
have to make. If we had to plan every store individually we would end up repeating similar
assortments many times. Planning at the store grade level allows us to be most effective k s a
t
result of our efforts. When we are making decisions about assortments we are primarily deciding
which items will go to which stores in which periods.
I
Pricing objectives are the goals that a retail company wishes to achieve through its pricing
policy. Pricing is the factor that makes a customer comfortable to a store. Because the retail
market consists of competitors, consumers and suppliers, the retailer should have various pricing
objectives. For an independent retailer, increasing or decreasing prices can be helpful to increase
the store's sales but for brands, such price fluctuations can be harmful even to the cost of out or tlie
market. In order to develop a pricing policy, retailers should consider several issues like deciciing
on the target market, the merchandise to sell and geographical factors carefully to sustain tlieijr
customer base. Demand is based on the consumption patterns of the consumers. Sensitivity to
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price change will vary from consumer to consumer. In a particular situation, the behavior of one
individual may not be the same as that of the other, and may not follow the 'law of demand'.

Merchandise.Management

Merchandising and manufacturing companies keep an inventory of goods held for sale.
Management is responsible for determining and maintaining the proper level of goods in inventory.
Access to inventory should be limited until the physical inventory is completed. Consigned
merchandise is merchandise sold on behalf of another company or individual, who retains
title to it. Goods’in transit must be included in either the seller's or the buyer's inventory. Most
companies use software-based control systems to automate those 68 functions, wherever possible.
An effective system includes reviewing inventory for obsolete stock. The allocation engine has
multiple allocation algorithms with respect to various allocation strategies. The purchase order
management module generates orders for merchandise to be shipped to the warehouse. Rapid
turnover enables the retailer to reduce certain expenses. ABC analysis rank orders merchandise
by some performance measure to determine which items should never be out of stock. Private
labelling is the interesting story of a how a,segment of products, originally introduced as low-price
alternatives to high-priced brands. A still emerging trend in private labels is the rapid adoption
of these brands by firms involved in Internet commerce.

Notes

Advertising has become an essential and integral part of retailers' activities to promote
sales, to introduce new product, to create good public and for educating customers etc. Without
advertising retailing cainnot happen .Advertising is useful both to retailers' as well as customers'
as it encourages people to purchase goods and services, it bridges the gap among customers' and
retailers' through advertising message, it contributes to bring revenues to retailers' by increasing
demand and provides opportunities to people to improve their income. More retailers are turning
to branding to compete with the competition. The retail business is significantly changing. Part
of the change is driven by the way consumers' shop—from supermarkets, discount department
stores, wholesale clubs, shopping centers, and malls, to big-box category killers—shopping
patterns have changed. These changes have given rise to sophisticated segmentation and niche
marketers. Today's' customers' are exposed to wide formats and multiple channels to access the
information which pose a major challenge to retailers'. Retailers use virtually every medium to
promote their stores, products, and services. Consumers are looking for-ways to save time and
money. So retailers need to devise more sophisticated marketing information and align the media
for reaching the target audience effectively.
Customer relationship management is a continuous process that turns customer data into
customer loyalty through five activities: (1) collecting customer, data, (2) analyzing the customer
data and identifying key customers, (3) developing CRM programs, and (4) implementing CRM
programs (5) evaluating CRM programs. The first step of the process is to collect and store data
about customers. Retailers with the use of IT and variety of other approaches collect customer .data
and identify the customer in connection with each transaction. The second step is to analyze the
data by tracking the buying behaviour of customers and identify the most profitable customers. An
example of retail analytics is.a market basket analysis that provides information for the location of
merchandise categories. Two approaches used to rank customers .according to their profitability
are categorizing customers on the basis of characteristics of their buying behavior-their recency, .
frequency, and monetary value (RFM) and calculating the customer's lifetime value (CLV). Using
this information about customers, retailers can develop programs to build loyalty among their
best customers, increase their spending (e.g., converting gold customers into platinum customers),
and deal with unprofitable customers (getting rid of them). Four approaches that retailers use to
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build loyalty and retain their best customers are (1) launching frequent-shopper programs, (2)
offering special customer services, (3) personalizing (4) community

4.38 Glossary
• Cross Merchandising: It is the technique in which similar items are grouped
together.

Notes

• Horizontal pricing: This practice involves agreements between manufacturers,
wholesales and retailers to set prices. Such agreements usually are illegal under Indian
.

sales laws.

• Inventory: A company's merchandise, raw materials, and finished and unfinished
products which have not yet been sold.
• Mark-down: This is a most common technique to push retail sales that offers particular
merchandise at a price lesser than the merchandise marked price (normal price).
• Merchandise: Goods bought and sold in business.
• Allocation: It is a process for determining the share of each purchase order to be allocated
to individual stores. Allocation can be pre or post.
|
• Post-allocation: It means that the allocation function is performed by the retailer's
distribution center or central warehouse once the goods are received there.
• Purchase OrderManagement. The purchase order management module generates orden
for merchandise to be shipped to the warehouse^), distribution centers, and for direc
delivery to the stores.
• Minimum Price Laws: These laws prevent retailers from selling certain items for less
than their cost plus a fixed percentage to cover overhead.
• PnccDiscrim/narion; A pricing practice where different prices are charged from differen:
retailers for the same merchandise and same quality.
• Psychological pricing: It is used when prices are set to a certain level where the consume *
perceives the price to be fair.

4.39 Review Questions
1.

What is the significance of proper merchandise presentation? What is cross-merchandising r

2. »What do you mean by assortment? Discuss the assortment planning process in brief.
3.

Explain the cost and demand factors that affect pricing decisions.

4.

Discuss the concept of price sensitivity and its relevance for retailers.

5.

What is psychological pricing? Determine its effectiveness.

4

. 6.

Discuss various mark-down strategies.

7.

Explain the process of Merchandise Planning..

.8.

Being a merchandiser, highlight your experience when you came up with an idea that
benefited a company.
f
|

9. Elucidate "The merchandise management process allows the retail buyer to forecast witla
some degree of accuracy what to purchase and when to have it delivered".
10. Is there any function of retail strategy other than mentioned in the text?
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11.

Discuss about setting inventory and product availability levels.

12.

Explain the establishing of a control system for managing inventory.

. 13.

Discuss about allocating merchandise to stores.

14.

Describe the process of analyzing merchandise management performance.

15.

Discuss about developing and sourcing private level merchandise.

16.

Describe about negotiating with vendors.

17.

Explain about "ABC Analysis".

Merchandise Management ■

Notes

18.' Discuss about store allocation and replenishment.

•

19.

Discuss about Shipping and Billing.

20.

Describe about the term "Goods in Transit".

21.

Discuss the pricing strategies.

22.

What is demand oriented pricing?

23.

Explain cost oriented pricing.

24.

Describe the retail pricing strategies.

25.

Explain psychological pricing.

26.

What are the considerations in setting retail prices?

27.

What are the pricing techniques for increasing sales and profits?

28.

Discuss about legal and ethical pricing issues.

29.

What are the methods for communicating with customers?

30.

Discuss about planning the retail communication program.

31.

Explain the role and importance of advertising in retail sector? Discuss this through case
study of a top retailer.

32.

Describe the various types of advertising in modem retail with relevant examples?

33.

Who are the major participants involved in retail advertising? Briefly discuss the role played
by them in designing retail advertising strategy?

34.

What is a customer relationship management (CRM) program. What is its importance?

35.

Why do retailers want to determine the lifetime value of their customers?

36.

How does past customer be havior help retailers anticipate future customer retention?

37.

What are the different approaches retailers can use to identify customers by their transactions?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of each approach?

38.

Discuss the CRM program in detail.

.

4.40 Further Readings
•

Christopher H Lovelock, Services Marketing, third edition, Prentice Hall, US

•

Leonard L Berry, Great Service: A Frameworkfar Action, The Free Press

•

Ravi Shanker, Services Marketing, Excel Books, New Delhi

•

VaJarie A Zeithmal and Mary JO Bitner, Services Marketing: Integrating Customer Focus
across the Firm, Tata McGraw Hill, New Delhi

•

www.marketingteacher.com/.../lesson_$ervices_marketing

•

www.online-pr.com/HoIding/ServiceMarketingSecret

• http://dis.shef.ac.uk/sheila/marketing/services.htm
•

http://www.mba-tutorials.com/marketihg/165-products-vs-services.htmlz
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5.1 Learning Objectives
After studying the chapter, students will be able to:
• Explain the importance of IT in retailing;
• Trace the integrated systems and networking;
• Discuss the Marketing Information System;
• Create strategic advantage through supply chain and information system

5.2 Introduction
Retail management involves running a store where merchandise is sold. Retail managejment
information systems include the use of hardware, software and procedures to manage acti cities
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such as planning, inventory control, financial management, logistics and point of sale transactions.
Use a retail management information system in your business when you need to manage your
store, finances and inventory from one office.
Information Technology (IT) refers to the management and use of information using
computer- based tools. It includes acquiring, processing, storing, and distributing information.
Most commonly it is a term used to refer to business applications of computer technology, rather
than scientific applications: The term is .used broadly in business to refer to anything that ties
into the use of computers.
.
,
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Mostly businesses today create data that can be stored and processed on computers. In
some cases the data must be input to computers using devices such as keyboards and scanners.
In other cases the data might be created electronically and automatically stored in computers.
In this unit, you will learn about the role of information technology in retailing.
.

As India moves increasingly toward a services economy, marketers need to know more about
marketing service products. On a simplistic note, one can say that services are activities or benefits
that one party can offer to another that are essentially intangible and do not result in the ownership
of anything. Thus we see how services are different from goods.
During the past decade services have increasingly assumed an important role in the Indian
. economy. Ever since this trend was set in the nineties, services have* gained dominance. The
competition, simultaneously, in service organisations, is becoming intense and severe. As a result
these organisations have to have a more professional approach to managing their businesses.
Perhaps it is in this context that the role of marketing is gaining importance in service organisations.
In this unit, you will be introduced to the concept of services.
• It would be appropriate to take a look at the different environment factors that have affected
the service-sector growth in India - positively as well as negatively. In this unit, you shall take a
look at how, if differently, services were affected abroad by the environmental factors. This unit
will also suggest you templates for making environmental assessments. There are two types of
environment in which a service firm works:

5.3 Importance of IT in Retailing

j
j
:
/
i
!
;

Information technology is one of the greatest enablers of the Collaboration between the vendor
and Retailer. Wal-Mart, the largest company in the world with more than 2,700 stores and $
217 billion in revenue last year, gets a major competitive advantage from the efficiency of its
electronic product information, ordering, supply-chain management and delivery systems. It
possess the influence to get manufacturers into collaborative E- business, because it can represent1
5% to 30% of a manufacturer's total business. Wal-Mart requires every manufacturer to
manage its own in-store inventory and uses EDI networks and its private collaborative trading
hub. Supplier Link, to consolidate global purchasing. It brings 10,000 suppliers online to bid on
contracts and communicate sales and inventory data. Wal-Mart also uses its networks to manage
its Supply Chain and Logistics, In this kind of an environment, greater data transparency and
information sharing as well the speed of response cement the supplier-retailer relationship. The
same is the case with 7-Eleven Inc., with over 30,000 suppliers in all-different sizes. Even in the
fashion conscious sectors of Retailing, the use of IT helps. Payless' sources nearly 80% of the 250
million pairs of shoes sold through its 5,000 stores from Asia. This represents challenges in a
style-oriented business. The shoe business is very fashion driven. Many products have short
lifecycles like 13 weeks. Payless is concentrating on a core vendor/core factory programme to
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achieve production efficiencies and stay ahead of fashion trends. The speed of interacting, enabled
by it helps in competing with similar stores in the shoe business.
Computers have replaced cash registers for billing. The bar coded products using UPC and
EDI are scanned for billing. The importance of information technology in retail sector stems
from the importance of data. Data is nothing but information which aids decision-making.
The use of technology aids data collection. Data can be collected about consumers, frequency
of their buying. This can help a retailer in distinguishing customers. The use of information
technology serves as a basis for integrating the functioning of various departments. With an
increase in the number of outlets, collecting and analyzing information becomes indispensable.
Technology plays crucial role in this regard. Technology has been applied to some of the unique
requirements of the retail business like the need for product identification, the need for quick
billing and settlement of bills electronically and specialized logistics applications.
Modem technology is making information required for retailing decisions ever more
accessible. It is possible to track customer buying behaviour and better analyse and understand
what customers want. The integration of various modem technologies is allowing companies
to access valuable information.

5.4 Strategic Advantage through Supply Chain and Information System
E-SCM covers all aspects of a business, from the stage of raw materials right on to the end user
Each and every aspect of the cycle is covered by the E-SCM be it sourcing, product design,
production planning, order processing, inventory management, transportation, warehousing
and customer service. The E-SCM manages the flow between the different cycles and spani
across the different departments and companies involved and the applications used by thies^
departments and companies should be able to talk to each other and understand each other for
the E-SCM to work properly.
,
In a traditional company which does not employ E-Commerce 17%-50% of the price o :
its products is got from the cost of just moving the products from their manufacturing plant tc
shop shelves. This includes the margin of the retailer and of the distributors. Most of th<;
cost is attributed to logistics and holding inventory. An efficient E-SCM can bring down th<:
prices of products by as high as 40% and it does so by eliminating overstocking by reducing th< •
average inventory levels to what is needed and by so doing lowering warehousing costs ant.
transport costs since there won't be any unnecessary trips when every stage of the supply chair i
is in synch with each other. This will not only give the company a cost benefit but will als< ►
result in improved customer service levels, improved competitiveness and an overall gain ir i
profitability for the organisation.
In an E-SCM application system communication between the different departments o :
different companies is in real time and data can be integrated with back office systems thu »
reducing paperwork. Using the Web to eliminate paper transactions-can generate substantial
savings of cost and time. It facilitates the removal of purchase orders, delivery confirmations, bill s
of material and invoices. The switch away from paper can also speed up response and improv »
communications with those in different time zones or who work outside normal office hours.
Another significant potential benefit is a reduction in the errors associated with activities such,
as re-keying data and receiving orders by telephone calls and handwritten faxes.
|
To leverage the full benefits of e-logistics in an E-SCM and achieve full customer satisfaction
visibility throughout the entire supply chain must be completely transparent. This is achieve 1
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through the movement of information in tandem with goods and services. Customers thus have
complete real time consignment status information over the Web, while at the same time
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suppliers and delivery companies can save on the salary previously'devoted to employees
answering queries on order status.
E-SCM's main strategic advantage lies in its ability to allow real time exchange of

Notes

information to take place between-the company's employees and their trading partners, namely
customers, distributors and manufacturers, regarding product configuration, order status,
pricing and inventory availability. Such functions improve order accuracy and provide 100%
order fulfilment through accurate inventory information. This real-time data enables users to
make informed ordering, purchasing and inventory decisions and thereby enhances the quality
and scope of customer service.
In addition to increasing productivity and reducing overall operating expenses, E-SCM
maximises selling opportunities by capturing valuable customer information-buying patterns,
frequency of visits, preferences, order history and then uses this information for up-selling,
cross-selling and promotional opportunities. E-SCM provides the tool sets to get new business
by reaching out to customers that you never could before.
A strategic IS has been defined as " the information system to support or change enterprise's
strategy". Strategic management is the technique that an organization can plans the strategy of
its future operations; in the other word a SIS is a system to manage information and assist in
strategic decision making. The term strategic points to the long-term nature of this mapping
exercise and to the large magnitude of advantage the exercise is expected to give an organization
(Turban 2006). Four critical factors in developing and strategic IS are Initiation, data collection,
strategy formulation and short-term development. These factors are used to prioritize proposed
ISs, so that those giving competitive advantage to the organization can be highlighted for
immediate development (Karababas et al, 1994). IT contributes to strategic management in
many ways (for addition information see Kemerer, 1997, and Gallon, 1996). Turban et al (2006)
introduce these eight factors:
1.

Innovative applications: IT creates innovative applications that^provide direct strategic
advantage to organizations. For example, Federal Express was the first company in its
industry to use.IT for tracking the location of every package in its system. Next, FedEx was
the first company to make this database accessible to its customers over the Internet. FedEx
has gone on to provide e-fulfilment solutions based on IT and is even writing software for
this purpose (Bhise et al., 2000).

2.

Competitive weapons: ISs themselves have long been recognized as a competitive weapon
(Ives and Learmouth, 1984, and Gallon, 1996). Michael Dell, founder of Dell Computer,
puts it bluntly: "The Internet is like a weapon sitting on the table, ready to be picked up by
either you or your competitors".

3.

Changes in processes: IT supports changes in business processes that translate to strategic
advantage (Davenport, 1993). For example, Berri is Australia's largest manufacturer and
distributor of fruit juice products. The principal goal of its enterprise resource planning
system implementation was " to turn its branch-based business into a national organization
with a single set of unified business processes" in order to achieve millions of dollars in,
cost-savings (J.D. Edwards’, 2002a). Other ways in which IT can change business processes
include better control over remote stores or offices by providing speedy communication
tools, streamlined product design time with computer-aided engineering tools, and better
decision-making processes by providing managers with timely information reports.
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4.

Links with business partners: IT links a company with its business partners effectively and
efficiently. For example, Rosenbluth's Global Distribution Network allows it to conn< :ct •
agents, customers, and travel service providers around the globe, an innovation tt at
allowed it to broaden its marketing range (Clemons and Harm, 1999).

5.

Cost reductions: IT enables companies to reduce costs. For example, a Booz-Allen
Hamilton study found that: a traditional bank transaction costs $1.07, whereas the sarne
transaction over the Web costs about 1 cent; a traditional airline ticket costs $8 to process,
an e-ticket costs $1 {ibm.com/ partne'rworld/pwhome.nsf/vAssetsLookup/ad2.pdf/$fi(e/
ad2.pdf). In the customer service area, a customer call handled by a live agent costs $33, bu t
an intelligent agent can handle the same request'for less than $2 (Schwartz, 2000).

6.

Relationships with suppliers and customers: IT can be used to lock in suppliers and
customers, or to build in switching costs (making it more difficult for suppliers or customers
to switch to competitors).
I

7.

New productsL A firm can leverage its investment in IT to create new products that are in
demand in the marketplace. According to Vandenbosch and Dawar (2002, p. 38), '"inhe
redefinition of IQ's role not only generated much higher margins for the business, it also
gave ICI a much more defensible competitive position".
|

8. Competitive intelligence: IT provides competitive (business) intelligence by collecting
and analyzing information about products, markets, competitors, and environmental
changes (Guimaraes and Armstrong, 1997).
I

5.5 Flow of Information and Products in Supply Chain
The design of information flow in supply chains has traditionally followed the physical flowz
along the chain (Lewis and Talalayevski, 2004). Sub-optimal supply chain performance, in many
cases, has been the result of poor information sharing. Adopting advanced information systems,
which enable efficient information sharing between the members of supply chains and >ver
supply chain phases, may however change the situation. Instead of suffering from scarci y of
data, the challenge for companies is to achieve good quality information. (Wagner, 2002) ar d to
decide which data can be utilized in decision making to improve supply chain performance and
which data can be ignored.
Information flows in the supply chain are bidirectional. From an SCM perspective, it
can be argued that managing the information flows is the most critical of the activities desditjecl
in this article. This is because the flow or movement of materials or money is usually triggered
by an associated information movement. Effective management of material and money flows
is, therefore, predicated upon the effective management of the related information flows! It is
not surprising, therefore, that recent years have seen a huge interest in this area in the literature
(see, for example: Evans et. al., 1993; Mason-Jones and Towill, 1998). The bullwhip effect to v rtiicH
Forrester (1958) referred is essentially the.product of poor information management i n tine
supply chain and leads to a requirement to hold excessive inventory levels. The corollary c £ thus
is that if levels of demand visibility are high throughout the supply chain then inventory evels
can be reduced. As Christopher (2005) notes, good information effectively becomes a substitute
for high levels of inventory.
Recent years have also*seen rapid developments in ICT used to facilitate SCM. McD< >nn.ell
et al. (2004) proposed a taxonomy of supply chain ICT solutions which identifies four primary
categories as follows:
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1. Point solutions: used to support die execution of one link (or point) in the chain (e.g.
warehouse management systems or WMS);
.2.

'Best of breed' solutions: where two or more existing stand-alone solutions are integrated,
usually using middleware technology;

3.

Enterprise solutions: based on the logic of enterprise resource planning (ERP), these
solutions attempt to integrate all departments and functions across a company into a
single computer system that can serve all those different departments' particular needs; and

Notes

4. Extended enterprise solutions (XES): refers to the collaborative sharing of information
and processes between the partners along the supply chain using the technological
underpinnings of ERP.
The move away from point towards enterprise solutions in many ways reflects the shift from
• internal and functional, to external and process, management orientations in recent years (as
highlighted earlier). Other technologies, in particular electronic data interchange (EDI) and the
Internet, have enabled supply chain partners to use common data. As noted by Christopher
(2000), this facilitates supply chain agility as companies can act based on 'real demand, rather
than be dependent upon the distorted and noisy picture that emerges when orders are transmitted
from one step to another in an extended chain-’.
Effective management of supply chain flows provides the key to putting the philosophy of
SCM, based around the concept of integration, into operational practice. It highlights the specific
activities that need to take place, and places a strong emphasis on the need for an integrated and
holistic approach to their management. A stepwise decomposition of the buy-make-store-movesell model, as carried out in the SCOR model, identifies in more detail what these activities are
and how they interact. Indeed, most of the activities typically seen by companies as being part
of SCM relate to the planning and control of these elements of supply chain functionality
(Fawcett and Magnan, 2002). In this context, "planning and control" is concerned with material,
money and information throughout the supply chain.
The centrality of information management in effective supply chain design is a central
theme in contemporary thinking. Recent years have seen the development and proliferation of a
range potentially valuable ICT tools. The key is to view ICT as a tool which has the capability of
enhancing supply chain integration levels. For this reason, technology has become a critical SCM enabler in that it enables or facilitates higher levels of both internal and external integration.

5.6 Integrated Systems and Networking
The technology has now become an essential tool for retailing. Some of the important applications
of technology in retail sector are as follows:
Marketing Information Systems (MIS)
The term 'Marketing Information Systems' refers to a programme for managing and organising
information gathered by an organisation from various internal and external sources. MIS assesses
the information needs of different managers and develops the required information from
supplied data in time regarding competition, prices, advertising expenditures, sales, distribution
and market intelligence, etc. Information sources for MIS include a company's internal records
regarding marketing performance in terms of sales, and effectiveness and efficiency of marketing
actions, marketing databases, marketing'intelligence systems, marketing research, and
information supplied by independent information suppliers.
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Radio Frequency Identification Device (RFID)
In a retail store, RFID assists in inventory management. All items in a retail outlet sport rea ionly tags that contain the product code and its description, including the batch number, expii *y
date and price. The shelves, exit gates, and warehouses are fitted with sensors that read the
information from the RFID tag and help in updating the inventory system in real-time. This w« iy
it helps in total asset visibility and tracks the inventory stocking. It also ensures better proce >s
control for products in the store. In warehouses and container depots, containers are marked wii Jh.
RFID chips that contain details of origin, destination, and other details. Entry ar d
exit gates, vehicles, and cranes are fitted with an antenna that senses the RFID tags, and recor< Ls
and updates the system to check for any deviation in the schedule. With precise tracking of
the location of pallets and containers within the warehouse, it is easy to pinpoint unscheduk d
movements. The system also considerably helps reduce costs and time for check-in and check-ot *.
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In the world of computers, networking is the practice of linking two or. more computing devices
together for the purpose of sharing data. Networks are built with a mix of computer hardware
and computer software.
Networks can be categorized in several different ways. One approach defines the type of

Notes

network according to the geographic area it spans. Local area networks (LANs), for example,
typically reach across a single home, whereas wide area networks (WANs), reach across cities,
states, or even across the world. The Internet is the world's largest public WAN.

5.7 Electronic Data Interchange
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the inter-organisational exchange of business documents in
structured, machine processable form. Electronic data Interchange can be used to electronically
transmit documents such as purchase orders, invoices, shipping bills, receiving advices and
other standard business correspondence between trading partners. EDI can also be used to
transmit financial information and payments in electronic form. Payments carried out over EDI
are usually referred to as Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT). EDI should not be viewed as simply
a way of replacing paper documents and traditional methods of transmission such as mail,
phone or in-person delivery with electronic transmission. But it should be seen not as an "end"
but as a means to streamline procedures and improving efficiency and productivity.
Use of EDI in retail business reduces costs. It also strengthen the relationship between
the retailer and the supplier. A supplier can spot' trends in purchase and accordingly realign
its production if there is an EDI exchange between a retailer and the supplier.
Retail businesses have been exchanging documents electronically for over 30 years.
The first standards were laid out during the 1980's with the formation of ANSI X12 and the
VICS EDI Retail Users Group. During the 1990's, the major retail hubs encouraged participation
throughout the supply chain by supporting standards, offering education through trading partner
conferences, providing implementation assistance via the value added networks, and encouraging
compliance via chargebacks for non-compliance.
Although there has been much talk of replacing EDI with XML or VAN's with the Internet,
the reality of today's EDI implementations is that the original standards are still viable and heavily
implemented throughout the retail industry. Millions of EDI transactions pass between retailers and
their supply chain every day. Some of these transactions travel through traditional Value Added
Networks, some are exchanged over the Internet, and some are sent with direct connections.

5.8 Bar Coding
Bar coding is a proven technology for automated data collection needs of the business, In
general terms, "a barcode actually contains any given alpha numeric information encoded in
the form of bars and spaces using international symbologies which are like language of the
barcode." On retail products, the barcode normally contains the product ID (e.g. item code,
. product code etc.) which is required to be entered into the computer system to update the data
at the time of billing, receiving or dispatch. With the barcode'in place, the data is fed into
the system automatically by scanning the barcode using a bar code scanner instead of punching
the same through a keyboard.
The fast Checkout and reduced queues attracts more customers and ensures that customer
visit the store again and again. The Bar Code scanners at point of sales help in the elimination of
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queues with fast checkout by automating the data entry into system. The barcode scanner is
basically a device which plugs into a computer system just like another keyboard and feed the
barcode data into a computer. The benefit is that the data fed is nearly 100 per cent accurate and
the whole Item code is scanned in a fraction of second. The scanners come in lots of varieties to
meet varied needs of retailers. From handheld to hand-free, ID Single Line or Omnidirectional,
2D, corded and cordless, the scanners are available for almost all business needs. Hand
held barcode Scanners, which are sometimes also called "barcode gun", can be a Laser or CCD
(Charged Couple Device) scanner. Hands Free Scanners are normally omnidirectional scanners
and are essentially laser scanners. These scanners are mounted either on the table top or below
the table glass to allow the user to scan the barcode from any direction for faster operations.
In addition to Bar Code Scanners, the other barcode hardware for POS includes thermal/
thermal transfer printers and Portable Data Terminals (PDT). These PDTs, with high memory and
with latest Windows-based or Palm-based Operating Systems for complex mobile computing
applications, are also called Mobile Computers.
The printer is used to generate on-demand bar code labels (in case the items are not prebarcoded) for received goods. Unlike normal document printers. Bar Code Printers utilise rolls of
labels (die-cut, fanfold etc.) to generate the labels on adhesive labels. These printers include the
logic to generate the barcode for any given data which would be read by using barcode scanner.
The printers can connect to any software and enable the barcode printing for items directly from
the software application.
Barcodes solutions play an important role in utilising customised in-store marketing,
increasing up-selling and cross-selling opportunities, quickly locating merchandise, easily
monitoring inventory and checking prices. The state-of-theart solutions based on barcode technology
enables retailers to improve the customer's experience at the primary point of decision - the
selling floor.
The Portable Data Terminals (PDT) allow the retailers to take the inventory status by
scanning the items barcodes without need of counting them.
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the inter-organisational exchange of business documents
in structured, machine processable form. It has its own memory, where it can store the collected
data and display the summary to user.

5.9 Customer Database Management
A database refers to the collection of comprehensive information about customers and prospects
such as demographic and psychographic profiles, products and services they buy, and purchase
volumes, etc., arranged in a manner that is available for easy access and retrieval. Databases
allow marketers access to an abundance of information, often through a computer system such
as sales reports, news articles, company news releases, and economic reports from government
and private agencies, etc,, that can be useful in making various marketing decisions.
A simple purchase at any retail store can enable the store to gather a vast amount of
information about its customers and products. The .use of systems to organise, retrieve, search
and manage that data is termed as database management. Data can be with respect to products,
customers, vendors and suppliers or a combination of them put together.
The elements of database management are data warehousing and data mining. Let us take
the example of a customer who buys a pair .of cotton chino trousers from a large department
store chain in Mumbai. The customer is also a member of the loyalty programme run by this
chain and visits the store frequently.
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By swiping the customer loyalty card at the time of purchase, an entire information
system starts functioning. The store's computer sends the information to the company's central
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computer, which usually hosts the data warehouse. From this data warehouse, the organisation
is able to retrieve data that will give important information about the purchase made, the total
number of purchases made, the colour, size and demographic data of the customer.
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The data warehouse is at the core of the system, which enables the retailer to gather,
manage and utilise the information needed by him to remain competitive in today's fast changing
marketplace.
The manner in which companies do business and interact with their customers has
changed rapidly over the years. It is now necessary to track changes in consumer demand, as
consumer loyalty to a retail store cannot be taken for granted. Taken from the term mining, which
means digging out something from the earth, data mining refers to the extraction of data for
specific applications with the use of technology. The concept of data mining is not new, as for many
years, statisticians, used to mine data manually. Technology has enabled the automation of the
data mining process and has integrated it with a data warehouse, which enables the availability
of data in a manner relevant for various business. Data mining can help extract information
from a database,that the user did hot know existed. Finding a relationship between variables and
customer behaviors that is non-intuitive is what data mining hopes to do.
The information unearthed by data mining can also help the Customer Relationship
Management Process (CRM). By identifying specific market segments and their buying behaviour,
it is possible to develop campaigns, promotions and offers which are aligned to the needs, wants
and attitudes of the customer, thereby offering value as perceived by the customer.

5.10 Electronic Retailing
E-tailing is the selling of retail goods on the Internet. Short for ''electronic retailing," and used
in Internet discussions as early as 1995, the term seems an almost inevitable addition to e-mail,
e-business, and e-commerce. E-tailing is synonymous with business-to-consumer (B2C)
transaction.
E-tailing began to work for some-major corporations and smaller entrepreneurs as early as
1997 when Dell Computer reported multimillion dollar orders taken at its Web site. The success of
Amazon.com hastened the arrival of Barnes and Noble's e-tail site. Concerns about secure
order-taking receded. 1997 was also the year in which Auto-by-Tel reported that they had sold
their millionth car over the Web, and Commerce Net/Nielsen Media reported that 10 million
people had made purchases on the Web. Jupiter research predicted that e-tailing would grow to
$37 billion by 2002.

'

.

E-tailing has resulted in the development of e-tailware - software tools for creating
online catalogs and managing the business connected with doing e-tailing. A new trend is the
price comparison site that can quickly compare prices from a number of different e-tailers and
link you to them.
E-tailing is gaining ground. In the year 2003, clothing and apparel segment clocked online
revenues to the tune of $ 3.6 billion. Online retailing is classified into three main categories:
1.

Click: The businesses that operate only through the online channel fall into this category.
Prominent examples in this category include: Dell, Amazon.com and e-Bay/

2.. ' Click and Brick: The businesses that use both the online as well as the offline channel fall
into this category. Common example includes: Barnes and Noble's.
\
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3.

Brick and Mortar: This is the conventional mode of retailing. The businesses that do not
use the latest retailing channels and still rely upon the conventional mode belong to tikis
category.

Notes

,

j•

E-tailing offers the consumers huge amounts of information in the form of web sites witlr
useful links to similar sites that allows consumers to compare products by looking at individual
items. The convenience of online shopping is unmatched indeed. Shopping out of your homej or
office reduces the stresses of waiting in lines and dealing with irritating sales people. However,
E- tailing causes problems with fit, since the consumer cannot try. the items on. Return poliqies
may also act as turn offs and items can be difficult to return. The shipping and handling'costs
may turn the customers away, e-tailing requires technology savvy customers and this puts a lirnit
on its potential reach. We can see that E-tailing is emerging as an interesting phenomenon in
retail industry that is on a rise despite the disadvantages associated with it.
According to a recent study:*
1. Presently there are 4 million Internet users in India and the number is growing.
2.

Computer Hardware, cinema, Books, Music cassettes/CDs, travel tickets and gifts are i old .
through the net in a big way.

Role of Web
It is a well-known fact that the retail industry always works on very narrow margins and! tire
key to survival lies in optimization of resources both in space and time dimensions as well as
maximization of customer satisfaction. Access to timely and even real-time information £:o a
wide variety of channel and trading partners, sales personnel, line managers, store managers .
etc. is the key to achieving this. Web services technology holds out a lot of promise for the ribtail
industry in this respect. It-is a platform-neutral, easy to deploy set of standards f6r achieving
business data and process integration, without going for proprietary point to point connechoiis.
It promises to connect the information providers and information consumers across a tvidevariety of platforms, devices and on an on-demand basis. Being based on service-orie rited
architecture (SOA) principles it can also form the enabling service interface layer for ( tlner
emerging technologies like BAM, BPM, mobile and RFID.

Online Retailing - Advantages
E-tailihg offers unique advantages to the consumer that no other form of retailing can match. THe
hypertext nature of the medium allows for more flexible forms of transactions (growth on C23
and C2C) to flourish. It allows for easier comparisons across broad product categories with the
evolution of shopping bots and similar mechanisms. The medium also offers flexible/ dynarrxic
pricing mechanisms to the consumer. These evolutions reduce any friction in the online mlaricet
place and stimulate the use of the web as a retail environment. In the long-run, this will b4xrefit
the marketers as well as the consumers. Further, this will penalize the marketers who thrived in
market places that had entry barriers in the form of a lack of freely available information. Earlier,
such a situation restricted the customers in making informed choices and led to inefficient p *icing
and localized monopolies.
Reasons for e-tailing coming up as a hot avenue in the retail sector can be attribu :ed to *
multiple factors such as:

No Real Estate Costs
E-tailing does not require a retailer to invest in warehouses, showrooms or other comn lercial
properties at prime locations. They operate through their web sites and thus save drastically.
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on the real estate costs. The real estate costs in the metropolitan cities can be prohibitively high.
Moreover, maintenance costs of a virtual store are negligible in comparison- to a physical store.
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Easy and Comfortably
The Internet offers easy and comfortable access to all the required information by a customer.
Over the Internet, product information is just a few clicks.away, easily accessible from the

Notes

comfort of a home. Traditional retailing is quite cumbersome in contrast to e-tailing. It involves
frantic search for the required product, running up and down the retail store, asking the poorly
trained store assistants for help, The process involves significant wastage of valuable time.
Simply put, shopping on the Internet for fifteen minutes is equivalent to a two-hour trip to the
mall. Consumers prefer to save their precious time so that they can better utilize it.
Customer Interaction
The greatest benefit of online commerce is its ability to interact with the customers. Such an
interaction allows the retailers.to reach the individual customers and react appropriately to
their responses. Interaction acts as a vital tool for mass customization. The common examples
include online marketing of books, flowers, software and education. This has also led to greater
satisfaction among the online buyers. According to a research agency, 81 % of the buyers were
found to be highly satisfied with their online purchases.
Mass Media
A supermarket is limited in its area of operation. It caters to a specific geographical location such
as a city and/or. its suburbs. However, a web site is globally accessible leading to a worldwide
reach and an increased potential customer base.
Search Option
With web search capabilities (which need further development) it is easier to find the particular
types of goods required by a customer. The consumer decides what he wants, to buy rather
than the retailer offering what he wants to sell. This ultimately translates into consumer
empowerment.

User Friendly
Customers can execute transactions via the same medium the information is provided, so there
is no disconnect between the desire to purchase and the ability to purchase. (Payment schemes
are still evolving and therefore this advantage is likely to become more apparent in the future.)
Effective Price Discrimination
E-tailers can use price discrimination in an effective and efficient manner. E-tailers can use
previous transactions to identify the likelihood of products being purchased at certain price
points and use this information for price discrimination.
Customized Product Placement
E-tailers can change the online placement/ display of a product based on the previous transactions
so to increase the visibility of goods that the user is more likely to buy based on the previous
encounter at the time purchase. This allows a contextual design of placement to ensure conversion
of a visit/hit to the web site into a sale.
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Global Reach
Customers have a much wider choice at their fingertips (a variety of e*tail sites to choose froi n
etc.) In this way, the web creates a global market place that brings together multiple consumei s
and retailers.

Notes

Factors to be Considered in Developing Website
An evaluation of the following is importants while considering developing a website.

Goals and Objectives
It is absolutely necessary to identify your goals to be able to create a website that will rightful! y
and successfully serve its purpose. Make a list of items that you aim to accomplish through tl te
website. Short term and long term goals must be taken into account; both will be useful foxfurther development and adaptation of the website design. Having clear and outlined goals at
the start will be useful in identifying if you have achieved your goals, the rate of which you ha' e
progressed, and what is in need of further advancement.
Target Audience
Just like every business heeds to identify their target market, you need to identify your target
*»
i
audience. They are the people whom you expect to bring traffic and revenue to your website.
Your goals will have an effect on who would most likely visit your website. You also need to
know what common characteristics your target audience would have in order to specify what
they need that you can give satisfaction to. Would your website be aiming to connect to an
adolescent, to an adult, or to both?

The Content
After specifying your goals and identifying the targeted audience, the next step is to assess wnat
content your web site should have. Create a list of contents'that would appeal to your target
audience then gather the data. Sort out the contents according to your audience's wants a/\ci
needs. It is advisable to experiment or do a survey to find out if your content satisfies the neeldls ,
of a focus group that matches the characteristics and needs of your targeted audience. EacTi
content should be categorized under what need it will fulfil and what page of the website it shall
be included. Content planning and organization is where you should put ample time and eff >:rt:
into conceptualizing and creating.

Browser platform
Different browsers have numerous compatibilities and restrictions. A web site that is primar Lly
designed for internet surfers will dictate the use of XHTML 1.0 format, a display resolution
of 1024 x 768, and CCS Level 1. The Internet Explorer (IE) is not compliant to W3C standai els
hence unlike Mozilla Firefox or Opera. A W3C compliant browser will most likely incre; ise
the possibility of more site visitors and broaden your options in what scripts or programs to
use in for design. The browser can also restrict what image file formats you may be able to use
for your website.
After carefully considering the previously mentioned points, you can now begin to docum ervt
the actual design and structure of your website. Considering what extent of end user interact orx
is also important. Do a second survey with the control group and gather data on how the web; i te
faired in satisfying their needs and wants and what points or areas should be improved. Ap :>ly
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■ the necessary pages then publish your website. If you follow these guidelines, you will have
more chances of having a successful web site.
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Limitations of Web
Most of the retailing ventures on web have not been as profitable as they were expected to be,
the primary reasons were:
1.

Notes

Security issues: Security issues hold the center stage when it comes to consumer concerns
while shopping through the online media. A lack.of trust and privacy concerns prevents a
lot of consumers from making online purchases. Consumers are also concerned with the
use of their personal data provided during the online transactions.

2. Customer retention: In e-tailing, an increase in the customer retention by 5% leads to a
corresponding increase in profits by 25%. Most of the people buying on the Internet do so
out of curiosity and this makes a repeat purchase highly unlikely.
3.

Unsuitable for certain product categories: In case of product categories that require
relatively higher customer involvement, the e-tailing route is found to be grossly
inadequate in providing sufficient information to the customers. Examples include retailing
of products like clothes, cosmetics etc. Most customers are comfortable buying books and
music on the Internet because the information required for making a purchase and the
customer involvement is low. However, in case of a blue Trouser, the customer may want
to know things such as: Which shade of blue is it? How does it feel on the skin? How easily
does it crease? The traditional retailing does not suffer from such a problem. In the non
standard product categories, the Internet offers limited amounts of crucial information to
the customer. In such cases, only the seller knows about the true quality of the trouser and
this leads to an "information asymmetry".

4.

Shopping is still a touch-feel-hear experience: Some do not suffer from "time-poverty" and
shopping is still considered to be a family outing. Hence this type of an environment
creates a problem of customer retention.

5.

Complicated medium: Ease of use is a problem, as the web design may suffer from high
complexity bordering on total chaos in some cases.

6.

Navigation hiccups: E-tail stores do not have standardized designs in comparison to the
physical retail stores and product catalogs. Therefore different user behaviors (navigation
schemes) need to be learned for each e-tail store. This is a temporary issue as the evolution
of the web continues.

7. Website design flaws: Graphic presentation and aesthetics may not be as compelling for a
web site as in case of a physical retail store or a product catalog. This is a temporary issue
that may resolve with the evolution of the web design.
8. Limited access to the Internet: Not all customers have access to the web, as they do to the
postal system. This is a temporary issue as the evolution of the web continues.

Future Trends in E-tailing
The investment and improvements in the communication infrastructure will lead to the
mass offering of electronic services in the home from several appliances. Established appliances,
. including the television and telephone will be equipped to provide simple access to electronic
products and services. Furthermore, the increased power and portability of computers will
facilitate easy, carefree, and daily use of electronic shopping options.
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Consumers
As e-shopping becomes the most sensible alternative to procuring needed goods and services,
consumers will abandon their traditional views of shopping. No longer will a routine trip to a
supermarket or mass retailer, such as Wal-Mart, satisfy the e-consumers expectations. The effort
of the trip will require an experience that one may find in the most expensive stores of Beverly
Hills. For example, the King of Prussia Mali in Pennsylvania contains a Bose® outlet, which also
houses a Starbucks coffee shop. The "sipping" room is enhanced with music supplied through
Bose audio products and innovations, such as speakers as small as a Rubik's Cube, but with the
sound of a much larger unit.
Brick and Mortar Retail
This new shopping experience segues into the changes required by suppliers. As stated above,
retailers and manufactures will have to rethink their physical selling strategies. Existing retail
shops will not survive if they fail to adapt the changes in consumer needs and behaviors. Stores
may become a place to showcase new products and services that will be purchased later
electronically. However the opposite pattern may initially be an even more important vehicle
for retailers. Shoppers will use the Internet to quickly gather product information, including
price, to save time in comparison shopping and unsuccessful outings due to lack of stock. Once
a product and location decision has been made, the consumer will load up the kids into the SUV
and venture in the brick-and-mortar world of shopping.
e-Marketing
In time, however, the dominance of electronic purchasing is inevitable. Suppliers should bet
their lives on it, especially if the product is not. particularly differentiated or unique. Marketers
must rethink their strategies and target audience. Mass marketing will not have the same appeal to
the individual consumer. Marketers must utilize the massive databases that will be built through
consumer "clicks" on the Internet, to personalize company advertising efforts. Developers of their
company's e-shopping technology must also do extensive research on how consumers use the
Internet and how they search for products. Where traditional media has a generally passive
audience, the Internet is more proactive in its use. It will take more effort for companies to place
their product where the consumer will encounter it. Instead of a mass bombing the, which occurs
in television advertisements, Internet marketing must be like a smart-missile that can anticipate
and intercept the consumer's product searches.
Suppliers
Manufactures and retailers must also evaluate their relationships. "Manufactures have spent th(
past twenty years dominated by their retail customers." The chain of products to consumers has
been drastically altered already. Manufactures are no longer separate from their consumers
They have hew opportiinity to establish a direct link with the end-consumer companies, such as
Dell Computers, have proven that direct selling to the consumer is more efficient and satisfying:
to the customer. The only advantage of a retail electronic shopping site is the collection and
convenience of many products in one location or site. Manufacturers can still fight back b)
, forming joint web.-ventures. The retail store may eventually be the biggest casualty of the nevt ’
technology. It may one day be painfully ironic to a company like Wal-Mart, who utilized ED [
and other electronic means of buy, selling, and communicating to become the most efficient am L
successful retailer, that the same technology will make them obsolete as an organization. Wa! - .
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Mart will most likely adapt to the changes and survive. One day you may enter a Wal-Mart
store to receive a doctor's examination and have your solar-powered SUV detailed, while listing
to a Garth Brooks comeback concert.

Vision
n
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The future of electronic retail is indeed the future of retail. However, electronic shopping will
transcend the mere transaction and become a pillar of daily.virtual activities. Online purchasing
activities will be only a part of a new e-lifestyie. It is the transition and acceptance of the virtual
world as part our concrete world that will allow e-shopping to conquer the retail consumer
market. Electronic shopping will be faster and cheaper. If will be a time-liberator. The retail
power of the Internet will be the catalyst of a new e-lifestyle age that will enable people to be
more social, recreational, and fulfilled that appeals to ones social needs, entertainment needs,
creativity, and curiosity. Retailers will have to provide an almost elitist shopping

CASE STUDY: Information Systems, in the Consumer Industry
This case study is about a small-medium sized apparel company retail division. This company,
as it often happens, started on the idea of a specific line of products and later approached the
retail channel in a naive way. The retail story began with the need of liquidating the company
.surplus in a company outlet; this was not enough so the company approached the outlets
circuit. At this point it did happen that the product offer was not balanced to make a good
service to the customer so the company had the need to work with the stock channel to get
rid of what was left over.
*•

By that time the company thought it has developed a culture of "retail" so it made a
decision to approach the wholesale market with mono-brand locations and/or shop-in- shop
experience in the department stores.
Almost always such a change implies a large item offer so the initial "product"
idea spread over a "total look" vision with its corresponding design and production problems.
The company we are talking about moved from an offer of about 150 samples to about
500 pieces thus multiplying by three the whole paperwork.
The retail division had a target of about 50 sales point, searched by a consultant
and interiorly designed by a fashion architect.
Themarket: the company operated in the casual sportswear mainly on jackets. Geographical
distribution was worldwide but mainly rich eastern countries and emerging countries, due
to the average price of the product. The "ideal" customer belonged to a fairly rich class, he
liked sportswear and he was fairly aggressive. The style actually intended to be aggressive
enough to be chosen both by young and older people.
The existing retail IT system was originally chosen to support the initial outlet, so its
main features were: '
•

Low cost

•

Little and clear functionalities

• One level architecture (shops and main)
•

single cash register in a shop

•

Written and maintained by a near located, "friend" software house.

Quite a few problems had been solved on a "quick" solution attitude as volumes were
small, no general approach.
.
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The whole situation was worsened by the fact that no user came from a structured
culture environment so they tent to solve their problems on an unstructured, personal way.
When the whole phenomena grew bigger two very dangerous behaviors came up:

Notes

1.

The stockholder thought: "if it works for four it will work for five etc."

2.

The software house used to say: "1 am willing to grow up with you: tell me what you
want and I will do it."

The company was really pushing the instrument over its project limits patching it over
and over.
The economical situation: mainly due to the international crisis the company was
financiaHy overexposed and the shop system was a real weight to the balance sheet: out of a
dozen shops existing only two or three were profitable, another two or three run even and
the rest were both losing money and creating end-of-season unsold inventory. These numbers
also did not take into account hidden costs that the company had to sustain to help the shop
system; costs which are difficult to pin out but that are often consistent. 1 am talking about time
spent by "structure" people like accounting and/or logistics to help the whole system run.
The turn point came when an outside consultancy firm had to investigate the economical
situation on behalf of a new possible stakeholder. The problem was not so much the retail policy
as a principle but the way it had been implemented. The company culture was industrial
and everybody used to think to "customers" as being wholesaler, which means professionals,
and not final customers.
Even if a retail manager and a merchandiser existed, real decisions were made by people
coming from "product" oriented people so many the whole process was'still very "fashion" and
"industry".
The functional approach: to evaluate correctly the job to be done we went through a
dimensional analysis of the needs of the retail department customers including all the
aspects of "product"; "subjective" and "social" aspects.
For every view we tried to find as many "objective" data as possible trying to avoid
preconceptions. This job was guided by an external consultant, a right choice in my opinion, as
we thought that no internal resource could be enough professionally detached to guarantee
a correct evaluation.
First thing the company did was to separate needs: wholesale and final customers.
This meant almost doubling the job but it allowed checking whether the requests of the retail
channel (both wholesaler and property shop) matched with the "real" final customer wishes.
Physically the job has been done through check lists compiled by hired personnel both
in the case of retailer and of final customers. Actually final customers were divided into two
major categories: customers contacted in shops (already aware of the brand) and people looking
at apparel shop windows (apparel keen but not especially on the brand).
Every interview was then graded according to the expectation of satisfaction both as need
and as answer to it. The complete results and the exact form of the questions are not public,
what we can derive are the changes the company did in its customer policies.
Question sheet results: as far as final customers are concerned we found that:
•
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Product aesthetics and fashion alignment The product was perceived as "fashion"
but "middle.low class" and definitely not "high class" as the company thought it was.
Competitors were quite different from what the company dreamed they were. Some
product categories were "identified" while other were considered "useless"

i
• Product reliability: Quality was recognized but the price was considered too
high
• Product availability: Very low, even if much paper presentation was made on
the product, the real possibility to find the item in the shops was low. Part of the
problem related also to the fact that the company had decided not to offer on the
web a certain number of "flagship" items
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• Sttbjective recogitition: Sales people "customer service " attitude was judged barely
sufficient
• Subjective attention: Sales people technical support counseling was perceived as
not sufficient and this contributed heavily to the perception of a middle low class
brand
•

Subjective empathy: Obviously related to individual sales people but, on the average,
not very high; the brand was definitely not felt like "friendly"

• Social belongttess: A strong feeling of group belonging was felt
•

Social distinction: Fulfillment of this need is low, probably due to inadequate CRM
systems.

For retailer the results were:
• Product aesthetics and fashion alignment: The product was perceived as "average";
the rating was better than the one given by final customers
• Product reliability: Good, little commercial returns and very few items with quality
problems
• Product availability: Medium/ low due to poor respect of delivery dates
•

Subjective recognition: Quite good, the "retail" customer service was considered
very effective

• Subjective attention: Low, customer perceived some sort of company
haughtiness
• Subjective empathy: Obviously related to individual agents but, on the average,
sufficient
•

Social belongttess: No group feeling existed for retailers

• Social distinction: Low, probably due to inadequate CRM systems.
Company actions: based on the results we just quoted, the company decided to
• Product offering returned to about 150-200 pieces for wholesaler and a further set of
about 100 pieces distributed only in company stores. These last set of garments were
essentially variations on existing garments, to simplify the design phase. The whole
set could then cover the "total-look" scenario for the shops and satisfy brand-keen
customers.
• Advertising: This moved into two directions. The first one tried to re-position the
brand in a "high class" section via the'relations with testimonials and events. The
second activity (fashion and newspapers) was addressed only to the countries where
a distribution network existed and not everywhere; only one new foreign market
was to be pursued each year.
•

Company shops: Only economical justified shops stayed open, with the new product
offering. As far as new openings were concerned the strategy was to create mixed
companies with local operators. These new middle-sized shops were addressed
mainly on the sales of the well known products (jackets) and there was a one year
starting period to reach balance break even, and no more.
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• External wholesalers: The company recognized their importance and created a contact
and support groups with the idea of improve their brand loyalty.
• Agents: The company cleared that a new attitude was needed: they were to become
not only customer-order collector but also product and "prospect customers"
proposers. Quite a few agents did not accept and interrupted their business relation
with the company; the major criticism was that there was no longer an independent
agent role but that we were talking of company show rooms and methods. This was
one of the most difficult parts of the whole project.
•

Company shops sale personnel: A long process of selection and education
is still taking place to reach the correct standard in human relations and technical
knowledge.

• Shop customer service: It became the real guideline of the retail division. Every
aspect has been re-analyzed: from shop lay-out to packaging to personnel clothing and
attitude. Mock customers are evaluating each site randomly and their results are
discussed monthly at company lev.el and twice-a-year with shop managers.
' • Main IT system: The upgrade on this was very limited and it concerned almost only
the quality of basic data regarding customer needs like delivery dates or quality
indexes
• Retail IT system: This system has been changed very heavily. The operational part
has been upgraded to a new instrument and also, even more important, new CRM
systems have been introduced regarding both classical topics, like fidelity cards,
and new topics like known and unknown person recognition. The possibility
to follow the path inside the shop and on the front windows gave the opportunity
to improve internal paths and increment the time passers-by would stop in front of
the shop.
Generally speaking the reengineering is still going on but the results, up to now, are very
encouraging in terms of customer service and of sales point balance break even where all the
company shops are now correctly placed.
Question:
Critically analyze the case study.
Source: hltp://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Informalion_systems_in_the_consumcr_industry/A_caso_ study_-_relai

5.11 Meaning
Online shopping or online retailing is a form of electronic commerce which allows consume! s
to direct ly buy goods or services from a seller over the Internet using a web browser. Altemativ e
names are: e-web-store, e-shop, e- store, Internet shop, web-shop, web-store, online store, onlir e
storefront and virtual store.
When you buy a product or a service over the internet, instead of going to a traditional
brick-and-mortar store, it is called online shopping. Globally, an increasing number of people are
buying over the Internet because it is more convenient. Online retailing (also known as B2C or
business-to-consumer e- commerce) is basically a Web-enabled interface between company and
target consumer for selling products and services on the Web with the facility of online paymeilt.
The OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) definition of
e-commerce further specifies that it relates to the ordering of goods and services over the internet,
but the payment and ultimate delivery of the good or service can be conducted on or offline.
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One can purchase almost anything online — starting with groceries and greeting cards to
cell phones and ringtones for the cell phones, everything can be purchased online. While most
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people still find it convenient to buy their groceries from the neighbourhood shop, many people
are purchasing rail and air tickets over the Internet. In addition, people and corporate as well,
are also purchasing a variety of services online — such as a broking service or job search service.

Notes

5.12 Evolution of Online Retailing
Over the last ten years the history of online shopping has been shaped. While online shopping is
commonplace now, it hasn't been around forever. The World Wide Web became popular around
1989 and 1990 and has since seen an e- commerce explosion.
The second important step in the history of online shopping, beyond the invention of
the Internet itself, was online banking. It was created and developing in 1994, making online
transactions possible.
Though surprising. Pizza Hut was the first online retailer, They were the first pizza chain
to offer online ordering or home delivery during a 1994 test phase in.Santa Cruz, California: All.
locations got the option in 2007.
In 1995, Amazon launched as an online bookstore amazon.com. Once the company realized
other goods were also, at high demand, they expanded to offer a bigger selection of merchandise.
The online auction site, eBay, also began in 1995
and quickly grew in popularity. To this day, Amazon and eBay are the biggest online
retailers in the world, but India's largest domestic e-tailer is Flipkart
Today, most brick-and-mortaf stores have an online counterpart. With faster connections
and better technology, the online shopping sector has been able to grow and gain popularity.
Many people favour shopping online over going to the store for convenience and price comparison
opportunities.
In India online retailers are jostling for a chunk of its $13 billion e-commerce trade. It is
growing at a compound rate of 34 per cent a year, and saw online retail sales of $1.6 billion in 2013.
According to consultants Forrester online retail sales is expected to surge to $76 billion by 2021..

5.13 Advantages of Online Retailing
Internet has revolutionized the way we do our Shopping. Because of the numerous advantages
of Shopping Online more and more people these days prefer Online'Shopping over conventional
shopping. There are many reasons for buying on the internet which are as follows:
1.

Convenience: It is the most convenient method of shopping. Where shopping can be done
even in a midnight if a person is wearing night suit. Here there is no need to wait in a line
or wait till the shop assistant is ready to help in purchases. Shopping can be done in minutes
even if a person is busy, apart from saving time and avoiding crowds. Online shops give
the opportunity to shop 24 x 7 and also reward with a 'no pollution' shopping. There is no
better place to buy information products like e-books. Immediately after the payment is
made information is downloaded. And downloadable items purchased online don't require
any kind of material goods at all.

2.

Variety: The choices available for products are amazing. One can get several brands and
products from different sellers at one place. One can get the latest international trends
without spending money on airfare. While online shopping, one can shop from retailers
in other parts of the country or even the world without being limited by geographic area.
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These stores offer a far greater selection of colors and sizes than one will find locally. Apart
from that, many times it happened that one spend money on reaching a local shop only to
find that the product that needed and sometimes it is out of stock. Some online shops have •
a provision to accept orders without stock and ship it across to individual when the stock
becomes available. One also has the option of taking their business to another online store
where the product is available.

Notes
3.

Send Gifts: Online Shopping makes sending gifts to relatives and friends easy, no matter
where ever they stay. Now there is no need of making distance an excuse for not sending a
gift on occasions like Birthday, Wedding Anniversary/Marriage, Valentine's Day, Mother's
Day etc.

4.

Better Prices: Another thing which fascinates is the cheap deals and better prices that can
be got from online stores because products come direct from the manufacturer or seller
without involvement of middlemen. Many online shops offer discount coupons and rebates.
For eg. jabong.com, snapdeal.com, amazon.in etc. Apart from this, the Online Store is only
required to collect sales tax if they have a physical location in our state even if we buy from
a store across the world.

5. Crowds: During online retailing crowd can be avoided. Especially during Festivals and
Special events the crowds can really give a head ache. Crowds force to do a hurried shopping
most of the time. Crowds also create a problem when it comes to finding a parking place
nearby where the individual want to shop and going back to their vehicle later loaded with
shopping bags.
6.

Comparison of Prices: Online shops make comparison and research of products and prices
possible. Online stores also give the ability to share information and reviews with other
shoppers who have firsthand experience with a product or retailer.

7. Fewer Expenses: Many times when we opt for conventional shopping we tend to spend
a lot more than the required shopping expenses on things like eating out, traveling, and
impulsive shopping etc where in this case such expenses can be avoided.
8. Compulsive Shopping: Many times while Shopping the individual end up buying with the
things which are not require because of the shop keepers up selling skills. Sometimes one
even compromise on their choices because of the lack of choices in those shops.
9.

Buying Old or unused Stuff at low prices: Online Shops make possible to buy old or
unused stuff at rock bottom prices. If individual want to buy antiques there is no better
options than online stores.

10. ' Discreet Purchases: Some things are better done in privacy. Online shops are also best for
discreet purchases. There are some products which a person doesn't want to buy publicly
that can be purchased from online web store anonymously to maintain desired privacy.
11.

Flexibility: When a brick and mortar retail store wants to update its look, change its
display shelves around or improve product placement throughout the store, it requires a
considerable amount of effort and money. A brick and mortar store must be in a constant
state of change to accommodate changes in the marketplace. An online retail shop can be!
changed simply and instantly to follow the latest buying trends, add the newest productsj
or help update the store's corporate image through new logos or a new color scheme. Shelf
space is also unlimited with an online retailer, where a brick and mortar store is limited by
the amount of floor space it has.
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13.

Overhead: An online retail shop avoids having to pay overhead costs such as staff,
storefront rent, warehousing space and utilities for a large retail space. An online retailer
also has the opportunity to explore alternative streams of revenue to help offset overhead
costs. For example, the online retailer can offer the space on the borders of its website to
advertisers and use that advertising revenue to pay for the cost of maintaining and hosting
the website. Due to their limited shelf space and wall space, brick and mortar stores don't
have the same opportunity to lower overhead costs by offering advertising opportunities
to other businesses.
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Cost Control: As time goes by, the cost of operating a brick and mortar retail space tends to
go up depending on the circumstances surrounding the store. For example, a retail store in
a popular shopping mall may see its rent rise each year as the mall attracts more shoppers.
When an online retailer purchases his website address, he need only pay renewal fees each
year to maintain that address. As the online retail store grows in popularity, the cost to
maintain the address remains the same.

5.14 Disadvantages of Online Retailing
Online shopping has become the need of the day. It saves your time spent on commuting to a
local mall or market, gives you the best discounts and deals and even delivers your stuff at your
doorstep. In short, it is the most hassle free mode of purchase these days. In fact, online shopping
has almost discarded the traditional way of shopping: While this sounds amazing to the ears,
online shopping isn't as good as it seems. It has its own share of cons which must be considered.
Listed here are some disadvantages of online shopping.
■

1.

Admin intensive: Running an online shop is hard work. Creating product listings are time
consuming and maintaining the product catalogue is a never ending job. The recent VAT
increase, for example, meant that retailers had to reprice all their products. In addition all
sales should be packed and dispatched on a daily basis.

\

2. Customer service: There is no getting away from it, customers can be a pain. Being a retailer
involves dealing with the general public and so it is important to be patient.
3.

Can not really see/feel the items you purchase: No matters how enticing an outfit looks
on a shopping portal, but there is no surit y that person receive the exact same piece that
is purchased online. Besides that, size, color and pattern may vary so that the chosen dress
may not suit. This is the biggest disadvantage of online shopping. The person cannot feel
or physically see the items that is purchase. As a result, there are high chances of getting
a defective product.

4.

Purchased item may be mishandled during shipping: Online shopping brings with itself
a huge risk of purchased items being mishandled during shipping. If a product is damaged
due to any reason the person has two options either return to seller and bear the shipping
charges or bear the loss of product mishandling.

5. . Purchase of perishable items is not possible online: For perishable items like groceries,
milk, fruits, vegetables and small things like staple pins and the likes, person has to go to
the market for purchase, Such items can not be bought online.
6. Requires a lot of time on deal hunting: An individual can surely find some great deals
when shopping online. But he has to spend a lot of time browsing the internet to find out
the best deals. Only net savvy people have the time and interest to find out such lucrative
deals. For the rest kind, online shopping is a time consuming job.
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7.

Delay: The main disadvantage of online shopping is that product is not receive immediately
as it is purchased. Person has to wait until the product arrives. Sometime it is better to ha.V’e
an item instantly than keep waiting for it for many days.
I

8.

Inferior product: Person does not know much about the actual quality of the product.
Sometimes the description of the product might be different than the actual product. As a
result an individual might end up with inferior quality product.
I

9.

Shipping Charge: Shipping charge and shipping delays are one of the main disadvantage o£
shopping online. Items are generally cheaper in online web store. But sometime the addition
of shipping charge makes the price similar or more expensive than your nearby local stcjre.

10.

Scam: As online shopping is becoming very common the number of online scam and fra taci
is also increasing. This is why a buyer should always buy from trusted websites only beca jsc
trusted websites would take care of any fraud to maintain their reputation.

Notes

11. Warranty issues: Many electronic items are sold without international warranty. So while
buying such products individual has to make sure by contact with the seller to verify whetjher
the item has international warranty or not.
12.

Miscellaneous trouble: There are some other rare disadvantages of online retailing sucbi
as credit card fraud, spyware etc.

5.15 Drivers of Online Retailing
A number of factors have been identified as drivers of growth in online sales. These include:
1.

A more computer literate population.

2.

Long term trends towards higher educational attainment among consumers and incr
in real household disposable income r- survey results demonstrate that better educ ated
and wealthier people are most likely to take advantage of the benefits that can be obta .ned
from online shopping.

3.

Innovations in online selling — such as group sales and special daily deals (Eg. De a.1 of the Day).

4.

Consumer response to lower prices available online.

5.

Convenience and availability of online shopping.

6.

More secure payments systems which give greater confidence to consumers to punifvase
online.
•I

7.

Initiative shown by some web based companies that have invested in web interface
technology and processes which facilitate online ordering, inventory stock take and deli very.

8.

Emergence of m-commerce — the use of mobile devices to compare prices and featu *es of
products as well as make direct purchases.

‘ 9.

Greater range of goods and services available online compared with bricks and mortar stores.

10.

Increasing level of sophistication and comfort with technology and the internet amongst
consumers across all age groups.

*

I

5.16 Challenges Before Online Retailing
Challenges faced by online retailing are as follows:
• Reluctance in changing the buying behavior - Indians are still reluctant to buy c n-line
and prefer brick and mortar models. Indians still like to have a feel of produ :t and
spend time in buying.
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•

Failure in luring customers from offline mode to on-line retail channel - Lack of
awareness, proper marketing and advertisement, inability to create a brand image,
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lack of proper usage of all possible on-line means like search engines, paid marketing,
on-line ads, social networking, blogs etc to reach the customers are few reasons for low
growth of online retailing.
. •

Notes

On-line portals are not up to the mark - There have been few lacuna's in the exiting
on-line websites like poor front ends, website search options are not good, insufficient
information-about products and terms and conditions, slow websites etc.

•

Lack of seriousness - All major retail distributors have come up with their retail portals
but it seems to has been just a onetime setup for many retailers.

•

Issues concerning security and transaction frauds - In addition many of the web portals
don't support all on-line modes of payments. There is high occurrence of failed payments
and this if often restricts the clients from revisit ing the portal.

•

Competitors - When consumers start searching, they have multiple options available,

,

and many use search to navigate the Web rather than type in or bookmark specific

J

sites.
•

Visitors may switch in less than 15 seconds - Online consumers are impatient shoppers.
If they immediately do not reach the site or the product they were looking for when
they switch to other sites without wasting even 15 seconds.

•

Online Window Shopping - Online surfing is a good pastime for those who love to
browse. Many spend a fair bit of time visiting several sites just to gather information.
They may also compare the offerings of several competitors before hitting the "buy
now" button and quit without purchasing anything.

•

Time between initial visit and purchase has increased - Increasingly financially
challenged consumers may wait longer before buying.

•

Customers postpone shopping for merchants' best offer - Consumers wait for a special
deal or offers and postpone their shopping till an attractive offer is offered by online
retailer.

5.17 Precautions for Online Shopping
Wit h the boom in economy of India at an exponential rise, consumer spending has also increased.
More and more consumers are looking for easy way to shop since their time is increasingly under
pressure. E-corrimerce or online shopping provides a way out. With the universal availability
of Internet connectivity, consumers save time and efforts by shopping online. More and more
merchants are realising the enormous potential of the medium of Internet and are gearing up to
offer products and services.
•As the potential of online shopping is being grasped, the risks are going up too, particularly
for consumers, Sadly, many online shoppers ignore the pitfalls and do not follow even minimum
risk protection norms. Online shopping frauds are dangerous, because once the security is breached,
fraudsters can siphon off a lot of money without the victim realising it.
Following are some of the measures one should take while doing online shopping or retailing:
• 1.

Link of a Website: Going to an online shopping site through a link or pop-ups, howsoever
interesting the offers are should be avoided. Always type the website address into the
address bar. Tempting offers should be ignored as they may be from fraudsters who have
created a fake site.
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2. Look For The Image of a Lock at The Bottom Right Comer: To make sure the website is
safe, the image of a closed lock in the browser window should be seen. The icon should be
clicked to see if securit y certification is displayed. This proves that the site is not fake. On*»
is vulnerable to 'identity theft' when the personal information is entering on a spoofed site.
3.

Check Privacy Policy: It should be ensured that the seller of a website is reliable and th 2
personal details given will not be shared with others for money. The Privacy Policy of the
website must be checked to make sure what the seller will and will not do with details
about the user.

4.

Be Wary of e-mails: One may receive an e-mail that appears as if it is from the seller that
he has shopped online. The shopper may be asked to disclose the personal informatiorr,
bank details etc. to "verify" the accounts or "clear-up" errors that have occurred. Befoi e
responding, it should reconfirmed with the seller. Mail should be replied only if one is
assured of its true existence.
1

5.

Secured Programs: If the purchases are through a debit or credit card, then it should be
made sure that one had sign-out for the "verified by VISA" and/or "Master secured codle
program(s)". Each transaction will then be authorised only by the user.

6.

Anti-Spyware/Trojan Software: It should be made sure that the latest version of antivin. i s,
anti-spyware or anti-Trojan programs are installed on the PCor laptop on which shoppirtg
is being undertaken and they are regularly updated.
f

5.18 Summary
The importance of formulating a retail market strategy is understood by all small and big retailers.
To build a competitive advantage that can be sustained, retailers need to pay special attention,
to aspects like price, location, merchandise, service and communications. Operations, purchasing/
logistics, market research, financing and technolog)', which determine the strategic positioning
of the firm are also equally important.
Retailers are facing an increasingly competitive environment due to the relatively si Dw
growth of the retailing sector, increasing maturity and concentration of many retailing sectors,
the emergence of new retailing formats such as the internet, changes in consumer expectations
and expenditure, and competition from international retailers.
The major drivers of competition within the industry are the threat of new entrants, the
treat from substitute forms of retailing (that is, intertype competition), the bargaining po ^ver
of producers, the bargaining power of shoppers, and the intensity of rivalry between firms. tThe
relative balance between competing retailers and their competitive retail marketing strategies
also influences the intensity of competition. E-tailing has resulted in the development of
e-tailware — software tools For creating online catalogs and managing the business connected
with doing e-tailing. A new trend is the price comparison site that can quickly compare prices
from a number of different e-tailers and link you to them.
To compete in today's high-pressure business scenario, sellers are looking at the interne as sl
very effective alternative sales channel, which gives them direct access to target customers. Or tline
retailing can be extremely useful to consumer product and service enterprise especially ir. the
area of: Apparel, Arts and Handicrafts, Books, Car rentals. Computers and Electronics, Cosmt rtics.
Financial Services, Gifts and Novelties, Groceries, Music, Software, Stationary, Sweets and
Confectionery, Tours and Travels, toys, services of all types. As online requires lower investrrv exit
as compared to "brick-and-mortar" store", reduces transaction costs, reduces advertising and
promotional costs, helps serve customer better by giving them greater choice and convenier c<e of
shopping, eliminates geographical boundaries for business, and can establish a global mark 2t for
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product or service. Security standards for online shopping are now well-established, so it can be
safe to pay online using credit card. Credit card details and other informat ion are encrypted and
sent over a secure layer over the Internet. Although ho system is completely fraud-proof, the large
number of people going online bears testimony to the acceptance and safety of online shopping.

Notes

5.19 Glossary

I
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• Electronic Data Interchange: It is the structured transmission of data between
organizations by electronic means.
• Enterprise Resource Planning: A business management system that integrates all facets
of the business, including planning, manufacturing, sales, and marketing.
• E-tailing: Selling on retaih goods on internet.
• Radio Frequency Identification: It is the use of an object applied to or incorporated
into a product, animal, or person for the purpose of identification and tracking using
radio waves.
• Retail Management Information System: It includes the use of hardware, software
and procedures to manage activities such as planning, inventory , control, financial
management, logistics and point of sale transactions.

5.20 Review Questions
1. Discuss about the importance of IT in retailing.

..

2. What do you know about integrated systems and networking?
3.

Explain the marketing information system.

4. Describe the retail management information system.
5.

What are the components of ERP?

6.

Discuss about Electronic Data Interchange.

7.

Explain bar coding.

8.

Discuss about Customer Database Management.

9.

What do you know about electronic retailing?

10. What are the limitations of the Web?
11.

Discuss about the flow of information and products in supply chain.

12.

Explain the concept of Online Retailing.

13.

Discuss the major advantages and disadvantages of Online Retailing.

14.

Write a brief note on the evolution of Online Retailing.

15.

What precautions one should take while doing Online Shopping?

5.21 Further Readings
•

Christopher H Lovelock, Services Marketing, third edition, Prentice Hall, US

•

Leonard L Berry, Great Service: A Frameworkfor Action, The Free Press

•

Ravi Shanker, Services Marketing, Excel Books, New Delhi

•

Valarie A Zeithmal and Mary JO Bitner, Services Marketing: Integrating Customer Focus
across the Firm, Tata McGraw Hill, New Delhi

•

www.marketingteacher.com/.../lesson_services_marketing.

• http://dis.shef.ac.uk/sheiia/marketing/services.htm
• http://www.mba-tutorials.com/marketing/165-products-vs-services.htmlz
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